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ABSTRACT
Local Sales and Celebrations: A History of Retailing, Marketing,
and Consuming in Western New York State, 1920 - 1940

Sarah Lynn Elvins, author of dissertation
Dr. Marlene Shore, director of dissertation

This dissertation explores the interaction of Western New York State with the
emerging Amencan mass market. In particular, it looks at the buying and s e h g of
goods in Buffalo and Rochester, New York, dunng the period fiom 1920 to 1940. This
time pcriod wimessed the spread of new economic relationships across the nation. The
growth of new networks of distribution and communication meant that many more
Americans had access to the same goods. Branded items and mass-produced goods
flooded al1 areas of the country. New forms o f cornpetition threatened the prominent
position enjoyed by independent rnerchants.
Examination of retailing and consuming in Buffalo and Rochester complicates Our
understanding of this transformation. Local traditions and identities were not simply
eliminated in the spread of these new relationships. Within New York State, regional
patterns of selling and consuming flourished into the 1920s and 1930s. Merchants in
Rochester and Buffalo pIayed active roles in civic life. They emphasizeci their roots in
the community, and encouraged consumers to shop "at home." In good times and bad,
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they brought a range of entertainments and services to local shoppers.

The Introduction places the project in historiographical context, and outlines the
main contours of the argument. Chapter One sketches the economic and cultural
development of the two cities, particularly the ways in which retailers acted as civic
leaders in each community during the 1920s. Chapter Two examines how Buffalo and
Rochester deparmient stores claimed superiority to competitors in New York City.
Retailers asserted their ability to provide mas-market and fashion goods, while at the
same time emphasizing their local ties and history. Chapter Three investigates how
independent merchants in the two cities grappled with the "chain store problem" of the
interwar era, using a discourse of civic pride and boosterism to differentiate themselves
fiom "interloping" competitors based in other cities.
Chapter Four explores regional efforts to combat the Depression by organizing
consumer spending. In Buffalo, this sentiment took the forrn of a special day of sales
which organizers hoped would speed the retum to normalcy, while in Rochester a piedge
campaign encouraged participants to put more rnoney into the local economy. Chapter
Five demonstrates the persistence of downtown merchants in Buffalo and Rochester as
cultural brokers throughout the 1930s. It also looks at how national marketers and
advertisers tailored their messages to the particularities of the local market. Linking al1 of
the chapters is the notion that local institutions were crucial to the experiences of
consumers in this period, particularly in cities like Buffalo and Rochester.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examines the particularities of retailing and consuming in
Western New York State, fiom 1920 to 1940. Buffalo and Rochester, New York, were
home to a number of independent merchants with strong roots in the area. These
merchants took pnde in their service to the cornmunity and their place in the history of
these cities. They acted as cultural brokers, bringing not only goods fiom around the
globe, but guest speakers, celebrities, and other entertainments to their cities. Retailers
encouraged area residents to view patronizing "home" stores as a fonn of civic
expression.
The experiences of consumers in Buffalo and Rochester further illuminate how
Americans in mid-sized cities participated in the emerging mass market. The 1920s and
1930s witnessed the spread of new economic relationships across the nation. New
networks of distribution and communication meant that many more Americans had
access to the same goods. Branded items and mass-produced goods flooded al1 areas of
the country. New forms of competition threatened the prominent position enjoyed by
independent merchants. A local perspective sheds light on the ways in which national
trends in selling and consuming operated on the community IeveI.
Local traditions and identities were not simply eliminated by the spread of these
new relationships. Merchants in Rochester and Buffalo played on local sentiment in an
effort to adapt to a changing climate of selling. As chain stores entered the region, area
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retailers used a language of localism to encourage patrons to spend their money in
institutions with ties to their home towns. Mass-marketers, as well, achowledged the
power of the local, tailoring ads to refer to local people and combat their perceived status

as "interlopers." By taking a closer look at Western New York, one can gain a greater
understanding of how local variations and loyalties could often co-exist with and
occasionally challenge the hegemony of national culture.
In the early decades of the twentieth ccntury, consumers in different parts of the
country had very different levels of interaction with new retailing phenornena. For most
Americans, a trip to Fifih Avenue or Michigan Avenue was an occasional experience at
best. Their day-to-day participation in a "national market" was through local stores or
mail-order catalogues. Well into the 1920s and 1930s, regional variations persisted in
terms of the availability of goods, and more important, the retailers who supplied these
products. Even within New York State, an area which one might assume would be
dominated by the retailing innovations and distribution networks of its largest city,
distinct local patterns of selling and consuming persisted.
The hinterland did take fiom the metropolis, to be sure; but many residents and
merchants in smaller towns and cities took pride in their local institutions and their ability
to put a local spin on national trends and innovations. By taking a closer look at the
chmging conditions of retailing in upstate New York during the twenties and thirties, we
can gain a sense of the persistence of local identities even as national advertising, chain
retailing and national brands flooded into the region. Local pride and traditions were

modified, not eliminated, in the spread of modem retailing and marketing during the
1920s and 1930s.
It is useful to put this study into broader histonographical context. In recent
years, the study of new patterns of buying and selling, and the wider culmral shifts which
accompanied them, has captured the imagination of a variety of scholars. The study of
consumption has branched off to include histories of advertising, mass-market magazines,
retailing, marketing, and leisure pursuits in ~merica.' In most of these instances, scholars
have used these stories to illustrate a national paradigm shift during the late nineteenth
and the early twentieth c e n ~ r i e s . ~
'This is not to ignore the sizeable literature about consumption in the Europûan
context. Notable works on retailing specifically include Rosalind Williams, Dream
Worlds: Mass Consum~tionin Late-Nineteenth-Centurv France (Berkeley, Califomia:
Universiy of Califomia Press, 1982); Perry Miller, The Bon Marché: Bourgeois C u h r e
and the Deoamnent Store. 1869 - 1920 (Princeton, NI: Princeton University Press,
1981). Erika Rappapon uses women and department stores to explore the gendering of
forg Pleasure: Women in the M a k i n ~of London's West End
urban space in S h o ~ ~ i n
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000).
'A number of scholars are pushing back the tirneframe of consumerism into the early
nineteenth, and even the eighteenth centuries. See T.H.Breen, "'Baubles of Britain': the
American and Consumer Revolution of the Eighteenth Cenmry," Past and Present, 119
(1988): 73-104. This article, as well as others by James Axtell and Joyce Appleby on the
"Roots of the American Consumer Society" appear in Lawrence Gliclmian, ed.,
Consumer Societv in American Historv: A Reader (Ithaca: Corne11 University Press,
1999), 84- 144. In English historiography, see Neil McKendrick, Colin Brewer, and J.H.
Plumb, The Binh of a Consumer Societv: The Commercialization of Eizhteenth-Century
England (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982). For a review of this debate,
see Peter N. Stearns, "Stages of Consurnerism: Recent work on the Issues of
Periodization," The Journal of Modem Historv, 69 (March 1997): 101-1 17, also the
bibliographic essay by Gliclanan in Consumer Societv, 399-414. There appears to be
some consensus, however, that any discussion of moss consumption properly begins in
the postbellum period. This dissertation wiil deal with the 1920s and 1930s as another

Department stores, in particular, have been explored as catalysts in the creation of
a new Arnerican culture. William Leach argues that department stores symbolized "the
Given the dramatic changes initiated by the
very essence of the consumer revol~tion."~
"grand emporiums" in larger centres, it is not surprising that historians of retailing have
devoted much study to the merchants of New York, Chicago, Boston, and Philadelphia.
For example, although an appendix entitled "More Great American Stores" redresses the

irnbalance somewhat, rnost of Robert Hendrickson's The Grand Emporiums: The
nlustrated Historv of America's Great Department Stores focuses on businesses in those
four ~ i t i e s . ~

In describing the evolution of these new "palaces of consumption," there has been
a tendency to view the spread of new relationships in retailing and marketing as
emanating out fkom these key centres to eventually engulf the entire nation. Leach's

study of department stores melds business and cultural history. He goes beyond
sketching the institutional history of the stores to demonstrate that their presence in the
urban landscape had a profound effect on al1 who witnessed their cathedral-like interiors,
striking window treatments and dizzying selection of goods. Leach suggests that a new

phase in American retailing, when new cornpetition between chah stores and
independents, as well as between stores in different cities, became more of an issue for
retailers.

3~illiam
Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants. Power. and the Rise of a New Arnencan
Culture (New York: Pantheon Books, 1993), 15.
4

Robert Hendrickson, The Grand Emponums: The Illustrated Historv of Amenca's
Great Deriartment Stores (New York: Stein and Day, 1980).

5

commercial aesthetic gained control of the public imagination, changing not only the
buying habits but the very dreams of consurners. In tracing the emergence of a new

national culture, however, Leach relies most heavily on records fiom Chicago,
Philadelphia and New York. For exarnple, Leach examines Wanarnakertsnot just as a
Philadelphia institution, experimenting with new techniques in retailing and seducing
consumers with the latest displays, but also as a symbol of an entire nation's seamless
transformation into a "Land of Desire." My research reveals that t h i s process was not as
frictionless as this broad depiction suggests.
Studies of labour conditions within the stores offer a different perspective on the
economic and cultural impact of retailers. Susan Porter Benson's study of department
store workers serves as a reminder that while tems Iike "mass retailing" encourage us to

think of these changes in broad strokes, the history of marketing in America is the story
of transactions between indi~iduals.~
The tensions between nianagers and saleswomen,

as well as between retailers and custorners, influenced the policies of department stores.
Benson argues that the efforts of managers to assert control over retail operations were
often hindered by the sales clerks thernselves, who proved rernarkably resistant to
"rationa~izing."~
Benson's aîtention to the power relationships within the store are
illuminative, yet she likewise concenirates on big-city retailers like Macy's, Filene's, and

'susan Porter Benson, Counter Cultures: Saleswomen. Mana~ers.and Customers in
American Department Stores, 1890 - 1940 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1986).

%id., 67.

Jordan Marsh. Exploration of stores in other regions might suggest that the "personal
relationship" between shopper and store employee could be even more intimate in smaller
cities.
Other recent forays into the history of North Arnerican retailing have explored the
impact of national irade organizations, federal legislation, and the courts in guiding the
fate of business. Mansel Blackford's history of small business in America, while not
specifically about retailers, places small business at the cenae of a narrative of American
economic growth. Likewise, Jonathan Bean challenges the Chandlerian mode1 of
business history, pointhg out that "modern" business and "srnall" business are not
contradictos, terms.' Where Alfred Chandler focused almost exclusively on the
managerid innovations of big business, Bean suggests that smaller enterprises have had a
continuing significance in the Amencan e c ~ n o m y . David
~
Monod's masterful
exploration of the folklore of shopkeepers in Canada is a significant contribution to the
history of small business. Monod retells the story of "modem" retailing, and argues

-'Alfred Chandler's The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in Arnerican
Business (Cambridge, Mass.: B e h a p Press of Harvard University Press, 1977) focued
almost exclusively on big business, definhg large companies administered by salaried
managers as the "modem" successors to small traditionai family h.

a ans el Blackford, A Histow of Small Business in America (New York: Twayne
Publishers, 1991); Jonathan J. Bean, Beyond the Broker State: Federal Policies toward
Small Business. 1936 - 1961 (Chape1 Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).
There have been other studies in business history recently which redirect attention toward
smaller firms, although more in the realm of manufacniring than retailing. See, for
example, Phil Scranton, Endless Novelty: S~ecialtvProduction and Arnerican
Industnalization. 1865 - 1925 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997).
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against the idea that the growth of the rnass market should be seen as a uniform shift in
power away from merchants and towards manufacturers and consumers. He
demonstrates that many of the small shop keepers who protested the costs of
modernization were themselves transforming their business practices.' Bean, Mansel,
and Monod offer useM national frameworks for the discussion of the economic and
cultural significance of small business, but their work would be productively
supplemented by studies which test their hypotheses in specific areas of North AmencaThe history of Amencan advertising has provided another avenue for scholars to
explore how the very meaning of buying and selling has changed over tirne.
During the 1970s, historians of advertising focused their aîtention on the perceived power
imbalance between ad men and their audiences. In his provocative study of advertising
and consumensm, Stuart Ewen argued that advertisers and industrial leaders worked
together to become "captains of consciousness" who could direct not only the buying
habits but the very desires of the general public. Advertising became another way for
industrialists to both discipline workers and promote their participation in the consumer
market.'' In Ewen's view, advertisers were not simply creating markets; they were

passing on a whole new culture to Americans, instructing the public not only on what to
buy but on what to drearn. Yet by painting the emergence of consumensm as a
r s the Culture of M a s Marketing 1890' ~ a v i dMonod, Store Wars: S h o ~ k e e ~ eand
1939 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1W6), 52.
10

Stuart Ewen, Captains of Consciousness: Advertising and the Social Roots of the
Consumer Culture (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1976)- 24-5.

conspiracy engineered by ad men, Ewen fails to acknowledge the cornplex rdationship
between advertisers and manufacturers. Michael Schudson, while still wary of the
manipulative power of advertisers, remedies this oversimplification. He argues that
attention must be paid to the relationship between advertking agencies and business."
A later group of scholars widened their focus to examine not only the ad industry

and American business, but the culîural changes which accompanied, and in some cases
were encouraged by, the emergence of advertising. James Noms places the nse of the
advertising industxy in the context of industrializing America. Roland Marchand's
landmark study Advertising the Amencan Drearn uses advertising to eloquently explore a
cultural shift in the United States. Marchand illuminates the strategies of professional
advertisers in spreading a new vision of modemity built upon the consumption of goods.
Marchand's expert dissection of the scenes of modern life depicted in national ad
carnpaigns reveals that advertisers promoted not only specific goods but a whole new
way of life. By presenting m d a c t u r e d goods as the solution to a host of anxieties
associated with modem living, Marchand argues, advertisers created a new national
language, complete with its own parables and guides for behaviour."

With a less

" ~ i c h a e lShudson, Advertisine. the Uneasy Persuasion: Its Dubious I m ~ a con
t
Arnencan Society (New York: Basic Books, 1984); A less critical, but highly readable,
assessrnent of the ad industry is Stephen Fox, The Mirror Makers: A Historv of
Amencan Advertising and Its Creators (New York: William Morrow and Company, Inc.,
1984)12~oland
Marchand, Advertising the Arnencan Drearn: Makine Way for Modeniitv,
1920 - 1 940 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). Marchand dates the
emergence of "modem" advertising from the use of an approach which went beyond

conspiracy-rninded outlook than Ewen, Marchand demonstrates how the ad men were
themselves part of a middle-class culture which celebrated the possibilities of modem
managerial capitalism. This dissertation complements Marchand's focus on national
campaigns by exploring the regional variations in advertising and marketing.

The concentration of publishers and advertising executives in major cities like
New York and Chicago has led many to look to the metropolis first, and sùnply assume
that in addition to the advertising campaigns themselves, more general attitudes and
business practices onginating in these centres eventually radiated out to encornpass the
rest of the nation.13 Jackson Lears' analysis of the advertising industry assumes this type
simple announcement to individualized pitches which claimed to show the benefit of the
product for the consumer. This emphasis on the individual at once singled out the reader
for "personal" attention, while incIuding him/her in a community not based on geography
but on product choices. Others, like David Potter in Peode of Plentv: Economic
Abundance and the American Character (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1954)
and Daniel Boorstin in The Americans: The Democratic Experience (New York:
Random House, 1973),have emphasized the development of a national character tied eo
consuming. Even critics of consumer culture like Warren Susman have emphasized the
homogenizing (if alienating) tendencies of these developments. See Susman, Culture as
Historv: The Transformation of Amencan Societv in the Twentieth Centurv (New York:
Pantheon, 1984).
"~ulturalhistorians not specifically interested in consumensm have also posited this
mode1 of cultural dominance. Some unapologetically present New York as the symbol
not only of Amenca, but of Western culture in the twentieth centuxy. In explaining why
she has chosen to study New York in the 1920s, Ann Douglas argues that this decade saw
America seize "economic and cultural leadership of the West," and New York became
recognized as "the world's most powerful city." Douglas, Temble Honestv: Mone-rel
Manhattan in the 1920s (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1995), 3-28. Douglas
makes a good case for New York's significance, although she expands her scope to
include figures who lived far fiom Manhattan, claiming Emest Hemingway, T.S.Eliot,
Sigrnund Freud, Gertrude Stein and Henry James as intellectual and spiritual New
Yorkers. The city's indisputable artistic and cultural output should not, however, be
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of perspective. Lears uses the discussion of advertising as a s p ~ g b o a r dfor a broader
cultural analysis of twentieth century mass society. He traces the tension between an
older "carnivalesque" tradition which celebrated imagination, abundance and loss of
control and late-nineteenth and early twentieth cenhxry corporate efforts to rein in and
manage this rnagic.14 His provocative rnusings on the relationship between advertising
and a& and advertising and popular tastes a h o s t necessarily focus on national ad
campaigns, widely exhibited artists and best-selling Iiteranire. A regional focus
challenges L e m ' sketch of a singular American culture, however nuanced that
description may be. This dissertation examines local patterns of buying and selling,
building on the work of scholars with more broad perspectives.
Just as historians of advertising have tended to look first to national ad campaigns,
so too have scholars of marketing concentrated on those brands whose success was of
national scale. Susan Strasser traces the rise of companies like Nabisco and Cnsco that
were pioneers not o d y in rnass production but in the successfid distribution of their
products across the United States. Her study higfilights the graduai and uneven
development of mass marketing in America. Older styles of retailing lingered, forcing
manufacturers to rnodifi their marketing strategies.l 5 Richard Tedlow uses case studies
simply taken as wholly representative of a new national culture.
''Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advemsine in Amenca
(New York: Basic Books, 1994), 2 1-39.
-

'5~usan
Strasser, Satisfaction Guaranteed: The Making of the Amencan Mass Market
(New York, Pantheon, 1989).

II
of businesses in both rnanufacturing and distribution that took advantage of innovations
in production and distribution to dominate their particular marketd6 By tracing the
battles of manufacturers of soft drinks and automobiles, of groceries and mail-order
chahs, Tedlow sets out to explain not only when certain companies had a competitive
advantage, but why. Pamela Walker Laird's examination of the changing roles of
manufacturers and printers in consumer marketing during the period 1870 - 1920
explicitly focuses on "brand-name" advertising, arguing that manufacturers have
dominated both national marketing innovations and public awareness since the late
nineteenth cenniry." Strasser, Tedlow and Laird have good reasons to focus on the
corporate players who made it on a national scale. Their institutional histories offer
valuable insight into the ofien uneven growth of new markets and the personalities
involved in making companies successful.

But by tuming the lens around to observe

not the spread of these goods outward across the nation but the reception by a cornrnunity

of a chain store branch, or a newly advertised item, we can explore a range of different
issues. Did consumers make distinctions between locally-made goods and those which
came from other areas? Did local retailers view branded goods as allies or foes in their
fight to remain competitive? Did national brands achowledge any regional variations in
the marketing of their goods?
16~ichard
Tediow, New and Irn~roved:The Storv of Mass Marketing in America
(New York: Basic Books, 1990).
17

Pamela Walker Laird, Advertising Promess: Amencan Business and the Rise of
Consumer Marketing (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998).
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Scholars focusing on the mass media have examined not only the advertisernents
but also the stories and articles of periodicals like the Ladies' Home Journal and
Cosmo~olitanto sketch the contours of an emerging urban midde class. Matthew
Schneirov, Helen Damon-Moore, Jennifer Scanlon and Richard Ohmann effectively
delineate the new audiences targeted by, or arguably created by, these magazines.'8
Schneirov argues that the creators of periodicals like Munsev's or McClure's aimed to
promote a new national sensibility, to create a new social order which emphasized
modernity and progress. Although he does not state it explicitly, Schneirov's
concentration on the cultural agenda of the magazine's creators gives little consideration
to the possibility that different groups across the nation might have viewed this project in
very different ways.
Damon-Moore and Scanlon use mass-market magazines to explore the gendered
nature of Amencan consumer culture. Damon-Moore contrasts the nse of the Ladies'
Home Journal with the difficulties in launching the Saturdav Evening Post as a men's

magazine,demonstrating how the idea of women as consumers quickly underpinned the
nineteenth-century magazine. Scanlon presents a compelling analysis of the

18~anhew
Schneirov, The Dream of a New Social Order: P o ~ d a Magazines
r
in
Arnerica. 1893-19 14 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995); Helen DarnonMoore, Magazines for the Millions: Gender and Commerce in the Ladies Home
Journal and the Saturdav Evening Post. 1880-1910 (Albany: State Universisr of New
York, 1994); Jennifer Scanlon, Inarticulate Longin~s:the Ladies' Home Journal,
Gender and the Promises of Consumer C u l w e (New York: Routledge, 1995);
Richard Ohmann, Selfing: Culture: Magazines. Markets. 'and Class at the Turn of the
Century (New York & London: Verso Press, 1996).

13
contradictory nature of the Ladies' Home Journal, arguing that the magazine was neither a
tool of patriarchy nor a vehicle for wornen's liberation. Even as it promoted traditional
notions about femininity, the Journal heiped sow the seeds for later change. Indeed,
nowhere are these two contrasting purposes more evident tfian in Scanlon's presentation
of the lives of Journal contributors and female advertising agency employees, who
presented a view of happy domesticity which was often at direct odds with their own

daily experiences.
Ohmann, on the other hand, seamlessly links the history of rnass-market

magazines with the nse of what he terms the PMC,or the professional-managerial class.
He demonstrates that while these magazines may have been sold across the United States,
geographic representation in the magazines was not so dernomtic. Stones concentrated

in a few major cities (primarily New York, Boston, Philadelphia and to a lesser extent
Chicago and Los Angeles) and did not include other cities or smaller t o m as part of the
"social space" of modernity. In their stories, photographs and articles, magazines
, vacation homes of the rich in
reported the fashionable parties of New York s o c i e ~the
Sag Harbor, the activities of celebrities on Broadway or in Hollywood. The vast regions
of the United States West of the Mississippi, south of the Mason-Dixon line, or for that
matter, in areas of New York state north of Yonkers, simply were not visible in the pages

of the medium.
That these new national periodicals can provide nch insight into the
preoccupations of their creators is beyond doubt. The degree to which Americans across
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the nation could relate to the messages outlined in the periodicds is more open to
question. A closer look at this "unseen h e r i c a " can test the universality of the mass
magazine's cultural dominance. How did those who Iived outside of the designated
"circuit of places" inhabited by the wealthy and fashionable understand their own
position? Did they aim to imitate the urban lifestyle depicted in the m a s media, or were
there ways for them to came out their own space and their own styles within their own
communities? Regional and locai studies can offer this vaiuable counter-perspective to

an overwhelmingiy national level of analysis. This dissertation complicates our
understanding of the national mass media, the culture of the city, and the spread of
consumerïsm by paying attention to the particdar experiences of retailers and residents of
two smaller cities.
There are a few notable cornmunity studies which explore consumption and
cultural change at the local level. The study of leisure, in particular, has led many to
focus on the particularities of one town or city. Roy Rosenzweig looks at how attitudes
over appropriate fiee tirne pursuits splintered dong class lines in Worcester,
Massachusetts at the tum of the cent~ry.'~
Francis Couvares uses the leisure activities of
Pittsburgh's residents at the tum of the century as a window to explore the changing class
structure of the city20 Kathy Peiss examines leisure and working-class women in New
1

-oy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for What We Will: Workers and Leisure in an
Industrial Citv. 1870- 1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983).
2

?rancis G. Couvares, "The Triumph of Commerce: Class Culture and Mass Culture
in Pittsburgh," in Michael H- Frish and Daniel J. Walkowitz, eds., Workinn-Ckss

York, examining how gender both opened up and limited opportunities for entertainment
in the city." Lewis Erenberg's study of New York night life is actually a very specific

local study, centring on the restaurants, nightclubs and theatres clustered in Harlem,
Greenwich Village and ~roadway."

In her study of industrial workers in Chicago, Lizabeth Cohen refuses to take at
face value the homogenizing efTects of mentieth century consumer culture and the power
of manufacturers and advertisers to shape the buying habits of the general public. Cohen
contends that the power of products to tum workers into rniddle-class-style consumers
h a . been exaggerated and that historians should recognize that people did not respond in
the sarne way to the same stores or items of mass consumption.') Working-class

neighbourhoods often remained untouched by new retailing phenornena and nationallyadvertised products rnight be used in surprising ways in ethnic neighbourhoods. Cohen's
work serves as a reminder that consumers were often less predictable or malleable than
manufacturers and retailers would have liked.

America: Essays on Labor. Communitv. and American Society Vrbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1983), 123- 152; also Couvares, The Remakin~of Pitisbureh: Class and
Culture in an IndustrialUine Citv. 1877 - 1919 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh
Press, 1984).
'kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the
CenNew York (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986).

" ~ e w i sA. Erenberg, Stewin' Out: New York and the Transformation of American
Culture. 1890- 1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981).
23~izabeth
Cohen, Makine a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago 1919- 1939
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 102.
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National syntheses have greatly furthered our understanding of cultural history.
The debate over the nature of American culture in the early twentieth cenniry has
produced an exciting literature, which c o n ~ u eto
s g r o ~ Moreover,
. ~ ~
it is not surpnsing
that many initial forays into the history of consumerism track the dramatic developments
in cities like New York and Chicago; in the early decades of the twentieth century, these
cities became ventable shrines to consumer capitalisrn. Yet in order to fully understand
the nuances of these changes, studies of other communities are essential. New York was
not, and is not, America. Works which purport to be national in scope and yet focus on
only a few rnetropolitan centres obscure the heterogeneity of American experience. And
the many forays into the past of the big city would be complemented by explorations into

the experiences of those in smaller centres. This dissertation complements the existing
discussion of Amencan culture by examining the continued significance of local
concems and identities for consumers in Buffalo and Rochester during the 1920s and
1930s.

In taking a closer look at Buffalo and Rochester, some of the friction inherent in
the spread of new economic and cultural relationships becomes more apparent. Local

2 4 ~ o t a b ear
l e 1y contributions include Warren Susman, Culture as Histow, Miles
Orvell, The Real Thing;: h i tation and Authentici~in American Cultue. 1865-1920
(Chape1 Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1989); T.J.Jackson Lears, No Place of
Grace: Antimodernism and the Transformation of Amencan Culture 1880-1920 (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1981); Nice G. Marquis, H o ~ e and
s Ashes: the Birth of
Modem Times. 1929-1939 (New York: Free Press, 1986).
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pride and traditions were rnodified, not eliminated, in the spread of modem retailing and

marketing during the twenties and thhies. The changes in retailing and marketing which
are associated with the growth of a consumer culture in the United States in the late
nineteenth centuy are often associated with homogenization, uprooting Amencans fiom
their distinctive local identities. A regional perspective reveals, however, that local
loyalties persisted. Consumers were encouraged to take pnde in products made in their
own communities; merchants in smaller cities forceMy resisted the suggestion that any
store could serve their particular market as well.
Western New York is a good choice for a history of Amencan consumption in the
1920s and 1930s. Buffalo and Rochester at the turn of the century were booming cities,
whose potential seemed almost unlimited. They were home to worid-class architecture,
society families, streets of stateIy homes, and rapidly expanding industries which drew
new residents each year. Indeed, local boosters often made claims that Buffalo would
become "the next Chicago," and that Rochester might someday rival New York (or at

least St. Louis). Buffalo,New York state's second-largest city, was home to over half a
million people. In the 1920s, Buffalo ranked eleventh among Amencan cities by
population (in contrast, by 1990 it would rank fiftieth). Moreover, it boasted more
millionaires per capita than New York City. In 1920, Rochester had a population of

almost 300,000 in its metropolitan area and a diversified economy which ïncluded
cutting-edge technical and manufacturing industries like Kodak and Bausch and Lomb.
The populations of both cities climbed steadily over the course of the 1920s, attracting
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new settlers and workers. Established residents were optimistic about the possibilities for
success in the region. Both cities had active civic and business organïzations which

tnimpeted their local advantages.
Did these western New Yorkers feel that they lived in the shadow of a bigger,
and therefore greater, city? Undoubtedly, some of these residents did indeed desire to
. ~ should not assume, however
break out, to "make it" in a metropolis like New ~ o r k We
that al1 felt this way, or that boosterisrn in such cities is to be laughed at as a quaint but
ultimately misguided emotion. People took pnde in being fiom these places; they
identified with these cities, and had reason to believe that they, too, could participate in
Amenca's developing economy. Hindsight should not lead us to dismiss such high hopes
as foolish or tragic.
Buffalo and Rochester can tell us a lot about the experiences of average
Arnericans in two decades of both unprecedented prosperity and unmitigated economic
distress. The census data indicating Amenca's shift fkom a rurai to an urban population
serves as a standard point of departure for any undergraduate lecture about the emergence
of "modem" Arnerica. In 1920,51% of America's population lived in cities, a majority
for the fust time. This definition of an urban population, however, set a relatively low
bar for admission. Any community with a population of 2,500 or more was eligible for

75

Local magazine Town Tidings (TT) ran an article about Buffalo-born peopIe who
had lefi the city to pursue careers elsewhere. Personalities i n t e ~ e w e dincluded Dorothy
Thompson Lewis, wife of Sinclair Lewis, William Bird, foreign correspondent, and
Kathleen Howard, opera singer. TT May 1929, 13.
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"city" status. O d y three cities at the time had populations of a million inhabitants or
more, with nine (including Buffalo) in the category from 500,000 to 1,000,000 and
thirteen (including Rochester) ranging from 250,000 to 500,000. In other words, while
most Arnencans were urban dwellers, not al1 lived in cities the size of Chicago or New
York. A sizeable group lived in smaller or mid-sized cities. In fact, while 10,245,532
lived in cities of one million or more, 10,764,607 lived in cities of 250,000 to one million
(see table 1). Living in one of these rnid-sized cities was thus every bit as much of an
"average" American experience as was living in New York, Chicago, or Philadelphia.
Examining Buffalo and Rochester cm give us a sense of how many Amencans
expenenced the changes in consuming and marketing in this penod. Historians have paid
disproportionate amount of attention to the experiences of consumers and retailers in big
cities; a closer look at mid-sized cities adds a new dimension to this history.
To fully appreciate the story of Westem New York's participation in American
consumer culture, we must examine the economic and social conditions of these cities as
they entered the twentieth century. The region in 1920 seemed primed for great things.
Since the early nineteenth century it had enjoyed a fienetic Pace of development. This
optimism makes both Buffalo and Rochester good subjects for this type of study. During

the 1920s, local retailers and manufacturers tapped into local pride to encourage
consumers to remain loyal to area businesses. Even as the Great Depression hit in 1929,
Westem New Yorkers were convinced that they couid use local resources of capital and
energy to turn the crisis around.
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TABLE 1
URBAN TERRITORIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1920

No. of
Places
Al1 urban areas

Population

% Urban

% Total

Population

Population

i 00.0

Places of 1,000,000 or more

18.7

500,000 to 1,000,000

11.5

250,000 to 500,000

8.4

100,000 to 250,000

12.0

50,000 to 100,000

9.7

25,000 to 50,000

9.6

10,000 to 25,000

12.8

5,000 to 10,000

9.2

2,500 to 5,000

8.5

Source: U.S Deparhnent of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Abstract of the
Fourteenth Census of the United States: 1920. (Washington, D.C.: Govemment Printing
Office, 1923) 17.

Many of the retailers who figure proninently in the story of retailing during the
1920s and 1930s got their starts in the nineteenth century. Before we embark on our
examination of the intenvar decades, a brief sketch of the history of the region, with
special atîention paid to the development of industries in both cities, is necessary. The
settlement and economic development of BufXalo and Rochester in the nineteenth century
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laid the foundation for the region's participation in America's consumer economy during
the twentieth. The evolution of the retailing districts in the downtowns of both ciîies
during this period also provides giimpses of things to come.

Although British and French agents had corne into the Great Lakes region earlier
in the eighteenth century, Buffalo's history entered a new phase in 1790 when the Holland

Land Company purchased four tracts of land in Western New yorkZ6 S w e y o r Joseph
Ellicott designed the plan for the village of "New Amsterdam" in 1804. 27 The
settlement, at some point renamed Buffalo, was h t incorporated as a village in 1813.
S W s h e s with the British ( the city was burned to the ground by British soldiers in
December 1813) combined with Buffalo's geographic isolation to limit the village's
growth. Located at the conjunction of the Niagara River and Lake Erie, Buffalo needed a
more direct connection with Eastern trade routes to put it on the map. Local settlers
watched with interest as New York's legislature debated the creation of a waterway which
would connect Lake Erie to Albany on the Hudson River, thus providing a water route
fiom the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean. A group of Buffalo entrepreneurs took the
initiative to have Buffalo designated the western teminus of the canal by dredging
Buffalo Creek and creating their own harbour and pier.

2%hn F. Barry and Robert W. Eimes, Buffalo's Text Book, (Buffalo: Robert W.
Elmes, 1924, 1929) 11-12.
2 7 ~ aSuozzi,
~ 1 "Three W a l b g Tours of Buffalo, New York," booklet produced by the
Landmark Society of the Niagara Frontier, n.d. [1980] 3.

The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825 brought a fluny of economic activity and
population growth. The route reduced the cost of transportation between Buffalo and the
Hudson River from $100 to $10 per ton, opening the floodgates for shipments of wheat,
corn, oats, and meat from the West and manufactured goods fiom the ~ a s t .Irish
~ ~
immigrants, in particular, flocked to Buffalo's Old First Ward to work first on the
building of the canal and later on the docks loading and unloading shipments of grain.

The city's population (also affected by an influx of German immigrants) grew to 10,000
by 1832. The technological achievement of "Clinton's Ditch" (narned sarcasticaily for

New York Govemor DeWitt Clinton) became a source of local pride." By 1842 Buffalo
was home to the world's first stearn-powered grain ele~ator.~*

Like Buffalo, Rochester's early history was also profoundly shaped by the
opening of the Erie Canal. In his study of Rochester's religious community d u ~ the
g
early nineteenth century, Paul Johnson characterizes the settlement a s "Amenca'sfirst
inland boom town.""

Located at the junction of the Erie Canal and the Genesee River,

2 8 ~ a r rand
y Ehnes, Buffalo's Text Book, 13.

'Tor an oveMew of the impact of the Erie Canal on the entire Western New York
region, see Carol Sheriff, The Artificial River: the Erie Canal and the Paradox of
18 17- 1862 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1996).
Pro-ss.
'O~eligAdler and Thomas E. Comolly, From Ararat to Suburbia: the History of the
Jewish Communitv of Buffalo (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of
America, 1966), 12.
31

Paul Johnson, A Shookee~er'sMillennium : Society and Revivals in Rochester,
New York. 1815-1837 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978) 14.

and surrounded by rich fadanci, the city was in a good position to capitalize on the
increased commercialization of agriculîure. Milling emerged as the dominant industry in
the town; local f m e r s planted wheat, Rochester milled it and shipped it to New York
City. By 1820 Rochester had acquired the nichame "Fiour City," as it became a magnet
for grain milling in the nch farrnlands of the upstate region. As the city's exports of f l o u
grew, a constant influx of newcomers was attracted to the city- In 1835, Rochester's
economy entered a new phase: as the "Flower City," it became home to a sizeable plant
and nursery ind~stry.'~Both m i l h g and nurseries remained important aspects of

Rochester's economic identity, but clothing manufacturing emerged as the largest
industrial employer by the middle of the ~enhiry.~'Shoe manufacturuig also became
increasingly important, as a number of leading firms set up factories in the cenû-al district
of the c i ~ ? Woodworking, brewing, leathenvork, and tanning were also significant
local industries.

In these early years, Rochester became notable not only for its economic growth,
but its social upheavals. As the leading city in western New York's "Burned-Over
District," the city was convulsed with the Second Great Awakening in the 1820s and

32~rolific
City Historian Blake McKelvey gave one book in his multi-volume history
of the city the title Rochester: the FIower City (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1949).
" ~ l a k eMcKelvey, "The Men's Clothing Industry in Rochester's History," Rochester
Historv 22 no. 2 (July, 1960): 1.
34

McKelvey, Flower Citv 17.
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1830s." The religious revivals climaxed with the arriva1 of Charles Grandison Finney,
who appeared in Rochester in 1830 and began a six-month campaign of daily prayer
meetings and individual conversions which united and invigorated the city's Protestants.
Although the religious impulse eventually would wane, it wodd exert influence on many
subsequent refoxm movements in the region. In later years, Rochester would be the
home of rnany prominent abolitionists and women's rights activists, including Frederick
Douglass and Susan B. Anthony.

By the latter half of the nineteenth century, shipping was no longer the only
significant means of transport. Just as the building of the canal had spurred an era of
development, the advent of the railway further helped the region's growth. In the midnineteenth century, Buffalo emerged as a nexus of rail travel. A short tramway
connected Buffalo and Niagara Falls in the 1830s, and by 1842 lines linked the city to
Attica,

Coming, and Hornell, New York. A year later, a chain of railroads stretched

across the state fiom Buffalo to Albany? Eventually, links to Toledo and Chicago as
well as routes into Canada and the coal regions of Pennsylvania were established. Mark
Goldrnan observes that at the tum of the century Buffalo was second only to Chicago as a
railroad terminus, with "seven direct lines connecting Buffalo with six different East

35~ohnson's
A Shopkee~er'sMillenium remains the definitive study of religious
revivals in the area.
''~arryand Elmes, Buffalo's Text Book, 13.
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Coast cities; six direct lines to Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, and St. Louis; and two
direct lines between Buffalo and Pittsburgh.

"''

Even in the nineteenth century, Buffalonians were concerned about becorning a
mere satellite of the New York market. Local business leaders watched the influx of
goods rnanufacntred in New York City with a mixture of excitement and a i m . In
Buffalo, commerce dorninated; industries were few? As Goldman notes, womed that
trade would dominate al1 other local endeavours, they "tried desperately to channel some
of Buffalo's commercial vigour into manufacturing. "39 As a result of their initiatives,
Buffalo fiom an early date had a sizeable manufacruring sector and the roots of a highly
diversified economy. Among the most significant industries were iron factories (which
produced countless items, including stoves and building materials), funiiture
manufacturing, brewing, soapmaking, tanning, and printing. Afier 1896, Buffalo
received electrical power from Niagara Falls, and industrial development began in

earnest. Because of the area's excellent rail and canal connections, as well as its access to
fiesh water, a location in West Seneca,just outside of Buffalo, was chosen as a site for a

new mil1 by the Lackawanna Iron & Steel Co. in 1899. The site at the eastem end of
Lake Erie allowed easy shipment of ore fkom Minnesota and coal fiom Pemsylvania-

" ~ a r kGoldrnan, Hi& H o ~ e s :The Rise and Decline of Buffalo. New York (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1983), 129.
'*~arryand Elmes, Buffalo's Text Book, 14.

The plant, purchased by Bethlehem Steel in 1922, was hailed as state-of-the-art at the
time it was built, another reason for the city to feel confident of its nsing fortunes.

Milling continued to be an important industry, with eighteen grain mills churning
out alrnost 30,000 barrels of flou daily by the early 1920s. Buffalo's growing population
and economic expansion attracted merchants who hoped to profit fkom the boom. Many
of the stores which would be established fixtures in Buffalo's Main Street in the twentieth
century had roots in the nineteenth, when the founders of stores like Hengerer's; Adam,
Meldnim & Anderson; and J.N. Adam's fxst decided to invest in the "Queen ~ity.""
William Hengerer was a clerk in the RJ. Sherman store in 1836 and eventually became a
partner at another dry goods outfit, which was renamed Bames, Hengerer & Co. in 1875.
Hengerer's wouid become a lasting fixture on Main streetq4'

.

Meanwhile in 1867, Robert B. Adam joined with two partners to open a dry goods
venture, which would grow into Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co., a pioneer in the use of
the modem buying office . Another young Scot named J. N. Adam (no relation to

Clarence P. Foster, "A Bnef History of the William Hengerer Co. Store," [pamphlet]

JO

Oct- 1936, Reprinted Sept. 1939, Vertical Files, Retailers H, Buffalo and Erie County
Historical Society (BECHS); "AM&A's 100 Years," [pamphlet] 1967, Vertical Files,
Retailers A, BECHS;Buffalo Evenine News (BEN), 14 November 1929,6.
4I

Foster, "Bnef History of the Wm-Hengerer Co. Store." It is worth nothg that the

store became a unit of the Claflin organization (Associated Dry Goods) in 1905, yet
maintained a "local" identity, retaining the Hengerer name and using proBuffalo slogans
in adveaising. This mingling of the national and local will be discussed in Chapter 2.
Indeed, this pamphlet commemorated the 100th anniversary of the store in Buffalo in
1936 and stressed the long history of the institution in the comrnunity.
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Robert B. Adam) arrived in the Queen City 1881 to found his dry goods business.42 His
store occupied the first floor and basement of a seven-story "skyscraper" on Main
between Swan and Erie, "whose towering height was the pnde of Buffalo in those mauve
days of the early [18]80ts when Delaware Avenue was a speedway for trotting hor~es."*~

Easy access to electrïcal power aiso inspired early attempts to find alternatives to gas and
oil lights in the downtown, and in 1886 Buffalo became the first city in the United States

to light its streets with electricity."
Rochester had its own daim to fame with regard to innovative technology. As the
home of the Eastman Kodak Company, the city became synonymous with the production
of cameras and film. The first building at the large Kodak Park industrial site opened in
1891. The phenomenai success of Eastman Kodak benefited not only workers for the

cornpany, who enjoyed remarkable stock-sharïng and bonus plans, but also other area
businesses. Kodak subcontracted to fïrms such as Bausch & Lomb for lenses and
Wollensak for shutter~.~'Rochester also benefited f?om the philanthropic largesse of
George Eastman, who made generous bequests to the city and the University of
Rochester, and founded the Eastman School of Music.

4
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and Elmes, Buffalo's Text Book, 23.
%la.ke McKelvey, Rochester, the Ouest for Oualitv 1890-1925 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1956) ,257.

n i e combination of increased transportation (through rai1 lines as well as shipping

dong the Genessee River) and a booming regional economy benefited Rochester's
merchants, allowing them to expand rapidly. There were parallels between the
developrnent of the retailing district in Rochester and Buffalo: both Main Streets became
home to a number of dry goods merchants in the laîter half of the nineteenth century
which grew into full-fiedged department stores by 1900. As early as 1826, Rochester had
42 stores which catered to a population of 7,699?

Dry goods merchants like Howe &

Rogers and Burke, Fitzsimons, Hone & Co. displayed an ever-increasing array of
tWo
housewares. After the Civil War, Rufus Sibley, Alexander Lindsay and John CUIT,

Scottish retail clerks and a Massachusetts bookkeeper, opened a "Boston Store" which
wouid grow into the largest retail institution in New York State outside of Manhattan in
the 1920~.~'
At the turn of the centus, Buffalo was such a symbol of the nation's progress that
it was selected as the site of the 1901 Pan-American Exposition. The building of a Great
White Way and a number of pavilions on the fair grounds led to great excitement, and the
visit of President McKinley seemed to point to g l i t t e ~ new
g prospects for the city. The
Exposition celebrated Niagara Falls as the site of the world's largest power station. Two

'6Rochester Democrat & Chronicle (RD&C). advertisement for McCurdy & Co., 1
J a n w 1926,3.
A History of Sibley's." Cparnphlet] ad., Sibley, Lindsay & C m Papers, Carton

4711

"History: 1868- 1926," Special Collections, Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum,
Rochester.
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hundred thousand incadescent lights illuminated the fair's Grand Court, daaling
visitors."

Unfomuiately for Buffalo,and the president, the actions of a gunmm at the

fair brought the city more infarny than popularity. Although he sumived the shooting,
McKinley succumbed to gangrene fiom the mishandled treatment of his wounds a week
after the attack, and the city became the swearing-in place for vice-president Theodore
Roosevelt. Yet well into the eariy decades of the twentieth c e n t q , a sense of prosperity
buoyed Buffdonians and Rochesterians alike.

Buffalo and Rochester were medium-sized cities in the early decades of the
twentieth century, but ones which had been growhg steadily. According to the 1920
Census, Buffalo ranked eleventh in population, putting it just afier Los Angeles and
before San Francisco and Washington, D.C. Rochester was twenty-third on the list,
falling between Jersey City, N.J. and Portland, Oregon in site.49 Buffalo had increased
just under twenty per cent in population between 1910 and 1920, and a similar amount

from 1900 to 19 10. Rochester had an even faster rate of growth, increasing by
approximately thim-four per cent during each of the two decades.''
4 8 ~ a v iNye,
d Electrifving America: Social Meanines of a New Technolow.
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, l99O) 41-46.
4

%.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Abstract of the Fourteenth
Census of the United States 1920 (Washington, Govenunent Printing Office, 1923), 50-2.
''~bstract of the Fourteenth Census, 55.
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1920

1910

hcrease
1900

1900-10

19 10-20
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But estimates of city populations were seen as the starting point, not the limit, of
the potential market available to Buffalo and Rochester merchants Advertisers and retail

trade writers aclmowledged a radius around cities which made up the "metropolitan" or
"retail shopping area" of major markets. This included not only direct suburbs but
outlying communities whose citizens often patronized stores at larger centres. Buffalo

drew shoppers fiom nearby satellites like Williamsville, Tonawanda and North
Tonawanda, Orchard Park, Depew and Lackawanna, as well as the more distant
Lewiston, Youngstown, Niagara Falls and Lockport. Rochester served the fanning
communities which nnged if includllig Pitisford, Fairport, Greece, Irondquoit, Gates,
Webster, Medina, Batavia, M d o r d , Palmyra and North Chili.

In 1925, the J. Walter Thompson Company listed Buffalo as 12th on a list of
"Group 1" (over 500,000 population) cities. Buffalo had a city population of 538,O 16 and

a retail shopping area population of 7~4,443.~'The Company went even M e r to
suggest that Buffalo was considered the centre of a trading zone 42 miles in area, drawing
fiorn 34 other surrounding towns, and bringing its total mewpolitan population to
850,000.'~ Rochester, the eighth-largest "Group II" (population fiom 100,000 to 500,000)
Buffalo
Rochester

506,775
295,750

423,7 15
2 18,149

352,387
162,608

19.6% 20.1%
35.6% 34.2%

51

J. Walter Thompson Company, Retail Shomine Areas: A Sue~estedGrou~ingof
nn
With 642 Sub-Centers Indicated,
Counties About 683 Pnnci~alS h o ~ ~ i Centers.
Supplementary to Part IV of Population and Its Distribution 4th ed., 1927,2 1.
S 2 " ~ e r i c a Leading
's
Markets: Buffalo," J. Walter Thom~sonCommny Newsletter,
17 July 1924, Box 2, J. Walter Thompson Company Archives, Special Collections, Duke

city, had a city population of 3 16,786 and a retail shopping area of 5 13,935.53 In i 924,
the Rochester Dernocrat and Chronicle acknowledged that downtown merchants served
not only those living within the city limits, but fiom a radius surrounding Rochester:
Every area has its metropolis and the tendency of people withui that area
to visit the "metropolis" when they wish to purchase something that cannot
be secured in their commUNty stores..-There is at present circling
Rochester a considerable area, known as the metropolitan area where
Rochester has the dominating facilities for retail trade. There are
department stores and men's clothing stores, that are held in hi& esteem
among leading retail merchants of cities far larger than ~ochester."
To encourage shoppers fkom outlying areas, the Rochester Retail Merchants Council
urged that transportation services be gauged to the needs of outside visitors, enabling
those fkom outlying districts to "conveniently hop a buss [sic] or trolley ui the moming,
do their shopping in Rochester stores pleasantly and profitably, enjoy an attractive meal

and a first-class theater program and return without undue haste or delay."''

Merchants in

Buffalo and Rochester occasionally advertised in the newspapers of surrounduig towns,

and ran special promotions to lure out-of-town shoppers. As early as 1909, McCurdy &
Nonvell department store courted clientele beyond the city lirnits, offering fiee delivery

University, 6. Thanks to Dr. Daniel Robinson for passing dong this information.
S3~etail
Shop~ineAreas, p. 22.
""~erchants Aid Extension of Rochester Trade Area," RD&C, 16 October 1924, 1.
'1bid.
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of goods over $5 within 200 miles of ~ochester? DufQ-Powers of Rochester regularly
ran "Suburban Days" promotions. Newspaper ads featured a drawing of the store
building, smounded by over twenty comunities, including Webster, Chili, Geneseo,
Honeoye Falls, and East enr rie na^^ This ad was singled out for praise by the Dw
Goods Merchants Trade Journal in a feature on "trade exten~ion."~~
While retailers and advertisers liked to publicize the largest possible figures for
potential shoppers, they acknowledged that not al1 consumers were created equal: even
widiin a given geographic area, there could be wide fluctuations in income levels.
Marketers and advertisen used income tax returns as a rough gauge of the "right sort" of
shoppers - those families which had sufficient income to file a tax return presumably had
enough to indulge in various consumer goods. The J. Walter Thompson Company
Newsletter noted approvingly that nearly 11 per cent of the people living in Buffalo in
1925 had a sufficient income to file an income tax return, at a time when the average for
the entire country was only 6.3 per cent." The individual income tax r e m in the area

surrounding Buffalo nurnbered 43,787, giving a population of 16 residents per incorne tax
rem.
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Lynda McCurdy Hotra, "McCurdy & Company Tirneline," 1997, Pnvate Collection
of Lynda McCurdy Hotra, Rochester.
s 7 ~ e efor
, example, the ad for Dum-Powers, Inc. RD&C, 7 December 1927,29.

16 Page Community Section," Dry Goods Merchants Trade Journal (DGMTJ),
Apnl 1926,56.
Sg"~merica's
Leading Markets: Buffalo," JWT Newsletter, 17 July 1924, 6.

The most affluent Buffalonians by the 1920s lived in the wide, tree-lined streets to
the North and West of the city's centre. Although some realtors tried to encourage the
development of downtown apartments, in the style of New York penthouses, most
families of means lived in detached houses.* Along Elmwood and Delaware, in Wards
18, 19, and 20, large Stone and wood single-family homes sat beyond expanses of

manicured lawn. The most prestigious streets - those backing ont0 Olmsted-designed
Delaware Park, those adjacent to the remaining neo-Classical buildings fiom the 1901
Pan-Arnerican Exposition - were home to Buffalo's older families, some of which had
been in the area for generati~ns.~'
The descendants of industrialists, the owner of the Buffalo News,and the children

of politicians lived in Italianate villas, French Second Empire mansions, and Victorian
shingle style homes. The northem end of Buffalo becarne an even more desirable address
after 1880, with the creation of Frederick Law Oimsted's Parkside community. Parkside
was an area of broad, curving streets, served by a parkway system of roads and a trolley
line to the business

It was in this neighborhood that Frank Lloyd Wright built a

6('There were some prestigious residential hotels to the north and east of the city center,
most notably the Buckingham Hotel (Mariner and Allen streets) which had apartments as
well as hotel rooms for tourists, and the Hotel Lenox on Noah Street. See Suozzi, "Three
Walks," 10, 19.

"samuel Clemens, before his fame as Mark Twain, had lived on Delaware fkom 18691871, when he was editor and part owner of the Buffalo Momine Express.
6'~rancisR. Kowsky, "Municipal Parks and City Planning: Fredenck Law Olmsted's
Buffalo Park and Parkway System," Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 44
(March, 1987), 63.
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Prairie Style home for Larkin Soap Company executive Darwin D. Martin. In the early
mentieth century, these were the lawyers, the professors, the capitalists and business
owners of the city, whose wives could easily f i o r d to shop in specialty stores and
department stores downtown, or even travel to New York occasionally for purchases.
These were the families most iikely to have standing accounts at the department stores, to
be on the mailing lists of dress departments.

C o m p l i c a ~ gthe picture of class distribution in Buffalo was the existence of
ethnic communities. AIthough not al1 immigrants lived in ethnic enclaves, there were
clusters of settlement, particularly in the Fifth Ward, where Old World traditions and
institutions flourished. Buffalo had over 120,000 foreign-boni residents, including
sizeable Polish, Gemian, and Italian communities. In 1920 the foreign-born made up

3 1.6% of the city population. Of these, a sizeable group (3 1,876) came nom Canada,
Ireland, England, and Scotland and thus did not face the same obstacles in language and
custom encountered by other groups coming to America. Just over 15% of the foreignbom population over the age of twenty-one was unable to speak English.
Buffalo's civic promoters went to great lengths to stress the high level of assimilation of

the city's immigrants. A textbook designed for use in Buffalo schools gave a painstaking
breakdown of the population, distinguishing between those "Foreign born" but "coming
fiom strictly English speaking countries," those "Foreign bom coming from non-English

speaking countries, but now able to speak English" and the "Foreign boni and unable to
speak ~nglish.
"63

TABLE 2
TOP TEN COtTNTRIES OF ORIGIN,
FOREIGN-BORN WHITE BUFFALO RESIDENTS, 1920
Country of Birth

Poland
Germany
Italy
Canada
Ireland
England
Russia
Austria
Hungarv
Scotland

Number

Percent of Foreign-born population
25.8
17.2

13.5
12 -9 (specifically not French-Canadian)

6.0
5.5
5-4
2.4
2.2
1.6

Source: Abstract of the Fourteenth Census, 378-81.

Other observers were more appreciative of the strengths of Buffalo's immigrant
communities. J. Walter Thompson descnbed the marketing potential of Buffalo's "highly
concentrated and well-to-do Polish population," served by its own newspaper. Polish

immigrants formed a "remarkably homogenous. . . city within a city with a life of its
own."" The residents of the ethnic neighbourhoods of the city's East Side were dso key

"13arry and Elmes, Buffalo's Text Book, 19.
64"Arnerica'sLeading Markets: BufEalo," JWT Newsletter, 17 July 1924, 6.
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to Buffalo's success as an industrial centre. Polish immigrants,in particular, were likely
Many working-class neighbourhoods sprang up
to find work in the city's facto~ies.~~
within walking distance of the factoses located near the waterfkont, in the South and East

sides. Buffalo's Italian population was concentrated near the Southwest corner of Main
Street, extending fkom Niagara Street westward to the waterfront." Close proximiv ?O
the canal was necessary for the many peddlers, fhit vendors and seasonal workers among
the Italian ~ommunity.~'Buffalo was also home to a black community of over 4,500

residents, also concentrated on the East Side in the downtown, prirnarily in Wards 6 and
7. Aithough some black men f o n d work in the industrial plants, because of

discrimination fkom industrial employers and unions, advancement was difficult and
mauy worked as pullman porters, carters and outside labourers. Black wornen were
almost entirely confined to the field of domestic service."

6 S ~ a nBuffalo
y
employers claimed to prefer Polish workers over Italians. See
Goldrnan, H i ~ Hopes,
h
178; Virginia Yans-Mclaughlin, Familv and Comrnunitv: Italian
Immierants in Buffalo. 1880 - 1930 (Urbana: University of Chicago Press, 1982) 42-43.
' % a n s - ~ c ~ a u g h l inotes
.
that this area was laiown as "Little Italy" by the early 1920s.
Familv and Community, 59.
"Ibid, 37-54. Yans-McLaughlin argues that a number of cultural factors led Italian
workea in Buffalo to choose seasonal labour (in road and building construction in
particular) over factory work. Italian women were also much less likely to work outside
of the home than women in other ethnic comrnunities.

iles es Carpenter, Nationaliw. Color. and Economic O ~ ~ o r t u n iint ~the
r City of
Buffalo (New York and Buffalo: University of Buffalo, 1927), 115-1 18, 155-167.
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As consumers, Buffalo's ethnic working class was more iikely to patronize small
local merchants, and only occasionally venture into downtown department stores or chah
branches. Immigrants were also less likely to buy branded goods, in cornparison with
other ciass groups. Professor Edrnund McGarry of the University of Buffalo noted that
the "alien populations" of Buffalo were less likeiy to patronize chah stores for groceries,
where they could not secure credit or haggle with merchants. As a result, they were less
Iikely to purchase that mainstay of the chain store business, the national brand-name
good. 69

In between the mansions of Delaware and the more crowded neighbourhoods of
the East Side were the neighbourhoods bordering the University, and to the east on a

larger radius f?om the downtown, north of Broadway. Wards 16, 19 and 20 were ahnost
entirely white, American citizens." Native white males in Buffalo dominated the
positions of factory foremen, highly skiIled workers as well as the categories of office
clerks and professionals.7' The families living in the North, University and Malden
neighbourhoods of the city were less likely to send female mernbers out into the
workforce. Women h m these neighbourhoods made fiequent trips to the downtown,
and were a major target for the advertising and promotions offered by Buffalo department
stores.
69StatisticalSurvev, Supplement, Vol VI April 1923 No. 8A.
70

Carpenter, Nationalie. Color. and Economic Omortunitv, 96-9.

"fiid., 135.
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Like Buffalo, Rochester had its share of wealthy residents. Rochester's Blue
Book was dominated by local figures like George Eastman, the Bausches and Lombs, and
other indust~ialists.~'The elite of the city lived in mansions on East Avenue, their wives
sending limousines and carriages to h e the curb outside of Sibley, Lindsay & Curr
Department Store. The city's other neighbourhoods, while less opulent, tended to be
dotted with fiee-standing homes and tree-lined streets. By 1890 most of the acres within
the city lirnits had been developed for residentid purposes, leading one observer to

christen it the "City of ~ o m e s . " ~

During the last two decades of the nineteenth century, a steady Stream of
immigrants mnsformed the composition of the city." Although residents of Western
European origin still compnsed the majonty of the city's ethnic minorities, an influx of
eastern and southern European migrants was significant. In particular, Italian, Poiish and
Russian settlers challenged the dominance of the older g r o ~ p s . ~Rochester's
'
foreign-bom
residents made up 3 1.8% of the city population, with Italians and Gexmans fomiing the

"~lakeMcKelvey, Rochester: An Emereine Metro~olis.1925-196 1 (Rochester:
Christopher Press, 1961) 4.
73

McKelvey, Ouest for Oualitv, 3.

74~lake
McKelvey descnbes the 1880s in particular as the tirne of Rochester's
"cosmopolitan transformation," when a number of new immigrant groups were integrated
into city life. McKelvey, Flower Citv, 389.
75

McKelvey, Ouest for Oualitv, 149.
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two largest ethnic groups. Iris4 English and Scottish immigrants,long a presence in the
city, were still sizeable in nurnber.

TABLE 3
TOP TEN COUNTRIES OF OFUGIN,
FOREIGN-BORN WHITE ROCHESTER RESIDENTS, 1920

Country of Birth

Number

I~AY
Germany
Canada
Russia
England
Poland
Ireland
Netherlands
Austria
Scotland

Percentage of Foreign-Born Population
27.3
15.0
13.1 (specifically not French-Canadian)
9.6
8-4
6.4
6.1
2.6
2.2
1.6

Source: Abstract of the Fourteenth Census, 378-8 1.

Only 9.7 % of foreign-bom residents over 2 1 were unable to speak English. Long-

established ethnic communities like the Gennans in Rochester made an effort to
encourage the rapid assimilation of new migrants, including offering English language
classes.76 Ethnic communities in Rochester were less geographically concentrated than
those in Buffalo. Some groups, including the Scotch, Irish, Anglo-Canadian and Geman
had long-standingroots in the city, and over time many had become integrated into more

" ~ c ~ e l v e yFlower
,
Citv, 379.

traditionally old-stock "Yankee" neighbourhoods. Groups which were newer -amivals,
like the Italians, were more likely to live in separate ethnic enclaves. Even here,
however, there was no single, compact colony. Clusters of Italian residents codd be
found in four city wards, primarily in the central business district and the Sixteenth

ward7' Italians in Rochester were likely to work in constniction or as peddlers and small
rnerchant~.~~
Only one other group was similarly concentrated: the city's black
population, which numbered over 1,500 in 1 9 2 0 . ~Rochester's
~
tradition as an abolitionist
centre had attracted many fiee blacks earlier in the century. By the 1890s, however, its
black population was economically and spatially segregated, primarily concentrated on
the western edge of the third ward. Most black residents worked in the s e ~ c trades."
e

By the early twentieth century, both Rochester and Buffalo were vital cities with
established industries and diverse populations. The two also had developed strong central
commercial districts, where a number of merchants had set up shop. Retailers played an
active part in civic life. The following chapters will explore how retailers in Buffalo and

John W.Bnggs, An Italian Passage: Immiaants to Three Amencan Cities. 1890 1930, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1WO), 98.
77

78

McKelvey, Flower C~Q,388.

79

Abstract of the Fourteenth Census, 108.

this time abolitionist Frederick Douglass had left Rochester to reside in
Washington. Blake McKeivey argues that black residents faced more barriers to
advancement than any other group in the city. McKelvey, Flower City, 388-9.
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Rochester coped with new forms of competition, and how local consumers participated in
the Amencan mass market A s Chapter One will explore, retailers took on a range of
roles in the co~~llllunity,
hosting a variety of entertainmens for the local popdation,
spearheading downtown development projects, and participating in charity drives.
Perhaps even more than their New York counterparts, department stores loomed large on
the local cultural scene.
Chapter Two examines how increased ease of transportaîion and the spread of
national media made Rochester and Buffalo stores more aware of their cornpetition in
New York. Retailers drew upon their history and ties to the area in their advertising to

encourage Western New Yorkers to shop at home. They reassured their patrons that they
offered goods which were comparable to those found in stores in Manhattan, and asserted
their ability to serve the local market in a unique way. They also used the mass-market

media to assert their ability to stay "up-to-date" on trends in fashion.
Chapter Three looks at the way Rochester and Buffalo stores grappled with the

"chain store problem" in the 1920s and 1930s. Just as local retailers took pains to
differentiate themselves from New York stores, they drew upon a language of localisrn to
put chain store branches in a bad light. Chain branches were criticized as interlopers with
no interest in comrnunity affairs. At the same time, however, many were watching chah
business practices with interest, adopting those which looked promising, while
strenuously assertïng their own "independent" status.
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Chapter Four explores how the emphasis on local spending which stores had
cultivated during the 1920s became the foundation for the region's approach to the crisis
of the Depression. In Rochester and Buffalo during the early 1930s the debate over the
depression was for the most part limited to the role of the pnvate individual, in particular
the private consumer, in turning the "so-called slump" around. With an almost messianic

zeal, local business leaders embarked on campaigns to put more local dollars into
circulation, through pledge drives, city-wide sales and private employment initiatives. It
was only after initiatives to hamess the power of local consumers came and went that

Western New Yorkers tumed to more far-reaching solutions involving federd
intervention,
Chapter Five examines the persisteme of downtown merchants as cultural
brokers even during the hard tirnes of the late 1930s. Many reinvested considerable
amounts in expanding or updatixig their facilities, underscoring their continued faith that
conditions in the region would soon tutn around. The chapter also touches on

how even national manufacturers tailored their advertising to sel1 to Western New
Yorkers. By using testirnonids from Buffalonians and Rochesterians, a number of
national advertisers put a more familiar face forward in newspaper and magazine
carnpaigns. This chapter continues to explore how the very definition of what was
"local" and what was "national" was being renegotiated in the 1920s and 1930s.
Although each chapter in this thesis is organized around one central theme, a
comrnon thread linking them together is the assertion by retailers that their interests were
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inseparable from the community's interests. In prosperous times, this meant the
merchant drew attention to the services he provided to local citizens; in times of crisis,
area residents were instructed that by spending their dollars at home, they could help to
usher in prospenty. The use of retailing conditions as a measure of local economic
health was not limited to the merchants done; local boosters, newspaper editorial
writers, and area politicians saw "local spending" as a goal to be encouraged And
consumers, as well, made choices about where to spend because of feelings of attachment
to local businesses- The persistence of these local loyalties complicates our
understanding of the evolution of the American mass market, challenging the notion that
the cultural patterns and business practices of larger cities like New York and Chicago

were sirnply replicated across the rest of the nation. The merchants and consumers of
Buffalo and Rochester did experience some profound changes in the ways they sold and
bought goods in the 1920s and 1930s; yet some of these changes had a particularly local
emphasis, A regional study of consumption allows us insight into these variations.
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CHAPTER ONE
Downtown Retailers and "Main Sweet" Towns
The impression of an outsider coming into Buffalo toward our "Main
Street" cannot be one of cornmendation, for our city is too large, too
prosperous, to be joked about over the narne of its most important
thoroughfare, and this is especially m e since Sinclair Lewis' famous book,
several years ago, which seems to have characterized "Main Street" dong
with a small community. Certady there is no individuality in the name,
and 1M e r believe that it has been one reason for keeping most of our
business activity in a retail way, on one Street.
S.A. Stephens, owner of a local business'

How did the meaning of the seiling of goods in America change over the course
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? A range of scholars have explored how
stores, particularly department stores, took on a new prominence as centres of cultural
activity. In cities in both North America and Europe, the store became a meeting place, a
pilgrimage site, a place to visit and revisit. And while the acquisition of goods was at the
h e m of the department store's purpose, at times the mundane act of ringing up sales was
subsumed by a larger significance. Scholars have explored many of the ways in which
retail stores presented a new cultural vision in the United States, one which fully
embraced the possibilities of commercial capitalism. Not only did department stores
supply material goods to customers; they offered a spectacle of light, mirrors and display
which thrilled and often overwhelrned visitors. Some Victorian matrons were so

'Town Tidings (TTLOctober l929,44.

overcome by the alluring merchandise on display that they seized it without paying for
it.*

In New York City, as William Leach has pointed out, Fi& Avenue stores had a
tremendous impact in terms not oniy of the goods they provided but the general
atmosphere of celebration and indulgence which seduced patrons and passers-by
dike.) Yet while the retail districts of Manhattan and Chicago gained fame for their eyecatching shop windows and brilliant displays, their story is not the only one. In some
ways, because stores like Macy's and Filene's were located in huge metropolises, they
could not dominate the fabnc of urban life. These stores had to compete with nightclubs,
movie houses, museums, theatres, and even crowds of people in the streets for the

'~eachargues that department stores articdated a new visual language which served
commercial capitalism. This new aesthetic aimed to promote goods on a scale never
before seen, creating "an extensive public environment of desire." Land of Desire, 40.
Simon J. Bromer has also explored new techniques in merchandise display in "Strategies
of Display and the Production of Desire," in Bronner, ed., Consurnine Visions:
Accumulation and Dimlay of Goods in America, 1880-1920 (New York: W.W. Norton
& Co., 1989). Linda L. Tyler's article "'Commerce and Poetry Hand in Hand': Music in
American Department Stores, 1880-1930," Journal of the American Musicological
Societv 45 (1992): 75-120, suggests not only the visual atrnosphere but the sounds of the
store couid seduce patrons. In his account of the growth and cultural significance of a
Parisian store, Perry Miller underscores the significance of department stores in this
transformation. Miller argues that the department store alone "did not lead to the
appearance of a consumer society, but it did stand at the center of this phenornenon."
Miller, The Bon Marche, 165. Finally, Elaine Abelson's account of female shoplifting,
When Ladies Go A-thieving: Middle-Class Sho~liftersin the Victorian Department
Store, (New York: Oxford, 1989) provides hundreds of examples of the "shoplifting
epidernic" which overcame the bourgeois senses of responsibility and self-control for
many urtian middle-class matrons.
' ~ e e ,for example, Leach, Land of Desire, 39-70,323-348.

attention of urbanites." Ln smaller cities, the cornpetition was not quite so fierce.
Although Buffalo and Rochester were home to a range of entertainments, stores
dominated the culturai landscape in ways that their New York and Chicago couterparts
did not-

This chapter will explore how retailers in the two smaIler cities acted as both civic
leaders and cultural brokers. In terms of their participation in civic life, the attractions
they brought to town and their physical presence in commercial districts, retailers were
participants in public life on a level unattainable by other types of businesses. The
ownen and managers of department stores, usually men with long-standing roots in the
community, were among the rnost prominent figures in civic life in smaller cities. They
dominated local trade councils, headed Main Street improvement drives, and were a huge
presence in daily newspapers. Yet smaller retailers - grocers, druggists, even managers of
branches of chah organizations - also participated in public life in ways that went beyond
the simple sale of goods.

Culnirally, department stores and smaller rerailers brought goods, services and
entertainment together under one roof. In a smaller city, the role that stores played in
'~lthoughthey deai with two completely different social classes, the works of Kathy
Peiss and Lewis Erenberg hint at the diversity of amusements in New York City during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Peiss explores working-class women's
leisure pursuits in C h e a ~Amusements. She suggests that dance halls and amusement
parks had a powerful pull for single working girls, some of whom might be employed in
retail sales themselves. In Step~in'Out, Lewis Erenberg suggests that New York's
nightclubs, like its department stores, acted as both evidence of and catalysts for a new
culture of indulgence and informality. Urban white elites found the cabaret an exciting,
interactive expenence.
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bringing the iatest trends to the cornrnunity was heightened. They were in one sense the

main game in town. Movie stars and sports celebrities might never have visited
Rochester if Sibley's department store had not brought them in for autograph sessions; no
other businesses had the budget to sponsor city parades like the retailers of Buffalo did;
no other destination was as alluring for women with Ieisure t h e , children at Christmas,
or even businessmen seeking a luncheon place.5 This chapter will trace the evolution of
the main retailing districts in Buffalo and Rochester, describing the activities of retailers

in the two cities in civic life and as cultural brokers during the 1920s. This will provide
the context for an examination of the changing connotations of the name "Main Street" in

Buffalo.

Retaiïers were concentrated in the downtown cores of Buffalo and Rochester.

Although by the 1920s there were other areas in each city which acted as hubs of
shopping activity, Main Street was the most desirable location for depariment stores and
specialty shops. The business districts in both Buffdo and Rochester radiated out from
one main intersection, and over time evolved into comprehensive e d s - In 1876,
Frederick Law Oimsted praised Buffalo as "the best planned city, as to its streets, public

5

This is not to suggest that Rochester and Buffalo did not have their own movie
houses, restaurants, radio stations, museums and theatres. Yet the sheer size of a store
like Sibley's in Rochester, for example, dwarfed the presence of these other institutions.
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places and grounds in the United States, if not the ~ o r l d . "Buffalo's
~
Main Street was
(and remains) the line which divided the city's East and West Sides. The East Side was
home to working-class and edinic neighbourhoods, while the city's elite remained on the
other side of the divide. Buffalo's fxst merchants set up stores close to the waterfkont
area, to take advantage of the canal trafic- In the 1830s a cluster of stores was located in
this area. Main Street, jutting north fiom Buffalo's inner harbour, later became home to

BufCdo's largest dry goods emporium. By 1920 a glance in the Buffalo Directory would
reveal that seven of the city's largest stores, as well as a number of other smaller retailers,
had Main Street fiontage.'
Buffalo's downtown did not f ' l y emerge as a "central business district" until the
turn of the twentieth century. In a fairly short period of tirne, Buffalo's downtown

expenenced a rapid expansion. The development of this area was spurred by the building
of electnc streetcar lines which made the business district much more accessible to
residents al1 over the city. The downtown was first served by a Street car system in 1861,
when three cars and twelve horses carried passengers dong Main Street from Exchange

to Goodell. This by the 1920s was expanded into a combined trolley and motor car

6~rederick
Law Oimsted, quoted in Francis R. Kowsky, "Municipal Parks and City

Planning," 49.
' ~ h eBuffalo Directow, 1920, listings under "Dry Goods," and "Department Stores,"

BECHS. When Sears-Roebuck first arrived in 1929, it too would select a Main Street
location.

system, powered for the most part by Niagara F d s electricity, that consisted of a fleet of
over a thousand cars.' As historian Mark Goldman notes,
Now, for the price of a nickel, anybody, anywhere in the city, could jump
on a streetcar and ride downtown. Suddenly, thousands of Buffalonians,
whose social and cuitural activities had been for so long confined to the
limits of their ancestral neighborhoods, could leave and go downtown.
The downtown retail business boomed as new and large department stores
were built to accommodate the flood. Hotels and theaters, restaurants and
music halls al1 sought downtown locations, as the sociai and cuitural
center shifted away fiom the neighborhoods to the new night life
downtown?

In addition to new streetcar routes, increased automobile traffic also changed the look of
the downtown: parking garages were constructed, and at least one park was paved to
become a traffic c i r ~ l e . ' ~The landscape of the downtown changed, with the creation of
sbscrapers - new office buildings spnuig up, many designed by some of the nation's

leading architects. Louis Sullivan designed a modem skycraper for the Guaranty Trust
Company in 1896. Frank Lloyd Wright contributed the Larkin office building, as well as a
nuniber of private residences to the city.
Retailers kept Pace with these developments, expanding and adopting new
technologies. Adam, Me1dru.m & Anderson grew from a small general goods dealer to a

' ~ a r r and
y Elmes, BuRaIo's Text Book, 23.

'%id., 186-195. Mark Goldrnan has a detailed discussion of this period of expansion
in Buffalo's history. He argues that the downtown's deveiopment was "swift, radical, and
dramatic," as within a decade "the whole visual imagery and the physical scale of Buffalo
had been irreparably altered." (187-1 88)
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sizeable department stores with buying offices in New York, Germany, Italy, France and
the British 1sles." The store first installed electric lighting in 1886. l 2 Within ten years
of its opening, J.N. Adam & Co. had outgrown its original building. Nearby properties
were acquired, but as the store continued to grow, it moved to a new location, also on

Main Street. By 1891 Adam had telephones installed, and the following year witnessed
the installation of electrïc lights in the store, making it among the most modem

establishments in the downtown area at the time.'3 Crowds of tourists visited the store's
engine room daily to view the dynamos &hich powered the lightd4 Hengerer's, too
expanded. By the tirne founder William Hengerer retired in 1905, Hengerer's specialty
shop was the store of choice for fashionable Buffalonians."
Despite the cluster of major retailers on Main Street, other areas of the c i v also
boasted active shopping districts. There was also a cluster of retail activity in the
Broadway-Fillmore district, where slightly more budget-pnced variety, fumiture and

%M&A's

100 Years." [pamphlet] 1967,Vertical Files, Retailers A, BECHS.

I2"~olden
Jubilee of Electrk Lighting", Feb. 29 - Mar. 7, 1936. Pamphlet celebrating
golden jubilee of Westinghouse Electric, commemorated by an Electrical Exhibit on
Adam, Meldrum & Anderson's 4th floor. Vertical Files, Retailers A, BECHS.

J.N. Adam & Co. Store Far Different From First One," BEN, 14
13"~odern
November 1929,6.

oste ter, "Brief History of Wm. Hengerer."
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deparmient stores, including Jahraus-Braun and the Morgan Stores, were located Dr-ug

and grocery stores were scattered throughout the city, serving local neighbourhoods, but
the grocery business in the city as late as 1929 was still concentrated in the downtown

In Rochester, Main Street also became the location of choice for large department
stores. Over the course of the l8SOs,buildings includuig the Reynolds Arcade (descnbed
locally as "Rochester's permanent cxystal palace") sprang up to line the norîh side of Main
street.17 Although in the nineteenth century the strip of Main Street on the West side of
the Genesee river was seen as the focal point of the city (the intersection of State, Main,
and Exchange being imown as the "Four Corners"), by the early twentieth centuy the east

side emerged as the more important location for retailers.

The biggest difference between Buffalo's and Rochester's retailing scenes was the
disproportionate influence of one store in dominating both the physical and economic
landscape of Rochester. Rochester's largest and most prestigious store was Sibley,
Linday & Curr, an enterprise which ouîstripped even the largest of Buffalo's retailing

l6~dmu.nd
D. McGarry, "The Structure and Stability of Retail Trade in Buffalo 1929,
1933 and 1935 - Grocery Stores," Statistical Survey S u ~ ~ l e m e14
n t no. 7A (March
1939): Chart IV. Published by the University of Buffalo Bureau of Business and Social
Research. A map of Buffalo showing the percentage of total grocery sales in 1929
revealed that the heaviest concentration of sales were in six tracts, three of which were in
the downtown. Others were in the Broadway-Fillmore area, and on Jefferson Avenue,
another commercial Street. McGarry concluded that this concentration was due on one
level to the heavy population in these tracts, although stores in the downtown appeared to
do considerable business from patrons who lived in other neighbourhoods (13- 14).
" ~ c ~ e l v Flower
e ~ , Citv, 23.
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establishments: by the 1920s, Sibley, Lindsay & CUITwas the largest department store in
New York state outside of New York City1' The business was founded by two Scottish
retail clerks and a bookkeeper, who had worked together in a store in Boston. Although
initially they planned to go to New York City, upon visiting Rochester in 1868 they
decided to remain and invest their $5,000 capital there. They brought with them the thenradical concept of a 'one-price-for-al1 policy,' which had originated in

os ton.'^

Capitaiizing on diis association, they called their enterprise "The Boston St~re."~'
From

an early period in the store's history, Sibley, Lindsay & CUITgot i m l v e d in actually
producing many of the items they sold, in order to ensure low pnces and good quality.
By 1873 they had expanded into the manufacture of over 401, items, particularly
garments, including men's underwear, nightshirts, and eventudly business shirts. Four
stories of worlcrooms were employed for women sewers? The store aiso acted as a

"This ciaim was made in an ad for National Cash Registers in the DGMTJ, Apnl
1.926, 178.
19

The notion that al1 customers would be charged the same pnce for a particular item
(rather than bargaining individually with the store clerk until a price was reached) is seen
as a defining characteristic of the department store. Where general stores in the
nineteenth century had relied on highly variable personal relationships between the
merchant and customer, the department store promised equal treatment to dl.
History of Sibley's." [pamphlet] nad. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co. Collection,
Carton "History 1868- 1926," Folder "Histories," Strong Museum.
2 0 " ~

""A Glorious P s t , " News and Notes fiom the Rochester Histoncal Societv, Summer
1990.

wholesaler and jobber, with salesmen travelling across New York state, a fimction that
continued until 1928,
A severe tire that gutted Rochester's downtown in 1904 prompted a move to a

new location at Main and Clinton streets, where Sibley, Lindsay & Curr remained und
the closure of the business in the 1980s.~ 1906 witnessed the opening of a new grocery

and bakery on the fifth floor of the building, an "elegant place where the upper bracket
housewife" could examine delicacies fkom around the ~ o r l d . "In~ 191
~ 1, the six-story
. ~ ~tower held a large
Tower Building was built adjacent to the main selling a r e a ~ The
clock and bel1 and became a landmark in Rochester. Sibley's grocery would feanire a iine
of products under its own "Tower" line. By the time of the store's fiftieth anniversary in
1918, Sibley, Lindsay & Curr had a main aisle which ran 373 feet fiom the entrance on
North Street to the exit on Clinton Avenue. The store had fourteen acres of selling space.

In 1926, six more floors were added to the main building, so that the Sibley store and

22~ibley,
Lindsay & Curr already owned the property on Main Street at the t h e of the
fire, and accelerated plans to move to the new location. They quickiy relocated
remaining stock, opening the new store just months after the disaster. One apocsrphal
story (which has been included in promotionai material) is that the f i e destroyed al1 of
the store's credit reports yet such was the goodwill of the community towards the
business that every Iast charge account customer came forward to settie their accounts in
the months after the fie.
%ibleyls Grocery and Bakery" [rnimeographed page] Sibley Collection, Carton
"History 1868- 1926," Folder "Histories," Strong Museum.
24ShirleyKlem, "The History of Sibley's 1928- 1955" typewritten manuscript,
annotated in pencil. Senior Thesis for RIT mochester Institute of Technology], a d .
Sibley Collection, Carton "Hïstory 1868- 1926," Folder "Histones," Strong Museum, 2 1.
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office building now occupied a solid downtown block? During peak h e s the store
employed 2500 people, or as one promotional pamphlet proudly asserted, "almost one out
of every 100 people living in the city? A fan system supplied warm air in winter and
cooled air in summer, and electric clocks throughout the store were completely
synchronized. Thirteen passenger elevators shuttled a steady flow of customers to each
of the store's six floors, and modem elecîric lights replaced old arc larnps to bathe al1
merchandise in "soft, steady light."2'
Other department stores, while not quite as imposing as Sibley, Lindsay & CUIT,
were still a major presence on Rochester's Main Street. Although the West side had
traditionally been home to retailes, beginning in the 1890s larger stores jockeyed for
position on East Main Street. The pioneer in developing this stretch of Main was
McCurdy & Company. After an apprenticeship at merchandising in stores in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, John Cooke McCurdy immigrated to Philadelphia and evenhially

" ~ c ~ e l v Ouest
e ~ , for Ouality, 255. McKelvey notes this was the largest business
block in the city, and the bell and tower each "exceeded al1 others in Rochester." The bell
weighed 3,500 pounds.
'bThe Historv of Siblev's 1868-1955, [notebook] Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
Collection, Carton "Sibley's Misc. Store History," Rochester Histoncal Society (RHS),
18.

alfa Centurv. 1868 - 1918, hblished to Commemorate the Golden Anniverçary of
the founding ofthe Sibley, Lindsay & CLKT
Company, Rochester, New York, March 30,
19 18. Sibley Collection, RHS.
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made his way to Rochester. He bought out C.H. Carroll to open McCurdy & Nonvell
east from the Four Comers. Many local merchants doubted his judgement. The store
was located at the corner of Main Street East and Eh, the "wrongway" from the Four

Corners and close to "HoodooCorner"(East Avenue and E h ) , which was considered

bad luck because previous busuiesses had failed on the spot.28 An ad for the store
explained that "The east end of the city needed a store of its own, so we landed up here, at

"~~
& Norwell opened in March 1901, with a staff
the corner of Main and ~ L x n - McCurdy
of 75 employees and 50,000 square feet of selling space. John McCurdy proved his
doubters wtong, and in 1910 built a six story addition on the West side of the Palmer
Block site. The store built a six-floor south wing in the years 1923-1925, and continued
to make improvements like the installation of elevat~rs.'~

E.W. Edwards & Son also occupied prime East Main Street frontage. The
Company was founded in Syracuse and by the 1920s operated stores in that city as well as
Rochester and Buffalo." South of East Main Street on Ciinton Avenue, the B. Fornian
Company was a pioneer, emerging by the 1920s as a leader in women's ready-to-wear
clothing. B. Forman boasted that it was first to bring the women of western New York "a
new method of merchandising, showing the new styles first, cleaning house four times a
year to keep the stocks new and fiesh at d l times, and marking prices always at the
e
Despite this
lowest level consistent with the quality and the s e ~ c rendered."32

' * ~ y n &McCurdy Hotra, "McCurdy & Company Timeline," 1997, Private collection
of Lynda McCurdy Hotra, 2.
""~omethingAbout this New Store Here in Rochester," Cpamphlet] Fa11 and Winter
190 1-2, private collection of Lynda McCurdy Hotra.
'%otra, "Timeline," 7-8.
" ~ c ~ e l v e Ouest
y,
for Ouality, 255.
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flourishuig business on East Main, West Main Street was not completely abandoned, as
the Dum-McInnemey (later Duw-Powers) store grew to occupy six stories at West

Main and Fiahugh. The firm's vice-president boasted afier a trip to Europe that the store
had more floor space than Selfkidge's in on don.)^

During the 1920s and 1930s, most large retailers were concentrated in the central
business districts of Rochester and Buffalo and faced quite lively competition Within a
few blocks, shoppen in either city could pense wares at a number of sizeable department
stores, not to mention countless smaller jewellers, tailors, dressmakers and other
shopkeepers. Even the largest stores did not feel immune to competition. During the
19 10s and 1920s, Sibley, Lindsay and Curr regularly sent employees to pose as shoppers
at other stores and record the number of patrons in each department at specific times." A
fleet of six "professional shoppers" was aiso employed by two of the Buffalo department
stores in their Comparative Shoppers' Bureau to discover the price and qudity of items

3 3 ~ c ~ e l v Ouest
e y , for Oualitv, 255.
34

Untitled typed sheet with tirnes and descriptions of shoppers, October 30, 1915,
Folder "From Intemal Memos Scrapbook, 1909- 1917," Sibley Collection, Strong
Museum. For example, at 7:30 on this date, the observer noted that there was no one in
the Dum-Power Co. Notion Department, but by 8:30there was one person. In the
Fufniture Department, there was one person "only looking," and in Gloves there were 7
shoppers, "about 4 buying." On Dec 22, 1915, McCurdy's Basement had 50 people, "not
over 10 or 12 buying." Sirnilar surveys of shoppers were made of Princess Suit & Cloak
House, Bedell's, Morgan & Kammer, Edwardts, the Union Clothuig Company,
McFarlin's, White's Jewelry Store, Duffy-Powers Co., and E.J. Shafer Jeweler on Dec.
21, 1915.

at cornpetitive stores. These positions had a high rate of turnover, as after about six
months the "shoppers" became known to salesgirls in the stores, who would refuse to
wait on them.35
Displays were given careful attention, as well, in an effort to out-do cornpetitors.

Main Street stores tried their best to attract passers-by with ever-changing arrays of
merchandise. Many merchants subscribed to trade magazines which instnicted them on
how to produce innovative displays. Walking past the Kleinhans Clothing Company
store in Buffalo, shoppers could see a range of goods Iike gloves, hadkerchiefs and belts,
~~
the
some men's suits on mannequins, and a pnce list prorninently d i ~ p l a y e d .During
1WOs, Sibley's used modemist backdrops to highlight women's clothing, employing

geographic prints that suggested art deco trends." One Buffalo department store
eventually installed microphones close to its fkont windows so that passers-by on the
street could be heard and their reactions to various displays gauged.)8
Stores constantly updated both windows and intenor display areas. After its
renovation in 1926, a reporter fiom the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal praised

3S"hblicBenefactors! " TL,June 1933, 10. The comparative shoppers also reported
on the service offered by employees at their own stores.
3
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""~odemismTies Up with Popular Prices'" DGMTJ, September 1929, 148. The
article features a photo of a Sibley's window display, which highlighted sportswear by
using three paneIs of geometric prints.

"?T,
- May 1936, 11.
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Sibley, Lindsay, & C m for e x e m p l i b g "the 1 s t word in store equipment, lighting and
f i ~ t u r e s . "The
~ ~ trade periodical featured photos of the store's new fxtures in a special
section on store equipment and display. Sibley's had wide aisles, with rows of globe
lights to illuminate the merchandise. In the bedding section, shoppers could see linens in
"hornelike surroundings," as blanket cradles and even an actual made-up bed allowed
them to imagine the goods in use. The store fixtures were of polished walnut and
mahogany. New T e m a f l o o ~ was
g insîalled on the Main Floor. Designers paid

carefûl attention to layout and the efficient use of space, with the result that Sibley's
merchandise seemed easily accessible and less crowded than in many cornpetitor's stores.
Even as five-and-dime stores popularized "jumble tables" which allowed customers to
feel the merchandise, Sibley's stocked many items like hosiery and gloves in gleaming
g l a s cases, behind which shopgirls aained in personalized sales were positioned?

When McCurdy & Company renovated in 1923, an entirely new front was put on the
store and the show windows on East Main were expanded so that there was a display
space of 300 square feet."
The amount of attention devoted to display space became even more pronounced

durùig the annual Christmas season. November and December were the busiest months
at Sibley, Lindsay & Curr's," DGMTJ, February 1927, 50.
3 9 " ~ e Intenon
w

40"~hree
Views fiom the New Sibley-Lindsay & Curr Store," DGMTJ, February 1927,
51.

41"~cCurdy's
Forced to Enlarge Store Owing to Growth of Trade," clipping as part of
McCurdy timeline, n.d 119231, pnvate collection of Lynda McCurdy Hotra.
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of the year for department stores, and elaborate Christmas displays were designed to
entice shoppers both young and old. On Saturday, Oct 30, 1920, Sibley's announced the
opening of Toyland. In the spirit of Christmas, the store sacrificed some of the floor
space from its luggage and housewares sections to the lights and mechanized models
which dazzled visiting youngsters. A reporter for the Democrat and Chronicle surveyed
the scene:
Wherever you look there is motion. It is one big, joyful,colorCul "Landof-Motion," designed especiaily for the children's pleasure ...As you step
fiom the elevator and enter this Faixyland of Toys and you find yourself
spellbound gazing at a rapidly revolving and âazzlingly brilliant bal1 of
light - the "Ball of a Thousand Mirrors." Four powerful spotlights playing
upon it makes it catch the rays of light and reflect them to you....A little
M e r on is a wonderfully interesting mechanical exhibit. The old Flow
Mill stands at one end, the mil1 wheel moving sIowly throua the water and it is real water. There is a long canal with a wide electrically lighted
boulevard on one side. Across the canal are high mountains. Along the
g
it, is a miniature
edge of the cand with the mountains t o w e ~ above
electric r a i l r ~ a d ? ~
Stores experimented with different themes for Christmas displays each year, H.A.
Meldrum held four shows for youngsters each Saturday in December, 1921, feaniring
appearances by Santa Claus and Huckleberry ~inn." in 1925, Sibley's show windows
featured a tableau of carollers making the rounds of a village in "Meme Old England,"

while in 1931 the display replicated "Washington at Valley Forge, Christmas 1777.""

Open, " RD&C, 30 October 1920, 15.
42"~oyland
43"nieChristmas Store Bountiful," BEN 2 December 1921,. 7.
44~hoto
SI-2 1925 ["Meme England"]; Photo SI-4 ["Valley Forge"] Sibley
Collection, Carton Sibley's Photo's," Strong Museum.
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Sibleyfsspent thousands of dollars in 1927 creating a "Fairyland" filled with goblins,
spntes, and other magical creatures." The transformation of stores for the Christmas
season did not stop with the interiors and store windows. Merchants cooperated in
creating lighting displays outdoors, making the Main Streets a magical experience. The
Buffalo Courier-Exmess boasted that Main Street was going to be "Brighter than New

York's Broadway; Chicago's State Street or London's Piccadilly Circus." Readers were
encouraged to b

~ theg whole family to perme the lights and the over $10,000,000 in

merchandise available in Main Sîreet stores." The article reached high levels of
hyperboIe, boasting, ''No Street Like Main Street within 4000 Miles. No Street so
Dramatic - No Street So Thrilling - No Street so Superbly Ready for the Christmas
Throng."
The identification of shopping as "women's work" most noticeably emerged in
North Arnerica in the nineteenth century. Where once women and men had worked
together in the production of goods at home, the nse of waged labour, and more
significantly, a whitesollar salaried workforce, increasingly categorized men as
breadwinnea and women as consumers. Aithough in their daily lives many women
spanned the worlds of production and consumption, the notion that shopping was

45"~housands
of Doilars have been expended by the SL&C Store of Rochester, N.Y.,
on the Belief that Fairies are Real, to children," Tovs and Novelties, November 1927, 5354.
'"~uffalo's Main Street is Going to be the Place - The Big White Way of Al1 the
World," Buffalo Courier-Ex~ress@CE), 20 December 1930,3.

female skill, or indulgence, was firmly entrenched by the îwentieth century. As shopping
becarne identified as a feminine activity during the nineteenth century, stores attempted to
create an atmosphere which wouid attract women s h ~ ~ ~ e r s . ' ~
The very layout of departments within a store encouraged women to linger, and
features like restaurants and tea rooms were cornfortable spaces for middle-class women
to meet and socialize. Sibley's had a popular Tea Roorn, which served tea and lunch to

female shoppers, and offered feminine entertainment like bridge lessons and chamber
music concerts." The decor was refined and genteel, with white tablecloths and soft
colors. The original Tea Roorn, in the Granite Building was built in 1893, six years
before Marshall Field's in Chicago opened that city's first large tearoom?' The new Main
Street Store Tea Room couid seat between 350 and 400 patrons, depending on the
arrangement of tables.''

In 1926 Sibley's opened a restaurant that seated 515, and added a

" ~ i l l i a r nLeach argues that merchants M e r encouraged the separation of
production fiom consumption, creating palaces of indulgence where buying became
equated with playing, and the antithesis of the dreary work world. Land of Desire, 146148. Modem commercial advertising took it as a truism that women did the b d k of the
nation's retail buying, and pitched ads to an audience of female "purchasing agents." See
Marchand, Advertising the American Drearn, 66-69.
4 8 ~ a nstores
y
sponsored concerts, particularly progammes of classical music. Linda
L. Tyler declares the penod Tom 1903 to 1915 to be the "heyday of live music in the
department stores," and Sibley's continued this practice well into the 1920s. See Tyler,
"'Commerce and Poetry Hand in Hand,"' 83.
4

?For a description of Field's tearoom, see Leach, Land of Desire, 137.

''"~ibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.: Store Facts," [undated pamphlet], Sibley Collection,

RHS.

cafeteria and marble soda fountain soon after. In 1934, a main floor buffet became
another option for hungry shoppers. To facilitate meetings between women shoppers, the
Service Bureau allowed visitors fiom out of town to register, and a clerk would telephone
fiends in Rochester and arrange social appointments. Parcels and luggage could also be
checked tl~ere.~'
Sibley's did not completely ignore its male patrons: in an effort to
attract businessrnen for lunch, Sibley's opened the "Pompeian Annex," designed as a cafe
for men, with brick walls, tile floors and dark panelling, where "men fiiends" couid enjoy

a cigar or cigarette at the table.s2
By the 1920s, department stores in cities across America offered a dizzying array
of merchandise and service. Those in Western New York kept pace. Sibley's store
directory listed over 80 separate depamnents, carrying everything £kom drapenes, mgs

and leather goods to corsets, toys and g~oceries?~
A branch of the public Iibrary was
opened on the sixth floor of the store, and customers withdrew over 200 books per
week? New types of seMces were added to cater to every possible want of the

""We Make it Easy for Out of Town Patrons to Meet Their City Friends," RD&C, 18
October 1920, 17.
52"~rogram
of Music," Rochester Ladies' Trio Cprogram fiom Tea Room concert, April
3, 1909; "A New Cafe for Men," a d . [1909], Sibley Collection, John White Johnson,
Advertising Department, Scrapbook 1909-1912, Strong Museum.

Lindsay & Curr Co.," barnphlet] n-d.[1909],Sibley Collection, Carton
53"~ibley,
"Early Store History," Strong Museum.
S4~istorv
of Siblev's 1868-1955 [notebook], Sibley Collection, Carton "Sibley's Misc.
Store History," RHS, 18.

customer. Beauty salons were popular features, allowing female customers a chance to
rest and regroup while getting a manicure or permanent wave. One Buffalo store told of
the pleasure that a "smartyoung thing" fiom Western New York enjoyed in the salon:

She enters the new Beauty Salon. . . . She telephoned ahead-..where she is
greeted by a hostess who has her appointment arranged. She stretches out
in a cornfortable chair, breathes a relieved sigh and gives herself up to the
luxury of a relaxing inter* in a hectic &y. Being a modem young thing,
she smokes if she wishes. She may enjoy a refkeshing cup of tea, without
charge. She leaves entirely refieshed, and later fin& that her first visit
becornes a weekly habit?
Services for the home were also offered. Flint & Kent boasted an interior Decoration
service with experienced decorators who would suggest ideas for furnishing a home - the
store offered custom-made draperies, window shades, siïpcovers, and fumiture. Beyond
purchasing new wallpaper and home accessories, patrons could even have rugs cleaned
and fumiture reupholstered."
Stores offered full delivery services to allow shoppers to purchase more than they
could carry. Purchases could be wrapped, sent home, or even shipped abroad at

Christmas t h e by fhe parcel service. B. Forman featured a Bureau in Paris which would
buy, wrap and deliver Christmas gifis to "friends in

5
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Buffalo had a coordinated deiivery

In Rochester, Sibley's had its own fleet of

delivery vehicles. During the 1920s there were three regular daily deliveries within the
city lirnits, at 8 am., 12: 15, and 3:45. Those who could not make the trip downtown to
make purchases were also accommodated. Al1 of Buffalo's and Rochester's major
department stores had telephone sales deparûnents through which orders could be piaced.
The grocery business, as well, experimented with ways to improve delivery services. The

Larkin Stores of Buffalo had an extensive system to facilitate grocery orders. Each order
placed was recorded on a "Customer Card," so that preferences @rand of coffee, cuts of
meat, average size of fish order) would be apparent to the operator. Operators could
recornmend specials in the store, or sirnply fil1 standing orders each week Orders
received before noon were delivered in time for dk~ner?~
It is worth underscoring the importance of seMce as part of the shopping
experience in department stores during this penod. Contact with sales clerks was
fundamental not only during the actual transaction of product for cash or credit, but even

in exarnining goods. Although some departments by the 1920s were experimenting with
ways to increase shoppers' "hands-on" contact with goods, many types of items were only
displayed behind glass cases, and customers required sales assistance if they wished to
58

Flint & Kent, card fiom Downtown Merchants Delivery, dated 6/15 (no year),
Vertical Files, Retailers F, BECHS. The card lists Adam Meldnun & Anderson, J.N.
Adam, L. L. Berger, Inc., E.W. Edwards, Flint & Kent, Wm. Hengerer Co., Hens &
Kelly, and Oppenheim, Collins & Co. as stores offering the service.
5911

A Larkin Customer card sits for its portrait and reveds a phase of Larkin customerservice," TT, October, 1931,31.
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touch or more closely examine gloves, hosiery, accessories and cosmetics- Shopping for
items like shoes required asking a sales clerk to check the available stock for the correct

size. This emphasis on the role of the store clerk served a number of functions. On the
one hand, g l a s cases and hidden stocks of goods behind counters or in back rooms made
it easier to control the goods in the store. Clerks had a better sense of which items were
popular and could discourage shoplifhng (dways a concern in department stores). On the
other hand, stores hoped that the experience of being "waited on" by a courteous clerk
would enhance the shopping experience, making custorners feel indulged and pampered

and thus more likely to spend money.
Careful attention was paid to ensure that salespeople projected professionalism
and efficiency. Salespeople were formally dressed, making it easy for customers to

distinguish between those shopping and those able to offer sales assistance and subtly
reinforcing the class distinction between moneyed customers and working clerks.
Saleswomen at Sibley's wore dl-black dresses until the 191Os, when during the summer
they were given the prïvikge of wearing white shirtwaists and black or plain, darkcoloured skirts. Plaid or light-coloured skirts were considered too infornial, and the
Company sent memos suggesting that if clerks did not recognize this fact, the store might
quickly revert to enforcing a policy of dl-black u n i f o r r n ~ .An
~ employee handbook from
1926 stressed that d l female workers who came into contact with customers had to fail

ro rom Intemal Memos Scrapbook 190% 1917" May 25, 1917, Sibley Collection,
Strong Museum.
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within acceptable rniddle-class notions of appropriate business dress- They were to avoid
' l ~ ~ n scosmetics,
p i ~ ~extreme
~ ~ ~
styles of hairdressing, elaborate jewelry or stirring
peculiarities in apparel." Men were to forego "gaudy neck-ties" and were required to
Wear coats at al1 times when on the selling f l o o r ~ . ~By
' 1937, regdations had softened
somewhat (for example, women could Wear not only black dresses but navy, green, wine,

and brown ones as well) but employees were still to select gaments appropriate for
business ~ e a r Store
. ~ ~personnel were uistructed in the courieous treatment of d l
shoppers. A manuai instructed workers, "Remember always that our customers are our
invited guests and are entitled to the consideration you would give a visitor in your own
home."63
Members of the sales staff were expected to educate their cuçtomers about the
benefits of particular lines. Certain departments, particularly those selling women's
gaxments, relied on a skilled sales staff to recommend appropriate products for each
customer. Female sales staff aided in not only the selection of items, but also the fitting
of dresses and corsets, entering fitting rooms and even assisting customers in dressing

and undressing. The sdeswoman offered advice to the customer, often encouraging her

6'"~rnployeeHand Boolg" Cpamphlet] June 1, 1927, Sibley Collection, Strong
Museum, 6-7.
62"0peratingCornmittee," binder] January 25, 1937, Sibley Collection, RHS, 103.
63"~mployee
Hand Book" 4.

to "trade up" to a slightly more expensive version of an item she had chosen."

Hens &

Kelly boasted that while the store used newspaper ads to draw people in, the sales staff
got al1 the credit for ensuring that women were sold the proper corsets, and for suggesting
higher-line merchandise. Miss Bernadine Smith, assistant buyer for the department,

...when [shoppers] come to us, we do everything to sell them a good
corset..We fit them conectly and send them away so that they'll come
back. We sell their min& as much as their bodies. We educate Buffalo
wornen to a new and better estimate of corsets. We sel1 them the type of
garment they need and do everything to give them the best grade possible.
We TRADE UP,NOT ~0wN.6~
Salespeople also offered a range of services to shoppers, not al1 directly related to the sale
of merchandise. For example, when occasionally local elderly residents or children went
missing in Rochester, memos with descriptions were sent to the staff of Sibley's with
instructions to keep an eye out for these people?
The education of shoppen about the advantages of particular products was not

limited to ùifonnal interaction with members of the sales staff Retailers in Buffalo and
a ~ o more
r
on the interaction between saieswomen and customers, see Benson,
Counter Cultures.
6
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For exarnple, see entry for October 3, 1917 in Folder "Frorn Interna1 Memos
Scrapbook, 1910 - 1917," Sibley Collection, Strong Museum. A typical entry reads:
"Mrs.Earl, 598 Hazelwood Terrace, 71 years old, 5 A. 3 in. tall, weighs 90 Ibs. Gray
hair, wore a black suit and canied a small black hand bag. Wore gold spectacles. This is
a description of Mrs. Earl, who lefi home on Tuesday. Please be on the lookout for Mrs.
Earl, and notify office at once if you see anyone answering this description. H Williams,
Superintendent."

Rochester organized more stnictured classes and demonstrations, bringing in guest
speakers and offering a chance to try products before purchasing. The retail outiet of the
Rochester Gas & Electric Corporation sold fiidges, stoves and small electrical appliancesTo encourage purchase of these goods (and increased power consumption in general),
they offered classes to teach people to craft lightshades or use new features on stoves.

The Home Service department regularly was filled with housewives registered for halfday sessions. The utiiity news reported on the cheery atmosphere of one class where
women could learn to make Christmas cakes:
"Say!" one womancalls across to another, "do you know that your Elsie
and B e w can come in here any Sahirday moniing and cook, or make a
lamp shade, or leam to use the washer and ironer, or how to operate any of
these electncal appliances? I'm sending Jenny next Saturday and maybe
John will come dong, for there are a few boys doing it too."...The baking,
which takes three hours, is entrusted to the automatic oven with the oven
control feahire set to maintain the even, low temperature which is
necessary if the cakes are not to be buned. This feature is fidiy explained
to the women, one of two of whom seem to be acquiring a fixed, faraway
look on their faces portending the acquisition of just such an oven control
on their ranges at home."

The Gas & Electric Company also cooperated with comunity groups: local Girl Scout
troops were given demonstrations in using electric washing machines and irons and could
earn badges for bringing in items which they had carefidly laundered. Beyond offering

67~essie
Cary Grange, "Fruit Cakes as Chrisimas Presents," Rochester Gas & Electric
News 16 no. 5 (Nov 1928): 174.

"hands-on" classes for small groups in its appliance showroom, the Gas & Electric
Company organized larger demonstrations.
These types of classes were very popular with Rochester housewives. During
1929, the store held 59 lamp shade lessons where 254 lamp shades were made. In the

baking classes, 443 women did their own work, while 452 others observed them, Over
four hundred girl scouts attended the laundry classes. One Christmas party featured two
chefs fiom the Seneca Hotel, who demonstrated the correct preparation of a suckling pig
for roasting (in a modem electric oven, of course). The session was attended by 230

Larger stores often brought in "experts" who promoted specific product lines for
the edification of local shoppers. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr boasted that Miss Dorothy
Strumph, a skin care expert from New York City, would be available for personal expert
consultation in the cosmetics department of the store.69 Sibley's had many promotions
for the home seamstress, including fashion shows.70 The store also had a dressmaking
school, where a skilled seamstress taught cutting, fitthg, and sewing and also did
alterations for home sewers who bought notions and fabnc there.71 William Hengerer
sponsored a senes of four lectures by Mrs. Marie L. Fenn, an authority from the

A Year Book and Rochester Gas & Electric News, January 1930,303.
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International Silver Company, who explained proper table settings for various social
occa~ions.~
McCurdy & Co. used live models to demonstrate permanent waves in a hair
siyle fashion show."

Beyond the events and displays designed specificaily to promote store goods,
retailers ofien took it upon thernselves to promote the communities in which they were
located. Buffâlo and Rochester merchants were arnong the most vocal of their respective
city's boosters. During the 1920s and 1930s, retailers used their ad space, their shop
windows and even their selling floors to promote civic pride. It is not surprising that
retailers in smaller cities often drew links between their own interests and the interests of
their communities. In one sense, we can view this as a form of long-range business
planning: the growth of the city would o d y mean good things for retailers. Events like
parades and contests, while not explicitly about the sale of goods, nonetheless aimed to
mise a retailer's profile in the hopes of increasing sales. And, as will be demonstrated in
future chapters, retailers in smaller cities had good reason to stress their community ties

once competition from chah stores and mail order businesses appeared to threaten their
pre-eminent position.
Newspaper and magazine editorials underscored the civic importance of
supporting local retailers, pointing out that money spent in the city was circulated in the
"BEN, 11 November 1930, 12.

"RD&C, 7 October 1930,2.

foxm of wages for local workers. An editorial entitled "Buy It in Buffalo" in Buffalo
Saturdav Ni&t argued that this was a matter of "cold, hard, business f a c ~ not
" just noble

Zt is not our purpose to urge upon our readers a narrow provincialism and

to criticize milady if she chooses to buy a trinket in Fifth Avenue rather
than in Delaware Avenue. At the same t h e , we would press home so far
as is possible, the fact that Buffalo rnanufacturers cannot employ Buffalo
labor unless they get business; and eveq dollar's worth of trade they get
means added work for Buffalo labor; every time a retailers sells a dollar's
worth of goods to a consumer, he is able to buy another dolIar's worth of
goods fiom the wholesaler and so on.74
An accompanying cartoon depicted the network of relationships between Buffalo citizens
who spent their dollars at home. The pay packet of a Buffalo worker made the rounds to
his wife, a retailer, a Iocal wholesaler, and finally back to the manufacturer who had
onginally supplied the wages (see figure 4).
Recailers theaselves emphasized their own positive place in the cornmunity. The
rhetoric of "cormnunity service" in department store ads could take on almost messianic
proportions. Sibley's of Rochester used a fable about a philosopher who asked a number

of workmen about their jobs to illustrate the store's commiiment to goals beyond simply
commerce. While some of the workers felt they were simply "digging a ditch" or
"earning five dollars a day," one enthusiast claimed to be "building a cathedral." Sibley's
applauded this sense of mission, noting

74~uffalo
Saturday Night, 1 no. 39 (December 10, 192 1): 3.

Figure 4 Cartoon fiom Buffalo Saturdav Night, 10 December 1921 , 3 .

For fi@-nine years, we too have been striving to build a cathedral...a
House of SeMce worthy of the good people who expect from us the best.
Fathers and sons have contributed their efforts. The Iowliest and the
highest have added stone on stone to this superstructure. The cathedral is
unfinished. It will never be finished for we are restless people, never
content with the efforts of yesterday. Tomorrow brings us new thoughts,
new inspirations, bigger ideais. Each day finds us in the travail of growing
pains with the goal of perfection still ahead of us, and in its wake the
vision of building a better business cathedrai most worthy of you ...75
Sibley's "House of Service" was a secularized church, a cathedral where visitors would
visit for renewal and rejuvenation, not through prayer but through acquisition of materiai
goods. William Leach dates a new fascination with "service" to the turn of the century,
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where retailers like John Wanamaker promoted a "new kuid of store" that stressed the
convenience of the custorner above all." This new ideology, he argues, was in part a
response to reformers who equated large businesses of many types with exploitation and
unfair practices. Benevolent treatment of workers, new services for customers and
community activism shored up the stores' popularity and conveyed an image of caring
responsiveness."
The rhetonc of service in smaller cities was more directly linked to local
identities. Wanamaker and bis competitors in Philadelphia and New York allied
themselves with reformers and cuitivated an image of compassion and decency,
presenting their operations as stores for "the ~eo~le."'*Retailers in smaller centres
fî-amed their displays of "public service" more specifically, in the context of the local
communi~.The extent to which stores in smaller cities clearly and directly linked their
own futures with the rising fortunes of the cities in which they were located is striking.
For exarnple the B. Forman Company of Rochester used a large newspaper ad to send out
' ? b i s ideal of seMce was M e r adopted by hotel magnates like Ellsworth Statler,
whose hotel in Buffalo was a landmark in the city. Leach, Land of Desire, 115.

nIbid., 117. See also Roland Marchand, Creatinn the Cornorate Soul:

The Rise of
Public Relations and Coqorate Imagerv in Amencan Big Business (Berkeley: The
University of Califomia Press, 1999). Marchand argues that department stores found it
easier to counter the charge of "soullessness" which plagued other American
corporations. Even the largest stores did not operate on the scale of manufacturers like,
Say, Standard Oil. Further, because stores at least in theory had to cater to the whims of
the (usually female) consumer, the public had Iess of a sense that retailers were ruthiess
capitalists (1O- 14).

77
a holiday message each January 1 which recapped not only the store's but the city's
achieveme~tsand forecast great things for the coming year. The 1928 message reflected
not only on new buildings and apartment houses which were dotîhg the city, but even the
nsing stock value of local manufacturers and the level of trade in the region as a wh01e.~'
The ad trumpeted the confidence with which economists were viewing the upcoming

year: "niey prophecy good business and widespread development, of which we in
Rochester should have a full ~hare."~'
B. Forman also used its regular ad space to
comment on local developments. When a new theatre was built in the downtown, the
store proclaimed that this "new enterprise...pays additional tribute to Mr. Forman's
foresight and judgementtf in choosing Rochester as the location for his stores8' Claîms to
"local" status proved very pliable, as stores like William Hengerer and J.N. Adam still
promoted themselves as local instihitions even as they became part of the larger, New
York-based Associated Dry Goods.
Merchants in Buffalo and Rochester fiirther demonstrated their commitment to the
community by using store space for civic promotions. During World War 1, Sibley's
devoted one show window to the display of photographs of local men who were in the

service. The Soldiers Picture Window was so popular that it was expanded to ftll another

-
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window in order to accommodate the flood of photos.82 On Amiistice Day in 1921,

severd retailers held memorids to commemorate the loss of Rochester men in the First
World War. William Hengerer used a newspaper announcement with no information
about sales or promotions, just a simple drawing of a wreath and a notice about the
service to be held

"IN HONOR OF THOSE WHO HAVE GIVEN THEIR ALL 1918 -

1921." The activities of "ourboys," and "their heroic actions on the fields of France,"
were given solemn rec~gnition.~~
Hengerer's carried out a program on November 11,

1921, complete with a Patriotic Song Senrice where ail store personnel joined in singing
hymns, and a local reverend delivered an address. A Buffalo Evenine News reporter on
the scene described the solemnity of the occasion:
A few minutes before noon an ex-sentice man in uniform took his position
near the center of the floor- Promptly at 12 o'clock a regular m y bugler
sounded taps. At the first note of the bugle every activity in the store
ceased. Al1 but necessary Lights were out, the tube and elevator systems
ceased to operate. Clerks and customers dike bowed their head in silent
meditation for two minutes?
A serviceman was stationed upon each floor of the store to signal personnel when to

stand at attention. A similar program was carried out by J.N Adam & Co. and Hens &
Kelly. Other stores closed fiom eleven o'clock to one or two. J.N. Adam and Adam,
Meldnim & Anderson suspended business briefly during the afternoon, as instmcted by
82

Entry for October 11, 1918, Folder "From Intemal Memos Scrapbook, 1909-1917,"
Sibley Collection, Strong Museum.
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President ~ a r d i n ~ .Several
"
stores had flags hanging in the windows, and war picniles

and relics on d i ~ ~ l a y . ~ ~
Retailers in Buffalo thus took the lead in comrnemorating Armistice Day, a fact
that seems even more striking when we realize that there was no other civic ceremony

held in the downtown. In her recent work on shopping centres in postwar Arnerica,
Lizabeth Cohen argues that the mal1 in many ways displaced the traditional "town
square" as a public forum. Cohen contends that the shift to shopping centres narrowed
the spaces available for political protest and public assembly." While her arguments
about resirictions on acceptable behaviour in the "private property" of the mall are well
taken, it is worîh noting that even before the mall, merchants carefully orchestrated much
of the public activity in the downtown, coordinating events which projected a particular
image. Using local veterans, religious leaders and the iconography of the flag gave the
stores a certain gravitas. Meanwhile, local citizens who came to participate in this
particular ceremony had a very limited role, either observing decorations, Listening to
sermons, or maintaining silence at the appointed tirne.

'%id. Week & Co. closed from 11 to 2, Flint & Kent from 11 to 1, and William
Eastwood fiom 1 1:3O to 1:30.
"~izabethCohen, "From Town Center to Shopping Center: The Reconfiguration of
Cornmunity Marketplaces in Postwar America," Arnerican Historical Review
101
(Oct. 1996): 1068-1O ï l .
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Some retailers took an active role in local politics. In 1935, William A. Morgan
(of the Morgan Stores) endorsed Frank Schwab for mayor, buying a quarter page in the
Buffalo Evenine News to write a "letter to votefi" explaining his ch~ice.~'
J.N. Adam
actually sexved as rnay~r.'~Not surprisingly, many were active in local associations like
the Chamber of Commerce. Gilbert J. C. McCurdy was selected president of the
Rochester Chamber of Commerce in 1930? Merchants also commented on local issues
that had little to do with trade. In a roundup of opinions on the issue of adopting
Daylight Saving, published in the Democrat & Chronicle, F. Forman of the B. Forman
Company stated, "It seems to me that al1 Rochester is unanimously in favor of Daylight
Saving and you should feel that you are acting for the welfare of the entire community in
workuig for it."" While local refoxmers, doctors, and scientists contributeci to the debate

with reference to the health and medical advantages for the population, Forman was
quoted simply because of his prominence in the community, as the representative of an
important local institution,
Local merchants also took part in exhibitions that promoted area industries and
services. The Rochester Chamber of Commerce and its Retail Merchants' Council
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sponsored a "Rochester-Made Products Week" in 1927, in order to improve the
understanding of regional products and services. A spokesman for the council argued, "It
is not unusual to find manufacturers, retailers and consumers in other sections of the
country who know Rochester products better than do the residents of Rochester." The
two chamber bureaus hoped that exciting displays in local stores would change that sony
facteg2During this week, stores featured the slogan "Rochester-Made Means Quality" and
ran special promotions of city-made goods.93 Sibley, Lindsay & Curr ran ads extolling

the virtues of local industries and their own role in promoting these businesses. From the
cameras at the Kodak counter, to the Monroe County-raised produce in the canned goods
section of the Grocery, to the Rochester-made shoes and clothing in the men's
department, Sibley's boasted in the Rochester Democrat & Chronicle that "in both retail
and wholesale functions we are a mighty outlet for local prod~cts."~~
Sibley's devoted al1
45 of its store windows to demonstrations of local products. Visitors could wimess the

construction of neckties, radios, kitchen appliances, spaghetti, spices, cameras and lenses.
Even goods which were not carried in the store, such as a range finder made by the
Bausch & Lomb Company for the US.Navy, were featurebg5 Sibley's made a tradition

a as and Electric News, 15 no. 3 (Sept 1927): 112.
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" ~ e e ,for example, RD&C, 18 October l927,26; 19 October 1927,24; "Store Plans
Display of City Products," [clipping, pencil date 1938 on back], Scrapbook "Clippings,
Local Press, 1936-1941,"Sibley Collection, Strong Museum.

of the "What Rochester makes - makes Rochester" theme, promothg local industries
yearly. In 1927, its newspaper ad campaign emphasized "Home-made wares." The
tradition continued as late as 1938, when the store used al1 of its windows for the
promotion of local industries.
Merchants also participated in civic promotions outside of the store buildings
themselves. The Buffalo Centennial in 1932 featured exhibits fiom not only regional
manufactuers but stores including AM&A's, The Wm. Hengerer Co., and the Larkin
Company. The program for the Centennial explained why citizens should take notice of
the event.
One-hundred-and-twenty important Buffalo industries are
exhibiting a host of products that have helped carry the fame of Buffalo
around the world on land, slq and sea! The industrial history of Buffalo
has been wrïtten with the pen that has honored Buffalo products with the
signature, MADE IN BUFFALO!
You will see Buffalo products in the making! You will see them in
action! You will see their records of thrilling achievement in the affairs of
the entire world. You will see how and why and where the quality of the
products of Buffalo workers has brought recognition and honor to
Buffalo.96

Even the local branch of the Sears Roebuck Co. had an exhibit, suggesting that the
d e f ~ t i o nof "Buffalo industries" descnbed by the organizers was flexible.
Deparûnent stores also cultivated cornmunity goodwill through cooperative
events with local clubs and charities. Adam, Meldnim & Anderson regularly sponsored a

960fficialProgram and Guide of Buffalo Centennial, Vertical Files, Celebrations,
BECHS, 33.

Junior League Day, where members of the league would act as saleswomen for a day. A
typical newspaper ad tnrmpeted the benefits of the event:
The work of the JUNIOR LEAGUE OF BUFFALO is too well known to
need comment here. It is a noble, purposefiil endeavor to better human
lives in need. Upon tomorrow, TUESDAY THE 12TH,we welcome once
more the officers and members of the League. They will assist in the
operation of our store for this one day, having representatives behind our
counters as saleswomen, and upon the floor te assist customers and to
direct h e m to the various departments. For this service, they receive
nominal salaries, and a percentage of o u . sales - the money going to the
general f h d for carrying on their ~ o r k ? ~
Such events cultivated a positive public image for the store. They may also have been
good business: League members encouraged their fiiends to corne shop and be "waited
on." When B. Forman's announced a benefit project for the unemployment fund of the
Rochester Comrnunity Chest, the store remained open until8:30 p.m. so that "men
relatives and fkiends of the women workers may come to buy the gifts they will later
make presents of at Christmas time."98 Further, the opportunity to be "shopgirl for a day"
allowed middle-class women to spend a day surrounded by merchandise, perhaps
increasing the likelihood that they would make additional purchases when they retutned

as customers. Other stores claimed to "give back" to the community through special sales

g7"~dam,
Meldnim & Anderson announce a 'Junior League Day,"' BEN, 11 November
1929, 11.
9 8 ~ ~ 3
& December
~ ,
1931,2. Members of the Chatterbox Club, Junior Workers'
Association, and Twigs volunteered as Storekeepers for a Day." The charitable
contribution of the store should not be totally dismissed as a mere publicity ploy, as the
donation of a percentage of the day's receipts during the Christmas season would have
been sizeable.

events. Although many stores used the rhetoric of " s e ~ c e to
" suggest that by offering
low pnces they were helping the city all the time, some went so far as to stage events

where they sold merciandise at cost. Jahraw-Braun designated "Good-Will, No-Profit
Day" as a way to show appreciation to "thousamis of thrifly housewives for their loyalty
to our stores." According to an ad announcing the event, the day would give "the people"

a chance to Save, while eaming the store good wilLg9
Stores publicized their treatment of workers in order to cultivated a positive
image. Patemalistic poiicies were h e d as the "right thing" to do for local citizens.
Worken were not simply part of the "store family," but of the city as a whole. Adam,
Meldnun & Anderson used this type of rhetoric in a store ad describing curtaiied summer

A.M.&A. always has believed strongly in treating Buffalonians right -whether they happened to be our customers or our CO-workers.And so,
beginning one week from tomorrow - Saturday, July 14 -- A.M.&A. will
be closed for 6 successive Saturdays, or until August 25. Thus more than
1000 Buffalonians who are CO-workersof A.M.&A. wiIl be able to enjoy
six glonous weekends with their families and fkiends. What does this
mean fiom your standpoint as a customer? Iust this: That by making your
purchases at A.M.&A. during the other five business days of the week
during July and August you will receive more satisfaction than ever fiom
A.M& A CO-workersbuoyed up by a wonderful week-end!'*

' O 0 A M & ~ Papers, Box 1 Folder 9, BECHS. The ad is undated but given the days of
the week described it could be 1917, 1923, or 1934. From the style of the type-face, it is
most likely 1917.

By presenting the store closings as necessary for the well-being of a sizeable number of
Buffdo citizens, the store wouid conveniently deflect any criticism fiom customers who
faced the inconvenience of having to do their shopping on other days. Danahy-Faxon
stores in Buffalo boasted that they brought special advantages to both employees and
customers because of their "home-owned and home-operated - 100% Buffalonian" status.
Every employee was a "partner" in the store, and al1 profits made by the Company were
poured back into the cornmunity.'O'
The merchants of Buffalo and Rochester h e d the services they provided with
references to the local collll~lunity,and stressed their role as citizens and local leaders.
Acis informed the unemployed in Buffalo in 1920 that Bing & Nathan would extend

credit: they promised, "We'll carry you dong until you're placed. in time of prosperity
you made our success possible, in thne of advenity we stand ready to help you."lO' The
Reliable Furniture Company reported that despite the cost ("thousands of dollars a year"),
it offered a special f o m of security to Rochester patrons.

You can get insurance covering you against hancial losses fkom anythmg
ranging from the results of a hurricane to a summer shower. But it has
remained for "The Reliable" to offer the people of Rochester a policy
protecting their purchases in fumiture. This policy is given free to every
purchaser. It is a plainly worded, legal document stipulating that in event
of the death of the head of the family - the balance the money due on ANY
article purchased - is cancelled on our records. There is no price limit
placed on this certificate. The amount purchased may be large or small.
We gladly present you with a policy and offer you this unusual protection

15 Decernber 1933, 17.
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without a penny's cost. The Reliable Furniture Co. . - 2 5 Years of F a i m
Service Throughout Western New ~ork."-'
This emphasis on the community was not wholly altmistic: as chapters two and three

will demonsmte, their cornmitment to local causes became an important seiling tool in
the face of increased cornpetition from both New York merchants and chain stores. Yet
on another level these merchants had a genuine interest in the success of their cities,
equahng the prosperity of the community with their own advancement. Their actions in
supporting "local" causes at times went beyond the simple promotion of goods, as stores
attempted to ediQ and educate customers not only about products but about the
advantages of the area in which they lived.

By the 1920s, any visitor to Buffalo wishing to visit the largest stores in the c i q
would be directed to Main Street. The concentration of retailers in the downtown acted

as a magnet not only for tourists but for residents of the city them~elves.'~
Yet not
everyone was contented with the characterization of Buffâlo as a "Main Street tom."
Some felt that the very name Main Street had negative connotations. While smaller cities
rnight hope to preserve vestiges of their "village days," Buffalo hoped to assert her

20 November 1927.
104

For more on how the central business district (including Main Street) was seen to
symbolize the rest of the city, see Alison Ellen Isenberg, "Downtown Democracy:
Rebuilding Main Street Ideals in the Twentieth-Century American City," (Ph.D. diss,
University of Pennsylvania, 1995),59-60.
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position as a leading ~ i t y . The
' ~ ~ name of its central Street, the focal point for civic
identity, became the target of boosters who felt it did not do the city justice.
Town Tidin~s,a magazine catering to Buffalo's elite, grappled with the dilemma
of the city's development. Although Buffalo had grown steadily during the nineteenth
century, by 1921 people despaired that it would ever "catch up" to cities like New York
and Chicago. Writers at the magazine termed the problem one of psychology, which
couId be solved by the right types of promotion to "jolt" the city's denizens out of their
complacency. At a time when modem advertising was becoming an increasing presence

in daily Iife, it is interesting that many felt that it was not the "product" Buffalo itself that
needed changing, but its "brandname" and associations. A public relations "spin" might
be aii that was needed to put the city back on track, not actual, structural changes. As
chapter four will explore, during the Depression, the idea of using advertising to jolt the
community out of a "psychological" state would dominate rhetonc about recovery.
A number of articles in Town Tidings explored the topic of Buffalo's future and

proposed various remedies. Local writer Tristam Sweet descnbed taking an out-of-town
investor narned Henry to lunch at the Main Street men's club. Althuugh Henry conceded
that the region had advanced transportation and communication facilities to recommend

'OS1senbergargues that the image of Main Street "embodied both Amenca's droots
and incipient urban growth." Ibid., 32-3. While many of the communities in Isenberg's
study embraced this idea, Buffalo appears to have been p d c u l a r l y sensitive to the
connotations of Main Seeet as symbolic of "the mud-rut period" in the city's history.

itself, he was not sure about business opportunities on the Niagara fiontier. He
adrnonished the local men to "stop bragging and do something about it."

Any other place in America with half the natural endowment of the
Niagara Area would be chasing New York for first honors and laughing at
the other cities. Look at Cleveland - just a spot on Lake Erie, and not a
very good spot, either. Look at Chicago - entirely sunounded by prairie
and bossed by bandits - or St. Louis, with nothing fiom Nature except the
stickest, muggiest climate this side of Sheol.""'
Despite these disadvantages, these other cities were outpacing Buffalo in growth. Henry
concluded that it was psychology, not material factors, which was causing this lag.

Buffalo remained an "overgrown village", whose citizens paid little heed to
"metropolitan" issues iike street widening, traffic regulations, and downtown parking.

Henry luiked an active downtown with metropoliîan statu: world-class cities facilitated
the flow of people into the downtown, particularly into retail areas.
A listener at the table, lawyer Man W-, accepted Henry's indicment and provided

a diagnosis: "We are al1 suffering from a bad case of inferiority cornplex!

. . . a panicky hesitancy in taking the initiative, an excessive fear of failure based on
emotion rather than logi~."'~'This collective condition was preventing Buffalonians fiom
taking advantage of oppomuiities, while at the same time giving them "delusions of

grandeur." Matt went so far as to identiQ the root cause of the psychological aauma
afflicting the city.

'*a
October 1928, 13.
'''TT.

October 1928, 14.

The infenority complex is usually implanted in early youth as a result of
rigid repression or of a failure so overwhelming as to Sap the victim's
courage and spirit of adventure. The Niagara Area has expenenced just
such a calamity. . . . From 1888 to 1893 we had a t h e of exceptional
expansion, together with a fever of speculation. . . .When the bottom fell
out in 1893, the reaction was a temble thing to behold.'08
The people who lived through this tirne of crisis became inhibited and unable to shake off
feelings of worry and insecurity. Fortunately, Man argueci, a new generation of business
leaders, unscarred by the legacy of the past, was nsing up to take fùll advantage of al1
Buffalo had to offer. While Cleveland or Detroit might be at the high level of their
expansion, he contended, Buffalo stood poised on the brink of rejuvenation. By the end
of the lunch, Henry declared that he was going to stick around to witness Buffalo's
imminent boom.
In an article entitled "The Superiority of Feeling Inferior," Town Tidings writer
Joseph Leeming retumed to the issue of Buffalo's infenority complex. He descrïbed an
encounter between a group of businessmen in the men's steam room at the local club. An
argument breaks out over the feelings of infenority suf5ered by many Buffalonians.
While one man identified only as "The Optimist" points to the high output of Buffalo's
factofies as evidence of its economic, and in tum psychological, health, another known as
"The Pessimist" counters that he is mistaken. He argues

This town is al1 wrong, too, and al1 that tommy rot about industry and
production won't make it right. It's the people themselves that are wrong. .
. .They's so wrapped up in their own petty affairs, the men with their
business and their golf, and the women with their everlasting parties, that

they've made Buffalo just the kind of a hole in the ground that an ostrich
wouid want to put his head into, to get away fkom what was going on
outside. '09

He recounted that on retuning to Buffalo after a recent trip to New York, he faced
Buffalo residents who tried to cut hirn off before he even said hello, in order to prevent
him from "high-hatting" like the New Yorkers do.

Restrained appreciation for the city's attributes seemed to best indicate the
matunty and healthy adjustment of its citizens. The steam room's "Philosopher" posited
that it was preferable to have an inferiority complex if that spurred one on to great
accomplishments. Without an infenonty complex, he argued, Mussolini wodd still be an
underpaid newspaper reporter. The town stmck with an inferion@ complex was
fortunate, for "fkom it springs the Will of Power," which wouid help to put it on the
map."O The trick was to recognize one's shortcornings with dignity and resolve - this was

half the baîtle. Perhaps Buffalo did not suffer fkom a sense of inferiority as rnuch as some
towns out West. Unlike the reserved Buffalonians, Californians were relentless in their

boostensm:

Their bumptious shouting, while no doubt partly due to the jejeune
enthusiasm of youth, the zeal of the pioneer, - aIso show unmistakably the
consciousness of infenonty. We handle our complex, if, as 1 hope, we
have one, with greater dignity and restraint. Urged on by it, we get results.
My only fear is lest we do not feel quite inferior enough."'
@
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Ibid., 15.

An older statesman overhearing the conversation suggested yet another possibility.
While cities like Detroit and Cleveland took "bustling, noisy, head-achey New York as
their ideal," Buffalo modeled itself after London and other English cities. Established of
blue-blood New Engiand stock, well past its pioneer phase, similar in climate, Buffdo
and London shared many parailels:
There's no need to boast, unless we want to tum our present delightfil city,
into a thoroughly industriaiized, mechanized bee hive, intent only upon the
turning out of more and more artides that none on God's earth wants after
they are tumed
Buffalo's diversification of industry allowed it to progress with quiet confidence, unlike

rival cities which depended on a single hdustry. They "vacillate between a state of
hysterical enthusiasm and depressing panic" while Buffalo moves quietly ahead.'l3 The
solution Town Tidinas proposed to counter Buffalo's "infenority compIex" involved
changing the narne of her principal Street, and thus, changing her image. Articles asked if

Buffalo really was a "Main Street" tom, filled with narrow-minded, com-cob-pipesmoking inhabitants.
The animosity toward the name no doubt stemmed in some part from Sinclair
Lewis's novel of the same narne, first published in 1920 and serialized in the Buffalo
Evenine News. l l 4 Afier her marriage, Lewis's heroine Carol Kennicott fin& henelf

l

121bid.

l 13bid.
l

1 4 ~excerpt
n
appears in the BEN, 2 1 December 1921.
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trapped in Gopher Prairie, Minnesota. Carol has Iived in Chicago and St. Paul and is not
impressed by the Main Street of her new town. She is dismayed by the plain store-fronts,
the mud-filled street, the single movie theatre. The street seems to symbolize the

limitations of the town and its inhabitants Carol is ovenvhelmed by the street's almost
hostile atmosphere: "Oozing fiom every drab wail, she felt a forbidding spirit which she
could never conquer." After a brief walkuig tour, Carol "escaped fiom Main Street, fled
home." '15 Ai1 of her dreams of quaint village life were destroyed in a single aftern~on.''~
The miters of Town Tidings hoped that a name change would distance Buffalo
fkom the Gopher Prairies of Arnerica. Lewis's novel brought new attention to the
provincialism and narrowness of small-town iife, and Buffalo's writers and civic leaders
wanted their home to be seen as "big-city" rather than "small town" in al1 respects. But
some of this angst over the name Main Street predated Lewis's novel. This was not the
first time that a name change had been proposed: there had been a similar movement in

Buffalo after the 1901 Pan-AmencanExposition, when area residents had similarly
become preoccupied wiîh the city's status and image.

Sinclair Lewis, Main Street (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1920,

11s

Reprint, New York: Signet Classics, 1980) 38-41.
1 1 6 ~ i s Isenberg
on
uses Main Street to explore the ambiguities of city planning ideas at
the tum of the centuy, the way Amencan towns "onented themselves towards both their
village roots, and toward their urban potential." See Isenberg, "Downtown Democracy,"
33-36.

By changing the name of Main Street, it was hoped that Buffalo would shed her
provincial inhibitions and achieve true metropolitan status. Again, the language of
psychology was appropnated to explain the city's situation.

"Main Street" has had an insidious psychologicd effect on our leading
citizens, when the best reason they c m advance for not giving the
thoroughfare a trdy metropolitan narne, is the cost of new stationery and
stationery dies! We may next expect that young ladies will refuse to be
manied because they codd no longer use their maiden name calling cards.
. . . Buffalo must overcome some of the provincial inhibitions that are
strangling it, or the city deserves to be considered a "small town" forever.
If we hesitate to change the name of Main Street because of such minutiae
as stationery dies, an inferiority complex is obviously rampant."'
While Buffalo claimed to be the "Queen City of the Lakes," or the "Metropolis of
Western New York," the rnere existence of Main Street was thought to detract fiom the
city's image. Buffalo needed a name for iîs main thoroughfare that was not "shared by
every hamlet in the co~ntry.""~
By holding on to the name, Buffalo was relegating itself
to second-class status. Only communities like "Henpeck Corners, OIFlaherty'sFlats, and

P o d m " with their "whisker and concob pipe inhabitantsuwould "christen their avenue
of monumental watering troughs and mud ruts" Main

Buffalo's central business

Street deserved more.
The major cities of the world had distinctive names for major streets. A writer
fiom Town Tidings exclaimecl, "No one needs to ask what cities are referred to when you

"'a
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speak of Bond Street, Rue de la Paix, Unter den Linden, Fifth Avenue and Michigan
Boulevard." ''O The narnes of these famous thorougKares immediately summoned up
their respective cities, representing the "distinctive spirit" of the place in which they were
Iocated, "the essence of the city itself." To truly "arrive" on the international scene,
Buffalo needed to rethink the name of its principal saeet, fmding a new moniker so
suitable that "the mere mention of its name will be synonyrnous with Buffalo, whether

the Street be spoken of in Rangoon or els sin fors."'^' The narne was harsh to the
sophisticated ear, sounding like "one of Edison's early experiments on a wax cylinder,"
and should be relegated to "a remote corner of your atîic" with the other remuants of the

"gaudy parlors of the last ~ e n n i r y . " ' ~
If Main Street was key to the city's identity, then the retailers who located there
had a special responsibility. Nothing couid make a town appear more backward than the
existence of "old-fashioned" stores.

Main Street! The name recalls the days when the two-step was risqué.
Sidewalks were made of planks, and a single "horseless carriage", in a
cloud of dust, could paralyze traffic with its dizzy eight miles an hour.
The name suggests a scattered sprinkling of stores with, "false fronts"a la
Charles Burchfield: stores with dingy intenors, redolent of kerosene,
potent cheese, herring in open tubs and sawdust on the floor.'"

February 1929,24.
12'1bid.
lU1bid.
'%id.
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Given that Buffalo was now home to a number of leading merchants who employed the
latest in display, merchandising and dis~butiontechniques, a new name was in order if
Buffalo were ever to escape the stigma of being "an over-grown, Main Street

town." 12'

A new name with "advertising value" would benefit the merchants on the

Street, and the city as a whole.

By June of 1929, the magazine's campaign to change the narne of Buffalo's major
thoroughfare had attracted correspondence from a host of other cities. Not al1 were
enthusiastic with the proposal. The editor of the Houston Gargo~lefelt no need to change
the name (Houston also has a Main Street), despite "the assadts on its good name by

Messrs. Lewis, Mencken et ai." A writer fkom Denver pointed out that a group of
merchants in his town had actually tried to change one of the downtown streets to Main
Street, with no success. A member of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce cautioned

that the surest way to advertise a city as a "hick town" was to change the name of Main
Street. On the other hanci, the editor of the Times-Picavune declared, "We have no Main
Street in New Orleans. We feel sorry for you! " The Secretary of Indianapolis's Chamber
of Commerce congratulated the magazine's editor on his progressive work, arguing
"Buffalo is too big, too great to be handicapped with a 'Main Street'! "lzs

For his part,

Ralph Webster, the chief editorial writer of the Gannett Newspapers (which included both
the Democrat & Chronicle and Times-Unron)said that few Rochesterians showed much

l2%

July 1930, 8.
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interest in changing the name of their own Main Street. Perhaps, he contended, city
residents feared the possibiiity of changing the name for the worse: "Suppose the old
Republican machine had wished "Harding Street" on us!" '26
Local observers were also divided. Buffalo's Mayor Schwab refised to give an
opinion, and another wrïter simply askeci, "What the Hel1 difference does it make? Some
people make much ado about nothing." Retailers seemed to favour the idea. The
Comptroller of L. L. Berger wrote to Say that most of the store executives agreed that the

name "marks the city with too provincial a flavor." He suggested Iroquois Avenue as a
possible alternative, recogninng New York state as the home of the Iroquois Indians, or
McKinley Avenue (although one might argue that the name would o d y serve as a
reminder of a painfùi incident in Buffdo's past). The chairman of the Liberty Bank
humbly suggested "Liberty Street" or "Liberty Avenue" as "glorious" suggestions.
Another observer suggested that retention of the old name had helped to concentrate retail
activity along one street only in Buffalo. 12'
Yet sorne merchants were members of the Main Street Improvement Association,
which only two years previously had reported excitedly on a proposd in Manhattan to

change the name of Eighth Avenue, Central Park West, Jerome Avenue, West Broadway

and Hudson Street and parts of Greenwich Street to "Main Street."128 If New York
merchants had considered adopting a Main Street, some wondered, a name change rnight
not be necessary for Buffalo.
There has been a feeling in the minds of some people that the name "Main
Street" implied the sleepy little road of the backwoods four corners.
Sinclair Lewis added ?O this opinion when he placed the name "Main
Street" on his novel based on small town life. The fact that a group of
business men in our Iargest city propose to adopt this narne for their street
shows that they realize its established value as a distinctive, short, easily
remembered name which c m be replaced by no other titleThe Association counted among its members representatives fiom some of the city's

larger stores, including Paul C. Fleer, President of J. N. Adam & Co.; E.L.Kleinhans,
President of the Kleinhans Co.; and RH. Shone, Advertising Manager of Adam,
Meldrum & Anderson Co. Others womed that a name change would cause confusion

and incur financial costs in reprïnting maps, promotional materials and stationery.
Zn the end, most felt that changing the name of the street was too drastic a step.

Udess Buffalonians let the name Main Street "reflect a state of mind" and hinder their
ambitions, many felt that the name alone should not be blamed for any failure to g ~ o w . " ~
As one local observer succinctly put it, perhaps citizens were currently caught up in a

1 2 8 t OF
V THE
~ ~NAME
~ ~ "MAIN STREET" APPRECIATED," Main Street no. 2,
( F e b r u q 1927): 3. Officia1 Publication of the Main Street Association, Inc. Vertical
Files, Retailers, BECHS.

12'The manager of the Buffalo Evenine News expressed this idea,
46.

n,
October 1929,
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wave of interest in the issue, but the long-standing tradition of the name (and simple
inertia) would win out.
Some years ago a man fkom the middle west wrote a book called Main
Street. 1 never had time to read the book. AAer this book was written, a
few people in Buffalo wanted to change the name of Main Streeq but the
people who owned property on Main Street, were satisfied with the name.
Main Street has been Main Street in fact and name for about one hundred
years. It probably will be Main Street for the next one hundred y e a r ~ . " ~
The campaign to change the name of the street faltered, and Main Street still runs
through Buffalo's downtown to this day. Despite this failure, the very nature of the
coatroversy reveals a lot about the position of merchants in the city.

Main Street was the symbolic and geographic centre of Buffalo, and as the major
"residents" of the thoroughfare, merchants were inextricably linked to the image of the
city. Changing the name of the major retailing street of the city was proposed as a way to
revamp Buffalo's image. Few suggested that the city's merchants themselves were not
modem or forward-looking - if anythuig, it was thought that the name "Main Street" did
not do justice to the acnial institutions and businesses of Buffalo. At a time when
Americans were increasingly aware of the power of the "brandname" to convey a certain
image to the public, Buffalo's boosters felt that renaming the city's major street would
M

y entrench their home in the pantheon of "big citiest' of the world.
The tensions over Main Street reflect both the successes and the limitations of

mid-sized cities in America in the 1920s. Main Street was the focal point of both Buffalo

and Rochester. On the one hand, local residents were proud of the accompIishments of

""Frank. S. Sidway, quoted in LT,October 1929,44.
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their cities. They celebrated the rapid expansion of area industries and had reason to
believe that their comrnunities would continue to grow. At the same time, however, they
were keenly aware that their communities did not necessarily "rneasure up" to outside
observers. In the case of Buffalo, writers at a local magazine teamed up with business
and civic leaders to suggest that perhaps a name change would be all that was necessary
to create a new, more dynamic image of the city.
The debate over what constituted a "modem" city and how to define a
"cosmopolitan" perspective would continue throughout this time period. Merchants were
central to this discussion, because of their active participation in the civic and cultural life
of their coxnrnunities. Retailers in both Buffalo and Rochester performed a number of
functions which went beyond the sale of goods. As cultural brokers in their cities, they
brought in entertainments, hosted concerts and lectures, and
provided a host of senices to their patrons. Deparmient stores were an imposing physical
presence in the centre of the city. They invested in new technologies and experimented
with the latest innovations in display and lighting. Visitors to the downtown marvelled at
innovative shop windows and elaborate Christmas decorations. Retailers helped to shape
the cultural life of the city.
Just as Buffalonians compared their Main Street with the major thoroughfares of
other cities, merchants and consumers kept an eye on retailing developments outside of
Western New York. The growth of nationdy influential advertking and mass media, as
well as the increased ease of transportation by automobile, meant that residents in smaller
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cities were increasingly aware of developments across the nation, particularly in larger
centres. They were also acutely conscious of how their own comunities sbcked up in
cornparisons with others. As the following chapter will explore, merchants in Buffalo
and Rochester tried to strike a balance between asserting that their businesses were equal

to stores in metropolitan centres like New York and Chicago, and ceiebrating their
distinctive local ties and traditions.
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CHAPTER TWO
Sellin9 in Hub and Hinterland

It is well known in the trade that Buffalo women are extremely style
conscious. They want the latest, the practical and the best.
Myron Land, manager of Burt's Footwear store, Buffalo
New York is not AmericaDeparirnent Store Buver1

Faced with increasing cornpetition fkom "big-city" retailers, merchants in Buffalo
and Rochester experimented with a number of strategies, and often played upon local
loyalties in an attempt to retain customers. For retailers in smaller centres, new
innovations in distribution, marketing, media, and transportation made s a t i s m g local
customers more and more of a challenge. Magazine advertising and movies made
Americans in al1 regions of the country more aware of national brands and changing
styles; trains and automobiles made it easier than ever for shoppers to leave their home
towns to check out merchandise in the metropolis. In one sense, retailers in Western New
York lay in the shadow of Manhattan: indeed, they kept a carefûl eye on the stores in the
big city. At the same tirne, however, they were not willing to concede the supenority of
retailing in the state's main hub of economic activity. They used a number of strategies to
assure their ciientele that Buffalo and Rochester stores offered the same brand narnes, the
'~uffaloTimes, 12 March 1939, Industn, in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,
BECPL, 5; Daartment Store Buver @SB), Feb. 1940,23.
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same new fashions, and the same level of s e ~ c as
e their New York counterparts. By
exarnining the interplay between Western New York stores and their Manhattan
competitors on issues of retail management, and more specifically, in the selling of
fashion, we can gain a greater sense of the how the many Americans living in mediumsized cities experienced new "national" trends in consufning.
The development of the American m a s market can be understood on one level as

the process of bringing the advancernents of industry to consumers living further and
M e r away from the city. While urbanites throughout the nineteenth centuy had
enjoyed goods produced in English factories, it was not until the t u .of the twentieth
century that a multitude of manufactured products became readily available to individuals

in al1 States of the Union, in city and hinterland.' Cornpanies such as Gillette, National
Biscuit, and Singer Sewing Machine rapidly established chahs of distribution which
snaked out from key cities to touch the rest of the nation. Merchants, too, played a key
role in the development of the new national market. As Susan Strasser has noted, by

1910 mass marketers like the department store, the mail-order Company and the chain
store were transforming the practice of seliing.)

By the 1920s, a consumer in a small town in the interior of the continent was able
to purchase many of the same name-brand goods as a city-dweller on îhe east coast, often

2Strasser, Satisfaction Guaranteed, 5-6.
31bid., 204.
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from the same general-merchandise retailer? National manufacturers, advertisers and
mail-order houses were based in cities like New York and Chicago, and even national
brands with roots in other areas came to realize that these hubs of distribution were

crucial to their success. Yet there was no simple one-way movement of goods and ideas
fiom metropolis to hinterland William Cronon has demonstrated that Chicago's nse as a
major centre was inextricably tied to the development of its smounding rural areas.' On
the eastem seaboard, patterns of settiement were more cornplicated than those of the
midwest, with numerous smaller t o m s and cities in New York's radius jockeying for
advantage in the late nineteenth century- Boosters in cities Iike Buffalo and Rochester
were aware that their communities lay in the shadow of New York City, yet they were
convinced that a t h e would corne when their cities wouid rise to greatness. The ability
of local merchants and manufacturers to compete with the "best" New York had to offer
became a major component of this civic pride.

The trade papen of the retail îndustry reveal how store owners and managers in
hundreds of smaller Amencan centres relied on New York City for supplies and ideas,

yet sirnultaneously resented the city's influence. The Drv Goods Merchants Trade
'James C. Penney was operathg more than a thousand stores across America by
1928, and Sears, Roebuck was entering the retail field after much success in mailorder. Tedlow, New and Improved, 290-93.
William Cronon, Nature's Metromlis: Chicago and the Great West (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, 1991), 23-54.
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Journal PGMTJ), later known simply as the Dry Goods Journal, was a major periodical
for owners and managers of dry goods and department stores fiom the late nineteenth
century onward. The Joumal aimed for a tnily national perspective on the retailing
industry, employing itinerant writers to visit stores in every state. This editorial decision
certainly reflected the fact that most of the periodical's subscribers were the propnetors

and buyers of independently owned stores in cities and t o m across the country. These
small retailers were likely to enjoy reading stories about their own stores or ones in cities
of similar sizes and proportions. Broader coverage no doubt helped to boost the
circulation of the magazine.
Wnters went to great lengths to report on developments in al1 regions of the
United States. Articles featured sales ideas fiom every part of the nation. In 1923, the
Journal's editorial staff shared business ideas fiom 416 stores, representing each of the 48
statesm6The magazine conxiously kept track of its coverage nation-wide: it conducted a
s w e y of over 1,000 articles fiom the first seven months of 1928 to evaluate the breadth
of the DGMTJ's coverage. The survey revealed stories fkom 340 cities and towns, located
throughout the e s t , midwest, south and West. New York State was the subject of 70
pieces, and every state except New Mexico and Nevada was represented by at least one
article.' Although retail centres like Chicago and New York received consistent
coverage, there was a conscious effort to go M e r in presenting a more fdly

6 ~ ~ M T,January
.J
1924,179.

'DGMTJ, August 1928, 188.
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representative, national view. Moreover, the existence of separate sections devoted to
cities with populations of 10,000 or less, and 10,000 to 50,000 suggested that the
concems of merchants in smaller towns could not always be solved by copying the
merchandising strategies of larger h s . In some cases, smaller stores were urged to
adapt these ideas to the scale of their organizations; at other times they were s h o w ideas
which had originated in small stores. A typicd story described how a small store located

only thirty miles fkom a major centre was "whipping big city competition" through its
selling of h o w n lines.* According to the Journal, one store in a small Minnesota town
carried 75 nationdy advertised brands, including a number featured in fashion magazines

like Vomie and the Ladies' Home Journal. It codd thus boast to customers that it
provided a considerable range of the same brands that would be carried by stores in
nearby S t Paul (the closest major city) and would therefore save them a trip there.

While stores on the eastem seaboard were much larger in ternis of both volume of
goods and customer base, the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal did not depict stores in
larger cities as the unquestioned leaders in "the new retailing." Policies like standard
pricing, departmental separation, and money-back guarantees for consumers are now
identified as key to the successes of the early mass marketersmgIndustry observers at the

'DGMTJ, June l936,3O.
' ~ e e ,for example, Strasser, Satisfaction Guaranteed, 204-207; Chandler, Visible
Hand, 227-29.
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time did not, however, assume that big-city retailers like Macy's or Marshail Field's had a
monopoly on such strategies. Innovations adopted by stores in Buffalo, in Waukesha,
Wisconsin, or in Alden, Iowa, were judged to be as worthy of detailed description as were
the latest fashions and window displays on F i a

venue." Journalists for the DGMTJ

did not presume that merchandising experiments carried out by larger stores in centres
like New York, Boston, Philadelphia or Chicago codd, or even should, be rnirrored
throughout the coumy. Editorials adrnonished department managers and buyers to keep

in rnind the peculiarities and tastes of their own markets.
Indeed, the activities of the big department stores in New York, and later those of
chain stores, were faithfblly reported in the DGMTJ. But throughout the 1920s, at lest,
smaller stores constantly boasted of their ability to "compete with the best of them."
Specific departments or individud buyers in stores in smaller cities and towns were
singled out for praise. In Decernber of 1922, Clem Kieffer, Jr., the display manager of
the Kleinhans Co. of Buffalo was commended for devoting a window display to bridegrooms, with dress suits and accessones. The Journal claimed that this was "probably the
f m t [window display] devoted to the groom in any store anywhere" and went on to draw
the attention of the reader to the low prices in the display." Sibley's department store of

Rochester was featured for its success in promoting women's lingerie. Newspaper ads
were reproduced for interested readers to inspect, and an effective saieswoman from the
I0see, for example, DGMTJ, Jan. 1929.

"DGMTJ, Dec. 1922, 86.
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corset department was ïnterviewed about her techniques in selechng the proper corset for
each customer.12
One area in which smaller stores were encouraged to follow the lead of their
larger brethren was in adopting modem management techniques. Like other sectors of
the American economy during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
merchandising was becoming a corporate enterprise, employing a new breed of speciallytrained managed3 In iine with this shift, by the 1930s, the Journal adopted a much more

"professional" tone in contrast with the "follcsy" chaxm it had emphasized in previous
decades- The proprietors of stores in markets of al1 sizes were counselled to streamline
and systematize their businesses as much as possible. Articles were accompanied by
estimates of the reading time they required, presumably to allow the busy store executive
to maximize his or her tirne. For similar reasons, the table of contents of the magazine

was divided into specific areas for different department store professionals: articles
targeted for the Proprietor-General Manager and Merchandise Manager were separate
fkom those written for the Display Director, Salespeople, and the Personnel ~epartment."

While cornpetition from chains and Depression-era hard times had a
disproportionate impact on smaller businesses, stores in srnall towns were described as

"DGMTJ, Mar. 1933, 57-58.
"~handler,Visible Hand, 299,493; Leach, Land of Deske, 18-20.
'
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efficient, modem operations employing the same up-to-the-minute merchandising
rnethods as their larger counterparts. Beir Brothers of Niagara Falls, New York, was the
subject of a study of budget control in smaller stores. Despite being located in a city of
58,000 and cornpeting with retailers in nearby Buffalo Oess than 25 miles away), Beir's
had relied on haphazard budgeting systems until 1925. According to the DGMTJ,
adopting a new, more scientific system had taken the guesswork out of buying in each
department. A new system of sensible buying resulted in an upswing in "the morale of its
force of buyers." The article boasted that this attention to budgeting in each department
allowed Beir's to increase sales and profits "in the face of active competition fiom large

cities, syndicates and mail order hou se^."'^ This emphasis on rationalization and
systematization was heralded as the solution for shopkeepers who suddeniy found
themselves in a defensive position.
Significantly, stores such as Beir's saw the department stores of Buffalo as their
"metropolitan" competition. While Buffalo rnight have been the hinterland to Manhattan,
it in tum acted as a hub of retailing and marketing activity for the sateIlite towns that

surrounded it. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr of Rochester considered a range of 15 counties

part of its trade area, and placed advertisements in some 20 weekly newspapers in
adjacent counties.16 This process of interaction between the hub and hinterland can thus
" " ' ~ u d ~ eControl
t
Pays in Smaller Stores,' Says Beir's," DGMTJ, April 1928, 39.
16untitledReport fiom 1947, Sibley Collection, Carton "History 1868-1926," Folder
"Reports,"Strong Museum, 1.

be viewed as replicated on a nurnber of scales: just as New York was the hub for the
department store buyers and elite consumers of Rochester and Buffalo, those two smaller
cities acted as hubs in their own retailing regions Beir's hoped that modem management
techniques would allow it to keep up with Buffalo cornpetitors, just as Buffalo stores
adopted this strategy to keep up with the big stores of New YorkNot everyone was enthusiastic about the changes in store culture as departments
were systematized and skills were professionalized. A satirical piece of cornespondence
which circulated in the offices of Buffalo's Flint & Kent store contrasted sales fi@

years

ago and "today". Despite the fact that the older store had "carried everything fiom a
needle to a plow," gave credit fieely, did not bother with inventory, and placed orders for
goods a year in advance, it "ALWAYS MADE MONEY." In contrast, stores which had
modernized

...have elecûic lights, cash registers, eievators, escalators and air cooling
systems, never have what the customer wants - trust nobody - take
inventory daily - never buy in advance - have overhead, mark-up and

mark-down, quota - budget - advertising - stock control - annual and serniannual, end-of-the-month, dollar day, founder's day, nimmage economy
day sales . . . AND NEVER MAKE ANY MONEY."

In this article, the "oid days" when retailers codd "trust everybody" were romanticized,
but few felt that they could realisticaily hope to turn back the clock.
17

Untitled rnirneographed sheet, a d . Flint and Kent Department Store Papers, Carton
A70-100, Folder 1 "History,"BECHS. The same piece appears in the Bureau of Business
Research (BBR) Office Files, Folder "Arnusing Letters," 1931, Special Collections,
Baker Librax-y, Harvard University (BLHU).
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The DGMTJ was not the only retail trade periodical which acknowledged the
achievements of stores outside of Manhattan. The thirties witnessed the birth of a new
magazine for department store management. The Merchandise Manaper described itself
as a "Magazine for Major Executives in Department Stores." Although more centred on
New York than the Journal, the sr-

second issue, in July 1931, featured a photo of

Buffalo department store J. N. Adam's merchandise manager, who urged that store
merchandising be backed by intensive research on consumer demand. Stones about the
concerns of merchants in smaller cities remained a mainstay of the penodical. Editorials
at tirnes consciously advised smaller stores not to follow blindly the lead of big ciîy
precedents. In "The Macy Complex," writer Don Herold argued that "Big department
stores and little hole-in-the-wall emporiums watch Macy's like hawks," but often they do
not recognize that the big store is just as capable of mistakes.18 Herold noted that the
successful merchant did not imitate, but ran his store his own way:
Stores ought to ape Macy's in the one, but fundamental idea that has made
Macy's Macy's, and that is that Macy's is Macy's. Al1 tnily successful
stores are themselves and nobody else. The flavor that puts a store over in
a big way cornes (just as it cornes in an individual) fiom following some
inner light, and not fiom following some other fellow.lg

The most successful store in the author's home town of Bloomfield, Indiana, was able to
artract people fiom other towns by following the same principle. Herold could not
describe the secret of the store's owner, but simply stated that "hebought his own way
-

--

" ~ h eMerchandise Manaeer O,
3 no. 1 ( July 1932): 34.
'g~bid.
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and sold his own way." In the end, the writer's advice to store executives in smaller
outfits was to came out their own style, even if in the end they were less than successfuI:
"It's even better to fail, being yourself, than it is to fail, aping ~ a c y ' s . " ~ ~
This celebration of Arnerican self-reliance sheds some light on notions of
individualism during the Depression (Herold goes so far as to instnia his readers to take
a look at Emerson's essays once a year untii they "get the idea") but it also ilIusîrates the

changing relationship between smaller stores and larger ones. Whereas once the
independents had been proud to develop their own styles, Heroid argued that by the
thirties they were too reliant on the initiatives of the big stores, and, accordingly were too
defensive in their approaches. The notion that smaller stores should follow their own
instincts persisted in the retail trade press. As late as 1940, The De~artrnentStore Buyer
was reminding its readers that "New York is not Amenca." Buyers couid not use the

same f o d a s for success across the nation, for

...New York ways do not fit the merchandise routine of thousands of stores
in every part of the c o u n v . Nor c m it be said of store operations of
stores in Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia or half a dozen other great
urban centres, that these stores may be regarded as typical of methods
which are slated for success in srnaller cities and towns."
Evidence suggests that despite store owners' expressions of pnde and satisfaction
with local initiatives, some were still looking to experts in larger centres for guidance. In

1934, Buffalo department store Adam, Meldrum & Anderson sought advice fkom an
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advertîsing firm based in Long Island. Ad man Thomas Robb reported to Adam,
Meldnim & Anderson that the store's newspaper advertisements in the Buffalo Eveninq
News and Courier-Ex~resssuffered in cornparison to those of J.N. Adam's, Hengerer's,
Edward's, and Hem & Kelly. He attached a sheet of ads fiom New York f m including
Macy's, Best & Co., Gimbel's and Lord & Taylor. A follow-up letter in May of the same
year claimed that A.M.& A.'s print advertising Iacked "a real selling urge" - that ads only

presented merchandise, without actually selling it. Robb recommended getting tie-in
cooperation frorn leading women's magazines to stage special promotions, as well as the
development of private brands within the store? While A.M.& A.'s relied on a big-city
consultant, other Buffalo and Rochester stores benefited fiom personnel who had trained
at larger stores elsewhere. Harold Hecht, president of the Wm. Hengerer Co. in the late
1930s, had entered the executive training group at Gimbel's in fhiladelphia before
settling in ~ u f f d o . ~

Another force, the university business school, worked in tandem with the trade
press to encourage stores across the nation to adopt modem retailing methods. Hecht
hunself had attended the Wharton School of the University of ~ e ~ s ~ l v a n i aSibley's
."
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-Thomas Robb, Ehhurst, Long Island, two letters to Adam, Meldnim & Anderson,
Buffalo, Apnl4, 1934 and May 8, 1934, Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Papers, B95-2,
Box 1, Folder 1, BECHS.
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recruited graduates from the Harvard Business School to enter the store's management?
Yet even stores whose personnel did not attend business school might be transformed by
contact with the univenity. As universities developed new curriculae which focused on
the actual workings of Amencan business, they found it necessary to collect detailed
information about business operations for study by their students. The "case study"
approach to business education was pioneered by Harvard, and adopted by other schools
across the nation. In 19L 1, Harvard's School of Business formed a separate entity to
compile data about a range of industries. At its inception, the Bureau of Business
Research @BR) had two main objectives: to compile statistics in the study of operating
expenses on an industry-wide basis and to collect specific cases, or profiles, of individual
companies. These two types of information could be used together in training shidents.
The Bureau sent out field agents to collect information fiom a host of businesses,

ranging in size fkom large steel manufacturers to s m d neighbourhood grocers. As the
operation grew, the surveys were sent out by mail. In return for their completed surveys,
participants in the surveys would receive copies of the school's findings. By 1920
approximately 5,000 cases were collected for use in 2 1 courses in the Business School

and in one undergraduate course at Harvard ~ o l l e g e In
. ~the
~ retail field, Harvard's
%~erating Cornmittee Minutes [binder of typed minutes], 3 March l936,48, Sibley
Collection, RHS. Management authorized two senior officers to c a m s the graduating
class of the Harvard Business School, Iooking for two possible candidates to enter the
business in the fdl.
Osgood, "The Bureau of Business Research," The Alumni Bulletin, November
1929, BBR Office Files, BLHU.
2 6 ~ . ~ .
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Bureau of Business Research conducted separate studies of the operating costs of
department stores, jewellers, dmg stores, grocers, chah stores, shoe stores and specialty
shops. Some of these surveys tracked business changes for over a decade. The findings
of the BBR were descnbed in 1929 as "yardsticks by means of which business men could
determine whether or not they were operating as econornically and as wisely as others in
their field. ""
That businesses were hungry for this information is indicated not only by the
increasing numbers of businesses participating in the surveys, but also by the fact that the
costs o f many of the studies were covered by national trade organizations. The National
Retail Dry Goods Association published the fmdings of the Survey in their trade
publication and h d e d the lion's share of the cost of collecting the data. Other smaller

organizations encouraged their members to participate in the surveys. The New England
Grocer and Tradesman, for example, roundiy endorsed the project in 1925, noting "Many

merchants have been able to reduce their expenses and place their businesses on a firmer
basis by comparing their operating expense figures wiîh the common figures for aU fmns
reporting to the Bureau and then taking steps to rernedy their weak points."28 Even stores
which did not participate in the studies could purchase copies of the results fiom the
Bureau, and national publications like Women's Wear Daily often quoted fiom cornpleted
Bureau studies.
-

-

271bid.
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Grocer and Tradesman, January 2, 1925.
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A number of Western New York retailers, including McCurdy's, J.N. Adam's,

William Hengerer, Dum-Powers, and over 30 shoe stores, 20 dmg stores, and dozens of
grocers and jewellers, participated in the Harvard surveys during the 1920s and 1930s.
Buffalo stores also were studied by the University of Buffalo's own Bureau of Business

and Social Research (BBSR), which charted changing business conditions on a monthly
b a i s in Buffalo and did occasional in-depth studies of local grocenes and department
stores. Buffalo's Bureau of Business and Social Research published a monthly Statisticai
S w e v ,which promised to present information "in a detached and scientific spirit,"

leaving it up to local citizens to draw conclusions and take action. A 1926 mission
statement in the first issue of the publication declared, "It is the hope of the University
that business men, citizens interested in social problems, and thinking Buffaionians

generally will recognize the Statistical S w e v as an important addition to the work the
University is doing in s e ~ c of
e its ~ i t y . " ~Like
' the Harvard BBR, the University of
Buffalo also embarked on extensive studies of retailers, svveying various operational
methods in department stores, grocenes and drug stores. By reading the findings of both

Harvard and the University of Buffalo, Buffalo retailers could compare their operations
with their counterparts across the country as well as next door.
The Harvard and University of Buffalo statistical reports show not only that stores
used the surveys as "yardsticks"of operational effectiveness, but that many stores had to
29~tatistical
Survey, Published by the Bureau of Business and Social Research
(BBSR), University of Buffalo, 1 no. 1 ( April, 1926), 1.

adopt more up-to-date record-keeping practices to simply report their operating expenses.

In order to have figures which formed the basis of cornparison, Harvard had to make sure
that responses to the survey were uniform - in other words, to be sure for example, "that
the expense item of A, in New York, could be compared with the expense item of B, in
~hicago."~*
Harvard was instrumentai in having stores adopt a uniform system of recordkeeping, in order to ensure that the store figures compared were truly comparable. The
initial surveys collected in the summer of 19 1 f revealed that even within the same

industry, "hardly two firms in one trade used the same terms in the same sense."
The Bureau subsequently developed standard classifications of accounts to
overcome this confusion. Some types of stores developed their own forms. For example,
the Controller's Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Association developed the

standard account format used in Bureau reports. No matter the ongin of the forms, the
fact that Harvard encouraged their widespread use had a profound effect. As one 1920s
histonan of the Bureau noted, the new definitions quickly became more popular, Ieading
to increased uniformit. of accounting practices within specific sectors:
These standard classifications of accounts, each of which was prepared
after a careful field investigation, are coming into more and more generd
use. In fact, one of the noteworthy results of the Bureau's activities during
the last twelve years is the improvement of accounting rnethods among a
large nurnber of firms. Even many finns that have not adopted the
complete classification are using some of its provisions. This
30

Seldon O. Martin, "Applications of the Expenence of the Bureau of Business
Research of Harvard University to the Retail Jewelry Business," Address before the Ohio
Retail Jeweles' Association, Columbus, Ohio, Apnl24, 1914, BBR Correspondence
Files, Division of Research, Folder 5, BLHU.

improvernent in accounting methods has facilitated the colleciton of more
and more reliable data by the ~ u r e a u . ~ '
The Bureau sent out simple work sheets to assist stores which did not use double-entry
bookkeeping. Many promotionai pamphlets for the BBR and articles in various nade
joumals repeated the apocryphal story of a retailer who used outdated methods and as a
result did not even realke that his business was losing money. He failed to take into
consideration depreciation and shrinkage in inventory, and as a renilt calculated that he
was making a net profit of six per cent when actudy his store was running at a loss of

four per cent.
The studies compared everythmg fiom overhead costs, fktures, stock turnover
and wages to the amount of floor space leased to other companies. Some of these

categones required a complete rethinking of the way many stores kept their accounts.
For many stores, keeping abreast of these changes would have been an uphill battle. Yet
those that did take advantage of the latest innovations in accounting or inventory couid

assure themselves that they were doing al1 they could to remain cornpetitive, to assert
themselves in the face of cornpetition from Iarger stores in bigger cities. In his study of
Canadian retailers during the same penod, David Monod has noted how this quest for
uniformity transformed businesses of al1 sizes. He argues, "Looking back, then, we can
31

Letter dated July 1, 1923, BBR, Correspondence Files, Division of Research, Folder
"Leaers to the Dean of HBS [Harvard Business School]," BLHU,3.

see that 'modemization' involved a kind of hornogenization of twentieth-century
business."32 In the case of book-keeping this certaully appears to be the case.
At the same time, Iarger stores in Chicago and Manhattan were not simply
dictating to the rest of the nation. Just as the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Jounal airned
for broad coverage, the BBR tried to include as many stores as possible in their statistics.

The BBR's ernphasis on collecting returns from as many stores as possible meant that as
early as 1923, the Bureau collected reports fiom over 2,000 retail shoe stores, 1,800
grocery stores, 300 druggists, and 500 hardware stores.)) In 1930, 768 department stores

in 45 States were regular contributors of returns?

Indeed, the BBR often classified

stores according to net sales, so that stores operating in srnaller markets or o d y ringing

up a few hundred thousand dollars in sales a year were assessed separately fiom retail
giants like ~ a c y ' s . ~Insofar
'
as overall statistics for the industry were derived by puthg
3 2 ~ o n o dStore
,
Wars, 170.
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Letter dated July 1, 1923, BBR Correspondence Files, Folder "Letiers to the Dean of
H B S , 1923-1926," BLHU.
3 4 ~York
e ~Times, July 9, 1930, Financial Section, clipping in BBR Office Files,
File "Publicity - Department Store," BLHU.
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If anything, the Bureau had more difficulty securing reports fiom the larger stores,
and could count on returns from stores in smailer cities. In response to this observation
by Dr. Melvin Copeland, Director of the BBR, Jay Iglauer, Secretary and controller, The
Halle Bros., Cleveland, suggested that "Perhaps the reason that [the BBR] did not receive
more reports from the metropolitan stores is due to the fact that the extremely large
volume they enjoy distinguishes them in a way that makes it impossible to conceal their
identiv in any arialysis in which actual figures are shown. Some of them have expressed
this hesitancy in personal talks with me." Letter dated January 25, 1922, BBR
Correspondence Files, Folder 9, BLHU.
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al1 stores on an equal footing, even small shopkeepers were assured that their input
rnattered,
The Bureau took great pains to ensure the anonymity of al1 participants in the
snidies. Stores were assigned a confdential file number which would be used on al1
correspondence, and business students or BBR staffers working on the reports had no
idea which particular stores they were dealing with, beyond the general geographic region
and the size of sales indicated on a store's questionnaire. Nevertheless, stores in smaller
markets were interested in what was going on in the metropolis, and some went so far as
to request the narnes of New York and Philadelphia merchants who used the Harvard
system of stock keeping.36 'While the Bureau would dedine such requests, the Harvard
Bulletins allowed stores to compare ttiemselves with others in sirnilar-sized markets, or
with cornpetitors who had roughly the same amount of net sales. Moreover, Harvard's

findings gave the shopkeeper a sense of what was going on in rhe whole industxy. The
very rnethodology of the BBR suggested that it was worth keeping track of developrnents
across the nation, rather than simply following the lead of the big stores in New York.

In-house management was not the only area where stores took pains to "keep up"
with the latest national trends. For department stores, the issue of style was as important

as pnce in competing with national c h a h and stores based in larger cities. In particular,
36

Hutzler Brothers Company, Baltimore Md., to BBR, letter dated November 12,
1921, BBR Correspondence Files, Folder 2 1, BLHU.
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the selling of fashion could be the cause of tensions between the hub and hinterland. On
the one hand, stores in smailer centers took pains to keep track of the latest styles
displayed in New York and, by extension, in the fashion magazines which reached across

the country. Just as smaller store owners were aware of new business practices adopted
by their cornpetitors, they kept track of the latest styles being offered in Manhattan. Yet
at the same tirne, these merchants maintained that they had a special understanding of the

needs and wants of their clientele and provided an edited version of styles which they
believed would suit local tastes.
It was not that an entirely new emphasis on fashion took over the department
stores during the early twentieth century. Fashion had been a concern of dry goods
merchants decades earlier. In the 188Os, Flint and Kent in Buffalo had gained a
reptation for carrying the latest laces, ribbons, velvets and ginghams for seamstresses, as
well as imported accessories and some ready-made items."

Rather, by the 1920s there

was a perception that the pace of changing styles was accelerating. Retail industry
observers acknowledged that merchants in smaller centers faced increasing pressure to
constantly update their inventory to reflect the latest styles. Many looked back fondly to
the days when the store owner rarely had to rnodie the selection of goods he kept in
stock. Dry Goods Merchants Trade Journal writer H.L. Post stated in 1934 that in an
earlier period, "The wants of the people were simple. . . . Demands changed slowly." In

".John Honon, Old Erie: The Growth of an Arnerican Communitv, (New York, 1947),
297.
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this idyllic past, he claimed, merchants had intimate contact with their customers and thus
an aimost intuitive sense of the types of gooàs in demand. Post also descnbed a localized
market, where consumers were less influenced by national trends: "Because of the slow
change of fashion and lack of means for travel, the consumer was more or less isolated
fiom other towns and was forced to buy in his local îrade

enter."^^ This slow rate of

change allowed retailers to pack away goods left over fiom one season to be sold at
regular pnces later on - "markdowns were nil." In contrast, Post presented a view of
fashion in which the modern customer was more fickle, and the merchant was less able to
know his clientele and keep their needs in mind.3g Accordhg to Post, the fact that readyto-wear apparel was becoming increasingly important (Post dates this development fkom
1914 onwards) placed even more pressure on merchants to keep the latest goods in

stock?

The shifi fiom the "good old days" of slow change to the rapid Pace of trenddriven "modern times" was not as clear-cut as Post described, Certain lines of
merchandise, hcluding millinery and dress goods, had been susceptible to changes in
fashion even in the nineteenth century. Yet this D q Goods Merchants Trade Journal
editorial touches on some real changes that were affecting relationships between the
small-town retailer and the fashion-conscious consumer in the early twentieth centuy. As
-.-
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consumers gained easier access to images of fashion fkom magazines, movies and
advertising, as well as metropolitan shopping districts, smaller retailers developed a
nurnber of strategies to remain competitive. None were willing to concede the superiority
of style retailers in New York and Chicago. Instead they aimed to demonstrate how they,
too, were "up on fashion."
Some merchants in outlying areas recognized that their customers might take
fashion cues from the big city: one store owner in a small t o m outside of Chicago
argued in the DGMTJ in 1924 that the big city stores actually educated his tmde to buy
more at home:
When a woman goes to the larger cities in the afternoon, sees the
beautifid dresses in the windows, sees weil-dressed women on the Street,
she gets the idea that she needs a few clothes herself
But she doesn't always go to the big stores to buy. She can be
persuaded to go to her own store in her own home town and buy the best
they have there, which is in reach of her pocketbook4'
His observation suggests that while many women in smailer cenixes desired "big-city
style," they were less willing to pay the prices associated with designer wares. Moreover,
the store owner claimed to encourage his sales staff to write to Chicago retailers regularly

for items requested by customers which he did not have in stock. Although many women
were astonished that he would provide this service, he estirnated that this prevented his
clientele fiom going to the city themselves and buying many more items there.

4'"~maller
Stores Have Better Opportunity Now than Ever," DGMTJ, July 1924,26.

The trade press cautioned retaders to recognize the fashion consciousness of their
patrons. Modem mas-communication was bringing the world nght to the doorstep of
the customer; the retailer who "talked down" to the rurai or small-town customer did so
at his own peril. Customers, even those in smailer centres, were becoming increasingly
style-savvy. In the Journal's view, it was a mistake to assume that women in smaiier
cities knew nothing of Fifth Avenue:
That wodd be as much as to say that she has never seen a moving picture,
or the Saturda~Eveninz Post, or a Montgomery Ward catalogue, or the
Sun- newspapers, or been in an automobile, or listened in on the radio.
The achievements in publicity, in advertisïng of al1 kinds, even during the
last decade, have put the same information before us dl. In these days,
wherever she is, a woman knows about the length skirts and the style in
hat~.~~
Customers, then, had an increased understanding of the newest styles, and presumably
wodd select the stores they patronized according to their ability to deliver these wares.
Yet while in one sense this increase in communication might produce more
demanding shoppers, stores could aIso profit fkom this flood of information. Even stores
in towns much smaller than Buffalo and Rochester could daim to be in step with curent
fashion if they relied on magazines to determine their stock. In smaller stores, in
particular, name brands were thought to act as proof of the store's style currency.
Lolliner's of Stillwater, Minnesota, a town with a population of less than 10,000, boasted
in the pages of the Dm Goods Merchants Trade Journal in 1936 that

42~GMTJ,
Jan. 1929,33.

in a recent check with one month's issues of national style magazines [the
store] was found to seil 15 lines advertised in Vogue and a like number of
those advertised in magazines such as McCall's. Good Housekee~ing,
Ladies' Home Journal. Amencan Magazine and national w e e k i i e ~ ~ ~
Department store buyers could use the national media to stay current. Magazines
provided an easy way for stores to assert that they, too, were aware of current fashion. In

Buffalo, J.N. Adam and Co.'s success in selling notions was in part attributed to the
"fashion kuowledge" which assistant buyer Miss Cummings gathered through reading
magazines. Although the store had camied a large stock of buttons, a large proportion of
it was not fast selling. Miss Cumrnings "watched the fashion magazines. She knew at al1
times what buttons were right in style" and gradually built up a new stock of buttons
which were "fashion-right" and consequently became best sellers."

These types of decisions were being made fiom Buffalo, from inside the store.
J.N. Adam's presents an interesting example of locally based style knowledge. Although

Adam's had ties to other stores in New York and was a member of the Manhattan-based
Associated Merchants, it rested with local buyers to use the tools at hand to detennine
what was fashionable. There was no direct dictation from New York, not even witbin

this particular organization. At a time when ready-to-wear clothing was becoming more
of a mainstay of department stores, even buyers for departments like notions (aimed at
women who sewed clothes for themselves) kept close track of mas-market fashion
4
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magazines. J.N. Adam's buyers assumed their clients were well aware of fasion trends,
and turned to magazines themselves to attract these customers.
National advertising campaigns provided rich sources for cross-promotion. In
1920, the Dry Goods Merchants Trade Journal reported on the successful 'Wationally

Advertised Goods Week" promotional campaign of a St. Paul, Minnesota store. The
store devoted al1 of its window and display space to the selling of brand names that were

Lindsay & Curr of Rochester used images fiom national
promoted n a t i ~ n a l l y .Sibley,
~~
advertising campaigns in direct mail circulars promoting fabric and notions. According
to a 1929 DGMTJ article, a photo of an attractive style of dress from a "fashion book
which is widely read" would be reproduced and attached to a swatch of material. This
circular was mailed to women who often bought sewing materials."

Sibley's assumed

that customers were well-acquainted with fashion magazines. The buyer of wash goods

argued that this familiarity wodd encourage a woman seeing one of the circulars to corne

in and buy: "The recipient immediately realizes where she has seen the picture . . . and
of'ten looks it up to be sure. Then she reads the description and our advertising takes a
stronger hold in her rr~ind."~~

On other occasions, stores tied selling to specific magazines. The Journal noted
with approval the decision by a Utica, New York, store to highlight selected goods which
4
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were advertised in the March 1929 issue of the Ladies' Home Journal. It advised display
managers that they should take advantage of the promotional work being done for them
by national advertisers, stating, "Manufacturers are planting some excellent seed in these

magazines, seed which begins to grow airnost as soon as the cover pages are opened. Are
retailers taking advantage of this, cultivating it, and harvesting it?"48
Every reader of a fashion magazine was confionted by a number of

-

advertisements - sometimes over half of the total pages of any issue featuring goods
which ranged fiom cosmetics to home appliances to clothing. These ads, according to the

Dm Goods Merchants Trade Journal, were skilfhlly laid out to present a compelling
message of "health, beauty, economy and utility" to the consumer. "With such a
tremendous infiuence constantly bearing on her," store managers were advised, "it is only
natural that the reader absorb some of these points and desire some of the products so
fdly des~ribed."~~
Smaller stores could thus view advertising in two ways: on the one

hand, advertising was one of the forces reaching out to consurners to educate them about
the latest styles, products and trends. Merchants in this view might hurry to keep up with
the changing demands of consurners in their area. Yet both adverîisers and retail industry
commentators encouraged store managers and buyers to take a different, more positive,
perspective. Stores could choose to work in tandem with magazine editorial content
writers and advertisers, letting magazines do some of the seliing for thern.
'*DGMTJ, May, l929,47.
491bid.
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Manufacturers often comunicated directiy with retailers, descnbing upcorning
newspaper and magazine ad campaigns so that stores could coordinate their promotionai
efforts. Cannon towels bought space in the November 1924 DIV Goods Merchants Trade
Journal to show merchants the layout of its Christmas ads for towel gift sets.s0 The
Kleineri's Rubber Company used a striking visual display to demonstrate to retailers the
company's "Spring Campaign to increase your sales." It bought a two-page spread in the

Journal to show the various media it used to advertise. The left-hand side of the ad
consisted of a photograph of the December issues of nineteen national magazines,
including Charm. Hamer's Bazar, Vome and the Ladies' Home Journal, which featured
Kleinert's ads. The right-had page was a jumble of over seventy newspaper mastheads.
Among those visible are the Rochester Times-Union and the Buffalo Evening ~ews.''
Along similar lines, the American Viscose Corporation, makers of rayon fabrics, boasted
to merchants that "wherever you live, East or West, North or South," the cornpany's
national advertising in 11 national magazines was "working for YOU." The Company
asserted that "National Advemsing Does a Local Job," doing the job of selling for
merchants in co~~l~llunities
across the ~ountry.~'
National advertising could do a "local job" in other ways. Stores could coordinate
M e r promotional events to capitalize on the profile of national brands. In 1929,

'QGMTJ, November l924,35.
"DGMTJ, January 1926, 132-133.
GOO&Journal,Feb. 1940,35.
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national manufacturers cooperated with the Zahn Dry Goods Company of Racine,
Wisconsin in the store's "National Advertking Week," providing the store with additional
display and advertising matenal. According to the DGMTJ, Zahn's stressed that by
buying national brands at the store, shoppers could enjoy the benefit of a "double
guaraotee" on merchandise. Not o d y was Zahn's a reputable business, with forty years
history in the area, but it also stocked brand-name goods with "Familiar Shopping
Names" backed by large national rnanufact~rers.~~

In addition to the advance notice and assistance provided by manufacturers, trade
papers provided help for stores which wished to capitalize on magazine promotion. The
Merchandise Manager went so far as to give an "advance picture" of the editorial content
of some leadhg publications a month in advance to help stores coordinate their
merchandising activities with the anticipated demand. Starting in the fa11 of 1933, they
made a digest of the non-fictional content of six major women's magazines, with an
aggregate monthly circulation of 13,374,922." Department stores were advised to tap
into this valuable source of influence since magazines provided suggestions which were
"carefully heeded" by women buying for their personal wardrobes, their families and their
homes.''

Stores which carried Amencan designers, for example, were likely pleased to

leam that Good Housekee~ine,was instructing its reades to ask for particular dresses "by
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the names of the designerswand were instructed to use window and intenor displays to tie

in with the magazine article. Others could tap into more general trends outlined in the
magazines. To capitaiize on a Woman's Home Com~anionpiece on fa11 coats with
decorative trïrn on the shouiders, the Merchandise Manaeer instructed stores to develop
window displays comparing shoulder treatments for women of various ages. In addition,
the new fa11 colours described by the Ladies' Home Journal could be highlighted in instore promotions.56
Response to this new service was enthusiastic. One store president wrote that he
had struggled to read al1 of the women's magazines "in order to dig out the new trends."s7
The Merchandise Manager saved him the trouble of siftuig through these issues each

month, providing the main points of articles on fashion, housekeeping, home decorating
and beauty a month before the magazines hit the newsstands. By the rnid 1930s, Life

magazine took the initiative to set up an entire merchandising department to encourage
retailers to use tie-ins in their window and counter displays. The magazine sent reprints
of ads, posters, m w s , "advertised-in-Life" stickers and blow-ups of covers to interested
retailers. Vome magazine provided similar senrices to retailers as well?

"MM, December 1933,29.
''~eonard S. Marcus, The Amencan Store Window (London: Whitney Library of
Design, an imprint of Guptill PublicationdNY Architectural Press, 1978) 41-42. Marcus
argues that the impact of Life's merchandising efforts would have been even greater "in
the smaller cities and towns, which became less and less their own economic and cultural
centers during the thirties." W h i k Marcus perhaps overstates the cultural demise of
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Even without this type of coordinated advice and advance notice of advertising
campaigns, magazines provided a valuable tool for buyers, display designers and window
dressers. This use of magazines as a "measuring stick" of style in one sense can be read as
evidence of the hornogenizing effect of the national media. If stores jumped to show the
curent styles or colour outlined in magazines, they were in one sense fofieiting their own
ability to make decisions in merchandise selection and display. Across the nation,
perhaps, we can imagine store after store featurïng sunilar window dispIays with the
latest shade of hat or length of skirt as outlined in the Ladies1Home Journal or Good
Housekee~ing.
Yet in the context of cornpetition beîween smaller cities and the influence of the
large metropolis, magazines c m also be seen as a welcome means for smaller stores to
assert their own ability to stay up-to-date. The national media in one sense Ievelled the
playing field for merchants in smaIIer centres- This use of national magazines to assert
"fashionability" has not been fully considered by scholars. In his study of national
magazines, Richard O h m m has argued that not a11 places were equally visible to readen
of periodicals. He notes, "People read the magazines in homes al1 around the nation, but
the magazines did not consider al1 parts of the nation as places worth representing.tt59 In
particular, New York City and to a Iesser extent Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia were
smaller cities, his notion that these tools were of particular use to retailers outside of New
York appears accurate.

590hmann,Selline. Culture, 23 1.
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the places to be, and readers who did not live in these centres were left with only the

vicarious thrill of following the exploits of hi& society on the eastem seaboard.
At the same time, however, we can think of these readers as measuring their own
experiences against those described in the stories and articles of the magazine. Readers
and retailers in smaller t o m s may indeed have felt like "outsiders" peering into the
prime social space of the nation, as Ohmann suggests. But merchants nimed this
equation around to assert their own participation in the national "scene." Stores used
magazines to assert that although they were not located in New York, they were just as
good as New York stores in providing key styles or brands. Readers might never hobnob
with the elite in the Hamptons or see the Iatest Broadway play descnbed in
Cosmo~olitan,but they could Wear clothes that fit the descriptions in national magazines

or buy the branded goods which advertised there. Local merchants maintained that there
was no reason to look elsewhere for style goods: magazines were offered as "proof' that
stores in smaller centres were keeping up with national trends.
Newspapers also acted as boosters for stores, asserthg the ability of local
merchants to provide the latest styles. The Rochester Democrat & Chronicle had a
Fashion Bureau which provided many services to local women, including selling sewing
patterns and ciirecting shoppers in search of particular items to specific stores. The
Bureau relayed style news provided by the newspaper's wire service, but remained

committed to promoting (according to their official motto) "AUTHENTICFASHIONS . .
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. FOR ROCHESTER WOMEN . ..FROM ROCHESTER STORES."~ Bureau writers
reported on the availability of the latest styles in the departments of Rochester stores.
One of the Bureau's female "shoppers" gleefully confided to readers, "1have seen the

smartest coats in our own stores this week. . . . Aren't we lucky îhat we don't have to rush
down to New York to find the things we ~ a n t ? " ~There
l
were, of course, good economic
reasons for the papers to promote local stores as centres of style: Rochesteis department
stores were the ones buying ad space in the Democrat & Chronicle. Yet it is significant
that the paper explicidy rejected the idea that New York stores might offer more variety
in style goods. Local stores were rated just as good at p r o v i h g the fashionable wares

described in newspapers and magazines.
Magazines were not the only force spreadixig style knowledge. By 1920, the
automobile made travel to large cities much more of a possibility for the rural or smalltown consumer. Rochester's Retail Merchants' Council directly linked the car with the
changing appearance of customers who lived far from centres of style: cars blurred the

boundaries of the metropolitan areas, allowing shoppers to travel a hundred miles to a
particular downtown store if they so desired. A 1928 Council report noted,

Not many years ago the inhabitants of the small town could be recognized
easily in the city because of the difference in dress; city styles had not
penetrated even to near-by towns. The town merchant, therefore, had no
demand for the variety of style or qudity of merchandise which he
recognizes as a necessary part of his stock. But there has grown up a

competition betwew rnetropolitan areas which foxmerly was unlaiown,
and Rochester is in competition as a shopping center, not merely with
Buffalo and Syracuse, but also, in a very real way, with New York and
~hicago.~'
This new competition of course did not mean that Chicago or New York risked losing
customers to Rochester, but that Rochester would have to take action to keep trade at
home. In a similar vein, a speaker at the National Retail Dry Goods Association's annual
convention argued that cars had iucreased competition between the small town and the
big city. In his view, there were no small towns left in America: "What used to be

known as small towns are in reality suburbs of larger cities. Distance has been

annihilated-"63
While cars thus created new challenges for Buffalo and Rochester merchants, they
also created new opportunities. Cars enabled more shoppers to corne to the downtawn to
buy. Kenneth Jackson has argued that initially, the automobile was heralded by urban

rnerchants, for it allowed easier access for customers wanting to shop downtown. During
the 1920s and l93Os, he notes, "Employment in the central cities mushroomed- . . . Steel

skeleton skyscrapers grew like weeds on the urban landscape.

Although problems of

traffic congestion and other factors would lead to the demise of the downtowns in the

postwar era, for a brief period rnany smaller cities envisioned their downtowns rising to
62~ochester
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compete with the best that New York and Chicago had to offer- And Main Street retailers
were considered the heart of the dynamic downtown core.
For the areas around cities like Buffalo and Rochester, the downtown acted as a
magnet for shoppers. Just as the elite of Buffalo saw shopping in New York as an
enteminhg excursion, many wives in the small t o m rhat ringed Buffalo looked forward
to going downtown on shopping trips. Trolley lines connected the outlying areas with the
downtown, but automobile ownership often made the difference in t e m s of a family's
decision to shop downtown. One survey by the University of BufEalo's Bureau of
Business Research indicated that almost 60 per cent of the housewives who shopped in

Buffalo once a week or more ofien traveiied by car? Respondents to the S w e y had a
variety of reasons for travelling to Buffalo to shop. Over 50 per cent cited wider
selection as their main reason for making the trip, wiîh price r e g second as an
influential factor. Others simply enjoyed the expenence of a shopping visit. One woman
made clear that it was not simply a matter of better selection: she remarked that the
stores in her town were "just as good as Buffalo's," but claimed, "1 like to drive to Buffalo
just for the enjoyment of shopping in different stores."66 Some made an effort to shop in
the outlying towns because their husbands owned businesses there: the wife of a
65~dmund
D. McGarry, "Consumers' Buying Habits in Satellite Cities," Statistical
Swey0
8 no. 3A (November 1932): 5 .
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Tonawanda merchant asserted, "1 do al1 my shopping right here at home because my
husband is in business here hi~nself."~~
But many others happily made the trip to Buffalo's downtown, particularly to
purchase shoes and clothing. A map produced by the BuEdo Chamber of Commerce
highlighted the role of the city as the centre of a radius of trade. It boasted that 60% of
the population of the United States and 80% of the population of Canada lived w i t h 500

miles of the Niagara Area, or one night's ride (see figure 5).
Rochester also boasted of being the "hub of a great agricultural, industrial and

trading area." Sibley, Lindsay & Curr claimed to cover a territory with a "radius of many
miles" and often featured maps of "Sibleyland" in its promotions. One Christmas
promotion in 1927 displayed the store as the heart of "Santa's Charted Temtory." A map

of Western New York extended to communities as far as Scranton, Pennsylvania, to the
South, Utica to the East, and Hamilton, Ontario,to the West (see figure 6).'
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A network of state and county highways Iinked the six counties around the city,

and as one Rochester newspaper promotion boasted in the 1930s, the 139,619
automobiles owned in the area could bring "families fkom its farthest towns to Rochester
in an hour's easy drive." This ease of transportation made shopping "a matter of minutes,
rather than miles" for residents of the areaa6' According to a 1936 Rochester newspaper

ad, it also bound the sizeable suburban population of the city into one market, a
"compact, closely-knit community, with s M a r habits, tastes, and wants". The ad,
which promoted the city for investrnenf boasted that "fiom every doorstep in this area,
roads lead to the downtown shopping district of ~ochester."" Buffalo and Rochester thus
enjoyed new status as hubs in their own retailing regions, their downtown stores acting a s
magnets for shoppers in the outlying regions.

The stores' ability to respond to the changing demands of patrons depended on the
success of their buyers in brïnging home the goods featured in magazines and national
advertisements. By the 1920s most department store buyers in smaller cities like
Rochester and Buffalo made seasonal pilgrimages to New York and Europe to select
merchandise. In their ad copy, they stressed how consumers in the local market could
rest assured that they were receiving the latest fkom the runways of the world's fashion
%D&c, 20 December 1936.

'%id.

centres. Sibley's newspaper ads featured "letters"fioxn Madame Paulet, one of their Paris
representatives. She prornised Rochesterians that

Our Paris office not only keeps us in aimost daily touch with everything of
fashion interest in Paris, but also sees to it that we receive much that is
new and beautifid in fashion in Paris the moment it is la~nched.~'
Readers were told that Sibley's departments would stock the items Mme. Paulet
discovered, or "clever copies of them," for their buying pleasure. ï h e B. Fonnan
Company boasted that its wares were "unduplicate-able" because they had been carefully
selected fkom different countries around the globe (see figure7). The store uifomed
Rochester customers that their "style-scouts" had offices in Brussels, Paris, Lyons, Berlin,
Chemnitz, London, Belfast, Vienna, Gablonz, Florence, and Zurich. Forman's prornised
to keep its clientele up to date on the absolute latest fashions, through its foreign buying
offices, European buying trips, systems of direct importation, and "constant use of post,
cable, and even tram-Atlantic t e l e p h ~ n e . " ~
Hengerer's of Buffalo sirnilarly stressed the store's c o ~ e c t i o n isn Europe,
publishing a pamphlet which referred to buying operations in Paris, Florence, Vienna and
e store was performing "in bringing
England. Ad copy boasted of the superior s e ~ c the
to this community the markets of ~urope."" Berger's speciaity shop made a tongue-in-

73"~rnportations:The Wm. Hengerer Co.," [pamphlet] n-d., Vertical Files, Retailew H,
BECHS.

'
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cheek observation that the store's ability to provide up-to-the-minute French fashion
rnight lead to some confusion. A f e d e shopper was described as exclaiming, "So This
is Paris!" to which Berger's replied, "No, Madame, it is Buffalo. But the mistake is easily
explained. . . . Berger's since 1905 have aiways been just a littie more like the Rue de Ia
Paix than Main ~treet-"" Having buyers in the centres of fashion could ensure that the
right goods were brought home, eIirninating the need for customers to look elsewhere.

The notion that Paris was the world's fashion capitai was still firmly entrenched in
the 1930s. Although New York designers were gaining recognition, Parisian trends still
had a certain cachet which elevated them in the min& of many depariment store buyers

and customers. The Merchandise Manager ran an article which urged Amencans to
"throw off the Paris fashion yoke" and instead embrace "American styling for Amencan
~ornen."~'
The writer bemoaned the fact that while U.S.designers were coming into
their own, they suffered a tremendous "commercial uiferiority cornplex." AU too often,
he argued, Parisian designs were embraced sirnply because they came fiom Europe, and
American designers of merit were ignored purely because of their country of ongin."
The highly defensive tone of the article suggests that Paris was still at this point the
undisputed centre of the style world - in this case, New York found itself relegated to the
7Q
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role of hinterland to Paris's hub. In bypassing New York entirely, buyers for Rochester
and Buffalo stores asserted that they were going to "the source" of fashion.

A Buffalo magazine article highlighted how the city's department stores culled the
finest fashion goods from Europe. The writer noted, "It's awfùlly easy to feel that New

York is the only place to shop, but you're wrong. We've tons of irresistible treasures right
here in t ~ w n . The
" ~ decision to shop at home could thus be made without fear of being
limited in the array of items and styles available to the consumer. Buffalo merchants
could use improved technology to keep up with fashion in Europe just like their Fi&
Avenue rivals, as one editorial observed:

If we were living in an age devoid of transportation and commu.uication,
clothes in New York would be better. But look in the shops there.
Ninety-five per cent of the dresses are merely copies of French models.
These copies, quite as beautifid, every bit as good in q d i t y , also corne to
~uffalo.
'*
If Parisian fashion was the object, both Buffalo and New York could offer copies.
The ability to provide world-class fashion items and other style goods remained
important even during hard times. As a iater chapter will explore, during the Depression,

newspaper editorials encouraged shoppers to spend their dollars at home, arguing that
spending money in the area would boost the region's economy and help provide jobs for
local peopie. Yet it is interesting to note that buying at home did not mean giving up on
fashion. As one writer argued,
7
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April l932,6. The sarne article was reprinted June l936,34.

Ifs al1 right, Madam, to go to New York, or Paris, for something you
cannot buy here in t o m . But the chances are that it's already on sale for
iess rnoney in Rochester. . . .There isn't much in New York, anyway,
which cannot be found in ~ochester."
Women were not the only ones reprimanded for going to New York in search of
fashionable clothes which they could just as easily get at home. A magazine editorial
took issue with "prominent citizens"who made their fortunes in Buffalo but went to New
York tailors. It admonished that these men need not go elsewhere and "watch our money
slip into other markets. Our tailors will stand your closest in~pection."~~
Use of New
York interior decorators came under similar fie, for local senrices of equai calibre were
available at home and had the additional advantage of helping the local economy.
Patronage of local stores might even result in unexpected bargains. Some Buffalo stores
actually acted as importers, selling goods to New York merchants who in tum charged
higher pnces for the same goods." B. Fommn of Rochester boasted tbat it had exclusive
selling privileges on many of the items in its store, which came "from across the Atlantic
and the Pacifie," and were "not to be duplicated, not just in any other store in this city, but

in any store in any other Amencan city.""
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Although ready-to-wear collections were most ofien associated with being on the
"cutting edge" of fashion, department stores acknowledged that women who sewed theîr
own garments were aiso very conscious of changes in fashion. In 1929, Sibley, Lindsay
& Curr ran rnonthly promotions during which "fashion artists" spoke to home sewers

about new style trends and demonstrated techniques in cutting and fitting. Display tables
of fabncs were arranged in a square to create a "nuiway" for the demonstrations. The
fashion artist wore a dress or suit made of featured fabric, and spoke about the patten
number required, the type of material, and notions. To complement her dress, she drew
fiorn other departments in the store, selecting suitable jewelry, hosiery and shoes, which
were also readily available for purchase.
Occasionally she puts on a hat, calling attention to it and to the gloves and
bag which correspond. Ali of this makes the onlooker "ensemble
conscious," and creates a desire in her mind to design a costume which is
complete and i~dividual.*~

The department stocked paper dress pattens which were quick knock-offs of European
designs. SibIey, Lindsay & Curr endorsed McCall P ~ t e Patterns
d
with the comment,
"The prornptness with which the latest Paris designs are duplicated in your paper patterns
has encouraged us to add thern to o u other pattern services."" Women who sewed their
own clothes had a variety of reasons for doing so: some were motivated by saving
money, othen enjoyed sewing, and still othen might have had trouble buying clothes off

8 3 " ~ a b rand
i ~ Piece Goods: Fabric Promotion Weeks Increaçe Dernand For Piece
Goods in Rochester Store," DGMTJ,October 1 9 2 9 , 6 3 4

w ~ for
d McCall Printed Patterns, DGMTJ, May 1929,8 1.
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the rack that fit. Sibley, Lindsay & Curr recognized that interest in Parisian lines and
pulled-together ensembles was not limited to customers of haute couture or even readyto-wear. Their promotions in dress goods used style as a selling point.

Beyond claiming to be "up-to-the-minute" in terms of European or New York
styles, stores in upstate New York often tried to put a local spin on fashion. Buffalo's
severe winters inspired the manufacturers and retailers of outewear to claim special
understanding of the needs of local customers. For many years, the Kleinhans CIothing
Company offered the "ButTiIonian fleece overcoat," arguing that it was an ideal coat for
"our variable Buffalo cli~nate."~~
The Company prornoted its new union suit (long
undenvear) with the warning, "You h o w how cold it gets in Buffalo in ~ o v e r n b e r . " ~ ~

Kleinhans snessed that upstate residents had to pay particular attention in choosing the
nght winter apparel, as "In Buffalo we Wear an overcoat right through November,
December, Januafy, February, March. Five long months."" The Mt. Rock Fleece coat
promised to make it seem like "Palm Beach in Buffalo," even at times "whenBuffalo
streets resemble the ~ n t a r c t i c . "Hengerefs
~~
similarly boasted "coats Designed with You
''BCE, 14 November 1935,8.
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in Mind...And Buffalo's Icy w i ~ t e r s ! "Hens
~ ~ & Kelly Co. offered a velvet and beaver
combinarion hat chnstened "Miss Buffalo," and department store buyers claimed a
special insight in selecting appropriate merchandise, because they lived in the area and
experienced the ~old.~'Rochester merchants, too, made appeals based on local weather.
Sibley, Lindsay & CLUTboasted that it had snapped up some special suits in New York
with local needs in rnind: the suits "are warmly interlined - suits made to stand the
Rochester kind of winter."''
Stores claimed that by seliing to a specifically local market, they could better
gauge the tastes of local shoppers. Bunalofs B. Forman Company prided itself on being
especially responsive to the needs of local shoppers. It claimed a special advantage in
merchandising because it took extra steps to fmd out "the wants of its public." In June of
1920 it sent out questionnaires to several thousand randomly-selected holders of charge

account with the store, and used the information gathered through this process to inform
its fdl buying for October. Typical questions asked the female patron if she expected to
buy an evening gown the following season, and how much she would be willing to pay.
Forman's boasted that the information would directly shape its fa11 buying plans:
Every Forman order has been confixmed by the expressed wishes of our
public; the largest assemblage of Fall Fashions this building has ever
housed includes every article desired; values are better because we knew

'%EN, 22 November, 1935,5.
9 % ~10~November,
,
1920, 5.
"RD&C, 12 October 1920, 14.

not only what would be wanted but the prices at which these things would
be wantable!92
Retail industry observers claimed that this increased responsiveness was easier to
accomplish in one particular community. In 1940, the De~artrnentStore Buver argued
that the characteristic intimacy of the small ciiy store with its customes "simplifie[d] its
buying problems." Stores in smaIier centres codd achieve a "more complete gmsp of the
buying preferences of the consumer populace," because their customers were more likely
to be a homogenous g r o ~ Stores
~ . ~ in~ different regions had very different needs,

depending on whether they were located in a Company town, a resort area, a university
town or some other particular type of city. The successfiil store was the one able to "find

an individualized approach keyed to the character of its community" to attain a level of
responsiveness to clients' needs not achievable in the big city?

Stores claimed they served the coxnmunity not simply by responding to their
customers' needs but by supporting local manufacturers. Many shops boasted that they
stocked goods which had been made in the area. Rochester's status as the home of a
number of national clothing manufacturers was translated into special bargains for the
home market. McFarlin's Clothiers boasted that it had a long-standing policy "to give
the lion's share of space to merchandise bearing Rochester labels. Imports are featured
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ody in certain specialities which can only be secured abroad." Purchases would give
local residents the added satisfaction of "knowing that you are helping Rochester business
by wearing clothes created by Rochester lab~r."~'Some of these companies were in fact

manufactuxing-retailing hybrids who shipped to merchants across the country but had
single retail outlets in their home location.
Rochester's statu as a centre for clothing manufacture, in particular men's
clothing, persisted into the 1920s and 1 9 3 0 s . ~The
~ National Clothing Company, despite
its "national" name, emphasized its roots in the area and in 1926 devoted a fidl page ad to

thanking Rochesterians for their business. The company recapped its history,
emphasizing that each innovation adopted by the business only helped to better serve the
local market. The ad descnbed the company as
Not the only men's store in Rochester, but one that has endeavoured to
render service with courtesy, with intelligence and with profit to him who
buys here. Pioneers in Rochester in the making of clothes we se11 in order
g own
to give Rochester better values; Pioneers in m a i n ~ our
representatives in foreign and domestic markets, in order that the city we
serve might get the best they can produce; Pioneers here in group
purchashg through association with leading stores in other cities, so that
you and Rochester might share the advantages of volume buying, ana have
the values that cannot be secured in any other way?
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~ ,
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The ad described the National's evolution in te-

of the cornpany's desire to provide

Rochester with "betîer values." The company explained innovations in distribution or
manufacture in the context of serving the community, not increasing profits.
Advertking suggested that a productts origin in one's home town might be a
special source of pride. The story of the spread of national brands to ubiquity often
ernphasizes the "placelessness" of these products: by definition, success for these early
mass marketers meant their ability to be sold everywhere, without appearîng to favour
one part of the nation over another. However, unless one hails fiom Atlanta or BattIe
Creek, it is at times easy to forget that brand names Iike Coca-cola or Kellogg's
originated in one specific community and thus had a special place in the hearts of local
residents, even those not directly involved in its manufacture. The extent to which
"localness" remained a strong selling point into the twenties and thirties is striking. Even
giants of mas-market magazine advertking like the Eastman Kodak made clear their
geographic roots. Well into the thirties, the company prominently identified itself as
being located in "Rochester, N.Y., the Kodak City" at the bottom of national ads.
Newspaper ads, with their concentrated local exposure, could take this suggestion
of place a step M e r . When seIling to the home market, locally produced items had a
special cachet, not only in t e m s of support for the Iocd economy but more intrulsically,

in the nature of the goods themselves. One 1923 ad descnbed how locally-produced
fashion items could serve as a point of reunion between Western New Yorkers. It
described two passengers sitting in adjacent deck-chairs on a steam-ship heading out of

Hong Kong "You must corne fi-om western New York," one wornan says one to the
other, "for you are wearing the Eastwood pedestrian boot like mine. 1bought this pair at
the E a s ~ o o dstore in Buffalo. My home is in Erie." Her new-found fiiend replies, "And

1 bought mine in the Eastwood store in Rochester." These shoes immediately identified
their wearers with the region, a trait that Eastwood presumably felt would appeal to local
readers of the ad. The Company boasted of its "worldly" connections that were forged by
patrons who wore their shoes far beyond the upstate region:
We have touched Asia, seen strange sights in Korea, visited a half dozen
provinces in China, sauntered among the bazaars of Bombay, shivered
wiîh memories of rebellious deeds at Luchnow, heard the roar of the lion
and recoiled fiom the snarling attack of the bengal tiger. Without moving,
we have circumnavigated the globe. 9s
Yet while these goods were circling the globe, they were also linking local wearers
together, dlowing them to reconnect in a world of exotic sights and sîrangers. Eastwood
boots were not just Amencan mas-produced goods; they were particula. to the western
New York region and could connect their wearers with home, no matter how far abroad
they wandered.

On one level, then, certain "upstate styles" or locally made goods served as
a means of selling specifically to the region. Conversely, not every New York style
would make a successfûl transition to the smaller city or town. National irade magazines
also recognized regional fashion tastes. The Department Store Buyer (DSB)ran an
editorial about the differences between New York stores and their brethren in smaller
9
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cities. Entitled "New York is not Arnerica," the article outlined the different fasbion
priorities for women in smaller cities. It argued that the dress needs of a woman in a
smaller city might actually be higher than that of the big-city dweller.
Fashionists finci that, unlike women in New York and other large cities,
the matron in the srna11 city needs many costumes because her circle is
limited and she is constantly with the same people. In New York, circles
of acquaintance are likely to be so large that fewer costumes are required
for the adequate wardrobe. This tendency of itself means that the few
costumes of the New York woman will necessarily be better wearing and
higher priced than the more numerous garments suited to the needs of the
small town ~ o r n a n . ~ ~

This condescending depiction of small town life as one of parties involving the same
limited number of fîiends over and over recails Sinclair Lewis's Main Street, where the
heroine Carole tries in vain to break fiee of her limited social circle. Nonetheless, the
Deaartment Store Buver was acknowledging that women in smaller cities were interested
in fashion and had certain special dernands because of their distinctive social

engagements.

An ongoing feature in the same periodical reveals that even the makers of fashion

in New York City acknowledged some limits in their efforts to dictate to the hinterland.

Ezring the late 1930s and early 1WOs, Department Store Buver ran ''In the marts of
trade," a column of humorous fiction describing encounters between a model in a chic
New York City dress house and a buyer from upstate. Marge, the model, aims to show
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the hapless buyer the latest lines fkom the runways of the city. Mr. Adelstein, buyer from
a nameless Buffalo department store, tries his best to select dresses he feels will move
back home. It is not surprising that the DSB would feature articles relating to Manhattan:
most buyers fiorn around the country made the trip to New York once a year, if not once
a season. The interaction between buyers and New York dress houses would have been
familiar ground for the journal's readers and as such, would provide a rich source of
matenal. One might imagine many scenarios where the "hick"from out of town becomes
the object of ridicule as he clashes with a modem woman fiom the metropolis.
The humour of the feature does not, however, derive fiom Mr. Adelstein's lack of
sophistication or inability to cope with haute couture. Rather, the two players often
manipulate each other and enter into complicated negotiations before Adelstein finalizes
his dress orders. And it is often Adelstein who prevails in these vignettes, due to his
howledge of his community and what will be practical to keep in stock in his store. He
may defer to Marge in some matters of style, but in the end he is the one being courted by
the dress house to purchase their new lines. Marge's willingness to follow any trend, no
matter how ridiculous, is as much a source of amusement for the reader as is Mr.
Adelstein's tendency to pick more consemative fashions for his customers. The two
characters act as stereotypes not only of the metropolis and hinterland but of gender roles.
Marge is flighty and emotional, concerned with fashion and fnvolity; Adelstein is
practical and rational, concerned only with the bottom line. The choice of the narne
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"Adelstein" for the buyer M e r fit the stereotype of the Jewish businessman involved in
the rag trade and retail industry.'"

In a typical encounter, Adelstein cornes to New York in May, seeking washable
pastels and other sensible wares. Marge, in contrast, is already anticipating the fa11
season, and offers him black broadcloth dresses more suitable for ~overnber,'~'
In
January, Marge proffers sheer dresses, causing Adelstein to sputter, "Of course, it
wouldn't interest you, but we're having a blizzard up in Buffalo. . ."'O2 On another
occasion, Adelstein cornplains when Marge shows hUn the newest fashion, sombre
dresses with no trunmings which look like uniforms. Marge placates him by m o d i m g
the severe new dresses she is showing with white lace collars, pleats, and belts, and
Adelstein happily orders fi@ dresses in a full range of colours and sizes.lo3 Each player
in the drama feels smug about manipulating the other. Marge is happy to secure a large
order of dresses and Adelstein is pleased to have obtained the more conservative styles
which he feels will better satise his customers.

'?For an exploration of prominent Jewish retailers, see Leon A. Harris, Merchant
Princes: An Intimate Historv of Jewish Families Who Built Great De~artmentStores
(New York: Harper & Row, 1979).
lolDSB,June, 1939, 22.
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Adelstein appears in September with an eye towards dresses for the Christmas
season. Marge attempts to sel1 him a ludicrous red sequined ski-suit with a suede seat
and is insulted when he suggests that she provide him with his usuai order of sequined
dresses with jewelled belts. Adelstein shocks Marge by telling her that he modified the
red chiffon evening dresses she had sold him last year, adding ostrich feathers and sashes.

Marge (tartly) - How were the markdowns?
Mx A. (gleefully) - Didn't take any! Sold two dresses and put the other
eighty-eight in the store-room and now they're al1 ready for this
Christmas.'04
At this, Marge faints and Adelstein claims victory. Besides squabbling over the
appropnate attire for the season, Adelstein and Marge clash over sizing. Marge presses
Adelstein to buy smaller sizes, to which he morts, "Buffalo's not the corn belt, miss, but
it's not a ciîy of midgets either."los Her protests that lots of stores are selling size tens are

met with the observation that lots of stores are going out of business as well.
Although Adelstein dutifully checks out the newest styles on his trips to New
York, he edits his choices to suit the body types and the tastes of his clientele. While
some of the styles shown by Marge might be appropriate for young wornen, Adelstein

knows his business depends on pleasing older matrons. When Marge pitches a
particularly youthful style, Adelstein rebels:
-
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Mr. A - Who cares about the young crowd, Miss? My customers are ail
middle-aged married women and they want. . .
Marge - Don? tell me! 1h o w ! Black dinner dresses! Then they'll love
our new sîrapless black chiffon.

MER - Strapless! (Ed. Note: The poor guy practically swoons. . .)
Marge - Look, Mr. Adelstein. Nothing above the bust-line!
Mr. A. (livid) - No, and nothing above the eyebrows, either! Now, listen,
Miss. I've wasted enough time here. If this house isn't smart enough to
know that consemative women still want black dinner dresses, I'U take my
business elsewhere. 'O6

Adelstein knows the preferences and the limits of his customers and will not risk
spending his entire budget on styles which will not sell at home. When Marge tries to get
hirn to be a little more daring in his ordering, Mr. A. protests piteously, "But Marge,

every time you make me buy imagination, 1 gotta take mark-do~ns."'~~
This process of negotiation is a recuring motif in the serial. One encounter

has Marge wearing a party dress shaped like a Christmas tree - complete with flashing
lights and jingling bells. An alarmed Adelstein persuades her to sell him some plain
black and white dresses, a s s e h g that Buffalo loves simpler styles. He is willing to
indulge Marge to a point, allowing her to show hirn outrageous styles as long as she
eventually provides tamer versions, or in his words, "dresses to sell." In exasperation,

Marge agrees to give hirn what he wants, acknowledging that al1 of her other customers

Io6~sI3,
Novernber l938,63.
'"DSB, September, 1939,22.
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also favoured plain woolens.

1O8

In the sumrner, Marge tries to seli Adelstein some

extrerne evening dresses with an oudandish stars-and-stripes motif, calling this the
Amencan Way Iine. When Adelstein rejects the dresses ouû-ight, she grouses, "1cari see
there's no point in wasting our masterpieces on you. However, we've developed some
rnodified America Way for the volume trade." The buyer is delighted, for these dresses

are so modified that they are exactly what he is looking for.lo9
The timing of orders is another issue which causes continual conflict between the

two characters. During a February buying trip, Adelstein makes the mistake of hoping to

reorder a style of navy blue dress which is currently popular. He tries to convince Marge
that despite her assertion that "navy's through," he was constantly getting requests in the
store for more. Marge is unable to think of current sales, o d y future seasons:
Marge (genuinely baffled) - 1cadi understand you, Mr. Adelstein. You're
always asking for the things women are wearing now.

Mr. A. (choking but accustomed to frustration) - Did you ever hem of the
law of supply and demand?ll0

The joke here, of course, is that demand in the fashon business is highly unpredictable
and always based on the next new thing. Marge claims to be able to predict what
outrageous styles will be popuIar in the coming months, but is bewildered when
Adelstein wants to obtain more of a style he has already ordered.
1
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And no matter how early Adelstein appears in the Seventh Avenue showroom, it is never
early enough. In September, the traditional time for Christmas orders, Mr. A. is

hstrated as Marge has already moved on to the spring season.
Marge (unheeding) - It's the melting season, Mr. A! You've cornpletely
melted me. 1will show you o u new spring line and yours will be the first
eyes to feast on it. Won't Buffalo be thrilled?

Mr. A. (fknticaIly) - But, Marge! For Spring thrills Buffalo can wait.
Right now. . .
Marge (gaily) - Thrills wait for no one, Mr. A. Open your arms to Spring!

Mr. A. (sobbing) - But 1want Christmas! Here it is only September and 1
haven't had Christmas yet.
Pari of the humour in the interactions between Marge and Adelstein lies in the fact that he
is constantly behind the times, trying in vain to keep up with the young and fIighty
Marge. This couId in one sense be seen as a comment on the fashion tastes of his
clientele, always just a step behind New York. Yet for the readers of Department Store
Buyer, many of them out-of-town-buyers themselves, the satire also touched on the
failure by big-city manufacturers to adapt to local markets.
Readers of the trade journal would also have recognized Adelstein's hstration

with the acceleration of the calendar urged by Marge. Buyers faced continual pressure

fkom manufacturers to place orders as early as possible. A poem in another section of the
DSB suggests that buyers viewed the hurried schedule for orders with a mixture of

amusement and resignation. As the buyers began their dl-important round of Christmas
o r d e ~ gthe
, poem acknowledged,

September may seern early to
Begin the round-up, but the fact is
We al1 must follow standard practice,
And brood on skates and skis, although
It will be months before there's snow,
Corne heat, corne drought, we dare not pause.
Them's orders, straight fiom Santa Claus."'
Cornplaints about the four-month f k e q of preparation that went into each successful
Christmas sales season peppered the articles in the Merchandise Manager every

September.
The hijinks of Marge and Adelstein would only have been funny to buyers
reading the magazine if the power stniggle between them contained a kernel of truth. The
outrageou items offered by Marge are amusing because they would be immediately
rejected by the "average consumer" upstate. The readers of De~artmentStore B u ~ e r
might have seen themselves in Mr. Adelstein, forced to deal with New York houes that

pushed styles that might be briefly popular but wouid not nanslate into solid sales in
smailer towns and cities. Adelsteins' fnistration with Marge underscores how buyers, and
by extension department stores, in smaller cities negotiated to bring the "big city" home
to their clients while maintainhg a distinct sençibility.
Stores in centres like Buffalo and Rochester tried to walk the line between
"cosmopolitan" and "provincial," taking the best of what the rnass market had to offer,
but presenting themselves as the old-fashioned remnants of a bygone retail era.
"'DSB, September, 1939, 13.
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Stores systernatized their operations and followed the latest business practices described
in the trade press and by university business schools. They carried a host of national

brands and watched trends in national magazines. Simultaneously, they asserted their
distinct ability to respond to the needs of their locaI market, The more fashion-conscious

department stores assured consumers that they were being kept abreast of the latest style

trends, carefully selected by the caring local merchant. With buyers around the globe,
stores like Hengerer's in Buffalo or Sibley's in Rochester asserted that they were
presenting an edited verion of "New York style" or "Parisian fashion" for their clients.

This push and puil between the hub and hinterland complicates our understanding
of the evolution of a national market in America. The changes in retailing and marketing
which are associated with the growth of a consumer culture in the United States in the
late nineteenth century are often associated with a homogeniang force, uprooting
Americans fiom theUr local identities. Even as areas across the nation were flooded with
the same goods, selles took pains to differentiate themselves. Local pnde and traditions
were modified, not eliminated, in the spread of modem retailing and marketing during the

twenties and m e s .
A regional perspective reveals that local loyalties died hard. Consumers were

encouraged to take pnde in products made in their own communities; merchants in
smaller cities forcefidly resisted the suggestion that any store could serve their particdar
market as well. Examination of these changes "on the ground" reveals that the spread of
national phenomena like the mass-market magazine and nationally branded goods could
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have a distinct meaning from the perspective of the smailer retailer outside of New York
City. Eager to demonstrate their ability to keep up with national trends, shopkeepers in

smaller cities measured themselves against reports in trade magazines and national
magazine advertising. At the same tirne, tbey used a language of localism to differentiate
themselves frorn metropolitan cornpetitors.

The "ChainStore Ouestion" and the Indewndent Retailer

Wegmans serve Rochester trading area EXCLUSIVELY.Being in close
touch with each store, and with the wants of each customer assures a
higher order of senrice. No red-tape and chain-store detail at Wegmans.
No long-distance am-chair executives to support in other cities. . . . Every
Rochester f d y benefits fiom Wegman home-ownership. . . . Your own
comparison will show you the benefits of shopping at Wegman homeowned food markets - where your dollars corne back home to you, because
Wegman's in tum, spend thern right here in Rochester.
- Newspaper ad for Wegmans grocenes, 1936'

In the first two decades of the twentieth centuy, independent merchants in
Rochester and Buffalo looked to the "big storesttof New York as cornpetitors for local
dollars. The cachet of Fifth Avenue, the increased ease of transportation and the
coverage such stores received in national media prompted smaller merchants to fight
back, stressing their ability to provide competitive goods, while payîng special attention
to local needs. As time wore on, however, it was the chah store, not Macy's, which
loomed larger and larger in the imagination of the independent merchant. Deparbnent
stores themselves had faced opposition from srnall retailers during the late nineteenth
century. Smaller merchants had viewed the arriva1 of "Boston Stores" like SibIey,
Lindsay & Curr as a dangerous new hybrid. Canying a number of lines under one roof,

'RD&C, 20 November 1936, 11.
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g price for all, these stores were thought to undennine the traditional
relationship between store owner and patron, gainhg unfair advantage because their
volume of sales encouraged manufacîurers to offer them better deals.

By the 1920s, Rochester and Buffalo's department stores had assumed the position
of business leaders in their communities. No longer fiightening new fonns of operation,
they were now familiar and seen as committed to the area. Moreover, operations like
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr were anythmg but small businesses, having grown over the years
into considerable operations with international buying offices set up in other citiesa2 Yet
in tenns of their images within their communities, the department stores were
unassailable. As "independents," often owned by the same families who had founded the
business, these stores asserted their place as part of the local fabric, with a stake in the
success of the smail and mid-sized cities in which they were located. The arriva1 of the
chain store would challenge this dominant position, and put small merchants and larger
department stores in these cities on the same side.
The chains put locally based department stores on the defensive in much the same
way that department stores had put small retailers on the spot decades earlier. But with
the arriva1 of the chains, smail retailers faced an even greater threat. As Jonathan Bean

notes, in the chains, smalIer merchants had found a foe worthy of their mounting anxiety:
%ibley, Lindsay & Curr had anained the 10 million mark in annual sales by 1920. At
the peak of that decade's prosperity, they rang in $13,107,305 in net sales in 1927. This
figure would &op dramatically in the early 1930s, but still remain around the $8 million
range. Homer Hoyt & Associates, "Market Survey & Appraisal," March 1953, Table 18,
Sibley Collection, Carton "Annual Reports," Strong Museum.

The verbal heat generated by the controversy over department stores and
mail-order cataiogs was out of al1 proportion to the amount of market
share that small retailers lost to these mass-marketers. As late as 1920,
department stores and mail-order firms accounted for less than 10 percent
of total retail sales. But small merchants soon faced an even greater threat
in the form of the c h a i . store, which extended the "visible hand" into
retailing and into America's small towns.'

At first, tfiese new retailers were thought of as insignificant for merchants who had built
up a loyal local clientele. With time, however, local merchants began to pay attention,
h t copying their management and buying techniques. Later, independent stores

emphasized their local roots and community spirit to fight the encroachment of this new
form of merchandiser, discrediting interloping chains for their bes to other areas and their
perceived Iack of cornmitment to the cities in which their branches were located-

Hindsight suggests that independent merchants had a lot to lose with the coming

of chah groceries, druggists, five-and-dimes, and department stores. Yet local retailers,
particularly independent department stores, did not immediately perceive the chains as a
threat, initially viewing their new rivais as a possible source of renewed vigour and new
retailing ideas. As late as Jamary 1928, the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal could
put a positive spin on the increased cornpetition brought by chain stores. The article,
"WhyThese Independents Do Not Fear Chain Stores," bnunpeted the "good fight" put up

by intelligent and aggressive rnerchants. According to this article, some independents
tried to match the chains on advertised items, while others relied on service to persuade
3 ~ e a nBeyond
,
the Broker State, 26.

customers of the value of buying "qudity" rather than "discount" merchandise. One
department store owner fkom Wisconsin went so far as to announce that the arriva1 of the
chains was good for business, for it shook the independent memhant out of a stupor of
complacency:
In reality chain store expansion has been very valuable to the independent
It has shown them that if îhey are to remain in business they must become
merchandisers rather than just storekeepers. Many stores have gone dong
from year to year in the same rut with no thought of piacing their
organization on a systematic basis. . . . The chab store has changed al1 of
that. If many of the independent merchants would give more time and
attention to increasing the efficiency of their own business and a little iess
to "crabbing" about conditions there would be fewer c h a h stores and more
individual retailers making a regular yearly net profit?
He argued that the key to the chah stores' success was not volume, as many smailer
retailers complaineà, but the systematizattion of their business, a tactic that codd easily be
adopted by the independents.'
This emphasis on store systematization was echoed throughout retailing industry
literature. "Scientific training of managers and other personnel" was ranked nurnber one
in a list of seven "common elements of success" for al1 retailers, chain or independent, in
a 1929 Journal articles6 Even partisan observers like Godfkey Lebhar, editor of Chain

'"
Why These Independents Do Not Fear Chain Stores, " DGMTJ, January 1929,
40.
5

Or this tactic could at least be adopted by independents of a certain size. David
Monod argues that the independent merchants in Canada who were able to emulate largescale business were larger stores. "Shoestring traders" were lefi behind in this process of
modemization. Monod, Store Wars, 150.
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Store A g and outspoken advocate of the advantages of chah retailing, conceded that
chain stores enjoyed linle advantage over retailers who had modernized their operations.

He claimed,
There isn't the slightest indication tbat the chah store will ever drive the
reaily efficient independent out of business. Even those who protest rnost
against the growth of the chains are constantly pouiting out that the
independent who is efficient, the independent who adopts modem
methods, both in his buying and in his selfing, has nothing whatever to
fear from ch& store cornpetition, and if there is any doubt whatever on
that point, 1 am sure that those of us who actuaify operate chain stores are
in a position to confirm it.'
Lebhar reserved his praise for the "efficient independent." In his view, systemaîization

and streamiining could usher in a new era of retailing popuiated by both chains and small
retailers. Those who did not adopt up-to-date methods would become extinct. There was
no question about the value of embracing the "modern."
The chains themselves argued that it was no fault of theirs if independent retailers
could not keep up. As one editoriaiist noted indignantly in 1926, if a grocer continued to
use 1776 methods while other merchant operated on a 20th century basis, he would be
"criticized, outlawed, reviled and . . . destroyed."' Store ownels who did not adapt, in this
view, deserved to go out of business. The Chain Store Manager sketched the
transformation of the chah of distribution, noting its advancement with satisfaction.
The progress of distribution of the necessities of life has gone a long ways
from the original happer who handed his skùi overcoat to the ultimate
7

Quoted in "Meeting Chah Store Cornpetition," DGMTJ, Januaxy 1929,43.

Chain Store Manager (CSM), March 1926,28.

consumer. Now a thousand laborers produce sugar at the opposite side of
the globe and a thousand grocery clerks hand it over the counter to a
million people. If this progress has taken place why should anyone expect
the original one-store merchant to survive in the face of al1 the changes
that have gone on around him. . . unless he changes with the times and
becomes a marcher in this parade of p r o g r ~ s s ? ~
From the perspective of the chains, the independent who failed to "get in step" with this
parade was perversely committed to outdated practices.
The debate over chah stores was thus not about whether their "professional"
methods of operation were supenor. Because the debate was m e d by a Danirinian
understanding of the evolution of business, the only question was whether these methods
gave an unfair advantage to the chahs. Independents with the proper initiative could
adopt smtegies like deparîmentalization and scientific training of personnel, so these

kinds of tactics were not seen as problematic. Other advantages enjoyed by the chains,
like special deals &orn suppliers, were attacked as not falling within the parameters of
"square dealing" in part because they could not be easily copied by independent stores.

In his account of the chmging culture of shopkeeping in Canada, David Monod
argues that this emphasis on "progressive retailing" led to a homogenization of stores and
business practices. By following the advice of suppliers and retail experts, he contends,
"Retailers were being encouraged to think of themselves as on a par wiîh big businesses,

and in so doing they were being led to conform to the demands of the great
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transformation that had accompanied mass produ~tion."~~
As we have seen in the
previous chapter, however, evidence suggests that while merchants did indeed look to
both manufacturers and industry experts for suggestions, not al1 of the advice proffered
was accepted without question. This was not a process of dictatorship, with statisticians
and retail giants prescnbing universal fomulae to be adopted immediately by all

merchants across America. At the same time as they were being encouraged to embrace
new retailing methods, local merchants were encouraged to adapt this advice to the
particular circurnstances of their stores and their communities. And they often carne up
with their own innovations, taking part in a dialogue, although admittediy an imbalanced
one. The successful independent appropnated the best of the "new retailing" methods,
while trying to maintain those practices which gave the store its distinct character.
Group buying was another example of a strategy adopted fiom the cfiains to make
the independent retailers more profitable. By banding together to make purchases,

independent stores fiorn smaller centres hoped to attain the same purchasing clout as their
national cornpetitors. A new regular feature in the Merchants' Trade Jomal, entitled
"Meeting Chain Store Cornpetition," explored group buying as an option for independent
retailers. The pooling of resources amongst the independents was declared the "way out"
for stores, "the Moses which [would] lead thern out of the wildemess of chain store and

'%lonod, Store Wars, 171.
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mail order store cornpetition."" The Pelletier Company of Sioux City, Iowa, made group
buying the focus of an ad campaign, noting that chah stores often emphasized the
advantages that came fiom cooperative buying. Pelletier's argued that they had joined
with 65 of Amenca's great independent stores to enjoy the strength of group buying, yet
careiùlly adapted their business to remain in touch with local conditiond2 The DGMTJ
argued that a "voluntary chain" of independents retained the "personal touch with the
local comrnunity."" As Monod has noted, options like systematization and group buying
were most feasible for medium- to large-size independent merchants He argues that
while "everyone could see what the bigger businesses were doing; not everyone could
afford to copy them."14
Still, many retailers, pareicularly department stores, did adopt at least some
aspects of chah-store operation. Local newspaper advertisements carefidly positioned
the retailers involved in group buying as "cornmunity stores" who offered the advantages

of the c h a b store (cheap pnces, scale in buying) while remaining "able to select style
merchandise to fit the individual needs of the cornmunity which they serve, something

42.

' ' " Group Buying - How Stores Are Using It Profitably ." DGMTJ , January 1929,
'*"~elletier'sMeet Chains with Powerful Pep," DGMTJ, June 1929,36.
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the chains are handicapped in doing."15 Retail pioneer Edward A. Filene, of Filene's
department store in Boston, predicted that buying pools and associations of retailers in
groups would "give the independents buyùig power as strong as that of the
Buffalo and Rochester stores experimented with various forms of group buying.
As early as 1905, the Wm. Hengerer shop of Buffalo had become part of a buying group,
although i ü ads continued to present the store as an "independent" with local roots and

tradition^.'^ The Duffy-Powers store ran an ad in 1931 explainuig that the store was, and
would continue to be, "owned and operated exclusiveIy by Rochesterians - for
Rochesterians," but would now participate in a joint-buying agreement. Ad copy stressed
that the store was "controlled by the same families as always," and that the president of
the Company was the son of the founder of the business. The agreement with 106 other

stores would allow thern to bring new values to their home market. Joining the
organization meant that manufacturers made concessions to ensure orders, and Du@Powers would pass on the swings to the shoppers of Rochester. The start of the group
buying venture also coincided with the beginning of a new cash-only policy, suggesting
that at least sorne of the older traditions of trust between merchant and customer were to

be jettisoned in the pursuit of large-scale efficiency.18 In 1937, Sibley's of Rochester

"DGMTJ, January l929,43.
'%id.
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stopped supporting its own buying office in New York City and became a member of the
Fredenck Atkins Buying Office. The organization, a group of "30 independently-owned,
non-cornpetitive, department stores throughout the nation" hoped to use the combined
buying power of th*

Jo&g

large stores to get iow prices for Rochester

consumer^.'^

these types of organizations raised some questions about who actually was

s e t h g store policy. In 1929, the New York representative of a group buying
organization reported to the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal that buyers fiom other
cornmunities often resisted the influence of the central buying office, not wanting to
completely c e n d i z e buying (and possibly limit their own i n f l ~ e n c e ) .Stores
~ ~ were also
careful to counter the suggestion that joining a buying group rneant that distant
bureaucrats had control of a local institution. In 1929,E.W. Edwards & Son of B&do,
Rochester, and Syracuse used ads in the Buffalo Eveninn News to explain how store
policies were set fiom within. The company claimed that it was able to act as a "new
kind of Santa Claus for Buffalo people." The store was a family company, "now in the

han& of its third generation of founders," and boasted that it made decisions with the
welfare of the local cornmunity in mind. While chah stores rnight have to adopt policies
to please executives in other cities, Edwards was different: "Because of its independent
ownership, entirely apart kom any national c h i n organization, its policies as to pnces are

lg"TheHistory of Sibley's, 1868-1955," nad. [1955], Sibley Collection, Carton
"History 1868 - 1926,"Folder "Histories," Strong Museum, 2 1.
2 0 " ~ rBuying
~ ~ p - How Stores Are Using it Profitably," DGMTJ, January l929,42.

entirely its own." As an example of this independence, the store announced a new selling
strategy for Christmas in 1929. Instead of featuring a special gift department with
marked-down pnces, al1 merchandise would remain the same price ali year."

Chain Christmas marketing seemed particulariy ripe for attack fkom independents
stressing their fine-tuned local feeling. W. Bruce Philip, secretary of the Alameda
County Pharmaceutical Association in California, wrote a spirited defense of the
independent retaikr in 1931, in which he drew a line between the local merchant's
sincere Christmas window and the opportunistic displays of his chain cornpetitor:

The chain store, unlike the independent store, has its windows and policies
guided from afar. On a certain day it displays apples in all its branches; on
another day cabbages are featured; on another day it may be garlic. These
people dress their windows for profit and do not show or feel any local
enthusiasm. Of course, at Christmas time everybody celebrates by making
their windows part of the Christmas sprit, but there is this difference: the
independent store catches the real enthusiasm of the holiday and often
makes its decorations local or personal, while the chain store makes a
Christmas display fkom oniy a mercenary standpoint, that of more dollars
per holiday."
Philip drew a distinct line between the "mercenary" chain and the spiritual and civicminded independent, disrnissing the notion that the independent might also design his
windows for profit as well as Christmas sentiment. In his view, if independents

prospered, it was not because they were stooping to the calcuiating levels of the chains,

"BEN, 18 November 1929, 13.
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W. Bruce Philip, "The Position of the Independent Retailer," Commonwealth, Part
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but because they were intrinsically more adaptable. The independent merchant, he noted,
was more flexible to change, for he was able to "accept at once the best that any group or

independent offers," unlike the slow-moving bureaucracies that dominated ch& stores?
Philip was not alone in his characterizahon of chain bureaucracies as problematic.
Some industry observers suggested that independents rnight do best to wait and see just
how successful some chain policies actually were before adopting them. As late as 1929,

Harvard's Bureau of Business Research suggested that independent department stores
were tending to show Iower operating costs than chain department stores. According to a

report in Business Week, c h i n bureaucracies did not always eam their keep: too many
chah stores were "paying for central organizations not yet organized to Save more than
they ~ost."~'
Higher advertising, purchasing, and "professional service" costs, including

the maintenance of central offices, were thought to inflate chah expenses.

Chain stores themselves recognized that the independent merchants in parûcular
markets enjoyed certain advantages. Speaking to a convention of domestic science
teachers in Des Moines, Iowa, a representative of the J-C. Pemey Company spoke
frankly of trying to build up community good will for Pemey stores by visiting state,
county and district fairs throughout the middle and far West, in order to make themselves

2eIhe Business Week, July 16, 1930,n-p. BBR Office Files, Carton "Publicity: Dept.
Stores," BLHU.
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known to b e r s and residents of smaiier towns. The Penney Company set its sights on
the trade that went to local merchants simply by "right of herïtage."2s The S.S. Kresge

Co. and Montgomery Ward took a more proactive stance in cultivating local goodwill,
realizing that "they had a public relations problem to s01ve."~~
Charity work and local
involvement became matters of corporate poIicy, not simply to be left to the whun of the
individual manager. In this sense, we can think of new chairi store branches as imitaing
the established merchant in allying themselves with local causes and concerns.

Chain stores worked hard to get a feel for the various communities where stores
were located. The director of Personnel for J-C. Penney in the early 1930s stipulated that
the manager of a new store should have lived in a city the same size as the one where the
new store was to be located. The new manager would anive in town at least a month
before the store opened for business, to t& to people and to pemse the windows of other
stores "trying to analyze the type of merchandise that appeals to that c o m u n i t y and the

kind of store that will be especially liked. He [would begin] to sense the special needs of
that

Although the layout of each Penney Store was set out by the cornpany, the

manager had discretion in buying stock and arranging deparîments depending on the

needs of the city. The general manager of a small chain of drug stores in Colorado

z " ~ n yChains Strive for What Independents Have," DGMTJ,September 1928,37.
26Thedore N. Beckman and Heman C.Nolen, The Chain Store Problem: A Critical
Analvsis (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938) 70.
'%hain Store Aae (CSA), April l!B2,22 1.

argued that there should be a certain level of individualism, even among chain branches
in the same town:
We cannot switch managers easily, for we must have managers whose
personalities fit in well with the personalities of the people in their
communities. For example, the man in charge of our store located in the
railroad district must be able to handle railroad men and their families. 1
manage the main store myself because it is located in the foreign section
and it is difficult to find a man who knows the people and their languages
as well as 1dom2*
This emphasis on the fit between the store and its surroundings was recognized as an
important trait of the successful independent, one which the chains were wise to copy.
Trade publications achowledged that chab store managers often kept an eye on

the activities of the independent merchant- The Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal
noted that in addition to exchanging management ideas internally within their
organizations, chain stores also adopted ideas fiom their independent counterparts. One
editorial argued,
The Journal c m testie fiorn its own records that chain stores such as J-C.
Penney and others are constantly readuig trade papers and profiting from
this very "interchange of ideas" which the Journal and other publications
pro~ide.'~
J-C. Penney not only subscribed to the Journal, it ran ads in the periodicai for personnel,

highhghîing the training offered by the Company and the opportunities for advancement
within the organization. In advertising in a medium aimed at independent merchants, the
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Pemey Co. appropriated the language of self-sufficiency to ovemde any qualms readers
might have about working for a chah organization. One 1929 testimonial fkom a happy
Pemey employee des~nbedhow in his previous position, he had enjoyed a good salary
but had "little hope of self-bettement or of even gaining financial independence."30 Now,
working for Pemey he felt assured of a successfÛi future. Another ad asked, "Are you a

Parmer in the business?" and offered young men "without any capital" the chance to
become partners in a progressive business. It exhorted the reader to "Measure yourself
against our requirements! Are you well educated; have you a thorough groundîng in the

dry goods, clothing or shoe business; are you between the ages of 21 and 35; have you
lived cleanly?""
By listing not o d y a level of business experience but a certain moral standard for
prospective employees, J-C. Pemey attempted to undercut the suggestion that chahs
were run by unscmpulous managers. In line with this, the Company used a certain
definition of manliness to attract potential employees: it only wanted "men who can look
us straight in the eye," "red-blooded men" who recognized that a partnership was more

valuable than a mere job.12 Implicit in the Penney recruitment carnpaign was the need to
overcorne any sense that chah store employees were less autonomous and thus less

manly than their independent counterparts. Emphasizing the masculinity of financial

'OGMTJ,
November 1929,168.
"DGMTJ, September l929,2O8.
"DGMTJ~November 1929,168; DGMTJ September 1929,208.

independence, the Company offered the chance of a "partnership" to clerks, assistant
buyers or lower-level managers who presendy worked for independent merchanü, and
thus read the Journal, but might consider jumping ship to join the chains. The
"interchange of ideas" between the chains and independents thus could also involve a
swapping of personnel.

In addition to their close relationship with the towns they served, the independents
were thought to have another weapon in their corner: their ability to provide specialized
s e ~ c could
e
not be duplicated by the chahs. In a 1938 study of chain store competition,
Professors Theodore Beckman and Herman Nolen of Ohio State University argued that
the very structure of the chain operation made personalized senice less of a priority:
The independent merchant usually redizes that he must serve his
individual customers as they wish to be served or his entire business
existence is imperiled. The chain store manager, on the other hanci, feels
that even though the success of his particular store may be of considerable
importance to his own career, the success or failure of the chain is not
dependent on the accomplishments of this one single unit. Customers are
often aware of that attitude and appreciate the individuai attention the
independent merchant cm give tl~ern.)~
For working-class consurners, the personal relationship between the smaller merchant and
the surrounduig comrnunity was particularly important. University of Buffalo economist
Dr. Edrnund McGarry observed in 1923 that Buffalo's immigrant population had more
immediate reasons for avoiding chain stores. In an article published by the Bureau of
Business and Social Research's Statistical S w e v , he noted that these largeiy working-

"~echmanand Nolen, Chain Store Problem 64.
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class consumers realized "their language handicaps in buying fiom American stores,"

and often had few options but "to purchase their goods fiom merchants of their own race
or those who can speak their l a n g ~ a ~ e . " ~ ~

In her study of Chicago's working class during the sarne penod, Lizabeth Cohen
descnbes a simila.tendency for ethnic workers to favour neighbourhood independents
over chain stores.)' Working-class consumers would forgo any pnce savings in order to
patronize stores that had staff who spoke their language and that offered more flexible
credit and services like cheque-cashing. Cohen contends that although Chicago's
neighbourhood ethnic grocers were successful in staving off the influence of the chains
and supermarkets during the 1920s, their situation was precarious. She notes, "So long as
c h a h stores took little interest in the working-class market, foreign grocenes and

neighbourhood drugstores thrived. Once chains and large commercial interests became
more aggressive, though, alternative market arrangements became severely threatened.'~'~
While Cohen dates this change to the mid 1930s in Chicago, the timeline for this change
s e e m to be slightly Iater in Buffalo, where as late as 1939, University of Buffalo
econornist McGarry contended that chain cornpetition had not threatened the livelihood
of most smail grocers in the working-class neighbourhoods of Buffalo:
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It would seem more reasonabIe that these stores, scattered throughout the
area and catering to a popdation which, though price-conscious, have 1ittIe
opporîunity to compare prices, enjoy a monopolistic position which
enables them to charge somewhat higher pnces than are charged
elsewhere. Furthemore, it is significant that stores of this character have
been litde affected by the development of voluntary chains since their
volume of sales and methods of doing business seldom approach the
standards set by these organizations.)'
McGarry argued that these smaller stores provided a valuable service to their
clientele, seIIing smailer q u t i t i e s than large grocers, remaining open longer hours and
even providing extra services such as cheque cashing. He cautioned, however, against

seeing these small stores as beneficent members of the working-class community. In
order to remain profitable, they had to charge much more than large stores or chains with
supenor buying power. As a resdt, he noted, "it may mean that the Iess fortunate pa~-&of
the population, those having least with which to pay, in tum pay most for what they

get.")' WhiIe Cohen has stressed the solidarity between the small grocer and the
community he served, this relationship was also exploitative to some extent. In workingclass neighbourhoods, geography prevented consumers fiom cornparison shopping.
McGarry explored the behaviour of grocery shoppers by incorne group across the city and
noted that whiIe housewives fiom high-income neighbourhoods preferred to drive to what
he termed "shopping sub-centers," to compare prices and look at a wide variety of goods,
those in poorer sections often did not have access to cars and might find even street car

''s14 no. 7A (March 1939): 24.
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fares too expensive. These patrons fkequented corner grocery stores "as their needs arise,
buying fiom rneal to rnea~."'~
Yet there was no simple equation relating income and level of chain patronage.
While working-class consumers might feel more cornfortable patronizing neighbourhood
grocers, those facing hard times could find the lower prices of a chain store worth a
special trip. On the other end of the spectnim, famiiies with high incornes were often
more sympathetic to the notion of the independent merchant, and more able to spend
money according to principle, rather than pnce. A study of attitudes towards ch&

in

Urbana-Champaign, Illinois in 1931 indicates that people of very different income leveIs
might share anti-chah sentiment, although for different reasons. Paul D. Converse of the

National Association of Teachers of Marketing and Advertising identified two groups of
occupations that were "particularly hostile" to chah stores: the local business men and

the building trades. Respondents to Converse's survey who belonged to these two groups
were 60 percent opposed to chains. Opposition to chains thus might make strange
bedfellows, including local business owners who feared chain cornpetition and unionized
workers who viewed chain labour policies with mistrust. In contrast, "[nlon-union labor,
executives, and salesmen show the most fnendliness for the chains," revealing that
income level alone was not enough to detemine one's position on the issue."
-

-

-
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There was also often a gap between respondents' stated attitudes toward chain
stores or independents, and their actual buying behaviour. While 36.9%of families fkom
the lowest incorne bracket (earning $1500 or less per year) clairned to favour chains, only
16.1% actually bought from them, suggesting that perhaps geography played a great role

in detemiining their patronage. For families on the other end of the financial specmm,
the idea of patronizing chains was less appealing in sectors like clothing, where the
cachet of buying fiom an independent outweighed any possible cost savings of chah
patronage.
Not d l retailers were willing to leave it to the consumer to select which type of
store organization was preferable. Some smaller shopkeepers argued that the way to
compete would be to educate the public about the cost to local institutions if people
patronized chahs. AIthough they might enjoy Iower prices in the short term by
patronizing the chains, consumers wouid ultimately contribute to the demise of theïr own
cornmunities. The editor of the Michigan Tradesman argued that while the independent
kept bank deposits in the community and invested locally,

The c h a h store, on the contrary, sen& the entire receipts of the store (less
rent and wages paid the store manager and his clerk) to the headquarters of
the chain system in Detroit or elsewhere, to be immediately transferred to
New York, where they are absorbed by high pnced executives and clerks
and divided among the greedy stockholders of the organization. This
steady Stream of money, constantly flowing out of town every week, never

Advertising NATMA) BdIetin, 193 1 Senes, no. 4, 25.

to return, must ultimately result in the complete impoverishment of the
comnunity. It is a process of slow but sure starvation?
This Stream of money was understood to flow only one way; it was assumed that the
absentee executives and rapacious stockholders had little incentive to reinvest back in the
towns and smaller cities which were home to c h a h branches. Any consumer who
patronized the chah store instead of the regular merchant was thuç "placing an embargo
on the M e r progress of his comrnunity" by contributing to business stagnation and
lowered property values.42 By making the public aware of the consequences of their
buying habits, the editor argued, merchants could encourage civic-minded consumers to
avoid chain stores and waive any personal short-term savings which might have negative
long-term consequences for their home towns.

In a Ml-page ad in the Rochester Democrat & Chronicle, Buttenck, publishers of
national magazines including The Delineator and Everybodv's Magazine, offered another
way for independents to "fight fire with fire": by seiling national brands." Historians of
marketing have often described the emergence of national brands as part of a
41
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given before the Iowa Association of Economists and Sociologists, May 10, 1929,
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transformation which stripped small retailers of their power. In this view, independent
merchants were under seige fkom both chain stores and national manufacturers who
wanted to erode their power in the local market Susan S~asser,for example, argues that
brand narnes undemiined the discretionary power of the small retailer at the point of sale:

[SmalI retailers] couid attempt to respond to the mass merchandisers' low
prices by substituthg private brands or brands. But more and more of
their customers asked for Ivory soap and Baker's cocoa; national
advertisers were training them to "refuse ail substitutes." Against these
brands - and against the systematic methods that gave the mass retailers so
much power - independent merchants stood little chance?
David Monod similady argues that retailers lost influence in the min& of consumers
when goods became associated with the manufacturer, not the seller. Larger stores and
chains becarne "models to be emulated" because they knew how to promote the type of
image desired by national brand~.~'Nationally branded goods, in this view, worked to
the advantage of chain stores, whose bulk buying power allowed them to undercut the
independents. Yet for observers at the tirne, the relationship between independent stores
and branded goods was not so clearly antithetical.
Lnstead of seeing national brands as part of a revolution in distribution which
would spell the demise of the small store, independent merchants were encouraged by
manufacturers to view national brands as their allies in the battle against chains. Because
small retailers could not afford the large advertising budgets of the large chains, they
--
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should look to national manufacturers to do their advertising for them. Butterick argued
that stockùig national brands gave the small retailer support fiom these national
enterprises: "By selling trade-marked, standardized, nationally advertised goods, a
merchant c m ally himself with enormous aggregate manufacturing capital."46 A
moderately stocked grocery store could thus benefit fiom national advertising campaiwith budgets totally $50,000,000.Buttenck appropnated the "chah-link"metaphor and

applied it to the independent merchant, stating, "Even the smallest store may thus become
one of a chain protected by this national barrage fire."47
Buttenck clearly had its own reasons to encourage merchants to stock brand-name
goods: national manufacturers bought sizeable ad space in the company's mass-market
periodicals. Further, there was no love lost between chains like A&P and some national
brands: in the 1910s, a series of lawsuits had pitted grocery c h a h that sold items for
less than their nationally advertised prices against manufacturers who refused to sell to
them." Butterick may have thought it had found a solution that pleased manufacturers

and independents alike: m d a c t u r e r s would be happy to sell to independents who could
not afford to price-cut, and smaller stores would appreciate the ad expenditures for goods
they kept in stock.
-
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Department stores, as well, were encouraged to capitalize on the power of the
national advertiser. For example, in 1936 the DW Goods Merchant touted the sale of

"knownlines" and nationally advertised brands as one strategy for smaller stores facing
cornpetition fiom chains and mail-order merchants."

By 1940 the relationship between

retailing chains and national brands would shift: new-style supermarkets came ro rely
exclusively on branded and nationaliy advertised g o o d ~ .It~is important to note,
however, that smaller merchants in the 1920s and 1930s did not automatically see the
national brands as harbingers of a new era in retaihg which would erode their power.

They instead envisioned branded goods as possible allies and hoped to hamess the clout
of national manufacturers for their own benefit. That this development made the store
into "a kind of promotional mechanism, a S

O of
~

fiee-standing coroliary to the newspaper

ad and the sales catalogue," as Monod notes, may have indeed been the case." Yet

perhaps small store owners at the time envisioned this as a new alliance, one that would
give them access to a Ievel of public attention they had not previously enjoyed. A
shopkeeper who tapped into, Say, a national campaign for Aunt Jernima pancake mix by
using a promotional card in his shop window may have been relinquishing his ability to
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substitute other brands for that particular product.s2 But he was also identifjmg himself

as a "repuatable dealer" of the product, and rnight even be featured in local
advertisements by the manufacturer.

Although initiaiiy optimistic about their ability to compete with the chains, by the
mid-thirties, many independent merchants were less sure of their place in the retailing
pecking order. Articles in the Merchants Trade Journal about chain stores took on a
decidedly more pessimistic tone. A series of pieces in 1934, entitled "The Independent
Does Not Need to Surrender," highlighted the ways in which the independents should
study the factors which led to chain store success. The headline suggests the seige
mentality of many independents. Standardization of pnce lines, studies of local and
comrnUILity buying and lowering of markups allowed chah stores to take customers away
fkom department stores. In departments like notions, shoes, hosiery and lingerie, chain
stores rnanaged to suck away business.53 In 1934, author H.L.Post warned beleaguered
merchants that the "Whoopee Era" of 1914 - 1929 had lulled them into a fdse sense of
security. During the boom times, an orgy of consumer spending had encouraged
merchants to expand or to specialize in higher-priced goods because the middle and upper
classes were spending fkeely. The next phase of this boom was a migration of shoppers
to other cities: "The upper middle and nch consumer in village, town, and city began to
52
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migrate to the next larger center to buy. No longer was he or she satisfied with the
assortments offered in home-tom stores." In Post's view, stores in towns and mediumsized cities stocked higher-priced goods in an effort to hold onto the trade and "forgot al1
about the old staple profit producers." New buyers had become accustomed to shopping
for the wealthy, not the ever-elusive "average consumer.""
The key to the chains' success, in his view, was their ability to recognize both the
needs of the rich and those of the broader masses. Undercutting the independents in pnce

in key departments (notions, hosiery), the chains lured customers away. Efforts to
combat the trend through special sales events ofien backfired, as "Mrs. Consumer . . .
soon discovered that many of these sales items were the same values she could get ali the

tirne at the chains." Superficial remedies like the installation of new store fixtures or the
creation of new departments often failed to stop the slippage. Again, systematization
seemed the answer. With this in minci, Post argued that perhaps intense competition
would in the end be for the benefit of the small stores. Only those which adapted would
survive. He argueci, "1 am of the opinion that all will be forced to recognize the
simpkity of chain store operation and cut many wastekl services and do more efficient
merchandising and promotion." Post advised merchants in smaller stores to think long

and hard about the remaining buying power in their communities. Were there "enough
people with money left in the cornmunity to suppon a main and upstairs floor,

187
merchandised to higher quality ranges," or would it be better to include average or lowerpriced lines?''
Still, even at the height of cornpetition with the chains, Post pointed out some
advantages enjoyed by the independent merchants The fact that these stores were run by
home-town merchants not only pieased local custorners, but allowed managers of
independent stores to have a much better sense of local demand than a chab store
manager who relied on marketing idormation supplied by the chain headquarters. Post
also believed that the personnel at the independent store was of higher quality than in the
chah, as workers have been "treated more fairly and will work harder for a comeback""

He prescnbed a complete rethinking of the store policies, with advertisements geared to
tell the public that this was a "reorganization" rather than simply another liq~idation.'~
Stores had to keep up with the newest innovations, to beat the chains at their own game
whiie still retaining the elusive status of the "independent."

Yet part of the confusion over the appropriate response of independent merchants

to the "chain store problem" lay in the very definition of the c h a h The National
Association of Teachers of Marketing and Advertising had an ongoing debate in the
pages of their Bulletin over whether voluntary chain stores, that is, stores which came
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together with a wholesaler to enjoy "chain" benefits like group buying, could still be
considered "independent" merchants. A "Commitiee on Definitions" was stmck in the
early 1930s to discuss how members of a "voluntaqchain" differed fiom branches in a
chain store and reported an even division of opinion on the matter? Edrnund McGarry,

an economist at the University of Buffalo's Bureau of Business and Social Research, also
explored the issue. The US.Bureau of the C e m u collected data on retail chains in 1929,
1933, and 1935 and designated any organization with four or more units to be a chainSg

In contrast, the Federal Trade Commission used two uni& as the point of demarcation
between independents and chains, provided that both uni& were centrally owned and
carried substantidly similar lines of merchandise? This lack of clarity allowed some
stores to stress chain-store attributes when advertising low prices, for example, while
maintainhg the positive moral connotations of "independent" statu.

The Independent Grocer's Alliance was one such organization. The hundreds of
ICA stores which dotted cities across the nation, including upstate New York, based their

very name on the concept of the independent merchant. The Alliance was fmt formed in
Poughkeepsie, New York, in August of 1926, when seventy-six retailers joined with a
wholesaler to form a CO-operativegroup. Their purpose was to elimulate price-

5 8 " ~ e p oon
a the Cornmittee on Definitions," NATMA Bulletin, 1933 Series, no. 4
(November 1933): 2-3.
and Nolen, Chain Store Problem,

cornpetition with chah stores and maximize collective buying power.61 IGA founder J.

Frank Grimes was an outspoken critic of the chah store movement and defended the
rights of the independent merchant in almost mystical terms. At an address to the
Advertising-Selling League of Omaha, Nebraska, Grimes played up the spectre of
faceless, absentee bureaucrats associated with the chains:

1 Say to you that if the c h a i .stores start in the state of Nebraska until they
cover every avenue of retail endeavor, 1 Say to you that Omaha will suffer,
and it will suffer severely. There must remain always the individual in
business, because big business in the retail field cannot understand what
the cities like Omaha need. It cannot understand it. Men, sitting back,
managing these big corporations in the eastern States, with no intimate
knowledge of what this temtory needs, send out their stores here to break
down the individual in business; they don? understand what the West or
any other part of the country needs, or how it really Iives or how it e x i d 2
Grimes admonished his audience that the nation was at a crossroads in retailing history.
The time was at hand to detennine, "Shall America cease to be a country of proprietors,
or shall it become a country of c l e r k ~ ? "In~ his
~ view, the chains were commercial
despots with little stake in the communities in which stores were located. Although the
chain organizations were technically legal, he argued, their natural tendency was to
encourage the concentration of wealth and as such they threatened American traditions of
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initiative and self-relian~e.~
Newspaper a& in Buffalo presented the IGA propnetor as
responsible to the customer alone and thus "fiee to select the foods you wish." The
customer was his "one and only boss. "65
Yet in some ways the proprietors of Grimes' own IGA branches were more like
franchise managers than independent merchants. IGA store proprietors, or members,
shared a cornmon logo to help customer identification and make possible group
advertising by the wholesaler for the retailers. By 1929 the IGA had developed its own
label for goods. Members paid a weekly charge (about $3.50 during the 1930s) for
advertising and store management advice. New recruits were advised of ways to renovate
or modemize their stores and began subscriptions to the company's monthly house organ
and weekly merchandising bulletin. All promotionai materials were coordinated by the
head office, inciuding window displays, newspaper ads and direct mail flyers.
Al1 stores, of course, carried the IGA brand label, and some IGA wholesalers

required quotas for the amount of merchandise to be purchased each month by a
particular store? All stores were to be self-service operations (a relatively new
phenomenon in the twenties), in order to maintah the organization's image of rnodemity
"~ationalWholesale Grocers' Association of the United States, "Amerka Chained or
Unchained," Cpamphlet] New York, n-d., McGarry Papers 27E455, Box 2, FoIder "Chain
stores - correspondence and clippings 1928-1929," UBA.

"perry O. Snider, Northwestem University, "The Independent Grocers' Alliance of
Amenca," NATMA Bulletin, 1934 Series, no. 3 (November 1934): 4,6, 14.
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and efficiency. One of the few seMces not provided by national headquarters was the
negotiation of orders for manufacturer's nationally advertised brands. While the branches
c o d d enjoy special deais on IGA-brand goods, they had to negotiate wiîh the wholesalers
of other national labels on their owm6'
A similar type of alliance of independent retailers was the linking of independent

druggists under the McKesson Service symbol. In a large 1929 ad in the Buffalo Evening
News, McKesson listed "10 reasons why millions of people prefer to buy at the
Independent Druggst's," including not oniy cornpetitive prices, extended operating hours

and delivery service, but also factors which called into question the character of the chah
h g store. By declaring that the independent dnig store "gives that special senrice which

is obtainable only fkom men who own their own store," the ad invoked Grimes' prophecy

of a "country of clerks" who did not control their own destinies and were thus less
motivated to please the customer. Another reason for patronizing the independent
druggist was that "You can send your children shopping there with perfect peace of
mind," suggesting that the fiendly local druggist would look out for children in a way
that the faceless, bureaumatic chain could not. Finally, the McKesson ad boasted that
most independent stores offered charge account service, implying that chains were not
willing to extend the same sort of trust to the consumer.68
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For their part, owners of bona fide chain operations iooked on the voluntary
organizations with skepticism- Godfrey Lebhar, editor of Chain Store A E ~compared
,
the
volmtary chain where unit stores had "the right to do as they like" to a military operation
which lacked discipline. In his view, one of the big challenges of the regular chah
operation was to get its managers to follow ail directions fkom the head office without
fail. Lebhar assumed that "owner-managers" might prove even more resistant to
directives fiom on high. VoIuntary c h a h often lacked any sort of discipline structure to
enforce prices, for exampIe. O d y when the orner-manager of branch units were
convinced to "surrender their independence entirely so far as the operation of their stores
went" did Lebhar feel that the voluntary chain stood a chance in cornpetition with more
centralized business organizations."
Another wrinkle in the definition of chain stores was the existence of regional
chains, often concentrated in one city. At what point did the successful independent
merchant who was able to open up a few more branches in his home town becorne part of
the "chain store menace," usuaily associated with faceless bureaucrats located in distant
centres? The answer, of course, is that few stores could be neatly classified as purely
"independent" or "chain" and no store w u , or wodd want to be, completely local.
Defenders of the chains pointed out that the owner of a chah store was simply a
businessman who had started off small and through hard work and perseverence had
developed a large, successful enterprise. Instead of regarding chains as an aberration,
"CSA, 3 no. 5 (May, 1927): 72.

they urged consumers to recognize these stores as part of the natural evolution of
American business. In 1926, the Chain Store Manaeer argued,
T H I S IS THE REAL CHAIN STORE GXANT as he actually lives and
works. He started out in Iife as a small merchant with one store. Every
chab of grocery stores now in existence comnienced with one store and
fiom the original store the progressive merchant eniarged his field of
activities to serve more people. So the chain store giant is KLTMAN. He
is not a bom monstrosity, but has naturally developed into his present
~ize.~O

In a similar vein, in a 1931 issue of The Rotarian, one chain store defender presented the
fable of John Jones, a hard-working grocery store operator who finds that he cannot

enlarge his present store in his home town. Insteaà, John buys out the store of his
neighbour Jim Smith in the next town, puts his best assistant in charge to run it, and fin&
himself suddenly the owner of a chain store ~ystem.~'
To castigate him for being a "chain
store dealer," it was implied, was to punish him for working hard and succeeding. The
alternative was to reward the unindustrious and unscientific. Sure enough, the founder of
the Hart grocery chah took diis line of attack in an article in Chain Store Age. He argued

that many grocery businesses were started by the type of individuai who had "failed to
make good as a railroad man or a fanner or a bookkeeper or a carpenter" and so had little
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ability or howledge in the grocery business. Thankfully, in his view, this was changing
so that stores were no longer inefficiently nin and badly stocked."
In an address about the social and econornic aspects of chain stores, Professor
James L. Palmer of the Marketing Department at the University of Chicago rejected the
notion that any retailer could be purely locally based and still remain competitive. He
argued that it was unredistic for consumers to thuik that they could find a way to spend
money that kept it in the cornmunïty. Even if they patronized local merchants, consumers
inevitably would buy products rnanufactured in other cities. He argued, "The Battle
Creek cereal manufacturer and Detroit automobile manufacturer rake money out of the
cornmunis. just as does the chah store ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n .A" ~car from Detroit could be sold
much more inexpensively than one from a small local Company; consumers who did not
take advantage of this were simply being foolish. Palmer also discounted much of the
cnticism that c h a h stores underrnined local civic spirit.

Because they originally

developed in larger cities which lacked "the community Iife which characterizes the small
t o m " the notion that the chains negatively af5ected social organization was in his view
doubtful. He felt that îrading relationships in larger cities had already become
"depersonalied" before the advent of die chains."

Finally, Palmer contended that

although c h a h stores might drive some local independents out of business, in the end
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their presence would result in a stabilization of the retail trade structure and the reduction

of risk, for only competent stores would sunive. This increased cornpetition would
benefit local consumers

Chain branches, although certaidy controlled from without, tried to cultivate Local
community goodwill through charity gestures. They also emphasized how chain stores
could bring employrnent and other benefits to the cornmunity. When Walgreens dnig
stores opened its first branch in Rochester in 1936, newspaper ad copy stressed that the

"LABOROF CITY BUILT STORE"and listed the local concems that had been involved
in the building's constru~tion.'~While their management might be parachuted in from
elsewhere, chahs often employed local workers and thus could lay claim to some
corll~~lunity
feeling. S e m boasted that it was Company policy to hire area people to work

in its retail stores. This was good for business, a store executive argued, for two reasons:
One is that it is in harmony with Sears' desire to do everything it can to
help in the development of those communities in which its stores are
established. This desire is apparent also in the company's effort to stock
its retail store with merchandise purchased fkom manufacturing sources
within the community.
And the second reason for employing local residents is simply
because a local person c m do a much better job in a Sears store in Buffalo
than a clerk of equal ability from outside. No one else could possibly
know the folks of this community better; could understand their needs so

readily. It is apparent from this that we find hiring a local personnel good
business. 76

In ads and statements to the press upon the opening of a new store in Buffalo, Sears went
to great lengths to emphasize its cornmitment to "hiring local."

In one sense, however, this emphasis on local pride was perhaps disingenuous: it
made financial sense for Waigreens or Sears to use local labour in the building and

staffing of their stores. It would have been a sizeable and unnecessary expense to move
workers into the area. Although a few management positions might have required
extensive Company training,many local people would already have possessed the skills
required for jobs in construction or sales. By claiming to have "chosen" local workers,
these concems could maice a play for comrnunity goodwill. tt is debatable whether there
really was a choice to be made.
A similar use of the idea of "choice" fianied the discussion of the new stores

opened by Loblaws grocery chah. Loblaws originated in Canada, and fïrst expanded
across the border to Niagara Falls, and then to the Buffalo area by 1925. Newspaper ad
copy regularly emphasized the investment that Loblaws was making in the community.
A 1931 Buffalo newspaper spread prornised, "Loblaws believe [sic] in Buffalo," and thus

earned and spent money in the community.

It is a constant endeavor of LobIaw groceterias, to share with their
customen in Buffalo and the municipalities in which they operate, the
profits accruhg fiom their business. Loblaws take pride in the fact that
14 June
~
1938,
~
Industry
~
in Buffalo and the Niasara Frontier, Vol. 4,322, Vol.
4, BECPL.
7
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they are contributing to the success of Buffalo as a city, by the very
substantiai invesbnent represented in the new Loblaw warehouse. In
addition to this, many thousands of dollars have been spent with Buffalo
workmen, in the erection of stores. Thousands of dollars are paid out
monthly in Taxes and Store Rentals."
By suggesting that Loblaws stores were choosing to spend money in Buffalo and
disregarding the fact that taxes and rent were not choices to be made but sMply the cost
of doing business for both independents and chains, the campaign subtly counteracted
criticism that the chah stores did nothing but siphon money away from the community.
The W.T. Grant company, which originated in Lynn, Massachsetts, in 1906 and
operated almost 500 stores coast to coast by 1939, drew attention to its use of steel from
the Buffalo and Lackawanna plants of the Bethlehem Steel Company in the construction
of its newest Buffalo store. A 1939 newspaper article about the store opening higfiiighted
the advantages that the company was bringing to the cornmunity.
Last year, the W. T. Grant Company bought $200,000 worth of
merchandise made in the City of Buffalo. This merchandise was sold not
only in Grant stores in Buffalo, but in many other Grant stores throughout
the counq. In other ways, too, the Grant organization makes important
contributions to Buffalo prospenty. For instance, last year more than
$200,000 was paid in salaries to their own employes in this city. In
addition, $50,000 was paid by Grant's for local and state taxes, and
$266,000 was spent locally for rent and miscellaneous exPenses.'*
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BEN, Inter-Urban Edition, 8 June 1931, 17. The company referred to its stores in the
plural - thus instead of saying "Loblaws takes pnde in Buffalo" (with Loblaws as the
company narne, as is more conventional in ads today) it would state "Loblaws [the stores]
take pnde in Buffalo." Wegmans of Rochester also fi-equentlyused this construction.
'*"~rant'snew store open to public today," BCE, 1 November 1939, Industrv in
Bufldo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol 4., 360, BFCPL.
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Again, any money spent by the Company was held up as "proof' of local feeling, even

expenditures like rent, salaries, and taxes, which one could argue were by definition local
expenses and could not be spent in any other way.
For their part, independent stores, while strenuously asserting their "mom-andpop" nature during the interwar years were changing to remain competitive. Rochester

consumers enjoyed the buying power of a number of area-based grocery operations The

Hart chah stands as a good example of the "local chain" phenomenon. Founded in 1917,
by the late 1920s the organization operated close to a hundred stores in the Rochester
area, while maintaining in promotional materials that it "served Rochesterians" in a way
that other grocenes like the A. & P. did net?' On the one hand, the Hart stores seerned to
embody the new trends in chain merchandising: large-scale buying, centralized
distribution, coordinated weekiy specials and self-service convenience. But at the same
Mie, the Hart chain took pains to emphasize its local character, and the fact that it had
adopted these innovations only to better serve the Rochester customer. Hart's ad copy
boasted,
We have forced competitive chain organizations to sel1 their products
cheaper in Rochester than in any city in the counw. Our success is a
aiumph for the housewives of Ro~hester.~'

For a bnef o v e ~ e w
of the origins of the Hart chain, see Stuart E. Rosenberg, The Jewish
C o m m u n i ~in Rochester. 1843-1925 Wew York: Columbia University Press, 1954) 161162.
'%D&c, 2 1 November 1923,19.

The ad also pointed out that customers in Buffalo, a larger city, actually paid higher
grocery prices than their Rochester counterparts. Elimination of overhead costs like
expensive fixtutes and delivery service allowed Hart's to keep pices cornpetitive. The
stores also had their own premiurn system of coupons to encourage customer loyalty, not
to one particular branch, but to the Ha.rt organization itself.

The Hart chah also based its success on its abiliiy to provide branded goods. The
founder of the Company argued that it was against store policy to offer private label items.

He contended that substitution of private labels for requested brand-name items did little
except to annoy customers and eventualIy drive them away.
We still stick to standard, nationally-advertised brands. We have never
handled a product bearing an exclusively Hart label and probably never
will. 1believe that the slight extra profit to be had on most private brands
is much more than offset by the sales assistance and by the irritation to
customers in having something sold to them which they do not h o w
about but which is represented as being "jutas good."*'

The stores were therefore "local successes" at handling nationally-advertised goods.
They saw no apparent contradiction in claiming "home-operated" status while
simultaneously selling branded items which were anything but local goods. The store's
ownership was what quaiified it for "home" status.
The Wegman grocery stores also drew this distinction between the locally-owned

chain and the branches of a national outfit. Declaring that its outlets served the Rochester

trading area exclusively, ads ûumpeted the close attention to local needs provided by

"CSA, July, 1927,40.
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their company. The customer enjoyed lower pnces, for there was "No red-tape and
chain-store detail at Wegmans. No long-distance arm-chair executives to support in other
cities."" Advertising for Wegrnans emphasized its "home-operated" status, arguing that
the stores' use of strictly local personnel elimuiated "costly district supervisors and a wide
variety of executives and other 'long-distance' expenses" passed on to the consumer by
national c h a i n ~ .Instead,
~~
dollars spent at the stores "corne back home to you, because

Wegmans, in tum,spend them right here in ~ochester."'
The S.M. Flickinger organization, with grocery stores covering Western New
York and Northwestern Pennsylvania, was another regionai c h a h which claimed to
provide the benefits of CO-operativeoperation, while clinging to independent statuS.
Company fonder S.M. Flickinger proclaimed a "revolution" in chain grocery store
merchandising. He noted that the Flickinger manager was required to invest capital in his
store, and thus became a part owner and received a majority of the net profits of his store.
This qualification made the manager "in fact, a real merchant, instead of an ernployee."85
His personal stake in the company would make a difference for consumers:

It is also true that the independent grocer, when he is at bis best, brings to
his business, because of his proprietorship, advantages in personality and
communi~interest which the chain store management cannot instil into
--

--

**RD&~,20 November 1936, 11.

8 3 R D & ~18
, December 1936,lg.
"RD&C, 20 November 1936, 1 1.

"BEN, I l November 1929, 13.

the average paid employee who becomes more or less of an automaton
under chain store ~ ~ e r a t i o n . ~ ~

In this manner, Flickinger was "Humanizing the Chain Store." With m a s buying power,
unifom standards and hi& tunover of merchandise, Flickinger stores combined
"modem" selling with the c h m of the "old-tirne" grocer.
The Flickinger organization also developed a new hybnd of subsidiq stores. In
addition to operating 3 10 stores under the Flickinger name, it was in charge of the Red &
White grocery chain, which was intended to be "a cross between the chah store merchant
and the independent gr~cer."~'The 250 Red & White grocers were former independents
who at one tirne had been wholesale customers of the Flickinger company. Red & White
grocers sold the sarne pnvate label goods as the Flickinger stores, bought dry grocenes
fiom a Flickinger distributor, and painted their stores in standard colours. They received
advice on layout, shelving and fixtures, monthly advice on bookkeeping and other
management ideas, and an annual audit which allowed each store owner access to "full
information as to prices charged by the Flickinger company to its chain stores." Al1
stores were to operate on a cash-and-carry plan, eliminating the discretion of the
individual merchant in offering credit. By becoming part of the Red & White plan, a

grocer gained a gwrantee that he would receive al1 merchandise carried in stock at the
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same price as the Flickuiger company charged its own chah stores.88 The company
boasted that it avoided problems fmding good personnel because iîs managers each had a
persona1 investment in their stores, having formerIy owned them.
Red & White cut costs by eliminating the need for many jobbers. They smick
deals with a few manufacturers and ordered in large quantities. Producers of name-brand
products were contracted to make similar lines under the "Serv-us" name. A price per
unit under the cost of the name-brand good was determined, and al1 m i t s of the Red &
White organization would stock the goods. In this way, the organization "controlled its

own brands" and was not at the mercy of the m d a c t u r e r s of advertised brands. Instead
of sending salesmen to each individual merchant to bargain, the Red & White plan
enabled a few jobbers to cover large arnounts of temtory. Manufacturers, in tum, agreed
to this plan because their selling expenses were eliminated, except for a small brokerage
fee which went to the Red & White corporation. Eventually, another line of in-house
brands was adopted: "Serv-us"remained the line of hi& quality, comparable to
advertised brands, while the "Red & White Brand" represented "good wholesome food at
popular pnces.
Flickinger took pains to earn goodwill not just from the patrons of independent
grocers but from the merchants themselves. The company offered to buy out independent
grocers who were their wholesale customers and if refbsed, agreed not to locate one of
"Md., 12.
"CSA, Decernber 1928,32.
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their chain stores within two blocks' distance (this was the opposite strategy of most
which opened up in direct competition with neighbourhood grocers). As a result,

ch-,

they boasted, "this brought us good will and left a good impression in the mind of the
retail t ~ i d e . "Store
~ ~ managers who did join the Red & White organization not only
gained a promise that the Flickinger company would not operate another grocery branch

in direct competition, they might even be given the edge over a particular trading area.
President S. M. Flickinger noted, "For instance, in a village of a few hundreà, the grocer
is given a monopoly." By creating the Red & White chain, the Flickinger company was

"Takingthe Independent into the Fold,lrorganizing separate grocers under centralized
control and converting "troublesome competition into helpful CO-~peration."~'
Despite this language of harmony and aitruism, the Flickinger company had good
economic reasons for getting the independent merchants on side. The Red & White plan
offered the Flickuiger Company an increased number of retaii outlets for wholesaling,
even in territones which seemed to have reached the saturation point in t e m s of
Flickinger store locations. Red & White stores were typically located in smaller cities
and t o m s in western New York and northem Pennsylvania. The subsidiary chah also
increased exposure for Flickinger private-label goods. Flickinger was thus able to
capitalize on the benefits of "independent" statu while h

g a highly centralized

business organization. The Red & White was not the only "hybnd" organization of
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grocers in operation in the U.S.in the late 1920s. Chain Store Age described the
Chicago-area Royal Blue Stores as another "so-called independent chah," a loose
organization where participating stores paid a membership fee and gained consolidated
buying power." Both the Royal Blue and Red & White chains were iniaally centred in a
specific region, although by 1928 the Red & White had successfully expanded not only
outside of New York and Pennsylvania but h t o Canada as well.
The advantages of independent proprietorship were also outlined in ad campaigns
for the Danahy-Faxon chah of "Home Operated Stores." By drawing an implicit
cornparison with chain store managers who had no personal investment in their business,

Danahy-Faxonmen were said to serve in the

of, and for the rewards of

'PROPRIETORSHLP."'Every store manager and many assistants were parmers in the
business, and Danahy-Faxon suggested that this associated ownenhip encouraged "a

more sincere desire to please y~u."93Other types of businesses besides traditional
merchants used the language of the independent proprietor. In 1931, the Texaco gasoline
corporation placed an ad in the Buffalo encouraging rnotorists to "Spend
Your Money With The Man who Spends His Here." Describing al1 dealers of Texaco
gasoline as independents, who "spend their moaey in the community where they earn if"

-

-

'*CSA, February 1928,21.
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1931,57.

the ad suggested that patronking a Texaco dealer was a way of doing a "good turn" for

the local area."

Chain stores attempted to put a different spin on the idea o f keeping money in the
local cornmunity. A&P ads in the Buffalo press introduced the notion of "homing
pennies," which provided benefits not to the comunity but to the individual consumer.
There's an A&P store close to your house as we could possibly put it. It's
selling the best food at pnces that allow hundreds of dollars in penny
savings to find their way back to the homes of its customers every year.
That's what we mean by Homing Pennies - the money you Save, which
returns home with you in your purse after shopping at A&P. And, once
there, it's money that really stays at home - at your home.''
By relating to individuals, not co~z111iunities~
A&P effectively took the notion of "local
loyaity" one step fûrther - consumers were to look out for the interests not of their home
t o m s but their actual households. A&P argued that this money "really stays at home" in
the pocket of the consumerydeflating the appeals of local merchants to play upon "home
store" loyalty.

The arnount of energy used by retailers and industry observers in studying the
chain store phenomenon during the 1920s and 1930s suggests that the chains touched a
nerve for many merchants fearfd of new forms of competition. Did the chains warrant
this attention? Were they becoming a threat in this penod? Even within the grocery
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"BEN, Home Edition, 15 June 1931,3.

industry, the sector most inundated with chain cornpetition, chain branches did not form
the majority of stores. By 1927, only about 15% (or 376) of Buffalo's 2,673 grocery
stores were chain branches. Of these, 295 were part of six local chains. O d y two
national chains operated in the area. Chain stores made up 19% of the 1,549 grocery
stores in Rochester. The city had three local chains, operating a total of 131 stores. Other
c h a h operated an additional 163 stores. Chain stores made up only 19% of the total
number of stores in the ~ i t y . ' ~
These figures do not tell the whole story, however, for it was not the number of
stores which mattered but the share of the market they were gaining. Chain branches
tended to be larger and dominate a trading area. In tenns of market share, their impact

was much greater. The grocery trade in Buffalo can serve as an example of this tendency.
In 1929, chain stores numbered only 355, but made 42.8% of the total grocery sales in the
city, averaging $54,259.96 in annual sales. Independents were far more numerous, with
1,609 stores, but averaged $15,975-27in annuai sales. Chain stores averaged $54,259.96

in sales in the same year." In the period fiom 1929 to 1933, chain store business dropped
by 15% but independents suffered even more dramatically. Chain stores took in 53% of
the city's total sales. By 1933, the independents had made something of a comeback, and

96Allfigures h m the J. Walter Thom~sonNews Bulletin, September 1927,9, 11.
"Edmund D. McGarry, "The Strucîure and Stability of Retail Trade in Buffalo 1929,
1933 and 1935 - Grocery Stores." SS: Supplement 14 no. 7A (March 1939): 2. Table 1:
Independent and Chain Grocery Stores and Sales 1929, 1933 and 1935, Total sales for
independents in 1929 was $25,704,206, compared with $19,262,287for chain branches.
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chah store sales went back d o m to 48% of the total sales in the city. Still, total chain
store sales during this penod remained virtually unchanged, despite the fact that the
actual number of chain store units actually decreased. In 1935,320 chain store branches
averaged $54,760.43 while independents averaged $10,600.1 O?' Clearly, each chain
store branch could do a volume of business equai to that of a number of independent
stores.
The impact of chain branches on department stores is somewhat harder to guage.
While departments which featured 10wer-cost merchandise (for example, hosiery or nail
polish) might face stiff competition fkom five-and-dime chah branches, others were for
the most part able to retain customers, paaicularly in selling goods where style or quality
was emphasized more than price (shoes, women's clothing, men's suits). An observer in

the Drv Goods Merchants Trade Journal asserted that certain departments were put in
jeopardy by chah variety stores like Kresge's and Woolworth's.

Chain variety stores literally stole the notion business fiom many
department stores. . . . Chain shoe stores, hosiery and lingerie shops, chain
ready-to-wear stores and generd dry goods and department store chains
slowly but surely took a nibble here and a bite there out of the popular and
medium priced business of many independents until their once healthy
businesses began to show w e a k n e s ~ . ~ ~
98

%id. Total grocery sales for chain stores in the city in 1933 were $l6,325,3 11 in 357
chain store branches, compared with $16,428,193 in 1935 for 320 chain store branches.
The total sales for independent stores went fkorn $14,470,205 in 1933 to $l7,63 8,56 1 in
1935. There were 1,449 independent grocers in Buffalo in 1933, compared with 1,664 in
1935.

%.L. Post, "The Independent Need Not Surrender," Third of a series,
1934,27.
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Other types of purchases, however, were Iess susceptible to chah cornpetition. A 1931

survey conducted by the National Association of Teachers of Marketing and Advertising
tried to detennine which products consumers would purchase fkom chains and why.
Families in higher income brackets (those making over $5000) reported that 100% of
their purchases of men's and women's clothing were made at independent stores, no doubt
reflecting the fact that most c h a h handled lower-pnced goods. Despite the fact that
39.6% of lower-income families (those with incomes under $1 500) reported that they

"favored chahs" for men's clothing, over 82% of purchases of men's suits came fiom
independendm The survey reached the general conclusion that "the percentages of the
consumers favoring and buying fiom the chains decrease as their incomes increase," yet
even within the poorer income classes, independent clothing retailers enjoyed the
advantage. Further, a sizeable percentage of the midàIe-income groups reported shopping
at both independents and chains, suggesting that for some items chains offered better
prices, but consumers still patronized independents for some iypes of purchases.lO'

'%ATMA Bulletin, 1931 Series, no. 4 (October 1931): 22. Table Vm: Consumers'
Attitude Toward Chain and Independent Stores.
''%id., quote on p. 22. Over 25% of families in the $1500 - 2500 income group
reported that they shopped at both independents and chains for men's and women's
clothing. 22.8% of the sarne group reported that they shopped at both for groceries, as
did 34.5% of those in the $2500 - 5000 group.
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In the late 1920s, independents trïed new means to sway public opinion against
the chain stores.lo2 In radio broadcasts, pamphlets and editorials, anti-chah activists used
the power of the mass media to spread the view that the chains posed a threat to
traditional values and the American way of life. Sentiment against chains ran so high that
hudulent anti-chain associations were able to solicit donations fkom small retailers
"ostensibly to go into a fighting fund against chain stores but in reality used to enrich the
prornoter~."'~~
Defenders of the chains wamed of "Anti-ChainBolsheviks," whose
propaganda was breaking out like a "severe rash in every part of the ~ o u n t r y . " 'By
~ the
mid 1930s, the "chain store problem" would be a source of heated debate in trade
publications and legislatures across the nation. States experimented with speciai chah
store t a . legislation, which steeply increased taxes for every additional unit beyond a

'"sec Jonathan Bean's brief account of anti-chah store activists like W.K. Henderson,
of Louisiana, who used the radio and a fleet of "Minute Men" to bring the public's
attention to the abuses of the c h a h store. Bean, Bevond the Broker State, 27-3 1. For an
intriguing account of one city's efforts to rout the chains, see David A. Horowitz, "The
Crusade against Chain Stores: Portland's Independent Merchants, 1928 - 1935," Oregon
Historïcal Ouarterlv, (Winter 1988) 341-67. Horowitz argues that Portland's independent
merchants were "able to use populist themes to further thei specific economic interests,"
combining "rational and quixotic approaches" to the problems they faced. (363)
103"~raudulent
Anti-Chain Associations," Better Business 3 no. 8 (Apnl 15, 1WO),
Issued Semi-monthly by the Bureau of Business and Govenunent Research, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colo., McGany Papers, Box 2, Folder "Chain stores correspondence and cIippings, 1928-1929," UBA.

'('"CSM,3 no. 3 (March, 1927): 5.

retailer's initial store.'0s The federal govemment aiso got involved in legislation to aid the
independent merchant, in the form of the Robinson-Patman Bill. The bill prohibited
manufacturers from discnminating in price between different purchasers of goods. In
other words, it was supposed to prevent chains fkom enjoying "special" discounts from
manufacturers - not elirninating the chains, but levelling the playing field for smaller
businesses. 'O6
Despite these airns, many retailers viewed the legislation with skepticism. Arthur

Boreman, publisher of the Drv Goods Journal, uicluded the full text of the RobinsonPatman Bill for his readers and provided his own analysis. He argued that loopholes in
the bill would ailow c h a h to evade its provisions by buying factories and added that "if
this happens the independent merchant may be much worse off than he is

no^."'^^

Boreman had little faith in the ability of the governrnent to enforce the legislation and
predicted that as soon as the chains protested that the new law was causing them to raise
prices, consumers would revolt. He also cnticized the difise language of the bill, noting
that in his opinion, "almost any group of high school students could and would have

1 0 S ~ e aBevond
n,
the Broker State, 28. Not only States but even municipaiities passed
anti-chah store legislation. Portland, Oregon initiated the k t city tax on chah stores,
which was duplicated in other cities including Milwaukee, Knoxville, Louisville,
Phoenix, and Cleveland. The law was enforced until 1942. David A. Horowitz, "The
Crusade against Chain Stores," 359-363.
lo6~ean
Beyond
,
the Broker State, 33-34. Bean argues that the bill was supposed to
act as a "panacea for the ills afflicting smail business and the nation at large," and
appealed to rnany anti-chain activists.

'07"~he
Publisher's Page," DW Goods Journal,August 1936, 10.

21 1

prepared a more intelligently drawn, less inconsistent, less confùsing piece of
legislation.

l1

'O8

In the end, mmy of Boremanls fears proved well-founded. Historian Ellis Hawley
conchdes that despite the good intentions of the bill's sponsors, Robinson-Patrnan was
largely ineffective. Like other initial attempts at regdation in this area, it "tended ta
restrict production, prevent change, hold up prices, and bilk the c~nsumer."'~
Part of the
reason that the bill appeared inconsistent was that it included a number of amendments
from different groups, which added a number of qualifications to the prohibition of price
discrimination in the act.'" The Federal Trade Commission's enforcernent of RobinsonPatman was not overly harsh towards big business or the chahs, and instead officiais
decided to accept l'al1 good-faith efforts" by manufacturers to rneet the law's

'

requirements. l ' Far fkom acting as "The Magna Carta of Small Business," as it was
intended, Robinson-Patman ended up both hurting smaii business and imtating

'"

consumers.

1

%llis Hawley, The New Deal and the Problem of Mono~oly(Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1966)268.

" ' ~ e a n ,Bevond the Broker State, 39-40.

' 121bid.,62-5.
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Whatever the actual impact of chain stores on local business, evidence suggests
that the nse of chah stores certainly captured the imaginations of Western New York
retailers. Although the emergence of chah stores is often described from a national
perspective, the battle between chains and independents was waged at a local level. A
national perspective has caused many historians of retailing and marketing to assume a
seamless progression frorn small, backward-looking independents to centrally organized,
national chains. A doser look at changes "on the ground" reveals a much more complex
story. The very definition of terms like "independent" and "chain"proved highly
malleable in the han& of retail trade activists and store owners themselves.
Just as Buffalo and Rochester stores attempted to draw a distinction between

"local" interests and metropohtan competition, they drew upon the same language of
localism to suggest that c h a h nui by far-offbureaucracies were "foreign" interlopers
into the communtiy.' l3 Yet at the same time, many of these businesses were adopting
some of the strategies of the chains, including group buying, systemization, and other

'"~avidA. Horowitz acknowleges the tension between a reverence for "traditional"
values and "modem" management which characterized many independent merchants. He
argues that anti-chain store crusaders in Portland "embodied both rational and quixotic
approaches to the problems faced by the entrepreneur and independent middle class in
modem society." His emphasis on the "romantic rejection of corporate modernisrn" of
independent merchants goes a bit far. Independents were often quite willing to adopt
many of the business practices of the c h a h even as they protested their Uzlfairness. They
pursued a number of strategies to combat the chains, beyond seeking stabilization tfirough
the regdation of competition. David A. Horowitz, "Crusade against Chain Stores," 363.
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"modem"management techniques. In the face of tfiis new f o m of cornpetition,
independent merchants strenuously resisted the encroachment of chain retaiIers and
asserted their own place in the communities they served.
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C W T E R FOUR
The Demession and Local S~ending

"HOARDING IS NOT THRIFT'."
- J.N. Adam's newspaper ad, June, 1931
"Buffalo wornen are aiding recovery by shopping now."
- photo caption, Town Tidin~s,February 1934

In late sumnier of 193 1, nearly two years into the Great Depression, store owners
and business leaders in Buffalo decided that hard times had gone on long enough.
Something had to be done to improve economic conditions in their city. Despite its
diversified economy, Buffalo had experienced nsing unemployment and stagnant retail
sales. Merchants felt they had the solution: they declared "Buffalo Day," a special
occasion when retailers would offer drastic savings and hire 6,000 unemployed persons to
serve the needs of shoppers.' The idea behind the plan was to have a huge day of sales,
which would pump more money into the local economy and overcome the "psychological

banîer" to spending that many felt was the main thing keeping America in an economic
slump- The day would have a "camival"atmosphere, with a band concert, automobile
parade, baby beauty contest, dog show, and do11 display. Fesîivities were concentrated in

1

Lewis Lansky, "Buffalo and the Great Depression, 1929-1933," in Milton Plesur, ed.

An Arnerican Historian: Essays to Honor Selie Adler (Buffalo: State University of New
York at Buffalo, 1980), 207.

the downtown area, although other shopping districts throughout the city also planned
their own events2
Merchants redoubled their efforts to woo Western New Yorkers into Buffalo's
retail districts, buying pages of newspaper space to publicize new shipments of goods and
special savings. They decorated their stores in "official Buffalo Day colors," and
declared September 4 the "One Great All-Buffalo Bargain Day." Local institutions went
to great lengths in trying to mention the name of the city as much as possible in their
advertking. R. B. Adam boasted that as president of Adam, Meldnim & Anderson Co., a
"Buffalo store, owned and supported by Buffalonians - the AU-Buffalo Store that for
more than half a century has led the way," he was confident that 1932 would be a year of
prosperity "for Buffalo, for Buffalonians, for al1 who are interested enough to keep,
mainstay and uphold Buffalo as the Queen Ciîy of the ~akes."' Bing & Nathan furnitue
Mayor Charles E. Roesch
store featured a sketch of Buffalo City Hall in its ad~ertising.~
proclairned September 4 a day "to uphold Buffalo's reputation as a great shopping

'BEN, 26 August 193 1,23; "Buffalo Day Plans to be Made Friday - Mayor Roesch
Will Speak at Merchants' Session," BEN, 27 August 1931,30; "Stores Get Stocks in
Order as Buffalo Day Draws Near - Camival Spirit Runs High on Eve of Great
Cornmunity Selling Event," BEN, 3 September 1931, 1. Participants in a mass meeting
of Buffalo retailers included the Broadway-Fillmore Business Men's Association, the
North Main Citizens' Association, the North Park Association, the West Side Business
Men's Association, and the North Jefferson Business Men's Association among others.
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tenter."' In addition to retailers, other local businesses and services pitched in to help
with the success of the event. Bus fares within the city were towered for the day, and
designated parking lots also offered reduced rates. To encourage shoppers to "shop first"

and then go to the movies, the Shea Theatre chain advertised that it would feature
afternoon matinee prices throughout the evening, not only downtown but in al1
communïty moviehouses. Hotels offered fkee rooms from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m. to "bona
fide out-of-town shopping visitors" who needed a place to rest and regroup. Hotels and
restaurants displaying the "Buffalo Day" seal ofiered reduced prices on special menus6

The stov of BufTalo Day helps revise o u understanding of how local
communities grappled with the Depression. Because of the drarnatic developments of the

New Deal, the story of the early 1930s is ofien told in light of what came afkerwards. The
efforts of local cornmunities, when they are recognized, are seen as laying the
groundwork for the eventual development of the social welfare state. The arc of this
narrative begins with the notion that in co~~l~~lunities
across the United States, people
initially tried to solve the problems of the Depression privately, through voluntarism.
Despite the valiant efforts of private charities, soup kitchens and churches, however, these
forms of private relief were not enough to mitigate the srnering of the vast ranks of the
unemployed. Beguining in 1933, the federal government h a l l y stepped in to pick up

'BEN, 2 September 1931, 1.
6
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,
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where these private initiatives left off. Among the most ambitious and lasting programs
of the New Deal were relief programs like the Unemployment Relief Act and the Social
Security Act. For this reason, historians have tended to highlight those local initiatives in
the 1930s which seemed to be precurson to a federally-sponsored social safety net7

But as the story of Buffdo Day demonstrates, there was another dimension to
local responses to the Depression. At the same time as local charities were grappling
with diminishing relief resources, merchants and other business leaders in Western New

York were seeking local solutions to the crisis.* As it became apparent that Westem

7

For exarnple, Bonnie Fox Schwartz, "Unemployment Relief in Philadelphia, 19301932: A Study of the Depression's Impact on Voluntarism," in Bernard Stemher, ed.,
Hittinp Home: The Great Demession in Town and Countrv, (Chicago: Quacirangle
Books, 1970),60-84, highlights how the city's welfare leaders "made Philadelphia a
mode1 to other cities and fiiture inspiration for New Deal projects," despite the fact that
locai efforts at employment relief "completely failed by June 1932." (63) In the same
volume, David M. Katzman's "AM Arbor: Depression City," 47-59, similarly centres on
the efforts of private and municipal services to the poor and unemployed, including the
Family Welfare Bureau and Cornmunis. Fund. Roman Heleniak, "Local Reaction to the
Great Depression in New Orleans, 1929 - 1933," Louisiana History 10 (Fall 1969):283306, also tells the story of local relief activities. Lizabeth Cohen's chapter on the failure
of pnvate charities in M a k ï n ~a New Deal outlines the failure of ethnic and religious
welfare agencies to meet the demands of the crisis. (2 18-238)
' ~ h i sis in no way rneant to suggest that Westem New York citizens were not also
involved in charity and relief work. Lewis Lansky describes the distribution of food and
clothing by local charities, as well as municipal relief. He also briefly descnbes Buffalo's
Man-A-Block plan, which provided work to over 7000, and devotes one paragraph to
Buffalo Day. Lansky, "Buffaloand the Great Depression," 204-2 13.

New York would not emerge unscathed from the Depression, area businessmen
brainstormed for possible solutions to the predicament they f a ~ e d . ~
The answers they came up with are notable for two reasons. First, many looked to
pnvate consumption as the answer to the economy's ills. Buffalo Day was not an attempt
to increase the relief coffers of local welfare agencies, nor was it a charity drive. If and

many other similar initiatives, broadened the conception of consumption, making it a
civic act more than a self-interested activity. Consumption was redefmed as a civic
activity with benefits for the commun@ as a whole. By consuming more, it was argued,
citizens would grease the wheels of industry, creathg jobs in the community and
evennially bringing the nation out of its slump. An increase in individual spending would
give a needed boost to business, while avoiding the questionable morality of providing
"charity" to the unempIoyed.
Second, efforts to increase consumer spending had an emphatically local
emphasis. Instead of simply encouraging the residents of Buffalo or Rochester to put
9

A comprehensive account of the experience of the Depression in upstate New York is
beyond the scope of this chapter. The story of the unemployed in Rochester and Buffalo,
the work of private charities, and the intervention of state and federal authorities could
each be the subject of their own rnonographs. A number of scholars have explored the
expenences of particular cities during the Depression. Among the most usefulI have
found Katrman, "Am Arbor: Depression City" and Schwartz, "Unemployment relief in
Philadelphia, 1930-I932", in Sternsher, ed., Hittine Home; JOAM E. Argersinger,
Toward a New Deal in Baltimore: P e o ~ l eand Government in the Great Deoression
(Chape1 Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1988); and Charles H. Trouf
Boston. the Great Depression and the New Deal (New York: Oxford University Press,
1977). Al1 are most concemed with the expansion of state powers to meet the growing
crisis in these communities; each suggests that local economic conditions and institutions
could make a big difference in tems of the impact of the New Deal.

more money into the economy generally, citizens were directed to spend these dollars at
home, in order to create jobs and bring back good times within their own communities.

It was only after initiatives to hamess the power of local consumers came and went that
Western New Yorkers turned to more far-reaching solutions involving state and, later,
federal intervention.
The stock market crash which closed the twenties had brought new worries for
merchants and consumers across the United States. In the nation's capital, political
theonsts, policy makers, and econornists engaged in a battle over the very nature of the
cnsis. Did it originate at home, or were extemal factors to blame? Was the Arnerican
economy generally healthy, or did it need a massive o v e r h a ~ l ? 'How
~ could one tell if
the worst was over? For the Hoover administration, the Depression was initially believed

to be a minor adjustment, a "naturai" oscillation in the cycles of the capitalist economy
which would eventually correct itself." As a result, Hoover was reluctant to intervene in
the economy, focusing instead on maintaining business confidence and renewing private

10

See Theodore Rosenof, Economics in the Long Run: New Deal Theonsts and their
Leaacies. 1933- 1993 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1997) 8, 13-27;
Anthony Badger, The New Deal: The Depression Years. 1933- 1940 (New York:
Basingstoke Macmillan Education, 1989); Michael A. Bernstein, The Great Depression:
Delayed Recovery and Econornic Chanee in Amenca. 1929-1939 (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1987); Barry D.Karl, The Uneaw State: The United States
from 1915 to 1945 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1983); Ellis W. Hawley,
New Deal and the Problem of Monopolv: A Studv in Economic Ambivalence (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1966); Jordan A. Schwartz, The New Dealers: Power
Politics in the Aee of Roosevelt (New York: Knopf, 1993).
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Rosenof, Econornics in the Long Run, 8.

inve~tment.'~
Hoover met with leaders in indusny, agriculture, and finance, extracting
promises that they would do theu best to maintain employment levels and wage rates.'3

This, broadly stated, was the fidmework of discussion in Washington's comdors of power
at the start of the 1930s. While later initiatives by Frankiin Delano Roosevelt would
experiment with federally funded programs to create jobs, revive industry and bail out
agriculture, Hoover put more emphasis on encouraging counter-cyclical spending in the
private sector. With the utmost faith in voluntarism, he urged both businessmen and
elected officials to maintain employment and wage levels and follow through on planned
The crisis, he beiieved, could be solved without
public works and expendit~res.'~
dramatic intervention by the national state.
Popular discussion of the economic crisis was even more prosaic. The debate
over the economic situation in Western New York lacked a sense of urgency in the early
12~illiam
Barber argues that the roots of the New Deal can actually be sensed during
Hoover's term in office, that as early as 1921 when Hoover was secretary of commerce he
was exploring ways to tame the business cycle. Barber, From New Era to New Deal:
Herbert Hoover. the Economists. and Amencan Econornic Policy. 1921-1933 (New
York: Cambridge University Press, L 98S), 16. See also Joan Hoff Wilson, Herbert
Hoover. For~ottenPromessive (Boston: Little, Brown, 1975).
" ~ o g e rBiles, A New Deal for the American People (Dekalb: Northem Illinois
University Press, 199 1), 17.
14MichaelE. Parrïsh, Anxious Decades: Arnerica in Prosperity and Deoression. 19201941
-(New York: W.W. Norton, 1992), 248-249. Elliot A. Rosen describes Hoover's
attempts to corne to grips with the Depression as "at best inadequate and belated, at worst
restrained by voluntarism, calculated to avoid the creation of governmental rnechanisms
that would outlast the duration of the inunediate cnsis and alter existing institutional
relationships." Rosen, Hoover. Roosevelt, and the Brains Trust: From De~ressionto
New Deal (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977) 53.
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1930s, in part because many remained hopefid that their cities would not be hard hit
before the "so-called slump" was over. At least initially, Buffalo and Rochester were not
as affected by the economic downîum as were other cities in the United States. Both

cities enjoyed a level of industrial diversification which provided a small (if in the end
only temporary) level of protection fÎom unemployment, and local business leaders
rernained optimistic that the economy would rebound." As Mark Goldrnan notes, even

as late as 1932, Buffalo's Chamber of Commerce "continued to believe in the resiliency
of the cityfsdiversified economy." l6 Steel production and flou milling were affected by
the downturn, but other local businesses wre thought likely to remain solvent and good
bets to survive the "slump." Eastman Kodak, Rochester's largest single employer, was
able to maintain its fidl workforce during the early years of the ~ e ~ r e s s i o n .While
~'
cities
like Pittsburgh and Detroit which reiied heavily on one industry faced immediate

lS~ansky,
"Buffalo and the Great Depression," 205. A text for BufEâio public-school
students boasted that the Buffalo was represented in over 70 per cent of the 334 different
census classifications for industry, leading the American Encyclopaeciia to note, "Buffalo
h m a more diverstFed Zine of industry than any other Arnecity." This diversity
ensured that "[nlo industry so dominates, that depression in that business means general
depression. In other cities general prosperity depends on the prosperity of one industry, "
but in Buffalo "there is no business tieup which affects the whole city whenever one
industry is affected." [emphasis in original] Barry and Ehnes, Buffalo's Text Book, 404 1; Rochesterians similarly placed great faith in the "productivity of local factones and
in the soundness of local banks," Blake McKelvey, Rochester on the Genessee: The
Growth of a City (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1973) 190.
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calamity, residents remained confident that Buffalo and Rochester were relatively well
positioned to weather the Storm.
Buffalo and Rochester boosters at first seemed to be in a state of denial about the
seriousness of the situation. In the early months afier the stock market crash of 1929,
local pundits went to great lengths to stress the region's irnmunity to the economic
downturn. The Rochester Democrat & Chronicle attempted to a m c t national advertisers
by stressing the optimism of Rochesterians and the fact that the ciw was not suffering as

rnuch as the rest of the country. A Ml-page adverîisement/editorial recounted the
positive observations of recent visitors to the city. An economist making a survey of
retail activity in the city was reported to have exclaimed, "The economic disease seems to

leave no scars here." A financial man cailed his visit a "tonic," noting humorously that he
had been in cities "where one is arrested if he smiles p ~ b l i c l ~ . " ' ~

The paper also boasted that Rochester's 2,190 retail stores showed net sales in
1930 of almost $208 million. This evidence of Rochester's optimism holds a clue about

the types of approaches with which Western New York cities would experiment as the
Depression lingered on. Retail sales were presented as an indication of the city's positive
outlook. As long as the city's cash registers were ringing up sales, the ad copy suggested,
conditions could not be that dire. And local citizens were sensible in their spending
habits - economicai but not

frugal. Residents were characterized as "thrifty in

'%D&c, 25 October 1931,11 C.

viewpoint, but generous in spending for self-bette~ment"'~
This emphasis on "good"
spending would become the rallying cry for local initiatives to combat the depression.
Moreover, by differentiating Rochester fkorn other cities, the paper reassured local readers
that they at least were buffered fkom the chaos engulfuig the rest of the nation.

The attractiveness of private consumption as an approach to ending the economic
downturn of the early 1930s cannot be understood apart fiom the profound cuItural
change which preceded it. Consurning was an appealing course of action for a public
which had come to equate spending with succeeding. As the previous chapters have
explored, Americans during the early decades of the twentieth century had become more
cornforîable with material goods and self-indulgence as a part of daily life. Consurning,
instead of producing, became the cornerstone of identity for most wage worker~.'~This
shifi involved more than a quantitative increase in the amount of manufactured goods
which were purchased by people in every income bracket." Guided by new institutions

'%niel Horowitz's serninal study of the evolution of American attitudes towards
spending highlights the increased power of a new attitude towards material abundance by
the turn of the century. He argues, "In the late nineteenth century a shift started fkom
self-control to self-realization, nom the world of the producer, based on the values of
self-denial and achievement, to a consumer culture that emphasized immediate
satisfaction and the fidfilment of the self through gratification and indulgence." Daniel
Horowitz,The Moralitv of Spendinp: Attitudes toward the Consumer Socieîy in
Arnerica. 1875-1940 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985) xxvi, 134- 165.
21

The middle class was the most visible participant in this change. A number of
scholars including Roland Marchand, Jennifer Scanlon, and Richard Ohmann have
explored how magazines and magazine advertising helped inculcate the middle class into
this new culture. But although members of the working class were less able to buy into
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like mass-market magazines and professional advertising, Arnericans increasingly found
the purchase of consumer goods to be a means of self-expression and self-development,
which overshadowed concern about religious salvation." By the end of the 1920s,
notions of self-control and restraint seemed "old-fashioned" and out of step with the
times. In their place came a dominant ideology of consulllption.

The proliferation of mass-produced goocis, as well as the innovations in
advertising and distribution which encouraged their purchase, was ùideed a drarnatic
development. Yet the growth of a new "consumer culture" did not completely eclipse al1
that came before. First, not all Americans embraced this transformation. As Daniel
Horowitz notes, even within the business community, whose members arguably had the
most to gain from a public that consumed without restraint, "the acceptance of new values
was far fiom complete."" Other, more detached observers aiso voiced reservations.
While advertisers tnrmpeted the importance of consumption in maintainhg an hcreased

the idealized depiction of domestic life in The Ladies' Home Journal, there is evidence
that working farnilies as well experienced a qualitative shifi in lifestyle in the early
twentieth century.
*T.J. Jackson Lears, "From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertking and the
Therapeutic Roots of the Consumer Culture, 1880-1%O", in Richard Wightman Fox and
T.J. Jackson Lears, eds., The Culture of Consurnption: Critical Essays in American
History. 1880-1 980 (New York: Pantheon Books, l983), 3-38.

=~an.ielHorowitz, Moralitv of S~ending,135.

standard of living, social cntics like Robert and Helen Lynd and Stuart Chase worried
about the alienating and stultifjmg effects of excessive consumpti~n.*~
Second, older traditions of individudimi and self-help did not vanish fkom the
cultural landscape. Reverence for "Yankee thrift" and self-reliance were not completely
eradicated. Indeed, the very strength of this new culture lay in its ability to incorporate
older traditions. Just as local loyalties persisted in the face of national trends in
adverîising and selling, older notions of seif-control and restra.int were often reworked so
that they reinforced ideas about the positive potential of consuming. While on the one
hand advertisers and manufacturers encouraged Arnericans to give in to the hedonism of
luxury goods and conspicuous consumption, a simultaneous emphasis on conîrol and
personal efficiency underscored their message^.^ A housewife who ûied to be an
efficient "domestic manager" through the proper selection of goods for her farnily did not

"Richard Wightman Fox argues, "[Robert] Lynd never did give up his distaste for the
consumer ethic; in that respect he remained a strong, indeed bitter cntic of consumer
culture. Like his id01 Thorstein Veblen, he detested the notion that living could be
conceived as the art of consuming." Fox, "Epitaph for Middletown: Robert S. Lynd and
the Analysis of Consumer Culture," in Fox and Lears, eds., The Culture of Consmption,
140.

=In recent years, Lears has urged a more nuanced understanding of this transition,
arguing that two competing impulses persisted in the world of advertising: the
celebration of desire and sensuality, and the rhetoric of control. Lears, Fables of
Abundance, 10-13, 19. Lears was not the first to recognize the managerial impulses
which underlay much of early mentieth-century advertising. Roland Marchand devotes a
chapter in Advertisine the American Drearn on the preoccupations of professional
advertisers wiîh efficiency and control. Nevertheless, Lears's tracing of the tensions
between the carnivalesque and the managerial in Amencan advertising rightly highlights
the older traditions which infused the "culture of abundance."
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exactly fit the stereotype of the hedonistic spender. She was a spender, indeed, but was
commended for taking the tirne to discriminate between products before selecting the
"right" one for her family. Men depicted in ads were most often arnbitious office
workers, not indulgent consumers of l u x q itemsz6 At the same time that ads
encouraged people to buy, they often portrayed successful consumers as those who
maximized their resources and made reasoned product choices.
Even new mechanisms of credif which critics charged were creating a nation of
impulse buyers, were not necessarily anathema to the idea of control. Lendoi Calder's
recent work on the history of consumer credit M e r emphasizes the continuity of
amtudes toward "responsible" spending. While the proliferation of consumer credit
during the early decades of the nineteenth century has been characterized as a triumph of
goods and luxuy over self-control, Calder demonstrates that iastallment credit imposed a
form of discipline over consumer debtors, encouraguig them to be industrious enough to

26~archand's
exploration of the visual cliches of interwar advertising contains
countless examples of ads featuring both men and women who have maximized their
productivity and are paragons of efficiency and hard work See particularly Marchand,
Advertising the Arnencan Dream, 238-247. Ads were not the only medium for these
messages of efficiency and productivity. Matthew Shneirov emphasizes how jounialists,
novelists and magazine writers in a slightly earlier period were also preoccupied with
channelling the nation's energies into productive pursuits . Although Shneirov at tirnes
overestimates the influence of his chosen circle of writers and editors, he convincingly
demonstrates their cornmitment to the notions of technological, scientific and industrial
development. Although these "cultural entrepreneurs" celebrated the self and rebelled
against some of the restraints of Victonanism, they stiil maintained a cornmitment to
creating an "efficient, rational, and above dl organized social order." Schneirov, Drearn
of a New Social Order, 200.
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make their rnonthiy payments.27 Even as people became more cornfortable with
spending, they still retained notions of the "nght way" to make purchases, the
"responsible" way to spend Spending codd be serious business, and during the
Depression the responsibility of the consumer was emphasized even more.
Furthermore, anxiety over the expansion of govenimentai powers ensured that
private initiatives during the early 1930s would outpace any consideration of action by
state or federal govemments. As Michael Parxish has noteci, Hoover took great pains to
ensure that no effort to fight the Depression would "subvert the character of Amencans
by violating the fundamental p ~ c i p l e of
s their social and political life: individualism,
self-reliance, and vol~fitarisrn."~~
The emphasis on the importance of local communities

in solving the problems of their own citizens did not disappear even as the federal
govemment began to experiment more broadly with the concept of a planned society after
1932. Despite his own growing cornmitment to increased federal intervention, even

President Roosevelt hunself mainrained that traditional voluntarism would aiways have a
place in American life. He commente& "we must never lose sight of the fact that no
rnatter what contributions the Federal govemment makes, local communities will aiways
have their peculiar duties to perform."" Roosevelt was carefbl not to insult the efforts of

27~endol
Calder, Financine the Arnerican Dream: A Cultural Historv of Consumer
Credit (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 30-3 1.
28~arrïsh,
Anxious Decades, 244.
29~uoted
in Argersinger, Toward a New Deal in Baltimore, xv.
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the local municipalities even at a time when his administration was stepping in to take

over some of the responsibilities which they had overseen.
What is striking about the campaigns to pull Western New York out of the
econornic slurnp is the way that they fked these competing lines of rhetonc into one
seamless justification for spending. If voluntarism was commended by both Hoover and
Roosevelt at a national level, not surprisingly it appealed to business leaders at the local
level as well. Local efforts did not, however, focus solely on the expansion of traditional
c h a ~ e l of
s relief like churches or charity, although these institutions still remained
active. lnstead, local leaders set theû sights on private consumption as the prirnary form
of "voluntary" action. Merchants, manufacturers and civic authorities in Buffalo and
Rochester encouraged families to spend more money and to spend it at home. They
played upon notions of both fiugality and self-gratification, of individualism and
community service.

As the previous chapters have demonstrated, the idea that people from the region

should try to keep dollars "at home" was not new in the 1930s. Just as they had during
tirnes of prosperity, business leaders used a language of localism to unite residents and

marshal their available dollars. In the dark days of the 1930s, buying local was presented
as an even more important answer to a variety of woes. Business leaders before the crash
had ûied a number of strategies to educate the public about the benefits of local spending.

In 1928, the New Industries Bureau of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce sponsored a
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slogan contest to promote Rochester-made goods. The winner of the $25.00 prize came
up with an instructive, if rather wordy, entry: "A Rochesterian purchasing a Rochester-

made product is really investing in the industrial progress of the city, which pays
dividends in the form of future prosperity."30Afier October 1929, the idea that "buying
local" was beneficial to Westem New York gained new urgency. While in the past

merchants had tried to use thei.local statu to retain customers who might be straying to
chah retailers or to Manhattan boutiques, now local business leaders felt that hamessing
the power of area dollars was the only way out of the slump. Their campaigns
encompassed not only goods produced in the Western New York area, but al1 goods
purchased there.

Consuming was an attractive solution to the economy's woes not only because it
gave individuals the rationde to accumulate even more matenai possessions, but because
it still was premised on a mode1 of individualism and self-help. Those who had

accumulated money should spend it, p u t h g more fiinds into circulation and creating
more demand for goods which would incidentally create new jobs for the unemployed.

This was a very different impulse fiom, Say, the giving of a handout to an unemployed
and possibly undeserving candidate. During the early days of the Depression,
commentators in Buffalo and Rochester carefûlly outlined plans which would improve
local business conditions, yet not undermine the moral character of the cornmunity by

'%odak
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indiscriminately handing out charitable gifk The Buffalo Courier-Exmess described
shopping as the "Best kind of philanthropy," for it "makes philanthropy unnecessary" by
putting money into circulation, stimulating business and creating jobs. This rhetoric
manîed older notions of individualism and a reluctance to help others for fear of making
them dependent with a new acceptance of spending and indulgence in material goods as
not only acceptable but positively virtuous. According to this scenario, d l parties would
win: shoppers could enjoy new goods, and employees could remain on the job.
Spending at the local level was particularly encouraged. A Courier-Express
editorial qualified its advice by encouraging shoppers to direct their buying power into
the local economy, not simply to spend money generally:
Such philanthropy begins at home - through the resumption of normal
buying for normal needs on the part of everybody whose incorne remains
steady. . . . Christmas is only 3 1 days away. Start your Christmas
shopping now. It will help to put many people back to work right away.
Corne on Buffalo! Let's go!)'
Significantly this conception of the economy used a rather loose definition of "local
spending." Buying "at home" simply entailed shopping in local stores; no mention was
made of selecting "Buffalo-made" products or even Amencan-made ones. The site of
consurnption was what was important; a product's point of manufacture did not matter as
long as it was bought locally.
The campaign also implied a certain understood level of "normalt'buying which
went beyond basic necessities. The use of the term "normal needs" implies a recognition
-

"BCE, 23 November 1930y7.

of a division between necessities and frilIs. Yet in this instance, the purchase of gifts,
suguably an "extra" which marked a speciai occasion, was consciously inserted within the
parameters of "normal" spending. Christmas shopping was categorized as part of
"normal buying," which would presumably be conducted even during a time of economic
cnsis. That "normal needs" went beyond subsistence purchases like food and clothing
went without saying: it was assumed that shoppers had reigned their spending in and
were only purchasing nece~sities.~~
The free-spending days of the 1920s, when retail
sales in Buffalo and Rochester had achieved record heights each year, were presented as
the benchmark of "normal" buying, remembered fondly by retailers.
Buffalo newspaper writers and advertisers highlighted Christmas shopping as an
opportunity for citizens to give to their own circle of family and fnends while
simultaneously making a civic contribution. A front-page story in the Buffalo CourierExpress, in Decernber 1930 excitedly described the beginning of the Chrismas shopping

season, encouraging Christmas gift-buyers to congratulate themselves for their generosity
on two levek People who shopped early were "not only getting the choice of the entire

" ~ h i sdistinction is especially striking given that the exchange of manufactured, as
opposed to home-made, Christmas gifb itself was a relatively recent development. In his
snidy of Amencan gifi-giving, William Waits argues that this shîfi occurred between
1880 and 1920. Initially, manufactured gifts tended to be cheap, gaudy and disposable
"gimcracks." The purchase of more expensive items like home appliances or luxuy
goods for immediate family members and close fiends did not begin until the e d y
twentieth century, most significantly afier 19 10. Christmas gifts had thus become
"normal" purchases in a relatively short span of tune. Waits, The Modern Christmas in
Amenca: A Cultural Historv of Gifi Givinq (New York: New York University Press,
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display of Christmas goods," but were "making an appreciable contribution to
unemployment relief." This unemployment relief was not in the f o m of charity but in
job creation. It is also notable that the story focused on jobs in the service sector:
shoppers could feel pleased that their actions were causing stores to hire "[aldditional
salesmen and saleswomen," beyond the regular ranks of store employees. The extra pay
received by shop workers "meansa lot to many famïlies.""

Four days after this

front-page editorial, a similar article urged shoppers to spend in Buffalo stores and "help
others to help themselves." Additional crowds wouid require extra han& behind the shop
counters of the city and result in "welcome pay envelopes" for jobless men and women in
the community. The paper counselled, "Buyersmake workers and prosperity is made by
spending."" No mention was made of expanding the payrolls of local factories, perhaps
indicating the belief that salespeople would be the first and most visible group to benefit

fkom increased levels of retail sales. This emphasis on salespeople aiso reflected the
increasing importance of the seMce sector in the Buffialo economy. Although
manufacturing still rernained central to Buffalo's identity, an increasing percentage of
Buffalo workers worked in trade (most importantly in retail) by the end of the 1920s.'~
The moral imperative of spending money locally to help reduce unemployrnent
was highiighted in stories which underlined the deserving nature of those receiving jobs.
-
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In 1931 the Courier- Express featured an article about the "extras" who were hired as staff

by Buffalo's stores? Interviews with a number of young women employed by retailers
revealed the worthy goals towards which they were working. One of the clerks was
trying to pay off debts from doctor's bills, another had hopes to send a young sister to

school, others simply had to help feed their families. A typical story stressed the harsh
home conditions faced by a young, hardworking shopgirl:
Behind Miss E.'s pre-holiday job in a local department store is the dream
of giving her family "a real Christmas." Her father hasn't worked for four
years, and her older brother can't get a job either. The family lives in a
suburban cottage that was once their summer home and was not built for
winter uses3?
The emphasis on the mentorious nature of such workers was designed to alleviate any
qiialms shoppers might have that the legions of unemployed were down on their luck due
to character flaws or personal failings. No one codd dispute that "a red Christmas" was
a worthwhile endeavour, particularly for a young woman who had been forced to assume
the traditionally masculine mantle of provider for her family after her father and brother

had failed. It is also striking that the paper celebrated the creation .ofjobs for girls, given
the prevailing belief that the nation's first pnonty was to get men back to work. Perhaps
because department stores were traditionally places of female employment, there would
be less weight to the argument that these shopgirls were "takingjobs away" from men.
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Buffalo's newspaper pundits were not on ginal in distinguishing between the
"deserving" and "undeserving" poor. Yet the rejection of charity as a course of action,
especially during the Chrisûnas season, is re~ealing.~'Consuming was a less
controversial solution to the problems of the 1930s than charity. By helping themselves,
those who bought goods would also help others; they wouid not risk insulting the pride,
or encouraging the laziness, of the less fortunate. This initiative would not entail a
radical redistribution of wealth, for those with money were simply encouraged to spend it

on themselves, with the happy byproduct of helping others. The holiday season, a time
traditionally associated with giving alrns to the poor, or more typically during the 1920s
with donating to the local "Community Chest," was in this instance divorced fkom any
hint of charity. One could buy gifts for &ends and family members, induiging them
while giving gainfiil employment, not handouts, to the poor.

38~hrismias
charity for the poor was increasingly seen as "old-fashionedttby the
1920s. William Waits argues that the idea of Christmas charity had been transformed
during the Progressive era as reformers insisted that assistance to the poor was best
coordinated by large organizations, not left up to the individual, and spread out
throughout the year instead of concentrated in December. Yet even though personal
individuaiized Christmas charity was on the wane, Waits notes, the Depression years
"once again encouraged Americans to perform small acts of kindness or to give small
remembrances to the poor at Christmas." Waits, Modem Christmas, 170-177, quote on p.
175. Buffalo's attempts to encourage pnvate consumption ernphasized how supenor a
solution this was to traditional Christmas charity, and suggested helping the poor through
creating empIoyment rather than handouts.

In Buffalo's newspaper editorials, consuming was thus redeked as a civic a ~ t . ' ~
Commentators in 1930 repeatedly pointed to private spending as the path out of the
Depression. The underlying assumption of these messages was that once consumers
undentood their part in the system, they would make the rational decision to do their part
and go out and spend. The Buffalo Evenina News explained the workings of the

economy in simple tems, and highlighted the role of the consumer in an editorial in
Novernber, 1930:
The law of supply and demand is constant - consumer, retailer,
manufacturer. It's logical and self-evident. Merchants supply the
consumers' needs - your needs. Manufacturers supply the merchants your merchants. . . .You are a necessary part of the business cycle, and
upon your filling your place in this cycle depends the prosperity and
welfare of the nation. If you stop buying, the merchants' shelves remain
stocked, the sales force must be thinned, factones must shut down. Result
. ..~ n e m ~ l o y r n e n t . ~

haci, of course, been given political meaning before this tirne. At the time
3g~onsuming
of the Amencan revolution, patriots identified themselves by their conspicuous nonconsumption of English goods. See T.H.Breen, "Narrative of Commercial Life:
Consumption, Ideology and Community on the Eve of the Amencan Revolution." Dana
Frank's recent s w e y of "Buy American" campaigns, as well as her earlier work on
consumer boycotts, explores how consuming could be a powemil political act for
organized labour and other groups. See Frank, Buv American: The Untold Story of
Economic Nationalism (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999). Yet what it striking about the
Western New York campaigns is that the consumption involved Little or no sacrifice.
While patriots chafed in their homespun garments, or housewives made the effort to Look
for the union label, Western New Yorkers c o d d congratulate themselves for anything
they purchased which put more rnoney into the local economy. All consumùig, in this
view, was good, civic-rninded spending.
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The solution was clear: individuals had to take the initiative to "Buy Out the
Depression." This would not require abnomai or "spendthrift" behaviour on the part of
the public, only the resumption of "nomal buying." If the retum to prosperity simply
awaited the resumption of "normal buying for nomal needs," the individual was warned,
"Stinting on your part means unemployment for other~."~'To hold back at such a tirne
was not to be wisely fkugal, in the mode of Ben Franklin in Poor Richard's Almanack; it
was to be selfish and short-sighted. These proposed early solutions to the Depression
deployed a rhetoric of private initiative and market self-regdation, not state intervention,
to encourage consumer spending. Consuming in this line of reasoning became not just a
mode of self-expression but a marker of civic responsibility.
Retailers and editorialists picked up on the emphasis on "home buying" that had
permeated advertising during the 1920s and in the battle against chain stores. Not only
was it foolish to spend the extra money to travel to New York seeking fashionable goods,
for exarnple, it was one's civic responsibility to spend those doIlars at home and try to
alleviate the crisis. The wealthy of the community, in particular, were thought to have a
responsibility to the less fortunate. T'ose who made their fortunes in Buffalo were
warned of the dire consequences when they chose to shop in New York rather than at
home. One editorial writer pointed out that women who shopped in New York were
married to men who sold goods or senrices to the citizens of Buffalo. Given that these
--

--

"BEN 2 December 1930,29.

men had "worked hard for their salaries or their share of the profits of their companies,"
the writer asked, shouldn't they be dowed to spend their money wherever they chose?

Although the idea of limiting consumer choice seemed anathema to the whole culture of
consumption, the answer was not so simple. The decision to shop away might be
acceptable during "ordinary times,"
But today every one's [sic] expenditure is a matter of public import. And
just how shrewd we ask, is it to trade out of town and then cornplain
because your business does not pick up? In prosperous times, every one is
buying. Today the wealthier citizens have a definite duty to perform. No
one asks them to buy more than they should. But what they do buy should
be purchased here in Buffido. The profit to each individual is indirect.

Today, however, we must have far-sightedness."
The same arguments marshalled to keep local dollars at home in good times gained a new
urgency during the 1930s. If al1 else failed, appeals to self-interest were trotted out. It

was simply "good business" to boost local merchants, for they in turn "bought nom you"
in the f o m of actuai purchases of seMces or more abstractly in paying the wages of local

people. Given that "Buffalo products and Buffalo stores" were of proven quality, there
was simply no good reason to go away to shop. Anyone who disagreed was reminded
that "Money spent outside of Buffalo is poured into a bottomless ~ e l l . " ~ ~

In a time of economic cnsis, consumers were not the only ones whose ethical
behaviour mattered. Local manufacturers and merchants took pains to assert that their
business practices were above reproach, and that they would not use hard times as an

42TJ April 1932,reprinted June l936,34.
431bid.

excuse to bilk the public. The Mitchell Knitting Mills of Buffalo reported that a sale on
îheir goods should not be viewed as a precursor to the fm's demise.
This is no bankrupt stock. Nor are these fine sîylish and staple sweaters
any tag-ends of stocks. They are al1 1930 Fa11 and Winter goods. Al1
made in Buffalo, by Buffalo workea. We are not thinking of loading up
our Buffalo fiiends and then going out of Business. Quite the contrary.
We have been in this sweater knitting business here for many years, and
believe that Buffalo people in these tirnes are entitled to these bargainsa
While manufacturers and retailen encouraged people to spend locally, even banks trîed to
get into the action, implying that they too were local institutions that should be
patronized. One Rochester newspaper ad proclaimed, "Yourdeposits Keep Workers on
the Job. By depositing in a Rochester bank you help your community. Your savings are
safe, available and earning intere~t."~'

As the civic importance of consumption gained emphasis, sales appeals directed
toward men increased. Shopping traditionally had been finnly categorized as a
"feminine" activity, a notion underscored by commercial advertising directed at "Mrs.
Consumer" throughout the early decades of the twentieth centuyM Yet by the 1930s,
when consumer spending was deemed a matter not of fashion or frills but of economic

a B ~Home
~ , Edition, 8 December 1930,6.
4"&~

3 October 1932, 19.

46Fora discussion of the perception of the consumer as female duRng the nineteenth
century, see Kathieen G. Donohue, "What Gender is the Consumer?: The Role of Gender
Connotations in Defining the Political," Journal of Amencan Studies 33 (1 999): 2 1-23.
See also Roland Marchand's chapter on how advertisers perceived their audience,
Advertising the American Drearn, 52-87.

survival, it was increasingly presented as a serious subject, worthy of male attention.
Appeals to economic reason most ofien appeared in a& directed at male shoppers as well
as, or even instead of, women. While female customers had ofien been the main targets

of department store newspaper advertking, ads which used a "reason-why" approach,
expiaining the benefits of spending as a way out of the Depression, were as likely to
speak to men as to women. When J.N. Adam's trurnpeted the benefits of buying clothes

in 1931 that were twice the value of those fr-om 1930, its ad commended "thousandsof
Buffalo Women, Men and Children":
They're going to be better dressed than they were last year on the same
money. They're going to put more money into circulation - and more
money in circulation will help put more men back to work. They're going
to get rid of the "depression ~ornplex".'~
Ads regularly flattered readers by suggesting that they were intelligent enough to make

the right choices, even when the rest of the nation foolishly panicked- One 1931 ad for

J.N. Adam's pointed out that many of the great fortunes of Arnerica were created during
"dull times": the wise families who had money to spend in an economic slurnp could

take advantage of the opportunity. The ad argued, "Right now intelligent people are
buying more and more - because quality is on the bargain table and because pnces are so

drastically low." Srnart shoppers would maximize this opportunity to stock up on quality
goods at low pnces and sirnultaneously display their concern for their ~ o m r n u n i t ~ . ~ *

"BEN, 26 June 1931,6.
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Yet even as men were congratulated for nimuig their attention to buying, women
were acknowledged as experienced purchasers. Some of these appeals flattered women
for not overreacting to the crisis: J.N. Adam's commended housewives for îheir ability to
size up the economic situation, and not be overcome with pessimisrn. They credited
women with being able to recognize that conditions would soon be on the upswing.
While al1 the keen-eyed "Miracle Men" of Amenca have been in senous
conference - wondering where the bottom of the depression might be - the
keen-minded housewives of America have sensed that this is probably
the bottom right now. . . . So - J.N. Adam's takes a bow to the
housewives of Buffalo - they lmow real values when they see tl~ern.~'
At l e s t implicitly, the ad suggested that men were the ones who were holding back; if

women were willing to spend, it was their husbands who needed to be educated with the
"hard facts" of the economy. And despite some acknowledgement of women's superior
economic sense, older stereotypes about women as innate, emotional spenders remained
strong. Strikingly, ads which directly addressed women or referred to women shoppers
separately fiom men were more likely to suggest that women wanted to buy. By simply
maintaining their "natural" enthusiasm for spending, women could make a valuable
contribution. This emphasis on the different perceptions of men and women of the
economic situation was emphasized in a department store ad in Rochester. McCurdy &
Company attempted to sympathize with women shoppers who felt fed up with tak of the
depression. Women were characterized as less concerned with financial conditions -
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while men actudy enjoyed "moaning and groaning over juicy tales of bankrupts, busted
prices and wobbly stocks," women missed the days when they spent fieely:
wen] havent had such an inexhaustible topic for conversation in years - it
has been a joy for them to suffer through the Depression. But we girls,
that's diflerent. We've been suffering fkom Repression. We can't go
anywhere because we're practically naked. Home economy programs have
ruined us-'*

The ad played with notions of women as shoppers with no self-cont~ol.~'While their
husbands fietted over family finances, these deprived women longed for "gay evening

things"that would help them forget the&present troubles. McCurdy's took on the role of
confidante, assurning the role of the shopper who exclaimed, "We girls are just sick of
it!" and speaking of the store workers in the third peson. The dismissal of women as
fkivolous spenders, more concerned about fashion than the harsh realities of the economic
situation alternated with portrayals of women as budget-conscious domestic "managers"
who mahtained the family budget. The suggestion that women "nahually" craved
luxurious items was not exactly complimentary; while stores on one hand commended
'%D&c 8 December 1931,5.

"The stereotype of the rniddle-class woman who was easily seduced by department
store displays became entrenched in the Iate nineteenth century. The extreme example of
this figure was the waman who not only purchased on impulse or beyond her means, but
stole items which tempted her. In her study of female shoplifting, Elaine Abelson argues
that stores were reluctant to prosecute "kieptomaniacs" who were ofien women of good
social standing, and regular customers. She notes that explanations for female shoplifting
ofien rested on "woman's weak state of mind and fiequent episodes of irresponsible
behavior." A doctor testifying on behalf of a woman accused of shoplifting in 1893
excused her behaviour by reinforcing the idea that "the female was often unstable, ruled
by her nervous system and her emotions." Abelson, When Ladies Go A-Thieving, 13-41,
120-172, quote on p. 169.

women for avoiding the "depression-mindset" of their husbands, the tone of ads directed
at "we girls" suggested that women were interested in fashion for selfish reasons, not
because they h e w that spending would help the economy.
Merchants used newspaper ads to "educate" readers about the economic situation.
The didactic quality of such appeals allowed merchants to claim that they were
performing a "public service" by including whole paragraphs explaining the workings of
the economy. Where duMg the 1920s a full-page newspaper ad might have been
tmpeting the &val of new stocks in the millinery departmen&for example, now
columns of text painstakingly described the econorny in "laymantsterms." A typical
treatise appeared in a 1931 ad for J.N. Adam's:

If low prices will cause more people to buy more merchandise - more
people buying more merchandise will necessitate greater production.
Greater production will bring more workers back to their jobs. More
people working and spending d l put more dollars into circulation. And
more rnoney distributed through the channels of more buying, more
wages, more production, more spending will help open wide the door to
better times. J.N. Adam's dramatic presentation of today's low prices is
made with the intention of showing Buffalo just how much sound,
substantial value in good, dependable merchandise their dollars will buy
today. The price of thousands of articles is lower than for years. Good
merchandise has not sold so inexpensively for a decade. Right now is the
t h e to stock up. . . . You can't afford to hold off any longer!s2
The altniisrn of stores encouraging "home buying" is open to question. On one level,
merchants were probably genuinely committed to improving conditions in their cities.

Many took very seriously their role as "pillars of the community" and were active in local

"BEN
-22 June 1931,7.

politics and trade initiative^.'^ McCurdy & Co., for example, did its best to keep as many
local citizens employed as possible - the store did not fire anyone during the entire
Depression, though it curtailed employee hours week by week until economic conditions
improved? Another Rochester store staged a "Community Day" where members of
three women's organizations volunteered as "shopkeepers for a &y," and a percentage of

the day's sales receipts were tumed over to the unemployment relief fund of the Rochester
Community chest."
At the same tirne, one should not take their protestations of acting for the "public
good" entireiy at face value. Merchants hoped to capitalize on local anxiety, turning
around slumping sales by emphasipng the local responsibility of citizens to consume.
While these businesses often had long-standing locai ties, their actions were not only
motivated by the desire to improve the lot of Western New Yorkers, but by their own
bottom Iines.

53

Buffalo, in particular, had a tradition of merchants playing a large role in local
politics. J.N. Adam, founder of the department store of the same name, even served as
mayor of Buffalo. BEN, April 11, 1935, Industry in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier,
Vol. 4,297, BECPL.
54

Hotra, "McCurdy & Company Timeline," 9.

55"~oday
- Members of the Chatterbox Club, Junior Workers' Association, General
Hospital Twigs Unite in Becorning "Storekeepers for a Day!" Community Day at
Fornian's - a Benefit Project for the Unernployment Fund of the Rochester Cornmunity
Chest," RD&C, 3 December 1931,2. Store workers were presumably not included in the
"community" benefiting fiom these events, which would prevent them fiom eaxning a
day's wages as volunteers took over their jobs. Some store clerks may have enjoyed a
day of holiday, even if it was unpaid.
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In 1931 local leaders in Buffaio and Rochester experirnented wiîh two organized
campaigns to increase consumer spending in the area. Both of these initiatives assumed
that a "loosening of purse strings" would help the cornmunity to rebound; in tum, these

types of comnunity efforts would have a npple ef5ect and eventually pull the entire
nation out of its slurnp. This was not sophisticated "counter-cyclical spending." It relied
on a much more basic mode1 of economic growth and the market. in retrospect, it is clear

that it would take much more than an increase in private spending to tum the U.S.
economy around. Yet the fact that these initiatives were boldly presented as the answer
to such a crippling problem underscores how, at least early on in the 1930s, many
believed that solutions were within the grasp of the local cornmunity. Once the proper
course of action was outlined, consumers would step up to do their part to pump money
into the local economy. Nowhere was this faith in the power of the individual consumer
more evident than in the two carnpaigns organized by merchants and business leaders in
Buffalo and Rochester in 1931: "Buffalo Day" and the "Monroe County Pledge for
Prosperity." Although each city had a different approach to encouraging local spendïng,
both played up the responsibility of the local citizen and the importance of boosting local
retail sales as a way to tum thùigs around for the region, and in him, the country.
Buffalo Day, as described earlier, was touted as the solution to the region's
problems. Local pundits were optimistic about the potential for the Buffalo Day
carnpaign to improve econornic conditions in the city. By holding a city-wide sale,
merchants would give local citizens a reason to celebrate and indulge themselves, while

helping to put their neighbours back to work in local stores and factories. The editorial
cartoonist of the Buffalo Evenine News depicted a female shopper in a car labelled
"Business" who planned to spend the day taking advantage of bargains. In the distance,
at the end of the road lay, her destination: "Normalcy" (see figure 8)?

Another editorial

cartoon depicted the public's buying impulse as a sleeping fish. It remained to be seen
whether "bait" like sales and cut pnces would succeed in enticing the public to wake up
(see figure 9). Weldon C. Smith, chairman of the Buffalo Day organizuig cornmittee,
outlined the reasons for holding the event. The event was as much about overcoming a
psychological condition as an economic one, in his view:
Believing that the so-called "business depression" is now largely a mentai
condition, Buffalo Day was conceived by the merchants of this city to help
restore confidence and encourage the public tu resume buying. . . .Unless
there is a retum of buying consciousness, the wheels of industry will not
revolve rapidly and any plan to bring back prosperity that does not include
a restoration of the customary habits of spending a reasonable share of
one's earnings wisely will necessarily fail."

That Smith couid still refer to the depression as "so-called" after nearly two years of
unemployment and economic stagnation only underscores his belief that the crisis was
one of perception, not reality. This emphasis on achieving a "psychological
breakthrough" through symbolic activity echoed the language of earlier reformers who
tried to jolt Buffalo's development by changing the name of its Main Street. In a single
day, planners of the event hoped to wipe away months of economic stagnation.
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Now WatcR I t Pick LJp?

Figure 8 Buffalo Day Cartoon. BEN,2 September, 193 1,3. Reprinted with
permission of the Buffalo Evening; News.

Figure 9 "Ho Hum!"Cartoon. BEN,3 August, 193 1,4. Reprinted with
permission of the Buffalo Evenine News.
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Figure 10 Bing & Nathan Buffalo Day ad. BEN, 3 September
193 1,22. Reprinted with permission of the Buffalo Evenine,
News.
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A mass meeting of al1 Buffalo retailers was held on August 28 in the prestigious
Statler Hotel, and every store owner in Buffalo, "regardless of the store's size or
location," was encouraged to participate." The Mayor addressed the store owners, and
representatives fiorn fourteen local merchants' and taxpayers' associations were in
attendance. On an organizational level, their efforts were a success. To kick off the
celebration, a parade of ZOO cars and floats wove through Buffalo's West Side the night
before Buffalo Day. Local radio stations featured short talks from notables including
Mayor Roesch, outlining the purpose of the day and urging the public to participate.
Large and srnall retailers, department stores and specialty shops across the city opened
their doors with special Buffalo Day bargains.sg Not only independent merchants but
chain stores with branches in the area participated in Buffalo Day. Sears boasted that it
"Leads in Buffalo Day Bargainsu and offered extra savings on everything fkom a
Kenmore electric washer to a canary with cage and stand?
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Sg~mong
those advertising with special reference to Buffalo Day in the Thursday,
September 3, 1931 edition of the Buffalo Evening News were J.N. Adam & Co. (dept.
store), Adam, Meldnim & Anderson Co. (dept. store), Sears, Roebuck & Co., Berger's
Specialty Shop, Flickinger's Food Shops, Bing & Nathan (fumiture), Harvey Marshall
(dress shop), Palmer's (specialty shops), Alexander Komhauser (dress shop), A M .
Keating Millinery Importer, Peter Young (men's clothing), Hy-Pure Dmg Stores, Scher
Shop (women's dresses and coats), Jean Smart Dress Shop, Matrix Shoes, and Joan Baker
(beauty salon).
%EN, 3 September 1931,4849.
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Local leaders were unanimous in their support of the venture. A number of
speakers, including the mayor, were featured in radio addresses to encourage citizens to
take part in the festivities. Weldon D. Smith, chaimian of the organizïng commitîee,
again emphasized that the Iocal initiative wouid mean better days not only for
Buffalonians but for al1 Arnericans. He argued, "This &y was not planned just to bolster
up sales, but is the merchants' contribution to the general plan to solve our national

problem?'

And sure enough, over 200,000 shoppers flooded the downtown core for the

event, ringing up record cash register receipts. Downtown stores and Main Street were
"literallyjammed with shoppers," the Evening News reported on its front page.62 Other
cities imitated Buffalo in organizing shopping days - local papers crowed that Chicago

was considering copying Buffalo's initiative.
Yet while the "shopping troops" were marshalled on Main Street, "Buffalo Day"
did not achieve its larger goal of jolting the c o ~ ~ l l l l e tand
y , the nation, out of the

Depression. Department store sales in September of 1931, while an improvement over
the lu11 of the summer months, did not even match those of September 1930, never mind
the hi&-water mark of the mid- 1920s." This failure did not end enthusiasm for "home
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"BEN, Stocks Edition, 4 September 1931, 1.

6 3 " ~ d eof
x Sales of Department Stores," BBSR Records, Box 2, Folder "Department
Store Saies," UBA. With the yearly sales fiom 1925-1926-1927 taken as 100%, monthIy
sales in September, 1931 were 79.6, while those of September 1930 were 100.2 For more
complete figures, see Appendix..
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shopping" as a solution to the economic situation, however. And Buffalonians were not
alone in experimenting with initiatives to increase consumer spending, as the efforts of
the residents of Rochester demonstrate.

Ln November of 1931, Rochester's Civic Cornmittee on Unemployrnent also
developed a strategy to inject more consumer dollars into the local economy. Like
Buffalo Day, the plan was an ambitious one which hoped to tum the power of individual
consumers to the benefit of the Western New York region. Rochesterians were used to

pulling together in the face of adversity. As city historian Blake McKelvey notes, local
residents met the onset of the depression with a sense of confidence which stemmed
"fkom the triumphs they had won in face of earlier culturaI as weli as civic and economic

challenge^."^ Drives to build the university, to raise war bonds, to support the city's
museum and public library had been met with enthusiasm. As the depression wore on,
however, unemployment soared and work-relief projects initated by the city seemed to
accomplish litîle beyond increasing Rochester's debt. While the Depression was not as
bad in Rochester as it was in many other industrial cities, as Richard E. Ho11 notes, "it

was bad enough.""

"Richard E. Holl, "Marion B. Folsom and the Rochester Plan of 1931," Rochester
History 6 1 no. 1 (Winter 1999): 5.
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In February of 1931, a group of Rochester employers led by Marion B. Folsom,
assistant treasurer of Eastman Kodak, initiated a program of unemployment insturance for
their workers. Employees laid off due to poor econornic conditions who had been on the

job for at least one year and earned less than $50 per week would be eligible for benefits
up to $18.75 per week. These benefits would last between six and thirteen weeks,

depending on the individual's seniority? Folsom conceived of the plan as a fonn of
employment stabilization, which would help some jobless workers, but more importantly,
encourage management to retain workers through tough cimes!'

One major drawback of

the plan, however, was that it covered only a small percentage of the city's workers.
Smaller firms could not af5ord to participate in the plan, and only fourteen companies
signed on in 1931.68
Another plan of action, one which c o d d mobilize al1 Rochestenans, was needed.
First conceived by Civic CoIIlIlZittee Chair Libanus Todd (and at times referred to as the
"Todd Plan" in its early stages), the scheme targeted local people who were hoarding their
savings. Unemployment was explained as the result of the excessive fnigality of those
with money. Instead of spending, people were stockpiling. LeR unchecked, this trend

681bid.,16. Folsom would eventually endorse the federal-state unemployment
insurance system proposed by FDR in 1934-1935 as a way to expand unemployment
insurance to a majority of Amencan companies. He would be active as a member of the
Advisory Council on Econornic Security, working for the passage of the Social Security
Act of 1935.

could have dire consequences, as a newspaper ad explaining the Cornmittee's sû-ategy

Such penny-pinching is at present one of the major reasons for business
stagnation. When people stop buying, mills stop rnanufacturing, men are
laid off and their buying power is shut off. Al1 this but leads to an endless
cycle from one tragedy to another; more shut downs, more unemployment,
again Iess spending, fewer dividends, less income, more charity, greater
taxes for relief. Finally, if these things continue, al1 buying would cease,
al1 production would be dammed up and the suffering of every industry,
every cornmuxïïty and every individual would be beyond imagination.
This is not a pretty picture.69
The Cornmittee hoped an organized effort to encourage spending would ameliorate the
situation. By December, the Democrat & Chronicle first featured an ad for the "Pledge
for ProsperityWcampaign, which was designed to have local citizens promise to spend a
certain amount of money "in an intelligent effort to bring back normal ti~nes."'~Readers
were advised to include in their totaI pledge any direct hiring of labour (i.e. hiring a
contractor for home renovations), as well as "the indirect employrnent of Iabor in the
consurnption of products aiready made or produced.""
A list of over 150 suggestions for home hprovement included cosmetic changes like

"Replace tub, lavatory, and water closet with modem types," or "Provide improved toilet
seat," as well as more ambitious home projects like replacing pipes and wiring, building a

@RD&C, 9 Decernber 1931,2.

' ~ . D & c 14 December 1931, Section II, 15.
"RD&C, 3 December 193I , 8 .

sleeping porch, or installing a telephone." The Committee enlisted the help of other
sponsors who stood to gain fkom the project, including the Rochester Retail Merchants
Association, the Industrial Management Council, and the Builders and Contractors'
Association.
For ten days, 1500 workers canvassed Rochester and Monroe County, asking
local residents, "Have You Signed the Pledge for ~ r o s ~ e r i t y ? "Anyone
'~
missed in the
door-to-door campaign could mail in a pledge form to be included in the total. The
Democrat & Chronicle kept a nilining tally of the total pledges made on the front page of
every issue. The written statement formed a sort of "pledge of allegiance" for local

consumers, asking the individual to promise to hold up his/her end of the economic
relahonship for the benefit of the community. Instead of national honour, the campaign
required a cornmitment to local spending. Subscribers endorsed the following statement:
Believing that a dollar invested in employing labor does more good than a
dollar aven as charity, and desiring to help to increase employment, 1
hereby pledge that 1 will, during the next three months, (or before ............
1932), expend at least $-..........in improving my home, factory, store,
buildings or grounds by purchasing desirable equipment or by making
needed additions, repairs or alterations; or by making persona1 purchases
for myself, family or friends, which otherwise might be deferred."

721bid.
"RD&C, 14 December 193 1, 16.
"RD&C, 9 December 1931,2.
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The campaign offered Rochesterians the oppominity to give a special "Christmasgifi" to
their families, neighbours and community. Monroe County was taking "the bit in its
teeth," setting an exarnple for the rest of the nation in "how to dynamite the d a m of
accumdated dollars and turn loose the reservoir of wealth to flood the dried up fields of
pr~sperity."~~
The language of the pledge was a bundle of contradictions. Monroe County
residents were exhorted to help others by abandoning "Perverted Thrifi." Self-denial, in

this context, was characterized as stingy and short-sighted. Those who had money "salted
away," yet persisted in living below their means were "pettily denying themselves and
their families the cornforts and lwuries they really would like and really can af50rd."~~

Instead, good local citizens were "generously selfish," indulging themselves not only for
persona1 pleasure but in order to help others. The v e v idea that selfishness or selfsacrifice was necessary for the success of the plan was challenged by pledge organizers,
who emphasized that their campaign was "not a plea exhorting you to unselfishness." On
the contrary, citizens were instructed, "it is a plea urging you to be selfish for the sake of
Self-Preservation- preservation of yourself, your family, your home, your business, your
city and your nation.""

7sIbid.
'%id.
77

RD&C, 3 December 1931,8. Emphasis in original.
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The Victorian triunvirate of migality, thrift, and hancial planning was
transformed during the 1 9 3 0 so
~ ~that saving became selfish "hoardhg" and spending was
presented as a form of chic activism. During the nineteenth century, thrift and selfdenial were considered indicative of one's character and cornmitment to the community.
Lendol Calder notes that Victorians viewed personal savings as key to capital formation,
and thus, necessary for national wealth. Those who saved were "lauded as public

benefa~tors."'~Daniel Horowitz has argued that the emergence of a new culture centred
around buying divorced Amencans firom meaningful personal and political expression.

In his view, consumption "became a substitution for cornpelling moral comrnitments,
engaged political activity, or genuine s e I f h ~ o d ~In" this
~ ~ instance, however,
Rochesterians did not have to choose between consuming and fulfilling a civic
responsibility; they were encouraged to view spending money as a positive political act.

Like Buffalo Day, Rochester's Pledge for Rosperity campaign took the relaxation of
Victorian restraints on spending one step fiuther: not only was it morally acceptable to
consume, it was one's civic duy. By denying thenselves "the cornforts and luxuries they
really would like and really can afford," local famiiies were hurting their neighboun and
their city8' A resurgence of local spending would reverse this trend.

"calder, Financine the Amencan Drearn, 89.
'%aniel Horowitz, Moralitv of S~ending,xvii.

*"RD&c, 9 December 1931,2.
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In 1920, dong with 700 other cities throughout the United States, Rochester had
celebrated Thrift Week, a cornmernoration of the 214th anniversary of the buth of Ben

Franklin, the "father of thrift." Each day had a different theme and motto. For example,

Bank Day emphasized the importance of bank accounts and was backed up with the
theme "A bank account guards money fiom burglar and fire and the worst thief of al1 foolish ~pending."~~
Other days promoted prompt payment of bills and household
budgeting. Now, just over a decade Iater, Rochesterians were being assured that all
spending was good spending, and hanging on to excess savings was foolish and shortsighted.
Thrift in this instance was not simply old-fashioned, but actuajly detrimental.
While the "ide dollar benefits no one," as one pledge ad noted, rnoney which is put into
. " ~ much
circulation "keeps on working for the benefit of the entire c ~ r n m u n i t ~ How
actual engaged political activism was engendered by the Pledge carnpaign is unclear.
Unlike a consumer boycott or wartime conservation effort, the campaign did not require
tangible sacrifice on the part of citizens, or even much modification of activity beyond a
return to "normal" spending. hdeed, area residents were encouraged to give in, to buy al1
items they secretly coveted yet had been holding back fiom purchasing. Yet the language
of the drive merged consumption and civic activity, equating consumption with

8'"~ontinuous
Thrift," Rochester Gas and Electric News, 8 (February 1920): 146.
"RD&C, 3 December 1931,8.

Military metaphors underscored the urgency of the cause. The hundreds of
volunteers canvassing local homes and businesses in the pledge drive were "shocktroops
in seven divisions," By bringing millions of douars into circulation, Rochesterians would

"rout completely this stupid and devitalking depression," engaghg in a "counter-attack"
against hunger, sickness, misexy and distress. Cooperation would combat the "evils of
today." The rhetoric of wartime bond drives was picked up in exhortations that, "The
county c m afford no s l a ~ k e r s . "During
~~
World War 1, Rochesterians had been active
participants in Liberty Loan drives, and thus would have been familiar with the idea of
setting aside money for a cause." Bond drives had commonly emphasized the necessity
of fkugality and self-discipline in a tirne of c r i ~ i s .Yet
~ ~while in war there was an
acknowledgement of seif-restraint, and the idea that Americans had to give "'tilit h a "
Rochester's Pledge for Rosperity only asked people to "spend 'ti2 it helps, because there
will be no real prosperity for any until there is prosperity for d."86

"Spurred on by the leadership of George Eastman, who personally donated $2.5
million to the Liberty Loan carnpaign, Rochester fkequently outsaipped goals for Liberty
Loan and Red Cross campaigns in 1918. McKelvey, Rochester on the Genesee, 164-5.

o or

example, a Liberty Loan ad distributed by the U.S.Governrnent Committee on
Public Information noted, "You are called upon to economize in every way. It is
sometirnes harder to live nobly than to die nobly. The supreme sacrifice of life may corne
easier than the petty sacrifices of cornforts and luxuries. You are called to exercise stem
self-discipline. Upon this the Allied Success depends." James R.Mock and Cedric
Larson, Words that Won the War: The Story of the Committee on PubIic Information
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1939) 169.
8 6 ~ ~3 December
& ~ , 1931, 8. Emphasis in original.

In addition to recalling bond drives from wartime, the promotions for the
Prosperity Pledge drew freely from the vernacular of commercial advertising, often
echoing the language and sloganeering of magazine ads. One full-page pledge ad in the
Democrat & Chronicle urged readers to take a critical look at their homes, making an
inventory of what was needed and "noting down what a guest could tell" about the
occupants. The suggestion that a "Guest-Eye Inventory" would provide a much more
critical evaluation of one's home played upon a theme much utilized in commercial
advertising during this tune penod. Roland Marchand fin& numerous examples of
magazine ads in the 1920s and 1930s which cultivated consumer anxiety by suggesting
that unwise purchases could give the wrong impression to others. He notes:

In advertising tableaux, niends, casual acquaintances, and strangers peered
under people's rugs or inspected their handwriting for such signs of
deficient character as might be revealed by a le* pen. They retreated
with disgust fiom bathrooms in which the "otherwise perfect appearance"
had been spoiled by a "mussed towel" or a "slow-draining, gurgling
la~atory."~~
Homes in this view were not sirnply for shelter; they were a reflection of their owner's
character and as such had to be continually maintained to ensure that they projected the
correct impression about their owners. Rochester's Cornmittee on Civic Unernployrnent
similarly reminded local citizens that they were not always objective in viewing their own
sunoundings, waming them that, "The place you live in - the things you love. How

"~archand,Advertisine the American Dream, 2 12-213.
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different they look when stripped of the film of romance with which you and yours have
lovingly entwined them! ""
Just as ads cautioned consumers to avoid making the wrong impression by
overlooking a single detail in their homes, the pledge campaign counselled Rochesterians
to be vigilant in evaluating their surroundings. Only by taking a critical view, in the way
a stranger or guest to the home wouid, could the individual be assured of projecting the
correct image, An ad for the Pledge campaign featured a checklist of over eighty "Needs"
to be surveyed within the home, ranging from repais like new paint jobs to purchases
like new furnaces, towel racks and modem lighting systems. Fostering this s.pe of selfdoubt would serve to encourage people to buy, not specific branded goods, but any
additional goods or services which would contribute to "Monroe County's Magic Circle
of Prosperity."
The carnpaign fused commercial advertising's messages about fûlfilment through
consumption with rhetonc about private spending as a civic responsibility. Everyone
would win by the acquisition of new products. Farnilies which had been misguidedy
denying themselves would get a lot of pleasure from these expendiîures and at the same
time help to relieve unemployment. Any guilt over "unnecessary" purchases was

summarily dismissed. A different promotion for the campaign outlined not only home
improvements but a range of personal purchases:

- -
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1931, 1OC.

Concretely this means that . . .the individual who usually purchases two
suits shoüld not now provide -self
with merely one, and that the
purchase of al1 other apparelling should be considered in the same way;
that if new fumishings or equipment for home are contemplated, they
should be purchased immediately rather than deferred; . . . that if you want
a new radio, buy it now; that if a new automobile is being considered,
contact a dealer at once; that so-called luxuries should not be considered as
non-essentials, that the Christmas list should be extended rather than
c~rtailed.~~

Local Community Chest clerks were given the task of coordinating the campaign.
Canvassers were instnicted to distinguish between everyday spending and emergency
spending, which would not have been made except for the campaign. The plan was to
stimulate extra spending, above and beyond the necessities of daily Iife. Even Christmas

gifts came under scrutiny. When asked by those solicited if they could include their
Christmas gifts in the amount they pledged to spend, canvassers were instmcted to reply,
"'No" unless the giver agreed to spend $10 for a gift where it was originally planned to

spend $Yg0
Just as the Buffalo newspaper categorized gifts as part of "normal"
spending, Rochester's campaign classified presents as either "necessary" or "additional."
A certain level of spending would be expected at hoIiday t h e ; oniy additional generosity

wouid qualie for "credit" under the campaign. To prevent harassrnent of the pledgers by
those seeking work, the narnes of those who had committed to spend in the campaign or
hire contractors to do repairs were not released to the public.
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?EU~&C,14 December 1931, Section II, 16.
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Local leaders were confident that Rochester could serve as an example to the rest
of the nation. The Chicago Tribune News senrice reported that the Rochester plan of
"emergency employment and business stimulation" was under discussion in Chicago,
aithough Edward L.Ryerson, of that city's Joint Emergency Relief Funci, expressed doubt
that pnvate expenditures could solve the problem of immediately needed relief?' Such
criticism didn't dampen enthusiasm in Western New York- Rochester's civic leaders,
perhaps under less pressure to supply immediate relief to the unernployed than their

Chicago counterparts, remained confident that local spending in the cornrnunity could
provide a suficient 'Ijolt" to conditions, not only helping the area but eventuaily showing
"the rest of the country the way out." Libanus Todd expressed confidence that Rochester
wodd be able to take a leading role in publicizing this type of strategy. He argued that
Monroe County was "one of the best places - perhaps the best place" to iry such a
cooperative effort, for "Here we are accustomed to pulling together - we know how to do
team work - and in this particular effort, we have outdone ourselves. "" He predicted that
as the plan spread across the nation, it might "as a byproduct" become associated with the
city itself: "It might be termed the Rochester depression remover, or the new Monroe

oct tri ne."^^ Libanus Todd filled a scrapbook with clippings from around the country.
San Francisco, Minneapolis, Hartford and Utica were among the cities which expressed
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interest in trying the "Rochester rnethod." President Herbert Hoover himself wrote a brief
note to Rochester resident Colonel Oscar Solbert (who had written the White H o u e
about the plan) stating that he was "greatly interested in the plan and in the success of the
movement so ably directed in ~ochester?
The Democrat & Chronicle on December fifieenth tnunpeted a figure of
$6,026,351 which had been pledged by a total of 1O,77 1 residents?' The headline
boasted, "Canvass succeeds beyond best hope of its sponsors," noting that the original
figure projected for the campaign was $2,000,000. In addition to the volunteer force of
1.550 canvassers, members of the local Community Chest did the clerical work Local

leaders were ecstatic: "There has never been a campaign waged in Rochester since the

war, with more determination, or with more individual concentrated interest," said Henry

H. Stebbins, chaimian of the Civic Cornmittee on Unemployment. "It has been a most
unusual campaign, in that we helped ourselves in helping others. So we may Say it was a
mutual campaign; a wondemil thing for the c o ~ n m u n i t ~ The
."~~
newspaper reported the

number of pledges and total amounts in each city ward. No ward in Rochester lacked
participants, and the average arnount pledged ranged fiom a few hundred dollars to a few
thousand.
"RD&C, Financial Edition, 26 February 1932, Section II, 17. The story featured a
copy of Hoover's letter, including his signature.

95RD&C15 December 1931, 1, 14.

" ~ D & 15
c December 1931, 1.
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The breakdown of pledges reported in the Democrat and Chronicle on December
15, 193 1, provides a sense of the distribution of pledges. Ward 7, one of the wedthier

areas of town, reported only 14 pledgers, but the average pledge was over five thousand
dollars. Even working-class neighbourhoods, Iike ward 24, still reported pledgers - in

this case 447, although the average pledge was a more modest $185. This amount was
still a considerable sum in an era when a new Ford Roadster could be purchased for just
over four hundred dollars. Perhaps the fact that the pledge was designed to indicate
spending over the following three rnonths encouraged people to enter a rather generous
arnount. Since there was no real way to enforce the pledges, some expressed doubts that

dl pledges would be f ~ d f i l l e d . ~ ~
Like Buffalo Day, the Pledge campaign promised the best of both worlds: if city
residents "helped themselves" to consumer goods which they had been foolishly
avoiding, things would get better. The plan did more than simply alleviate guilt over
personal indulgences and purchases; it tumed spending into a virtue, a way to help the
cormnunity itself. Rochester's Pledge campaigners shared the inflated rhetoric and
unstinting optimism of the Buffalo Day organizers. Both initiatives redefined
consumption as a civic act, making all spendixig a positive contribution to the local
situation. They also underscored the role of men in making spending decisions. The
spending suggestions in Rochester's Pledge for Prosperity emphasized major expenditures
which would probably rest with the male head of the household. Although renovahons or
' ~ D & c ,15 December 193 1, 14.

new appliances would improve the "ferninine" realm of the home, it is likely that final say
over such expenditures rested with men, and that even the signing of the pledge wodd
often be up to the male authority figure. Although convention made it more likely that ad
copywriten would refer to the individual as "he," often shoppers were categorized as
"she" or "Madam." It is therefore interesthg to note that the Pledge for Prosperity
campaign described how canvassers were trying to "show each individual how he can
help by signing the pledge printed a b ~ v e . " ~ *
The rhetoric of these carnpaigns was essentially democratic. Just as advertking

during the 1920s had emphasized how specific products could improve the lives of the
rich and poor alike, all citizens were insîructed to "do their best" and take part in the
~ledge.'~
Rochester's Democrat and Chronicle ran editorials which emphasized that each

and every person living in the city, no matter their financial or social rank, could help out
by spending more:
It doesn't require a lot of money to help - every dollar swells the total,
eveq hundred dollars is multiplied over and over as it passes fkom hand to
han& the thousands of dollars grow to hundreds of thousands and there
will be millions for work, for happiness, for prosperity - if everyone
helps. lw
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1931,2. Emphasis added.
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%oland Marchand explores how advertisers used the idea that "every home could
afford" a particular product to imply an Amencan society of essential equality. Bankers
and workingmen could eat Crearn of Wheat; conversely, even the nch were not immune
to afflictions like B.O.or Athlete's Foot. See Marchand, Advertising the Amencan
Drearn, 2 17-222.
'%D&c,

9 December 1931,2.

Libanus Todcl, evaluating the niccess of Rochester's Plan for Prosperity, excitedly
infomied a visiting joumalist that citizens of ample as weli as modest means were taking
part in the plan. George Eastman, the city's wealthiest citizen, "was sold on [the] idea

fkom the beginning." M e r looking over his stately mansion for needed irnprovements,

Eastman could not find anything that required fixing. He instead decided to build a
private sewage disposal plant for his home.lO' At the same tirne,
Todd w d y praised a citizen of much more Iimited resources who did her own srnall

part to improve Rochester's situation.

"Then there was a woman who had very little money, but a big desire to
help. She looked about her small home for a spot she could afford to
spend a few dollars in fixing up. Finally she decided to have an old sofa
recovered. Those two cases are typical of the responses we have had."lo2
The inclusiveness of these campaigns is significant, for it emphasized that al1 citizens, not
simply the wealthy, had a responsibility to act. The hard hmes of the Depression put
everyone "in the same boat," from the millionaire capitalist to the humble but respectable
worker.

On another level, however, it is remarkable the extent to which these campaigns
avoided dividing participants according to class. The two figures in the above example

did provide a contrast in means: the woman's "small home" and old sofa was no match
for Eastman's new sewage faciliw in terms of the amount of money put into the local

'O'RD&C, 14 December 1931, Section II, 15.
I0*Ibid.
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economy. Yet the carnpaign praised both for doing their part. What was rnissing from
this discussion was the possibihty that some people codd not *rd

even modest

expenditures. Campaigns which emphasized the power of "hoarded" dollars to grease the
wheels of the economy suggested that most people were not actually impoverished by the
Depression, but simply were holding on to their money until conditions stabilized. The
unemployed, those who had exhausted their savings, or lost their homes, were overlooked

in carnpaigns which emphasized the importance of "everyone" participating. The
discussion of "perverted thrift" as a "psychological barrier" to be overcome did not
acknowledge the rising numbers of jobless in Rochester. This emphasis on focusing the
resources at hand to benefit local people was not unique to Rochester, however.

On Febniary 6, 1932, Herbert Hoover appeared at a Washington raily for civic
leaders fkom across the nation. Audience members included representatives of forty
national associations, including the American Legion, American Federation of Labour,
American Bankers' Association, and the General Federation of Women's Clubs. Hoover
urged the creation of a national anti-hoarding association to combat individual currency
withdrawals from banks across the nation and hoped to unite 20,000,000 citizens in an

"anti-hoardingwar," Charles G. Dawes, president of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, suggested that a retum to the drive rnethods of World War 1would stop
"what he called a mass movement toward currency deflation."
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TABLE 4
PLEDGES FOR ïHE ROCHESTER "PLEDGE FOR PROSPERITY," BY WARD
Ward
1
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Total Pledges
77
39
88
143
137
271
14
197
75
1,391
1 O0
716
176
61 1
1 O7
116
368
5 14
1,919
227
228
447
232
537

8730

Average Pledge
$ 896.69
2,699.36
964.38
2,227-97
670.12
745.12
5,046.43
655.42
395.40
3 15-05
476.90
638.00
21 1-30
420-43
1,451.60
267.47
289.53
281-72
423-25
2,393.93
903-22
185-26
360.88
1,244.53
$

594.40 (city avg.)

(Totals are for city wards, does not include other pledges in the rest of the county)

Source: RD&C, 15 December 1931, 14.

Ogden L. Mills, Undersecret-

of the Treasury, Linked the anti-hoarding drive

with efforts to expand spending. Consumers should not withdraw their bank deposits and

keep the money hoarded at home: they should instead spend and "put hoarded dollars to
work." The development of a national carnpaign, with local "branches in every
community," was to be headed by Col. Frank Knox, publisher of the Chicago D a i i ~
News. A White House statement issued after the meeting noted that most of the audience

agreed with the President that

. . . a large portion of the hoarding was due to misunderstanding of the
national effect of such acts, that it arose out of unnecessary fears and
apprehension and that nothing couid contribute more to the resumption of
employment, to the stability of agriculture and other cornmodity prices,
than to restore this money to work to tum the tide of depression on the
way to prosperity.'03
Although most attendees of the meeting promised to put the support of their respective
organizations behind the anti-hoarding drive, at least one representative expressed doubts.
J. E. Spingam, representative of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People and the sole black delegate to the meeting, argued that it was "merely
ironical" to invite black Amencans to join in such a movement "when they have no
money to h ~ a r d . " ' ~
Twenty Million Citizens Back Hoover Anti-Hoarding Drive," R&C, 7 Febniary

10311

1932,lA, quote on p. 7A.
'?bid., 1A. The relationship between black leaders and efforts to encourage
consumer spending was ambivalent at best. During the mid-1930s, black consumers in
Harlem would mobilize to boycott stores which refised to hire blacks in white-collar
positions. Instead of participating in "Buy Arnerican"campaigns, black housewives were
rerninded not to buy where they could not work. See Cheryl Greenberg, 'Don't Buy
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Local initiatives to encourage spending complernented later, national,campaigns
to encourage consumer spending, including those which emphasized purchasing
Amencan-made products. By the fall of 1932 renewed interest in "Buying American"
was noted in newspapers and retaii trade periodicals, in part encouraged by William
Randolph Hearst. Hearst used the twenyseven newspapers in his empire as a pulpit

from which to preach the "Buy American" concept. Dana Frank argues that Hearst's
pronouncements "landed in a fertile field," making it easy for him to enlist the resources
of upper-class club women and others aiarmed at Amenca's economic situation.'O5 One
could argue, however, that the "fertile field" which Hearst found in Amenca in 1933 was
not only due to Amerîcans' desire to "tum inward"fkom engagement with Europe, as

Frank contends, but because local communities which had experimented with efforts to
harness consumer dollars had laid the groundwork for a national campaign.
Organizers in Buffalo and Rochester were articulating a "buy local" argument,
and nrnning ambitious campaigns based on this notion, at l e s t a full year before Hearst

began his "Buy Amencan" editorials. In 1933, the Hearst papers featured "Buy American
pledge forms" which were designed to function like the Monroe County Pledge for
Prospenty, except on a nationai scale. Frank asserts that the Buy American movement

was quickiy spun off into local calls to "buy state" or "buy city," and refers to campaigm

Where You Can't Work," in Glickman, ed., Consumer Society.
1O5

Dana Frank devotes a chapter to Hearst's Buy American campaigns, in Buv
Amencan, 56-78, quotation on p. 6 1.
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in California and by New York canneries in 1933. While she acknowledges that many
campaigns "antedated the Depression," she emphasizes that the national Buy American
campaign brought a new swell of support to the idea of state and city economic
"nationalism."'" The story of Buffalo Day and Monroe County's Pledge for Rosperity
suggests that at least some of the impulse behind economic nationalism carne from the
Iocal level, and then gained national momentum.
Trade joumals, as well as the national mass media, picked up on the "Buy
Amencan" rhetoric. An article in the Merchandise Manager noted that some store
executives were reporting a slump in Mported goods, including Irish linens and French
perfumes. Although these items were usually only a small percentage of sales, their
symbolic value was much more important. The article reported how purchasing decisions
could often be the cause of domestic strife, noting that a recent incident in a Buffalo
department store illustrateci the "psychology of the movement."

...a business man rebelled at paying his wife's monthly bill because it
covered primarily French made articles.
"Why," he indignantly queried, "should 1, who am contributing
liberally to the support of the unemployed in rny own country, exert my
family purchasing power in directions which give ernployment to French
workers instead of our o ~ n ? " ' ~ '

FinaUy he paid the bill, after it had been tactfblly pointed out that the problem which he
raised was "one of dornestic relations," not international trade. In this vignette, it is the

lMIbid.,64-5.
lo7~erchandise
Manager, February 1933.
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man who knows the workings of the economy and the tme value of his wages in turning
Amenca's economy around. His wife, pre-occupied with fashion, has no grasp of the
impact of her actions. Yet even as Hearst and others tried to whip up economic
nationalism, regional loyalty remained a touchstone of proposed solutions to the
Depression. An editorial in the Buffalo magazine Town Tidings in 1933 exhorted, "Buy
Amencan if you want to, but BW BUFFALO f i r ~ t . " ~ ~ '

Hindsight perrnits us to evaluate these carnpaigns more critically than observers at
the time did. Buffalo Day, while a successfûi one-day sale for retailers, by no means
solved unemployment in the city. The predicted "psychologicai breakthrough" for local
shoppers did not rnatenalize, and one can argue that even if it had, the combined
spending power of Western New Yorkers would not have reversed economic conditions
in the region, never mind in the entire nation. In Rochester, despite the sincerity of the

thousands of individuals who solernnly swore to do their best to spend their way out of
the Depression, the Pledge for Prosperity did not have the desired effect of jump-starting
the city on the path to nomalcy. Given the eventual limitations of these plans, how do
we account for these two communities embracing such initiatives?

In one sense, this marshalling of local spenden can be seen as a way for people to
feel that they were doing their part to end the Depression. By asserting the responsibility
of every individual to do his or her part to end the economic downhini, these shopping
-

-- -

...- -

'O'"~roundthe Town," T
J Febniary 1933, 7.
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and spending campaigns asserted that the individual could make a difference. To relegate

al1 action to Washington or the state govemment was to aclmowledge the powerlessness
of individuals over the course of the nation's progress. These proposais appealed to
individuals who wanted to do something - anything - to try to irnprove economic
conditions.

The popularity of this strategy also had a lot to do with popular understanding of
the workings of the economy. It made sense for residents of the area to think of al1

individuals as participating in a large "circle of distribution:" they had been hearing this
message for some time in local editoriais and advertising. During the 1 9 2 0 local
~~
merchants had encouaged people to spend at home as a way to M e r boost their
region's prosperity; now this became a matter of survival. Similady, merchants
borrowed the rhetoric of civic campaigns like the "Pledge for Prosperity" to emphasize
the role of the individual in the local economy. Retailers tumed around the popular
language of fiscal responsibility to encourage people to corne back to the stores.
Spending was not about giving in to desire, in this view, but a rational decision.
As time wore on, it became clear that local initiatives like Buffalo Day or the

Rochester Pledge for prosperity were not effective in ending America's slurnp. In
Buffalo, relief expenditures in December of 1933 reached a hi& of $6 11,677 and over
21,000 families relied on public assistance. In con-

a decade eariier, expenditures in
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December of 1923 had been under $12,000, and 453 families were on assistance.'"

By

1934, some expressed doubt that the private consumer had the power to make a difference
in the economy. As one newspaper article noted, the slogan "Buy Now and Aid

Recovery," was "a good one, but of lirnited effectiveness for the excellent reason that oie
John Consumer is, at the moment, a hifle short of spending m~ney.""~

In the end, Rochester suffered fiom a senous loss of morale, and many fled the
city. In order to screen the ovenvhelming n-unbers of applicants for public assistance,
officids used work projects, including a rock pile, to distinguish "the worthy fiom the
shiftless male vagabonds.""'

Even Rochester's Community Chest, which had received

generous bequeaths fiom city patron George Eastman, was unable to meet the needs of
the unernployed. Afier Eastman's death by suicide in 1932, residents fell into a torpor
and abandoned many local initiatives.'12

'%iles Carpenter, "Trends in Relief Expenditures in Buffalo,"
9 (Febmary, 1934),
Table II : Expenditures for Relief and Number of Families on Relief for July and
December, 1922 - 1933.

''a
Apnl 1934,8.
111

McKelvey, Emergina
- Metro~olis,66.

'"fiid., 67. McKelvey argues that Eastman's suicide had no connection with the
depression and instead resulted from "his desire to escape the debilitating pains of
advancing age and threatened infirmities." The Kodak founder's final message stated,
"My work is done. Why wait?" Despite Eastman's assertion that it was time for him to
go, his death was still shocking to local residents and hardly helped the community to
view conditions with optimism.
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By the mid 1930s, solutions which c d e d upon the federal govemment for
fùnding became more attractive, and FDR's willingness to spend money on New Deal
programs prompted some local residents to entertain creative new notions of govemment
intervention.Il3 ~uffalo'sGeorge C.Andrews, a prominent city engineer and former
Water Department official, developed a plan to help "Uncle Sam put some money in the
consumer's all let.""^ Andrews presented his "Federal Handout Scheme" in speeches
before various luncheon clubs and in a pamphlet entitled "Why Postpone Prospenty?"
He argued that the govenunent should provide "taxable money" which would have to be
put into circulation immediately or would lose its value over tirne. To prevent anyone
acquiring this special currency fiom simply saving it, the plan would require the
atlachment of a stamp to each uospent dollar bill every fifieen days, which would reduce
its value by two per cent. According to Andrews, the government would redeem it in

ordinary currency two years after the date of issue, provided fifty stamps were attached.
The Andrews plan had parallels to the Old Age Pension Plan advocated by Dr.
Francis Townshend, which also relied on the government to provide handouts of cash to
consumers. Townshend, a Califomia doctor, rose to national prominence as the
spokesperson for Old Age Revolving Pensions, Ltd. He advocated a $200 monthly
113

Beginning in 1935, Buffalo received federat relief money,primarily for public
works. Between 1935 and 1937, Buffalo received over $45 million on projects including
the building of a downtown auditorium, new police headquarters, public housing,
modemiation of the zoo, and countless other renovation projects. Goldman, &h
Hopes?227.
April, 1934, 8.

pension for seniors, provided that they retire fiom work and spend the whole amount
within thuty days.'15 By 1935, a n e ~ r o r kof "Townshend Clubs" had stretched through

California and into the Midwest and ~ o r t h e a s t . " It
~ is not clear whether Andrews was
familiar with Townshend's plan Alan Brinkiey points out that Townshend himself was
not the k t to suggest such a scheme, as others including ad man Bruce Barton and
Seattle dentist Stuart McCord had proposed similar plans."'

Late in 1934, Louisiana

Senator Huey Long devised his own form of wealth redistribution, the Share Our Wealth
Plan. Long's plan would heavily tax the wealthy - for example, and income an individual
made above one million dollars would simply be confiscated, and strict limits would be
set on inheritances. The money gained by the govemment would be disîributed to every
needy family in the co~ntry."~

In contrast to Townshend and Long, Andrews targeted homeowners as the main
beneficiaries of his plan. Stating that it was impossible for the govemment to give
employrnent on public works to al1 of the jobless, Andrews proposed that homeowners be
used to create ernployment. Each homeowner would receive an amount of this "taxable

"*~amish,
Anxious Decades, 328-9.
Il6

Alan Brinkley, Voices of Protest: Huev Long. Father Coughlin. and the Great
Demession (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982), 223. Brinkley and Parrish state that the
Townshend proposal was for $200 per rnonth. James R. McGovem puts the figure at
$300. McGovem, And a Time for H o ~ e :Arnencans in the Great De~ression(Westport,
Corn.: Praeger, 2000), 5 1.
l

"~rinkley,Voices of Protesf 223.

%id.,

71-2.
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currency" equal to five percent of the assessed valuation of his or her property, with the
stipulation that the money be expended to repair or improve the home. ï h e plan would
provide employrnent for "ali carpenters, plumbers, painters, et cetera" as well as those in
other industries such as construction supplies or furnitue. The workers hired to improve
homes "would be allowed to spend the money paid them by the home owner in any way
they desired," but naturally, every recipient would spend it ùnmediately so as to avoid
the necessity of attaching stamps. Andrews believed that "with hoarding penalized in this
way," the money would turn over at least twenty-five times in a year, or about three times
faster. His plan would have entitIed Buffalo residents to about $200,000,000 for home
rehabilitation.

In one sense, Andrews's plan can be seen as a compromise between wholly pnvate
spending initiatives and state employment and public works ventures. While the citizens
who went shopping on Buffalo Day or pledged money in the Monroe County plan were
trying to make a difference by putting their own savings into circulation, Andrews
recognized that not everyone had sufficient fun& to contribute. His plan relied on
governrnent money, but put that money in the han& of individual consumers. The
desired result would be very similar to goals announced by the promoters of the
Rochester Pledge for Prospenty: homeowners would hire extra labour, or make
additional purchases which in turn would fuel the economy. Andrews did not go so far as
to advocate that the state simply hand out this money directly to the most needy. Nor was
he willing to entertain a radical redistribution of wealth, as Long proposed. Where Long

wanted to take money fiom the weaithy and give it directly to "the people," Andrews
would reward homeowners (presumably including the most wealthy cikens of the
country) with money to spend, and they in turn would hire workers and put these
additional fun& into the economy.
Despite the fanfare sturounding the announcement of the plan, Andrews's plan
was never adopted. By 1935, federally f h d e d public works had become the main
strategy to alleviate unemployment in Western New York. People in the area grew more
resigned to the idea that individuals had littie power when it came to changing the
direction of the economy. Dr. Robert Riegel, professor of statistics in the School of
Business Administration at the University of BufEdo, mused on this change in the
Buffalo Times. He drew a distinction between "old-fashioned" businessmen who
followed common sense and scorned statistics and economic theory and those who
recognized their dependence on much larger market forces. The former group had been
rendered "extinctas a dodo bird" by the Depression. "Besides its extraordinary length

and the vast unemployment situation it has created, there is one thing that distinguishes
this depression fkom al1 that have gone before it," Dr. Riegel declared.

That distinguishing charactenstic is the absolute dependence of the
individual on general economic conditions, certainiy nation-wide and in
many respects world-wide. The businessman, the industrialist, the
workingman, the professional man and the investor have al1 corne to
realize that only a general recovery on a large scale can change their
individual Iot for the better.'Ig
' l g ~ ~ f fTimes,
d o 13 October, 1935, n.p. BBSR Records, Scrap Book "Bureau of
Business Research, 1932- 1934," UBA.
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Riegel argued that in former times, this was not the case as conditions in one community
were not so closely iinked to those in another - "one codd be prosperous and flourishing

and the other depressed at the very same time."

The growing belief in the powerlessness of the individual to have an impact on
the Depression is not surprising. By the mid-1930s, neither Rochester nor Buffalo could
claim "immunity" from the economic slump. Local unemployment soared, as those
businesses which did manage to stay afloat sharply curtailed their payrolls. Local leaders

made increasing appeals to the state and federal governrnents for aid. And although
stores would still experiment with "buy local" appeals in advertising, few entertained

grand proposais like Buffalo Day or the Pledge for Prospenty as the solution to the
contuiuing Depression.
These initiatives, which aimed to harness the purchasing power of the individual
for the good of all, reveal the continued power of local identities. Faced with the

downtum of business conditions, the people of Western New York first looked at home
for solutions, hoping that by coming together in their commmities they could help
themselves, and perhaps, even the rest of the nation. They also focused on consuming as
the most effective means for every individual to "rnake a difference." Consuming was
seen as a "win-win solution," dlowing citizens to induige themselves and simultaneously
give a boost to the economy. Finally, in proposing plans which encouraged consumer
spending, Western New Yorkers attempted to redefine older notions of thrift and fiscal
responsibility. By the early 2 930s spending eclipsed saving as the ideal for the civic-
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minded, as merchants and local leaders prornoted buying as the "wayout." These local
spending initiatives show the resourcefulness of Buffalo and Rochester merchants and

citizens; as it tumed ouf the resources they had at hand were not enough to tum the tide.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Hard Times and Good Times at Home

"THISHAPPENED IN BUFFALO."
- ad for Lifebuoy soap in the Buffdo Evening News,
December, 1929
"Rochester husbands make wives blush."
- ad for Spry shortening in the Rochester Democrat &
Chronicle, November, 1936

Local identities both persisted and were transformed during the late 1930s. This
chapter will explore the continued significance of the community appeal as a selling tool
after 1931,and the persistence of local stores as sites not only of consumption but local
entertainment, education and celebration as weII. Further, it will suggest that other
groups, including national advertisers, tried to tap into local loyalties with varying

amounts of success. In this sense it challenges the narrative of national homogenization
which &es

much of the literature on Amencan popular culture during the interwar

period. Scholars have emphasized how Americans fiom coast to coast were becoming
more and more alike, and were more likely to see îhemselves as part of a national culture.

The spread of consumer culture is assumed to have had a homogenizing and uniehg
effect on al1 areas of the United States. Urban historians suggest that the nation was
becoming integrated in broad networks of commUIiication and distribution, and less tied

to the "island communities" of the nineteenth century, to use Robert Wiebe's famous
phrase.

'
The developrnent of a mass market, in this view, encouraged a sense of

participation in a world beyond one's home t o m . Advertising carnpaigns M e r
contributed to the development of a national vernacular, where people across the country
could idenîifi the slogan of Wrigley's Gum or Luclq Strike brand cigarettes?
Magazines, movies and radio programs presented themselves as comrnon experiences for
consumers in ail regions of the country, encouraging individuals to feel they were sharing
something which spoke to the nation as a who1e.l

kobert H. Wiebe's n i e Search for Order 1877-1920 (New York: Hill and Wang,
1967) in some ways h e d the debate over the Gilded Age and Progressive Era for
decades after its publication in 1967. Wiebe emphasizes the sense of dienation and
confusion for Americans living through this period, stressing how life in the smaller,
isolated cornmunities of the nineteenth century did not prepare people for the challenges
of industrialization and urbanization. Wiebe's search is a national project, and he
suggests that political and econornic upheaval at the hirn of the century caused a
"widespread loss of confidence in the powers of the comrnunity." (44)
2 ~ eMarchand,
e
Advercisine the Arnencan Dream, 77-87.
' ~ a t t h e wSchneirov argues that the writers and editors of popular magazines like
McClure's and Scribner's consciously promoted a new national culture in the late
nineteenth century. Dream of a New Social Order, 3-6, 103-124. Jennifer Scanlon
suggests that whde the magazine excluded some groups (black women, those who
worked for wages), those it did speak to (white, middle-class wives and mothers) were
encouraged to feel that they were part of a larger project. Ladies' Home Journal readers
were continually reminded that "their values . . . held the family, community, and nation
together." hatriculate Lonmnes, 232. In both editorial content and advertising, these
magazines suggested an ideal, "typicai" Amencan life, with little recognition of the
particularities of place beyond references to life in "the city."
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On one level, this emphasis on a growing national consciousness rings true. As
the previous chapters have demonstrated, examination of Rochester and Buffalo during
the 1920s reveals that residents did feel increasingly comected to others in the rest of the
country. By the 19305, certain well-established mechanisms enabled the residents of
Buffalo and Rochester to keep well abreast of developments in the rest of the nation. As
we have seen, improvements in roads and railways made it easier for people to venture

beyond their immediate surroundings. At the same tirne, irnprovements in distribution

and transportation brought brand-name goods to Western New York, and businesses
based in other parts of the country, in particula. chah stores, became an increasing
presence in the region.
Yet in another sense, what has been described as the new "national" culture in the
early 1920s could be more accurately termed a "big-city" culture. More specificdly, the
enterîainments, fashions, habits and lifestyles of those living in centres like New York,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Chicago becarne increasingly familiar to ail Amencans.
As movies came out of Hollywood, as Madison Avenue ad agencies cranked out national
campaigns, Arnericans in al1 regions becarne increasingly familiar with the goings-on in
these places. The artistic and cultural output of these metropolises seemed to make these
places "matter" in a way that smailer cities like Buffalo and Rochester did not. Scholars
interested in Arnerica's emergence as a nation of consumers have invariably emphasized

how profound changes in a few key cities had resonance throughout the rest of the

What is rnissing fiom this equation is the persistence of local identities in the

formation of Aniencan consumer culture. Even in the late 1930s, by which tirne the
various apparatuses of the mass market including national advertising, magazines, and
media were f M y in place, local particularities still shaped the experiences of connimers

in Western New York The emphasis on local identities and local roots cultivated by
retailen persisted not only through the 1920s but well into the Depression and beyond.

In the 1930s, merchants in smaller cities presented themselves as mediators
between the mass market and local interests. Department stores boasted of carrying wide
ranges of branded goods, allowing the citizens of ButTa10 and Rochester full access to the
wonders of American mass production. At the same time, they asserted their own place

3

As noted earlier, works ranging ffom Lewis Erenberg, Ste~pin'Out, to Paula Fass's
The Damned and the Beautifid, to Leach's Land of Desire, focus primarily on cultural
shifts within Amenca's largest cities, while suggesting the emergence of a new "national"
culture. A notable new study which explores how rural Amencans expenenced îhese
changes is David Blaake, Sowing:the Arnerican Dream: How Consumer Culture Took
Root in the Rural Midwest (Athens, Ohio: Ohio Universisr Press, 2000). Blanke argues
that Midwestem farmers tried, and ultimately failed, to reconcile individual rnateriaiism
with communal values. Because rural residents were much more likely to peruse goods
in a mail-order catalogue than first-hand in a department store, Blanke notes, they had
very different notions about the possibilities of consumer capitalism. He argues that
movements like the Grange were the articulation of a "rurai consumer ethos," which
targeted the existing distribution system and aimed to increase the availability of goods.
In contrast, town consumers were "charmed by the dynarnism of the local department
store" and less Iikely tu search for colIective solutions. (129-3 1, 159)
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in the continued evolution and success of their communities. Throughout the 1930s,

retailers in Western New York used local sentiment as a tool for selling, whether by

linking sales events to significant dates in the history of the city, or by using appeals to
cornmunity solidarity in newspaper advertising. In 1934, for exampie, the B. Forman Co.
tied its own twenty-fifth anniversary with the Rochester Centennial, affYllng a 25-foot
replica of an early map of the Rochester area to the front of the store. The canvas map
covered almost the entire fiont of the store, noted the Dry Goods Merchants Trade
Journal, extending from close to the top of the building down to the second-fioor
windows. Treated to withstand the elernents, it was lashed to the building with
decorative ropes. The Journal noted approvingly of the high level of local interest in the
map: "At night the rnap is lighted fiom below and causes much comment. In fact, it has
aroused so much interest that its picme has appeared in local newspapers, with resultant
free publicity to the f ï ~ m . "Crowds
~
reportedly gathered to examine the rnap and mamel
at how the city had developed since its founding.
Even afier the failure of "local spending" initiatives like Buffalo Day and the
Rochester Pledge for Prospenty in 1931, retailers continued to emphasize the importance

of patronizing area retailers. For example, during the Christmas season of 1936, the
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle editorialized that businesses were "human" and reacted
best when under the "stimulus of local encouragement and support." Readers were
encouraged to begin their gift shopping to demonstrate îheir cornmitment to Rochester.
S"~normous
Old Map is Anniversary Feature," DGMTJ, August 1934,24.

The paper admonished readers that citizenship carried "a definite responsibility to the
~ o m m u n i t ~ Shopping
."~
was a presented as a painless way to encourage local businesses

and foster employment for fellow citizens.
As a guest, be loyal to your host. As an employe [sic], be loyal to your
business. As a citizen, be loyal to your comrnunity. If you live in
Rochester, patronize Rochester's stores. Give your business to the
merchants who give employment to your fellow citizens. . . . Rochester
merchants are of, by, and for the community in which they are doing
business. They hire Rochesterians for clerical and executive staffs.
Payrolls are made up fkom money you spend over the counters and in
various departments. As the stores prosper, the community prospers. Yes,
shop in Rochester, and shop early. But when you think of the many fine
business institutions in this city, and when you realize that every dollar
spent in Rochester aids the people and prosperity of Rochester, you cannot
help resolving to spend even a higher percentage of your money here. . . .
Be a booster and share in the pride of building a greater ~ochester.~
Such entreaties emphasized the money spent by local retailers in wages, while
disregarding the fact that most of the products available in the stores were actually not
locally manufactured but shipped in fiom al1 over the countxy and the world. No mention
was even made of trying to buy American-made goods. The more immediate -fer

of

fun& fiom the shopper to the retailer, and then to the sales clerk, seemed the most
crucial. This logic persisted, and the retail trade press continued to report "Buy-AtHome" drives in communities across the nation throughout the late 1930s,*Local
'RD&C, 9 December 1936,IO.

8

For example, see the description of a "Buy-At-Home Drive" in The Dalles, Oregon,
Drv Goods Joutnal, September 1938,32. The ads feahired in the articles had slogans like
"Why not spend your money in the city where you make it?"

consumption was the main focus of such drives, although occasionally recognition of area
rnanufacturen might accompany promotions for local retailers.

During the dark days of the Depression, residents of Western New York
continued to visit area stores, even if their actual purchases were limited. n i e economic
downtun hit department stores hard. Figures for Sibley, Lindsay & Curr in Rochester
suggest a steady decline in net sales from 1929 to 1933, with a slow recovery for the rest
of the decade.' Buffalo department stores similarly hit bottorn in 1933 and only gradually
made their way back up to 1920s levels of sales." Yet although unemployment and relief
levels grew throughout the 1930s, people still strolled down Main Street and still visited
stores, at least to look. Indeed, some of the people walking by show windows in the
downtown were undoubtedly among the newly unemployed, who were out pounding the
pavement in search of work and might have had ambivalent reactions to seeing goods
which were beyond their ability to acquire. At the same tune, p e u a l of wares in
department or discount stores continued to be a pastime for many people, including the
unemployed. The distractions of the store, the fantasy world which merchants had so

'~ibley'snet sales were $12,606,898 in 1929, aimost $900,000 lower than in the store's
peak year of 1926. Still, the late 1920s wodd be recalled fondly after the Depression hit,
when sales reached a low of $7,7 10,850 in 1933. The figure climbed slowly for the rest
of the 1930s, but dîd not reach $12,000,000 again until 1943. See Appendix III. Al1
figures fiom Table XVIII, ''Net Sales, Gross Eamings and Net Eamings, 1915-1952,"
March 1953, Carton "Annual Reports, Homer Hoyt, Market Survey & Appraisal," Sibley
Collection, Strong Museum.
""1ndex of Sales of Department Stores," BBSR Box 2 "Sales," Folder "Department
Stores, Data fiom Statistical Survev," UBA.
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carefully cultivated in prosperous times, had a particular allure in hard times. Visitors to
the store could revel in the luxurious surroundings, perhaps forgetting the privations they
endured at home. Further, the transfomative power of goods appealed to people in
desperate times. Throughout the 1WOs, advertisers and retailers had stressed the
importance of choosing the right products in order to ensure persona1 success. During the
Depression the notion, however fancifiil, that one rnight be able to reverse bad fortune
simply by selecting the proper new necktie for a job i n t e ~ e w
had a potent allure."

Some impressionistic evidence supports the view that the central business district
remained a place of activity, if not actual purchases, throughout the later 1930s. Buffalo's
Main Street Association perfonned penodic counts of pedestrians at various points in the
downtown. According to one count on Wednesday, November 1, 1933, almost three
thousand people passed in front of Adam, Meldnun & Anderson during two half-hour
blocks from 11:O0 to 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 to 3:00 p.m. A similar count outside of
Lemer's discount store on the West Side of Main Street indicated 4446 passers-by, and
another 2047 outside of J.N. Adams on the other side of the street.12 These figures
' ~ o l a n dMarchand argues that advertises emphasized how surviving the Depression
depended on the consumer's ability to maintain a positive self-image and remain
cornpetitive. The very real threat of joblessness loomed large for Americans; advertisers
played on this fear to suggest that a m a . might lose his chance at promotion simply
because he did not purchase the proper grooming products, or a child might fail at school
because of a poor diet. See Marchand, Advertisinrz the American Dream, 288-292,296299.
l

' * ~ hMain
e
Street Association, Inc. Sidewak Pedestrian Counts, Issued June 1938.
This figure is Iower than during previous years. On Novernber 1, 1929, for example, the
count at the same location was 3306. There appears to have been a slight decline in

suggest that the downtown did not become a "ghost town" even during 1933, the year that
Buffalo's department stores reported their lowest sales during the Depression.
Throughout the 1WOs, litedly thousands of people.walked through the retail district
every business day. During subsequent counts in June and November of 1934, 1935,
1936,1937, and 1938, no fewer than two thousand people were counted outside of J.N.
Adam's during hvo thirry-minute segments, with the average reaching over three
thousand. l 3
Special events staged by the department stores, in particular, drew crowds
regularly. The unveiling of store improvernents was an event aîtended by local leaders

and residents alike. The installation of the first store escalators in Rochester (explaïned as
"electric stairways" to those unfatniliar with the term) became an occasion to celebrate
the city's advancement and the wonderhil possibilities of modem technology. These new

pedestrian traffic fkom 1929 onwards, judging fiom the pedestrian counts in front of
Adam Meldnim & Anderson, Hengerer's and Kresge's. It is impossible, however, to
make an exact cornparison between years, as the &ta was usually collected on November
1 and June 1 each year (not on the same day of the week each year, a discrepancy which
undoubtedly skewed the results obtained). Weather was also acknowledged as a factor
affecting traffic patterns (and sunilarly impossible to compare). Not al1 counts indicate a
decline, as those perfiorrned in kont of Flint & Kent and J.N. Adam show no discemable
pattern, but Vary widely fiom year to year. The point remains that the number of passersby in downtown Buffalo from 1928 to 1938 can be counted in the thousands.

I31bid. J.N. Adam's was chosen as an exarnple because the store had a central Main
Street location. Adam's was Baido's largest department store during the period, catering
to the "middle range'' of shoppers, fitting between the higher prices of Hengerer's
specialty shops and the discount counters of the five and dime stores. The average of
counts conducted during two half-hour penods during a single day in June and November
of 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, and June of 1938 was 3034,125.
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conveyors were greeted with a high Ievel of excitement. Men, wornen, and children
flocked to the stores to ride the escalators, some for the first time in their lives. Ln some
ways both the public excitement over escalators and the leading roles taken by
department stores in adopting this new tecfinology echoed similar developments
surrounding the adoption of electric lighting in the late nineteenth century. During the
1880s, clothing and department stores had been among the first locations to be wired for
electricity. In Buffalo, merchants had spearheaded the drive for eiectric lighting in the
downtown. Now crowds gathered to see the escalators set in motion."

ln 1936, a group of over three thousand Rochesterians jammed the main floor
aisles of Sibley, Lindsay & C m to witness Mayor Charles Stanton press a button that
started the escalators between five floors of the store. The new feature cost the store over
a quarter of a million dollar^.'^ Before the unve&ng, the store's board of directors and
officials hosted a breakfast for 350 local officials, Chamber of Commerce executives,
presidents of civic clubs and other Rochester ci riz en^.'^ The store boasted that the
14

David E. Nye points out that the public soon became accustomed to these changes in
technology: he notes that while in 1880 "one arc light in a store window drew a crowd,"
people quickïy viewed such innovations as "normal." Nevertheless, public excitement
during the initial phase of introduction of escalators ran very hi&.
EIectri-9
America,
5, 114, quotation on 57.
'5"3,000 Crowd into Sibley's to See New Escalators Start When Mayor Presses Button
During Unveiling Ceremony," Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press,
1936- 1941,"[no newspaper or page indicated] 1 October 1936, Strong Museum.
161'

Sibley's Sets Escalator Opening," Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local
Press, 1936- 1941,"[no newspaper or page indicated] 23 September 1936, Strong
Museum.

installation was the largest in New York State outside of Manhattan, m e r the assembled
crowd was brought to attention by the sound of bugles, Rochester's mayor praised the
store for its leadership role in the community. Stanton noted that Sibley's was "keeping
up to the minute, as always. . . . Sibley's has become an institution in Rochester, It is a

landmark for thousands who go shopping. This new equipment will add to their
convenience."" The crowd roared its approvai as the mayor set the escalator in motion.
The fact that this event could draw such a large crowd at 9:30 on a Wednesday rnorning
perhaps aIso indicates that the local business leaders present at the occasion were joined
by at least some of the ranks of Rochester's unempIoyed.

In Buffalo the following year, the opening of the escalators at J.N. Adam & Co.
became a civic event, with people Iining up on Main Street to await the initial run of the
"moving steps." Samuel W. Reyburn, C h a h a n of the Board of the Associated Dry
Goods Corporation, was on hand to speak, but the highlight of the evening was the

chance for BufFalonians to ride the stairs for the h t tirne. The Buffalo Courier reported
on the revelry associated with the starting of the escalators:
An early augur of success for the debut was the Iine of Buf'falonians at the
Main Street store as early as 7 o'clock. Attentively these citizens watched
while the current was turned on to start the moving steps on their endless
joumey. . . .Maybe it was the "kid" in them, but lots of f o k joined in
riding both up and down @e five flights of "sîairs," and then up and down
again. And, as store executives had planned, the debut became an open

""Throng Sees Sibley Escalator Unveiled," ,Sibley Collection, Scrapbook
"Clippings, Local Press, 1936- 1941,"[no newspaper or page indicated] 30 September
1936, Strong Museum.

house party, with hordes of citizens invading evexy department, asking
questions of salesgirls.

''

The opening of the escalators was viewed by store management as a selling occasion, to
be sure, but it also was a chance for local residents to experience the new technology, fiee
of charge, and celebrate the advancement of their city. Buffalo's Heaith Commissioner
noted approvingly that the new escalators would eliminate the nausea or fainting spells
associated with "old-fashioned" elevators.

The opening of new or expanded stores drew similar attention. The 1930s
witnessed considerable reinvestment in downtown stores. Despite the constraints of the
Depression, many stores either expanded or renovated their buildings. Buffalo saw quite

a few new developments. Just pnor to the installation of the escalators in 1937, J.N.
Adam completed a $500,000 renovation, building a new six-story structure at the corner

of Main and Eagle Streets and rnodemizing the existing structure. At the ceremony to lay
the comerstone of the new building, Samuel W. Reyburn, president of the Associated Dry
Goods Corporation, explicitly equated the investment by retailers into the city with the
larger efforts by the American private sector to lead the way out of the Depression.

Taking the opportunity to criticize Roosevelt's New Deal. Reyburn rejected the notion
that the state should become more involved in reguiating the economy. He cornpared the
role of govemment to that of officiais at a football game, who should "enforce the rules
''~ourier,22 September 1937, Industrv in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,
292, BECPL.

but leave the actuai playing to the player~."'~
Only by giwig business a chance to "fight
its way out" wodd both state and federal officials help the return to normalcy.
Walter Brunmark, president of J.N. Adam, explained that the decision to embark
on a huge expansion program indicated the faith of J.N. Adam & Co. in the future of
downtown Main Street, and more generally in Buffalo as a whole. He argued,

This new building and expansion program, involving so substantial a
capital investment . . . has corne about afier several years of careful study
of al1 the important facts that determine a logical, successfiil location for a
large, modem department store business. . . . It is also very g r a t i m g that
we find it necessary and logical to embark on this important development
at this time because it wili provide employment for hundreds of Buffalo's
skilled craftsmen engaged in the building trades and allied industries in
our immediate trading area- It is also a sincere expression of our faith and
belief in Buffalo as a community and expresses our confidence in the
future of this splendid ~ i t y . ~ '
Research into aaffic patterns, transportation and parking facilities reinforced the
company's decision to expand. The location was also close to large office buildings,
banks and other stores, leading the store's management to conclude that it would be "most
desirable, not only for this generation, but for those that will follow." The J.N. Adam
construction contract was awarded to the same Buffalo firm which constructed the
$7,000,000 Art Deco, downtown landmark City Hall. Al1 materials were from the
Buffalo area and al1 labour was local. The only exception to this rule was the selection of
architectural fim Starrett & Van Vleck, of New York City. The fim had earned a
' 9 1 ' ~ . URGED
~ .
TO GIVE BUSINESS CHANCE," BEN 24 June 1935, Industry in
Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier Vol. 4,303. BECPL.
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reputation for department-store design since overseeing the redesign of Lord & Taylor's
Fifth Avenue store in Manhattan 23 years previously.*'

The modem styling of the new building, featuring horizontal lines, was
commended in the local press." After the completion of the project in 1936, the Main
Street Association awarded a prize to the store for the fmest major building construction
in the city. Accepting the award, Walter Brunmark stated confidently that "Main Street
never would degenerate into a Coney Island boardwalk" if businesses continued to invest
in maintaining and modeniizing their buildings. He noted that the satisfaction of store
executives and employees, combined with the public's positive response to the project,
had provided ample compensation for the company's invesment."
Buffalo's William Hengerer store spent $1,000,000 modemizing its Main Street
store in 1937 and 1938. New store fixtures, fire-enclosed stairways, new departments and

a 36,000 square foot addition were designed to make Hengerer's "the most modem store

2' "J. N. Adam & Co. plans $500,000 store building," BCE, 1 March 1936, IndusBuffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,295, BECPL. Lord & Taylor was another
Associated Dry Goods store, suggesting a long-term relationship between the parent
Company and the architects.

in

""~rightNew Face in Store for Downtown Slqline" BEN, 11 April 1935, Industry in
Buffalo and the Niaxara Frontier, Vol. 4,296-7, BECPL.
'3"~erchantsWho Bring Beauty to Main Street are Honored - New Store of J.N.
Adam & Co. Takes Award," Courier 5 June 1936, Industw in Buffalo and the Niagara
Frontier, Vol. 4,291, BECPL.
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in New York

tat te."^^ Five Westinghouse elevators with blue-green leather doors and

bronze trim were instailed. Attention went into every facet of the store's design. The
interior featured alternathg pilasters and a g l a s and brick penthouse for the store's office
workers. The facade of the building was refaced in white granite and trirnmed in bronze,
with an off-white terracotta facade running from the second fioor to the penthouse.

Sweeping display windows encouraged shoppers linger out in fiont, while bronze
revolving doors ushered them inside. The tea room was "redone in the modem style,"

with bleached straw walls, maple woodwork and "strong accents of turq~oise."~~
Despite
Hengerer's long-standing image as a "store of specialty shops," catering to Buffalo's elite,
the new building featured budget dresses, coats and millinery, and a new dress thnft shop,
perhaps indicating that even Hengerer's had to make concessions for the Depression. The
Store for Men had a contrasting interior, with walnut and simdated pigskin walls. To
further encourage the sense that maie shoppers were distinct fiom their ferninine

counterparts, the men's shop was arranged as a "store within a store" with a facade of its
own and a separate entrance.

In 1938, E.W. Edwards & Son of Buffalo opened a new store with what were
descnbed by the Courier-Ex~ressas "impressive ceremonies," attended by civic and
Company Officials and I 50 merchandisers' and buyers' representatives. Five hundred

'
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salespeople were on hand to welcome customers. The store had planned to give each
visitor to the store a rose, but the supply of an estimated 15,000 to 20,000 blossoms was
exhausted by three o'clock in the aftemoon, and the total nurnber of visitors reached
between 30,000 and 40,000.~~
Attendant5 at the nearby Statler Garage reported thaî one
thousand shoppers took advantage of the free parking spaces ananged for the occasion.

nie store's design was the culmination of "extensive study" of department stores in New
York and oîher cities. The structure was guaranteed fireproof, and the intenor had a
state-of-the-art ventilation system. Twenty-seven show windows brought naturd light
into the store and were supplemented by a lighting system instakd jointly by General

Eleciric and Niagara Hudson. The feeling of light and openness was echoed in the pale
"peach blossom" hue chosen for the interiors and the cream ceilings. The layout of store
departments was also revised according to new research. The men's department was
designed with separate Street entrances, which, according to Edwards' promotions director

Adam Eby, allowed "men, who usually despise shopping," to "duck in one door, make
their purchases, and duck out the other door."" Kleinhans of Buffalo also modernized,

hiring local architects Bley & Lyman and awarding the construction job to another city

26"~dwards'
New Store Viewed by Huge Crowd," BCE, 3 May 1938, Industry in
Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4 , 3 12, BECPL.

finn. The store hoped its new facade of pink granite and improved display windows
would cornpiement the other improved buildings in the d o ~ n t o w n . ~ ~
At the same tirne that the independent merchants of Buffalo and Rochester
rejuvenatediheir stores, chain stores also increased their profile in.the centrai business
districts of the two cities. Department stores were longstanding fktures in the downtown.
Now a range of discount stores and chains (both regional and national) invested in new,

modem facilities. Buffalo, in particular, saw a new rnix of chain stores popping up in its
downtown. Some of these stores were new additions to the area; others were expanded

versions of existing chah branches.
Neisner's five-cent to $1 stores opened a new branch in Buffalo at 450 Main
Street. The Rochester-based chain already had two Buffalo branches, one in the
Broadway shopping district (traditionally home to more discount retailers and five-anddime chains than the Main Street area) which had opened in 1923, and one on Bailey

Avenue which had been in business since 1935. By the time this new "flagship store"
was being built in Buffalo, the Neisner chah had 103 stores in 63 cities, spread out over
16 ~tates.'~
According to the Buffalo Times, the new store featured the "longest lunch
counter in the wodd," seating 80 diners, who faced a wail of green and white tiled glass,

''~irnes, 17 January, 1938, Industry in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4, 3 19,
BECPL.
21
~ , September 1938, Industry in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4, 322,
BECPL. The Times on 19 September 1938 reported that Neisner was a chab of 115
stores.
2
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~
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inset with diamond-shaped lights and soft multi-colored effect~."~*
Green leather swivel
chairs featured convenient built-in fooeests, and a special rack under the counter allowed
shoppers to relax while eating lunch with their purchases safely stowed away. Food
preparation was done using stainless steel equipment and methods "parailel [to] those of
the best modem hospitals in sanitation."" The trained staff of 300 on hand for the grand
opening were "al1 Buffalonians," the manager was careful to point out.32
Some merchants joined forces to capitalize on the publicity surrounding new store
openings. When Woolworth's held a speciai re-opening ceremony to unveil
improvements to its downtown Buffalo store, its neighbours on the block bounded by

Main, Clinton, Washington, and Eagle Streets held their own programs. Kleinhan's held
fashion shows in the shop for men and feanired orchestra music in its own newly
refurbished lobby, while J.N. Adam held women's fashion shows. The joint "good
neighbor celebration" was designed to cal1 the public's attention to the "central location"
of the stores, served by 21 bus and streetcar lines13 Woolworth's unveiled a new selling

'%mes, 20 September 1938, Industw in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,
320, BECPL-

32~imes,
19 September 1938, hdustrv in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,
3 19, BECPL.
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1939, Industy in Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,352,

floor with a 200-foot lunch counter (extendhg fiom Main St. to Washington St.), new
fixtures, lighting, and air conditioning.
Chain stores including W.T. Grant and Sears, Roebuck reinvested in Buffalo's
downtown during the 1930s. Buffalo became home to yet another chain "flagship:"

W.T. Grant's new store at Main and Huron was the largest of the Grant chain of 497 units.
The Courier-Emress reported that over 3,500 applicants were given i n t e ~ e w for
s 750
jobs in the store, and al1 sales women were "either high school graduates or coliege girls,
and every one [was] a ~uffalonian."" The Grant organization, founded in Lynn,

Massachusetts as a 25-cent store, adopted a "1 cent to 1 dollar" merchandising strategy
after W.W.I., and rnaintained a centralized staff of buyee in New York City. The new

Buffalo branch had a modem, streamlined design with a blue terra-cotta exterior on the
first floor and long rows of tapestry glass above. The Courier-Ex~ressdescribed the new
design features in detail:
With an eye to the many occasions on which Mrs. Buffalo wants to
arrange for a meeting with a Wend who is doing some shopping down
t o m , or to sit down for a few minutes and rest fiom her arduous buying,
the management has provided a large mezzanine lounge at *e back of the
store, where customers may get a bird's eye view of all the merchandise on
the Street floor and of anyone entering the store?
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1939, Industry in Buffalo and the Niapara Frontier, Vol. 4,360,

BECPL.
35"~rant's
New Store Open to Public Today," BCE, 1 November 1939, Industry in
Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,360, BECPL.

Paul Gleason, manager of the Grant store, explained that the company had "fait. in the
future growth and prospenty of Buffalo," and thus felt that the $500,000 spent on the
store was a good investment. Ninety per cent of the appliances in the store were
purchased fkom local concerns, and al1 the steel used in construction came firom the
nearby Bethlehem Steel Company. Sears, Roebuck joined the ranks of stores growing in
downtown Buffalo. The company enlarged its store at 1905 Main Street in 1939.

The Buffalo Evenine News excitedly reported that a $300,000 addition was planned,
increasing the site of the store by 40% and expanding practically every depart~nent.~~
The considerable reulveshnent in the downtown core by department stores and
chah stores alike during the late 1930s underscores Wo points that are often overlooked
in hindsight. First, while suburban development in the Buffalo area was undenvay during
the two decades pnor to W.W. II, at this point few business leaders felt that the
downtown area was in decline as a retail district.37 Indeed, companies like Neisner's and

W.T. Grant were constructing new stores on Main Street in the 1930s. The fact that

Sears, Roebuck Enlarging Store," BEN, 18 Aprïl 1939, Industrv in Buffalo and the
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Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,48, BECPL.
3 7 study
~
conducted by the University of Buffalo Bureau of Business and Social
Research indicated a decline in the population of the midtown section of Buffalo between
1920 &d 1930 of almost 30,000, which was more than offset by gains in the outer city,
so that during the deacde the City as a whole grew by 66,301. The metropolitan areas
surrounding Buffalo outside of the c i v limits (including Amerherst, Lancaster, Aurora,
Cheektowaga, West Seneca, Tonawanda, Lackawanna, Grand Island, Hamburg and East
Hamburg) grew by 56,369 residents during the same period. Edmund D. McGarry,
"Population Shi& in Buffalo, 1920 - 1930," SS Su~plement10 no. 10A (June 1935): 1,
4.

suburban development (and the growth of suburban malls) would outpace, and eventually
replace, reinvestment in the cenaal business district in the postwar period leads to a sense
that Main Street was in decline. From the perspective of store owners during the 1930s,
however, Buffalo's Main Street was still the main retail area of the city and companies
(both locally owned and those based elsewhere) viewed invesment in the fixtures,
display areas, building facades, and restaurants of the stores downtown as a wise
investment.
This Ieads to a second important point to remember about the thirties. Even
though unemployrnent had reached unprecedented levels in Buffalo, and despite the low
levels of retail sales which persisted throughout the thirties, many still believed that
private initiatives and the power of consumer spending would be able to bring America
out of its economic "slump." Histonans now know that it would take more than private
spending, and even more than the New Deal to turn the U.S. economy around. Yet the
underlying optimism of businesses that invested millions of dollars in renovations or
constmctions of new stores even as the Depression continued is striking. The President
of the Associated Dry Goods Corporation (owner of J.N. Adam and Hengerer's by the
1930s) explained to stockholders why it was necessary for retailers to put money back
into the comrnunities in which they were located:

During the early years of the depression pnces declined, volume of
business s
w and work on the maintenance of physical properties was
held to a minhum. . . .Revival of business required larger investments in
merchandise inventories and accounts receivable, and justified
expenditures for improvement of plants, fixtures and equipment. . . .

Distribution is a barorneter of d l industry and of general welfare. It c m
only prosper with prospenty, and it cannot protect itself against loss in a
period of recession. To attempt to do so would cause such a curtailment in
the selection of goods offered for sale and lowering of standards of
senrice, that the loss of goodwill and position in the comrnunity would far
outweigh any possible temporary decrease in 10sses.~~
It was worth it, in Knauth's view, to continue to spend on both inventory and fixtures in

order to retain community goodwill. The new and revamped stores were tangible
evidence that retailers felt that conditions in Buffalo would get better and that their
invesiments would be recouped as consumers loosened their purse strings and spent as
fkeely as they had done in the 1920s.

Even as hard times persiste4 the stores continued to act as cultural brokers within
their cornmunities. At a îime when many family budgets had little cash to spare for
anything beyond the bare necessities, local stores offered entertainments which attracted

huge crowds. Although retailers hoped that these promotions would help business, many
who attended fashion shows, parades and other ceremonies could do so without having to
make a purchase. Throughout the Depression, merchants continued to devote
considerable resources to sponsor public entertainments.
Celebnties were a huge draw for major department stores in Rochester and

Buffalo. Booking special appearances by entertainers, musicians, sports heroes or other

38~ssociated
Dry Goods Corporation, "Annual Report, year ended January 3 1, 1937,"
5, Sibley Collection, Carton "AiMualReports R-E.Cornmittee Minutes," Folder "Annual
Reports, Associated Dry Goods Corporation, 1924-197 1,"Strong Museum.

famous figures was not a new practice in the 1930s, although the hard economic times
made such free shows especially popular. Some famous figures combined autograph
sessions at department stores with other local appearances. For example, in 1938, Guy
Lombardo and his orchestra played at the Rochester Main Street Armory, but the
bandleader also autographed records in Sibley's radio depart~nent.~~
Yet others would
probably not have visited Western New York without the promotional efforts of the
department store. Baseball player Walter Johnson autographed baseballs and sold copies
of his new board game for shoppers in Hengerer's Toyland in Buffalo? Yvonne Leroux,

nurse of the farned Canadian Dionne Quuittuplets, gave talks twice a day in Sibley's as
part of a 30-city tour in 1937. She promoted baby goods while relating stories of the "fun
and headaches" associated with caring for the five babiesS4'

Guest appearances often occurred in the departments of the store which carried
related merchandise. Other promotions required much more elaborate staging. Sibley's
regularly held fashion shows in the store auditorium, hiring models and arranging seating
for preferred customers. As noted in chapter two, the store ofien boasted that it was
bringing the best of New York and Paris to Rochester:

3 g ~ ~24&April
~ ,1938, Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 19361941,"Strong Museum.

a alter Johnson in Hengerer's Toyland Today! " BCE, 4 December 1930, 12.
41"~uins
[sic] Cause Fun and Headaches, Admits Nurse of Farnous Babies," RTU, 30
September 1937, Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Local Clippings, 1936- 1941,"Strong
Museum.

So smartly clad they seemed to step fkom fashion portraits, and starnped
with the style and cut of the world's most famous designers, twelve models
paraded today along a flower-bordered runway in two showings of the
annual fashion revue of the SL&C Co Store. . . . Eight professional models
fiom New York were among those who wore the latest creations of Aliz,
Lanvin, Mainboucher and Hatee Carnegie and the copies of Paris and New
York designed apparel which will be on sale in the Sibley store."
The emphasis on cosmopolitan design did not, however, preclude local tie-ins. At times
stores used local wornen as models. One type of show that was particularly well-received
relied on the talents of local high school girls to walk the mways. An audience of
finends and family ensured the success of these types of shows."
Some attractions were decidedly more exotic. Department stores at times
sponsored attractions similar to exhibits at World's F a i x From the late nineteenth
cenhiry onwards, "anthropological" exhibits of native peoples from North America,
Africa, and the South Pacific had become expected features of international and trade

fairs. By showing "primitive" civilizations in their "natural" habitats, these exhibits
purported to allow new understanding of man's development." Buffalo's Pan-Amencan

" "Thousands Attend Sibley Style Show," [no newspaper name indicated] 30
September 1936, Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936-1941,"
Strong Museum.

" ~ e e ,for example, "McCurdy's Today at Four O'clock a PRE-HOLIDAY FASHION
SHOW with 75 Rochester College and High School Girls," RD&C, 18 November 1936,
6.
%e definitive work on Amencan international expositions is Robea Rydell, Al1 the
World's a Fair: Visions of Empire at American International Expositions. 1876 - 1916
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). See in particular the photos of the Igorot
tribespeople f?om the Philippines, at the Louisiana Exposition of 1916 (174-176).

Exposition in 1901 had featured an exhibit of native "savages". The popularity of such
attractions persisted into the 1930s, and department stores staged them for a nominal fee,
or more frpquently, free of charge.
Buffalo and Rochester merchants experimented with these types of attractions. In
1932, B. Forman's of Rochester was home to a display of Hopi Indians, dong with , ~ e i r

"curïos and craftsmanship." Response to the exhibit was so positive that an extra
opportunity for school children to meet "thesepicturesque native Americans" was
~cheduled.~'The "Believe It or Not Odditorium," famous as a big draw at the World's

Fair in Chicago, opened in the annex of the E.W. Edwards & Son Store in Buffalo in
1933. Performances sponsored by the Amencan Legion ran fkom noon until rnidnight.

Buffalo residents couid see a range of different "living wonders," including
Jon T. Bowers, who speaks without vocal chords; Freda Pushni, the
armless and legless hdf girl; Edna Pnce, swallower of swords and electric
bulbs; Singalee, Hindu fire worshipper, whose body apparently is immune
to fire; Betty Williams, a Georgia baby with four legs and three arms; Juan
and Martina de la Cruz,"world's smallest people;" Roy Bard, the ossified
man; Medusa, with the body of an infant and the head of an adult, and
Marden J. Laurello, "the man with a revolving head.""

""SCHOOL CHILDREN Last chance to see the HOPI INDIANS this Moming - 9 to
11,"RD&C, 19 November 1932,2.
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Odditorium," BCE, 5 December 1933,20. The Odditorium was the
creation of New York Globe columnist Robert Ripley, who initiated the phenomenally
popular "Eelieve it or Not" cartoon and trivia section in 1918 and later had his own radio
show. He created the Odditorium for the Chicago World's Fair and toured the country
with it afier the fair ended. The collection included not only "living oddities" but objects
like s h d e n heads and medieval torture devices. By 1940 there were three Odditoriums
ntnnùig simultaneously in the U.S. and a number of traveling companies touring the
world. See Andrea Sulman Dennett, Weird and Wonderful: The Dime Musum in
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That department stores were willing to house such exhibits, even those considered
less educational and more seedy "midway" fare, is not surprising. Even though the
Odditorium was not linked to the sale of goods per se, it attracted huge crowds which
would pass through the store. At least some audience members would make purchases.
These attractions reinforced the role of the store as a cultural centre, providing
inexpensive or fiee entertainment to the Buffalo public. Deparment stores had used
these types of attractions fkom the tum of the century as part of a strategy to dazzle
consumers and create the impression of a fantasy world where wishes seemed easily
fulfilled. In hard tixnes, these exhibits remained popular even if the number of sales they
produced for the stores dropped. Visits to stores to witness a new exhibit or the unveiling
of a new technology may well have become even more attractive when the average
family's entertainment budget was constrained Movie attendance in Buffalo dropped
(particularly at "first-nin" theatres with higher prices of admission) fkom 1932 to 1935,
with a slight recovery in 1936:'

Free exhibits like the "Odditorium" would have been

especidly attractive to those who had curtailed other types of entertainment.
Stores were also responsible for hosting entertainments in other venues in the city.
McCurdyfsof Rochester rented the Columbus Civic Center in order to stage a benefit for
the store's employee welfare fund. At this benefit, a group with the unfortunate

Amenca (New York: New York University Press, 1997), 12%130.
Edward J. Fitzmoms, "Income of Motion Picture Theaters in Buffalo, 1932 - 1936,"
SS: Supplement no. 9A (May 1937): 3,6.
47

designation "McCurdy's Kotton Klub Komics" produced an "old-fashioned" minstrel
show for a large paying audience, including the stereotypical characters Sambo, Rambo,
Hambo and Siambo. Appearing against a "vividbackdrop of the river wharf of a
Mississippi-River plantation," the cast presented stories and songs of the South. White
actors wore blackface. Other stock figures including the plantation owner's wife were
trotted out to the delight of patrons:*
Educational exhibits drawing on local history or the achievements of area
businesses were mainstays in department stores in both Rochester and Buffalo. Adam,
Meldnim & Anderson, in conjunction with the Electrical League of the Niagara Frontier,
held a comrnemorative show of electrical lights, recognizing the 50 year anniversary of
the opening of the Westinghouse Electric Company and the building of Buffalo's first
commercial generating station. The store had been the "pioneer user" of electricity in the
downtown, installing the first electric lighting system in Buffdo in 1886." Newspaper
Snappy Steppin' applauded at McCurdy Minstrel Show," RD&C, 25 October 1934,

481~1

Section II, 16. It is unfortunate, but perhaps not surprising, that the group would openly
adopt a narne with a "KKK" acronym and stage a show based on a nostalgie view of the
plantation South, complete with white perfomers in blacldace. W estem New York had
been home to active Ku Klux Klan chapters during the early 1920s; perhaps there was
Little stigma to the name "Kotton Klub Komics." See Shawn Lay, Hooded Kniehts on the
Niagara: The Ku Klux Klan in Buffalo. New York (New York: New York University
Press, 1995). Although it enjoyed its zenith in the mid-nineteenth cenniry, minstrelry
continued as a popular form of entertainment, and many of its traditions were
incorporated in vaudeville acts and Harlem clubs in New York into the 1930s. The
Rochester show appears to have been a more "traditional" minstrel show, but was not an
anomaly at the t h e . See Erenberg, Stevtk' Out, 68,256-7.
49"~ight
Advances Over 50 Years are on Display," Courier, 1 March 1936, Industy in
Buffalo and the Niagara Frontier, Vol. 4,294, BECPL.
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coverage of the event pointed out how,in hosting the exhibit, the store was carrying on a
long traditionFifty years ago crowds of local folk jostled each other in broad aisles,
standing entranced to watch "light that can be turned on and off like gas,
but with no odor, no heat, no matches, and no danger." Yesterday a
younger generation stood and chortled at a histoncal lamp display and the
lamps that lighted the Columbian exposition in Chicago in 1893 where
millions saw for the first time "flarneless" ~ i ~ h t i n g . ~
Robert B. Adam, president of the store, recalled being present the fxst t h e the store was
lit. The drama of the event remained a vivid memory for him: electricity, "the flash
between the thunder clouds, the omnipotent, indescnbable force in the universe,
harnessed and tamed and made s u b s e ~ e nto
t the will of man, who refuses to bow before
creation," took the place of the dim yellow gas jets and dangling gas chandeliers in the
store. By staging the educational display, the store reminded Buffalonians of its past
contributions to the development of the city.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr hosted a display in 1938 which conflated civic aspirations
with local sales. Its "Made in Rochester" exposition featured nearly one hundred local
businesses. All of the store's display areas, including its forty-five show windows and
areas on every selling floor, were taken over by demonstrations of the manufacture of
Rochester products. From Tuesday to Saturday, May 10 to 14, crowds thronged the
exhibits. The range of displays was astounding, covering technical instruments, luxury
items, industrial products and more. Counters were heaped with everything fiom radios

to fishing tackle, playing cards, perfume and even spaghetti a n d spices. A report in the
promised,
Visitors may see how a necktie is made, leaxn to hand-dip candy, make
eyelash curlers, cut shoes fiom the original hides, make women's hats,
upholster chairs, play solitaire bridge or get lessons in modem ironing,
sweeping and coffee-making. Everything fiom potato chips to upholstered
chairs, including brooms, mattresses and telephone switch boards will be
made completely before the public's eyes. The latest cameras, lemes, and
instruments will be on display, dong with a g l a s boot, the newest medical
way of treating circulatory disea~es.~'
Most of the rnanufacturers granted exhibit space in SibIey's sold their wares in the store
throughout the rest of year. Others were included as the store hoped to "make
Rochesterians redize the national and international importance of local ~ o r n ~ a n i e s . " ~
Sibley's cIaimed that in staging the exhibition, the store was performing a public
service by making Rochesterians realize the national and international importance of
local companies. The slogan "What Rochester makes - makes Rochester," adopted
previously by the Rochester Chamber of Commerce, was emblazoned on signs in the
display windows and throughout the store. Classes of school children were brought by
their teachers to benefit from the educational presentations, and the chance to witness the
actual production of goods drew men into the store "in great numbers to see displays of

S1"~tore
Plans Display of City Products," [ad., p e n d date 1938 on back], Sibley
Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press, 1936- 1941,"Strong Museum. Other
articles give the date of the exhibition to be in May, 1938.
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household products bought usually by w ~ r n e n . "The
~ ~ store's transformation into a place
of industrial demonstration and civic expression, rather than simply feminine indulgence,
made it a more cornfortable destination for Rochester men. A total of 100,000 visitors
were estimated to have seen the exhibits in the store, not including the many who lined
the Main Street windows for a glimpse of Live demonstrations. Sibley's presented the
exhibit as a chance for the store to express its pride in the community, and to encourage
others to share this civic spirit. The exhibit proved so popular that it was sponsored in
following years. In 1939, Sibley's boasted that it showcased home industries at the city's

own "World's air."'^
Sibley's continued to promote local pnde and local history in another window
exhibit, this one designed in conjmction with the Rochester Museum of Arts and
Sciences starting in 1939. Norman Akely of the Museum staff undertook creating a
special miniature scale model of part of downtown Rochester as it had appeared one
hundred years previously. Using sketches of the city's oldest buildings (including the
First Presbyterian Church, St. Luke's Church, and the Court House) as well as i n t e ~ e w s
with older residents of the Rochester, Akely hoped to be historically accurate in his
porîrayai of Rochester in 1839. After completing a few scale buildings, Akely was going

53" 100,000 Inspect Home Products," RTU, 13 May, 1938, Sibley Collection,
Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press, 1936-1941," RTU, Strong Museum.

""~xhibitsGive New Facts on City hdustry," RD&C 18 May 1939; "Products of 106
Home industries Shine at City's Own World's Fair,"' Rn], 18 May 1939. Sibley
Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936-1941,"Strong Museum.
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to stop the project when Sibley's approached the muse-

with the idea of reproducing the

whole city at the tirne. To supplement the museum's sketches, engravings, and water
colors from the nineteenth cenhiry (which gave a general sense of the appearance of many
buildings), the city engineer's maps of the penod were consulted to gauge the location
and the actual size of the sites buildings o c c ~ p i e d . ~ ~
Raymond Shantz began construction of the entire village in Sibley's own
workshops, on the eighteenth floor of the store. He was aided in histoncal research by
three Museum employees. Ultirnately Shantz made more than fifty building structures

and homes. Each mode1 had a balsa wood framework, with walls made fiom cardboard

cut to shape. Windows were made fiom transparent acetate, with threads for partitions.
Three store display artists painted the buildings, using colours in "as close an
approximation of the hues used in early Rochester as could be deduced fkom the data
a~ai1able.l'~~
The entire village was assembled using a scale of 3/8 of an inch to one foot.
It was then moved down to the store's Iargest show window. On the Main Street side, the
display stretched for twenty-four feet. Completion of the project took four months of

work. The finishing touch was the placement of lamp posts dong the streets of the mode1

- it was thought that dim lighting would best recreate the sense of life in the cornmunity
during die 1830s. The educational display attracted passers-by on Main Street and

55

Edrnund W. Peters, "Rochester in 1839,"Museum Service: Bulletin of the Rochester
Musuem of Arts and Sciences, 13 (January-February 1940): 8.
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eventually was donated to the Museum of Arts and Science, where it became part of the
permanent co~lection.~~
The creation of the diorama was the result of the investrnent of
personnel, work space and resources by Sibley's, and the p-g

attention to detail by

al1 involved indicated a respect for Rochester's history.
It was not such a stretch for department stores to take on these m e s of projects.

With their g l a s display cases and rows of carefully arrayed objects, department stores in

many ways resembled rnu~eums.~*
With a more flexible detintion of service to the
comrnunity than the museum, however, retailers hosted both the educational exhibits
usually associated with trade fairs or museums, as well as more "lowbrow" attractions
like the Odditorium. While rnuseums took seriously their role in the shaping the
intellectual life of Amenca, department stores were not limited to providing strictly

e d i m g fare." Displays explainhg the history of the city or the achievements of local
industry were indeed promoted as educational, yet even these appeared in the same space

where customers were encouraged to touch and try out different types of merchandise.
And while retailers emphasized the "public service" they provided in staging such shows,

57

The diorama was still available for viewing in the Musem in the late 1990s-

%teven Corn makes explicit this comection between the department store and the
museum, arguing that both acted as "institutional embodirnents of Veblen's culture of
conspicuous consumption." He argues îhat the late Victorians lived in a "world of
objects," and museums, department stores and fairs helped them to make sense of this
world. COM,Museums and Amencan Intellectual Life. 1876-1926 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1998) 13-15.

their main goal was simply to attract as many people as possible to the attractions. They
had no compunction about switching from an educational display to something which
offered only entenainment. The store could act as boîh indusaial fair and midway,

museurn and sideshow.
Not al1 events sponsored by retailers took place within the confines of the stores
themselves. Among the most popular of the attractions organized by area stores were the
Christmas parades. During the 1920s, the tradition of a Thanksgiving Day Parade had

been famously adopted by Macy's in New york? The practice was embraced with
enthusiasm by Western New York merchants, and continued throughout the Depression.

In 1936, Sibley, Lindsay & Curr staged a procession of giant balloons, floats and clowns
in Rochester which went from East Avenue and Culver Road, and continued to Main
Street According to the Democrat & Chronicle, parents and children gathered early and
jostled for the best vantage point to view the parade. The crowd reached record
proportions, causing congestion in the downtown core. The paper estimateci the crowd at
80,000:

Every artery was chocked with thousands of automobiles, Street cars and
pedestrians. Street cars ran behind scheduIe throughuut the day and
special details of police tried vainly to keep trafic moving in the outlying
districts were the downtown tangle resulted in standing lines of c a d '

Teach, Land of Desire, 335.
6'"~alloon
Zoo Led by Santa Attracts 80,000 Downtown," RD&C, 22 November
1936,2, Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936-1941," Strong
Museum.
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Rochester police made a statement that the crowd reached I00,000, and the Journal noted
that fkom the vantage point of Sibley's roof, "not a foot of sidewalk could be seen."
Police worked hard to keep the throngs of children and parents fkom entering the road?
Thirty-nine giant balloons made by Goodyear Rubber, including an 80-foot dragon and

the "world's biggest edition of Mickey Mouse," entranced the viewen.

63

Mer making

his way dong the parade route, Santa Claus stepped down fiom his float to enter Sibley's

and assume his post in Toyland. At this point, a crowd of children surged into the store,
sweeping aside photographers who had been positioned inside to capture the event
Sibley's was able to cope with the crowds, although counters who were placed at the foot
of the escalators were unable to keep up with the patrons who crowded "four and five to a
step." The store asserted that n e d y 10,000 were counted proceeding to toyland, with "an
unestimated number r n i ~ s e d . "The
~ fourth floor of the store was roped off into aisles

which led to and fiom a Toyland display with the theme "Twenty-Thouand Leagues

62"~owntown
Jammed for Sibley's Parade," Journal, 21 November 1936, Sibley
Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936- 1941," Strong Museum.
6 3 " C i r ~Parade
~s
to Help Santa - Circus Day November 2 1," RD&C, 8 November
1936, Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936-1941," Strong
Museum.
&"DowntownJammed for Sibley's Parade," Journal, 2 1 November 1936, Sibley
Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936-1941,"Strong Museum.
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Under the Sea." The following year, Toyland featured a pre-view with music of Walt
Disney's motion pictue "Snow White and the Seven ~ w a r f s . " ~ ~

The continued ability of department stores to attract crowds and their new

investrnents in store upgrades and openings shouId not be taken as an indication that they
did not suffer during the Depression. Retail sales slumped as unemployment soared.

Buffalo's department store sales in 1933 were only 56% of what they had been in the

boom years 1925, 1926, and 1927. Sales wodd not recover to even 80% of what they
had been until the 1 9 4 0 s . ~New
~ York merchants felt particularly put-upon because of the
tax strategy adopted by the state. In 1933, New York proposed a 1% retail sales tax in a

desperate attempt to raise revenue to cover increased relief roles and mounting debt. In
April of the same year, W.H. Bramley, Director of Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, spoke out
against the proposed tax. Invoking the ideal of public service, Brarnley compared the role
of retailers in the community to the role of the state: "Upon retailers, as well as upon
government, rests a mandate for the presentation of service to the public. And upon
retailers rests also the dire economic necessity of rendering that service within lirnits of
the available

The rhetonc of service in this instance went beyond the simple

65 "Animal-shaped balloons of sizes seldom imagined," RTU, 1 1 November 1937,
Sibley Collection, Scrapbook "Clippings, Local Press 1936 - 1941,"Strong Museum.
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Excerpts From a Statement by W.H. Bramley, Director, Sibley, Lindsay & Curr
Company, Rochester, N.Y.,"Bulletin of the National Retail Dm Goods Association

providing of assistance in the store. In Bramley's view, retailers played a key role in the
functioning of the economy, and thus of the nation. Any restrictions which interfered

with the ability of merchants to serve the public were counterproductive and wodd go
against the spirit of govemment efforts to end the econornic cnsis.

The New York State Council of Merchants quickly passed a resolution against the
sales tax meanire, and retailers fkom Buffalo and Rochester formulated arguments against
it. Gilbert J. C.McCurdy, president of McCurdy & Co. in Rochester, wrote an eloquent
essay in the pages of the Bulletin of the National Retail Drv Goods Association indicating
the special role that merchants could play in solving the economic slump.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the problems of the depression
under which the entire wold has labored during these last three years, are
problems of distribution. The application of science to industry has long
since made possible the production of the necessities of life, and indeed of
the complete range of luxUnes, in quantities vastly larger than would
suffice for our entire population. Yet we behold today the
incomprehensible spectacle of want in a land of plenty, of unsatisfied
desires in the midst of agencies eager to fulfil those desires, of poverty in a
nation of untold wealth, and in the rnightiest State of that great ~ a t i o n ?
Retailers, he noted, were precisely the agencies who might fulfil the "unsatisfied desires"
of the public, but the proposed legislation would handicap them in their efforts to not
only provide the necessities but the l e e s which had corne to be associated with the
Amencan way of life. McCurdy and his fellow members of the New York Merchants'
Association came foward to comment, not as govemment experts, but as representatives
-

-

(NRDGA) ,April 1933,23.

'%id., 22.
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of the retailers in their state, "whose lives have been devoted, in good times and in bad, to
the business of distribution, to the sale of goods, to the exchange of the products of labor
for the wherewithal to ernploy more labor." In other words, McCurdy argued, these were
~~
people who had spent their careers studying the exact problem facing the c o u n t ~ y .But
how were merchants supposed to help the country and aid recovery, they asked, when a
new tax would sap their strength? Bearhg the "responsibility for providing the vital
impulse for the recovery of employment," merchants were now being asked to provide
revenues out of the very capital required to do the job of distribution.
Despite the concems of merchants, New York passed the 1% tax as an emergency
bill which was set to expire on June 30, 1934. Mobilized to respond, civic and
commercial groups representing communities in every county and section of the state

flocked to a meeting on January 15, 1934, at the Ballroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania in
New York City. They passed a unanimous motion opposing the present tax, condemning
any extension of it beyond the emergency period and petitioning the governor of the state

and all state officials to wipe out the present tax." Meanwhile, for months after its
enactment, the National Retail Dry Goods Association published statements condemning
the tax. One Albany department store president suggested that a state retail sales tax was
"absolutely opposed to the principles of the National Recovery Act," for it slowed down

""~ilitantAction by New York Merchants and Civic Organizations Against the
Retail Sales T a , " Bulletin of the NRDGA, February 1934, 113.
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the buying power of the public, which in turn slowed down the business of the merchant,
which meant only a reduction in factory production and employment.71
Buffalo and Rochester merchants continued to be among the tax's most vocal
opponents. Weldon D. Smith, general manager of Adam, Meldnim & Anderson,
President of the Retail Merchants Association of Buffalo and Director of the New York
State Council of Retail Merchants, decned the "psychological effect" of a sales tax, which
would only "create buying resistance and diminish spending."" Smith argued that
merchants in Buffalo and across the state were doing their best to keep the wheels of the
economy rolling, by encouraging people to buy instead of hoard and help increase
employment. He felt that a tax which hit consumers would only delay recovery and
impede the efforts of merchants to return to normalcy. The Rochester Retail Merchants'
Council added its name to the list of critics of the measure. Gilbert McCurdy presented a
brief at a Rochester hearing of the Commission for the Revisions of the Tax Laws of the
State of New York, in which he condemned the sales tax not only on behalf of retailers
but "in the interest of our customers, the citizens of ~ochester.'~Ultimately, the
combined efforts of retailers across the state was successfd, and the sales tax measure

was not extended past the June 1934 deadline.
71~ulletin
of the NRDGA, June 1934, 8 1.
7 2 ~ e l d oD.
n Smith, "The Sales Tax Should Be Repealed Instead of Increased,"
Bulletin of the NRDGA, January 1934, 70.
73~ilbert
J-C. McCurdy, "A Sales Tax a Sturnbling Block to Recovery," Bulletin of the
NRDGA, January 1934,7 1.
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So fa this chapter has explored how department stores and other merchants in
Buffalo and Rochester continued to cdtivate community loyalty and maintain an image

of civic leadership in their cities during the Great Depression. Another measure of the
persistence of local identities during this penod is the way those outside of the area
attempted to capitalize on local sentiment. Department stores and area retailers were not
the only ones to recognize the importance of local selling during the 1930s. A number of
national manufacturers used local references when selling to area consumers, a
p henomenon overlooked by many historians of advertising."

It is not surprising that manufacturers with local roots would attempt to use their
area connections to foster local pnde, and thus, local sales. Just as retailers pointed to
their longstanding history in Buffalo or Rochester or their employment of local people,
manufacturers hoped that by suggesting that they were from the same place as their
patrons, they wouid encourage brand loyaity. A typical campaign for a local business

"part of this oversight simply has to do with the fact that scholars have not tended to
devote much attention to local or regional advertising. The extensive literature on
national advertising and magazines persuasively demonstrates the emergence of a new
style of selling, and new techniques to capture the attention of "the audience." National
advertisers were the originators of the mosr sophisticated techniques of modem
advertising, so it is not surprising that they have attracted so much attention. But at the
same time that Americans were poring over the pages of magazine advertising descnbed
by Marchand, Lears, Schneirov, Scanlon, Pope, Fox, and Shudson, arnong others, they
were also faced with newspaper a& from businesses in their own communities which
often combined new selling techniques with appeals to Local loyalty. See Marchand,
Advertisin~the Arnerican Dream, Schneirov, Dream of a New Social Order, Scanion,
Inarticulate Longines, Jackson Lears, Fables of Abundance, Helen Damon-Moore,
Magazines for the Millions, Stephen Fox, Mirror Makers, Michael Schudson,
Advertisin~,The Uneasy Persuasion.

was one for Axpeako sausage, which described the vacation of a "Rochester Couple" who

went away to the Adirondacks with less than enough sausage meat, and were pleasantly
surprised to find that they couid purchase more of their favourite brand from a dealer near
their carnp~ite.'~In this case, patrons of Arpeako were informed of the growing
distribution of a local product to a wider radius of stores.
One of the more significant Mrists on this theme of cornmunity promotion is the
existence of national ad campaigns which were "tailored" to the local market. This
phenornenon was especially prevalent in campaigns which used testimoniaIs. The use of
consumer endorsements was nothing new in the 1930s, dating back well ùito the
nineteenth century. Patent medicines, for example, had long used statements fkom
satisfied customers. The use of testimonials declined by the nim of the century, in no
small part due to the increasing disfavour wirh which these drug- and alcohol-laced
remedies were received. The technique did not fade completely, however, and agencies
experirnented with ways to increase the reader's confidence in the words of "satisfied
cu~torners."~~
Advertisers believed that the most effective ads presented praise for a
product as coming fiom an "apparently disinterested party," rather than fkom the

'*BEN,13 November 1930, 19. This ad appeared in the "Western New York" edition
of the paper, which may be why the ad refers to a "Rochester couple" rather than one
fiom Buffalo specifically.
76~dvertisers
increasingly embraced this style of selling following the success of
campaigns by Fleishmann's Yeast, Listerine, and Kotex. See Marchand, Advertisinn the
Amencan Dream, 14-22. Stephen Fox argues that during WWI, letters from soldiers
praising razors and other personal items provided advertisers with highly effective
testimonials. Fox, Mirror Makers, 88-89; See also Scanlon, Inarticuiate Longin~s,2 16.

manufacturer or sales representative? Recogninng the negative publicity associated
with some testimonial ads, the Advertising Federation of Amenca circulated a statement

in 1929 asserting that most advertising was honest, but abuse of testimonials needed to be
curbed because of its "disproportionate impression upon the public ~nind."'~While not
wanting to go so far as to suggest coercive measures for advertisers who persisted in

using "uisincere" testimonials, it condemned those who used unscmpulous methods to
elicit testimonials.
Endorsernents fiom celebrities and society figures during the 1920s and 1930s
were viewed as one way to distance the testimonial fkom the taint of patent rnedicines
while conveying impressions of high class and good taste. A highiy successful campaign
~~
the use of the testimonials
for Pond's cold cream, first started in the rnid 1 9 2 0 revived
for "mainstream" products." Yet while celebrity endorsements were effective in selling
cosmetics or other luxury items, not dl products could adopt this strategy. When selling

nMarchand, Advertising the Arnerican Dream, 112.
78

Advertising Federation of Arnerica, "Memo to the Board of Governors, The
Advertising Commission, Presidents of Affiliated Clubs and Associations, Editors of
Advertising Club and Association Publication," [mimeographed bulletin] 430 Lexington
Avenue, 21 August 1929, McGarry Papers, F27/455, Box 2, Folder "Professional
Organizations Gened 1928 - 1947," UBA.
79

On the history of the Pond's campaign, see Fox, Mirror Makers, 88-90; Scanlon,
Inarticulate Longinps, 216-19. Fox credits Helen Resor of J. Walter Thompson with
giving testimonial advertising new credibility "by obtaining endorsements from famous
people, not just ordinary citizens." (88-89) He notes that despite this veneer of
respectability, often the celebnties used in JWT ads had never actually made the
statements attributed to them.
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a brand of soap flakes, for example, testirnonids fiom "average" wives and mothers
appeared more believable than an endorsement from a Hollywood star. Roland Marchand
thus has argued that advertisers in the late 1920s and early 1930s emphasized a new

realism, where stereotypicd character types (businessman, doctor, housewife) were
replaced by "real people."80

It is here that we see how advertisers combined national campaigns with appeals
to the local market. Newspaper ads, while in some ways sirnilar in layout and copy to
magazine ads, offered the additional oppominity for advertisers to feature "typical"
consumers firom the actuai community in which the ad would appear. In other words,
readers of the Buffalo Evening News or the Rochester Democrat & Chronicle saw
testimonials fkom not only %al people" with similar occupations and concems, but from
fellow Western New Yorkers. To give an added sense of authenticity to these statements,

advertisers included the full home address as well as the name (and ofien the job) of the
"person on the street."
Ads in Western New York papers ~ o u g h o uthe
t 1920s and 1930s induded
statements from area residents like Mrs. Sara Dubawslqr, of 10 Wislow Avenue in

Buffalo, who exclaimed, "I'11 never go back to those slow-sudsing, lazy soaps. Not as
long as 1can get Rinso, the hard-water s ~ a ~ ! Lux
" ~ 'soap featued a letter from "local

wornan" Mrs. Margaret Furey, of 24 DeWitt Street in Buffalo,claiming that it was " L E
8%archand, Advertisine the American Dream, 14.

"BEN, Inter-Urban Edition, 4 June 1931, 30.
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THROWING AWAY MONEY TO WASH COLORED SILKS THE OLD WAY," and
demonstrating her new resolve to switch from other cake soaps, chips, and powders to
Some campaigns would combine two of the most popular styles of selling in the

LUX!'

same ad. In the 1930s, ad agencies became uicreasingly enarnoured of using comic strips
to sell. An ad for Rinso combined the company's typical comic sîrip with local
testimonials. n i e strip told the story of two housewives who were comparing their
laundry, while in a separate statement Mrs. W. MacDerrnot, of 29 Huetter Avenue in
Tonawanda, New York, exclaimed, "Never saw such su&! I'11 never forget the first t h e
1 used Rinso in m y washer.

"*'

She commented that the water was very hard in Buffalo

and so Rinso was necessary. Another ad which echoed the layout of a news story referred
directiy to the women of Western New York:
You washed CLOTHES... . You washed DISHES.. . .You VOTED
"new improved Chipso is best" - in Rochester - Albany - Syracuse Buffalo - Women tried the new improved Chipso. For two weeks they
tested Chipso - for laundry - for dishes - for cleaning. And the way those
speedy Chipso suds got the dirt, opened their eyes."
The sense that the ad was speaking directly to the reader (appellation) was intensified
because Chipso was endorsed by women in the specific area where the reader lived.
Chipso based its campaign on the notion of a consumer democracy, where housewives
"voted" for their product choices. Another ad featured the testimonials of six women
1 December
~
~
,
1929, 12.

8

2

~

8

3

~ Inter-Urban
~
~
,

Edition, 4 June 193 1,30.

"RD&C, 23 November 1934,24.
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from Albany, Rochester, B u M o and Syracuse who were "TYPICAL OF HUNDREDS

IN 4 NEW YORK CITIES WHO VOTED l'NEW IMPROVED" CHIPSO BEST
PACKAGED SOAP BY FAIL"" Accounts from women like Mn. John Ryan, of 3 17
Helen Street in Syracuse, were enhanced by personal details: Mrs. Ryan had eight
children to wash for, and so was qualified as a skilled judge of washing soap.
Given their long associations with testimonial advertising, it is not surprising that
the manufacturers of patent medicines would continue to employ this technique. Here,

too, the extent to which advertisers included testimonials fiom area people is notable.
Dom's Kidney Pills used the slogan "Ask your neighbor!" to accompany lists of
"Rochester cases" who had been cured of aches and pains by the medicine."

Some ads

included not only the address of the person endorsing the product but the place where
they purchased it. "Read How These Rochester Folks Found Relief," proclaimed an ad
which explained how E h e r E. Laning, Stationary Fireman, used "two boxes of Doan's

Pills fiom Jones' Drug Store" and was rid of his back pains, and how Geo. Wilcox,
heating contractor, purchased his pills from Reynolds' Dnig store?' In Buffalo, visits
from Company representatives created an opportunity to solicit testimonials. The words

of Mrs. Emma Tumer, 213 Sycamore Street, Buffalo, to a Konjola sales rep at her usual

"RD&C, 9 November 1934,24.
8 6 " ~Red of that Nagging Backache!" RD&C, 11 October 1920, 11.

"RD&C, 23 November 1925, 13. The statement of the testimonial was dated 27 May
1922. This ad also used the "Ask YOLUNeighbor" tag line.
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d m g store, were reprinted in newspaper ads. She attesteci, "Konjola proved to be exactly
what 1 needed, and 1found this wonderful medicine just when 1 was about to give up in
d e ~ p a i r - "Readers
~~
were encouraged to "Meet the Konjola Man" at the Harvey & Karey

Drug Store, and hear the praise fkom a "Grateful Buffalo Lady" for the special rnedi~ine.~~
Even more "respectable" products, with many national carnpaigns behind them,
experimented with local pitches. An ad for Lifebuoy soap alerted readers that

"THISHAPPENED I
NBUFFALO," as a Delaware Avenue woman told of her
neighbour's embarrassing "body odor" expenence. Although this wornan had many
wonderfil qualities, she eventudy lost her place in Buffalo society because of her
hygiene problem.

When we first met her, we al1 thought her charmùig. Her clothes were so
srnart and becoming - her manner so fkiendly and pleasant. But what a sad
disappointment when she spent an evening with us. It was tragic that such
apparent charm should be completely niined by B. O."^^
The woman went on to explain that while she "wouldn't dream of rnentioning" the name

of her former fiend, she wished that she had the courage to tell her about Lifebuoy. The
ad presented a hi&-class, respected confidante who clearly outlined the worst fear of the

socially ambitious: the notion that one improper product choice could jeopardize even
the most carefùlly cultivated image. The reader was encouraged to reflect on her own

88

BEN, Mail Edition, 9 November 1929,18.

'%EN, 18 November l929,7.
%EN, 2 December 1929, 15.
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grooming habits and to wonder if her own fnends wouId make a similar confession. Yet
readers in Buffalo could take their association with the ad one step M e r : not only was
the fiendless B.O. sufferer a "real" person, she was identified as someone fiom their own
city. The woman who confessed, "We fïnally stopped inviting her . . . aZl becazae of

'B.0.'" was not just any Society matron, but a resident of one of the Delaware Avenue
mansions and as such instantiy identified with the upper echelons of Buffalo sociev.
This ad was different, however, from other testimonials which used local people.

The ad's claims to realism rested on the testimony of an unnamed local woman. Given
the premise of the ad, the notion that the speaker wanted to preserve both her own
anonymity and that of her foxmer fiend when speaking of such a delicate subject
presumably precluded the listing of her name and address. The ad copy assure& "The
above experience was related to us by a woman in this city. It is by no means unusual. It
happens far oftener than we realize." Yet it is d i k e l y that this ad was based on actual
testimony, or had anythmg to do with Buffalo in particular. The Lifebuoy ads were
created by the New York ad agency of Ruthrauff & Ryann, part of a national campaign
linking use of the soap with elinhation of "B-o."91
The agency had clearly done some
research, enabling them to suggest Delaware Avenue by name as the place where
"fashionable" people were Iikely to live in Buff'o.
On another level, the Lifebuoy ad had very little to do with the city. It evoked
"localness" without the participation of an actuai Buffalo resident. The lip seMce paid to
9 1 ~ o xMirror
,
Makers, 99.
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locality was another way for advertisers to personalize their message, and give the
impression of relating to the concems of residents in a particular comunity. Other
examples of this tactic were frequent in newspaper advertising. Clirnalene water softener
asserted that "Local Women" had corne to realize that "[tlhis city's water is too hard for
the best washing results." Despite repeated references to "local housewives," "this hard

water" and "this city," the ad did not specifically name Buffalo and thus could have been
reproduced in any city's newspaper with equal suc ces^?^ A Lux soap ad similarly
featured an endorsement fiom an ostensibly locai wornan who had been dissatisfied with
her soap until "a buyer in our best department store advised me always to use Lux ."93
The department store was not named.

Advertisers recognized that different regions had different shopping habits. In
1938, Scnpps-Howard Newspapers cornmissioned a study of the buying .habits and brand

preferences of consumers in sixteen cities, including Buffalo. Nationwide, over 53,000
housewives completed the survey. Over 4,000 randornly-selected Buffalo housewives
filled out questiomaires, providing an inventory of household products and describing

their choice of stores.94 In Buffalo,women were encouraged to fil1 out the foms by Mrs.

9

2

~

Mail
~
~
Edition,
,
6 November 1930,36.

93

BEN, 1 December Z 1929, 12- The sarne ad featured a testimonial fkom a woman in
Stanford, Connecticut.
94~cripps-Howard
Newspapers, Market Records: From a Home-Inventorv Studv of
Buving Habits and Brand freferences of Consumers in Sixteen Cities. Volume 1, 1938.
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Marie Daigler, President of the Buffalo Council of Parents and Teachers- Since PTA
groups did not exist in al1 areas to be included in the survey, the ladies amiliaries or other
clubs from rwenty different churches were used to help distribute and r e m the cards?
Scripps-Howard paid a l l of these organizaîions for their participation. The reports
represented 3.0% of Buffalo's population. Punchcards were then used by 1-B.M. to
tabulate the results of the questionnaires, The completed study allowed a cornparison of

the sixteen cities with the national average and each other.
The respondents to the survey were in some ways self-selecting: only those who
could read and write in English, and were involved in community or church organizations
were able to fil1 out the questionnaires. For this reason, the survey likely provides a more
accurate picture of middle-class, native stock Buffalo's shopping habits than the practices
Respondents were also
of the residents of working-class or ethnic neighbourho~ds.~~
most Likely married women, and more specificaily mothers (given that the PTA was a

major force in collecting the surveys). This would also skew the sample towards
established households in which the wife had sufficient t h e to undertake responding to
the survey. Newly married couples, single people, the unemployed, the poor, the
Published by Scripps-Howard Newspapers, 1938, 5.

'61he ladies' auxiliaries of twenty different churches scattered across the city were
involved in collecting the survey. It should be noted that Scripps-Howard did not focus
on Buffalo's WASP elite in its selection of churches: Catholic, Protestant and Jewish
groups were al1 represented. Two Polish churches, one missionary society, and one
Seventh Day Adventist Church were participants.
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illiterate, non-English speakers, and single parents would be less likely to participate in
the s w e y Nevertheless, Scripps-Howard endeavoured to gain a cross-section of the city.
The map of Buffalo was divided so that each census tract was put into one of three

groups. The median rental cost for each census tract was used to determine whether
residents in a particular district fit into the top 17%, the middle 58% or the bottom 25%
of probable income levels. The company's representatives gathered reports fiom a
proportionate number of families within each group, and within the groups a
proportionate number of respondents fiom each tract was culled for the sample. The
representativeness of the sample was tested in each city against findings including the
numbers of renters and owners of homes in each are&types of homes, and number of
persons per family." Because the sample included families fiom every tract throughout
the city, and Saipps-Howard consciously included proportionate numbers fiom areas
representing a range of incorne levels, we can take the findings of the survey as
representative of larger consuming patterns in the city. Although certain groups were
excluded by the methodology of the inventory for our purposes the Scnpps-Howard
Home Inventory provides a usefûl snapshot of the shopping habits of Buffdonians.
The Scripps-Howard survey suggests that by 1938, nationally branded goods

dorninated the shelves in Buffalo homes (as weU as the homes in other cities in the
survey). When asked about their brand preferences for over 20 products, the Buffalo
" ~ a r k e tRecords, 19.

housewives in the survey overwhelmingly chose national brands. From Pond's Cold
Cream to Coca-cola, respondents displayed a familiarity with and a preference for
nationally-established products. When asked to name their favourite mayonnaise, for
~ ~ only
exarnple, 55.8% named Kraft and another 15.6% named ~ e l l m a n n ' s .The
"regional" brand to make the Iist was Red & White (house brand of the Red & White
grocery chah), which was only named by 2.1 % of respondents. Buffalonians
overwhelmingly chose brand names when selecting grocery items like canned soup.
82.3% of Buffalo households named Campbell's tomato soup as their favowite brand.

This was the case for al1 three class groups in the survey: respondents fkom the top
income group ( d e d according the real estate value of the census tracts inwhich they
lived) were slightly less likely to choose Campbell's than the other two groups.99 Some
brands which were nationally available but had local ties did comparatively better in
Buffalo than in the other cities surveyed. Nabisco Shredded Wheat, which was produced
at a factory in nearby Niagara Falls, New York, was preferred by 19.O% of Buffalo
households sweyed, cornpared with the average in d l 16 cities of 11.7%.Im
The Scripps-Howard Home Inventory did reveal regional differences in product
choices. Yet in most categories, the cornpetition for market share was between two or

99

Ibid., 257. The percentage of people selecting Campbell's tomato soup in the top
incorne group was 80.1%, in the midde group was 82.9 and in the lowest income group
was 82.3

more national contenders. In other words, while more people preferred Kraft packaged
cheese in Cleveland, Columbus, and Washington than in Buffalo, in ail four cities it was
still the overwhelming favourite, and the next choice for housewives in Buffalo,
Cleveland, and Columbus was Borden's, not a locally-produced brand.lO'
More distinctive than the brand choices were the shopping habits of residents in
different cities. Scripps-Howard was able to conclude that Saturday was the heavy food

marketing day in ail cities, where an average of 41.2% of the week's food budget was
spent (42.7% in I3uffalo).'O2 Less consistent was the day of the week when people
shopped in the downtown area. Although Saturday was the most popular day to shop
overall, different cities had distinct patterns in weekday shopping. Buffalo reported

Thursday as the busiest weekday, while for Washington, D.C., Thursday was the l e s t
busy day of the week. Residents of Akron, Ohio, shopped on Wednesday, while those in
Cleveland shopped on ~uesday.'"

The study revealed that whiIe certain items were likely to be purchased at a chain
store, others were much more the domain of the independent merchant. Thus although
over a quarter (25.7%) of Buffalo housewives surveyed reported that they shopped most
'OIIbid., 76. 5 1.2% of Buffalo households chose Kraft's packaged cheese, compared
with 76.1% in Cleveland, 68.2% in Columbus, and 74.3% in Washington.

'031bid., 52-53. Buffalo's figures for the entire week were as follows (no figures for
Sunday, when stores were closed):
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday Thursday
Friday Saturday
14.9% 9.2
12.0
17.8
9.9
36.2
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frequently at the A&P, when asked where they last purctiased fkesh meat, only 5.2% said
that they had done so at the national c h a h In contrasf 55.3% reported buying meat fkom
an independent grocer, and another 11-5% patronized a butcher or meat market.
Similarly, while only 18.9% said that they patronized independent grocers most
frequently, 54.5% reported that they last purchased fresh vegetables fkom an independent
grocer.lW In contrast, a packaged item like canned mik or cold cereal was much more
likely to have been purchased at a chah grocer. los This wide discrepancy in the preferred
point of purchase for groceries, meats, and vegetables indicates that many households
went to independent stores for certain items, even if they considered themselves "chain
store" shoppers.

The impression of Buffalo housewives as chah store shoppers becomes even
more complicated when the existence of regional chains is taken into account. A&P was
indeed identified as the most popular grocery store in the city. Y et closer study reveals
that local businesses stiU accounted for more business than national c h a h . If those who
shopped at various regianal chains (including Danahy-Faxon, Loblaw, Red & White,
Mohican Markets) were grouped together, they would make up a larger percentage than
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the A&P ~hop~ers."'~
Regional chahs, as discussed in Chapter 3, hoped to combine the
purchasing power of a large organization with appeals to local Ioyalty, and thus enjoy the
best of both worlds. From the statistics developed by the Scnpps-Howard survey, they
appeared to be successfiil in doing so (see table 5).

TABLE 5
GROCERY STORES MOST FREQUENTLY PATRONZED
BY BUFFALO HOUSEWIVES, 1938
A&P
Danahy-Faxon
Loblaw
Red & White
IGA
Bishop Stores
Sattler's Grocery Dept,
Mohican Markets
B.W.G. Stores
Others

Source: Market Records, 247.

''%or that matter, proprietors of IGA and Red & White stores would have objected to
the characterization of their stores as part of either national or regional chahs. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the Independent Grocers' Alliance stressed the idea that it
combined national buying power with independent ownership and cornmitment to the
community. Red & White, located primarily in New York State and Pemsylvania,
similady purported to be a "chain of independents," ca-g
a common house brand and
sharing a common distributor but maintainhg independent ownerjhip and day-to-day
operations of stores.
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Moving away from the grocery trade, when asked about cosmetic items or
household goods, Buffalo housewives indicated that they bought nationally advertised
goods, but from independent merchants The 4 19 1 Buffalo housewives in the sarpple
were asked at which one department store they shopped most frequently. Women in d l
three income groups ovenvhelmingly selected independent department stores as their k

t

choice (see table 6).

TABLE 6

DEPARTMENT STORES MOST FREQUENnY PATRONIZED
BY BUFFALO HOUSEWIVES, 1938
J. N*Adam
Adam, M e l d m & Anderson
Sattler's
Hengerer's
Hens & Kelly
Edwards
Sears, Roebuck
Baker's
Flint & Kent
Others

Source: Market Records, 247.

gain, however, if we imagine a typical shopper's range of purchases, we can see that

Buffalo housewives shopped at department stores for some items, and chain or discount
stores for others. Prestige items like face cream, dry rouge or lipstick were more likely to

be purchased at department stores. Io' Department stores faced much stiffer competition

from 5c - $1 stores for smdler items like liquid nail polish, safety razors or tooth
brushes.'O8
The findings of the Scripps-Howard study reinforce the value of using local and
regiond perspectives when considering the history of consuming. Moreover, a focus on
the history of a specific srpe of retail institution can reveal some things, but mask others.

For exarnple, in c o n s i d e ~ g
the nse of ch& stores, one might posit a point in time when
most consumers switched fiom patronizing "old-fashioned" independent stores to
embrace the "modernity" of the chain store. The household inventory suggests that often
the same shopper might go to a locally-owned department store for clothing, purchase

cosmetics at the five-and-dime, buy canned goods at a chah store, and shop for meat at

an independent grocer. Only by considering the range of options available to residents in
particular regions or comrnunities can we get a full sense of how consumers interacted
with the marketplace. This study has tried to suggest that the interaction of both retailers

and consumers in Western New York with the American mass market was a complex
10'~bid.,262. For exarnple, 4 1.5% of Buffalo housewives purchased lipstick at
department stores, compared with 35.2% who bought at discount stores and 10.8% who
purchased at dmg stores. 49.5% reported buying paste rouge at department stores.
1081bid.,262-263. 62.6% reported buying liquid nail polish at 5c - $1 stores, compared
with 19.6% who bought at department stores. Safety razors were most oeen purchased at
h g stores (by 47% of shoppers) compared to 18.1% who purchased at department stores
and 5.6% who bought razors at discount stores. This last example may suggest that male
customers were more likely to patronize dnig stores for purchases like razors or shaving
cream, rather than entering a large department store and seeking out the specific counter
to make their purchase.
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process of negotiation. The same Buffalo woman who shopped at Woolworth's one day
went to J.N. Adam's the next; similady, the same family which read national magazines
and saw ads for nationally branded goods read the Rochester newspaper and its ads for
local businesses.

This chapter has suggested that even in the hard times of the late 1930s, appeals to
local loyalty and identity remained a significant component of the selling strategy of area
merchants, and were even picked up by national advertisers. Even (or perhaps especially)
during hard times, the retailers of Westem New York were still deeply connected to the
very psyche of the communities in which they were located. During the Depression,
g
entertainments to
merchants continued their roles as cultural brokers, b ~ g i n diverse
their cities and staging celebrations of local achievements and potential.

Department stores and other downtown retailers assumed a mantle of economic as
well as cultural leadership during hard times: rnany felt that as experts in distribution,
they had a special role to play in ensuring America's economic recovery. The high level

of reinvestment in downtown stores in Buffalo refiected not only this sense of authority
but a feeling of underlying optimism in the future of Westem New York. That things did
not nim out as the retailers and other area leaders predicted perhaps indicates a certain
naivete and a tendency towards boosterism that in retmspect seems misguided: retaîlers

did not "solve" the problems of the Depression, and in the postwar period, suburban
development would outstrip the growth of the downtown. This should not be taken to
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indicate, however, that the connection between community identity and retailers did not
have a certain resonance, or that local citizens did not respond to such appeals. Stores in
Rochester and Buffalo assumed many different roles: their fostering o f local pride was in
many ways inseparable fiom their other economic and social fiinctions.
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CONCLUSION
In August 1957, the board of directors of Sibley, Lindsay & Curr in Rochester
voted unanimously to recommend acceptance of an offer fiom Associated Dry Goods to

buy al1 of Sibley's cornmon stock. At the t h e , the vast rnajority of the store's shares
were held by descendants of the store's founders or of early investors.' The board of
directors assured staff and customers that even if Sibley's was bought by Associated, the
store's traditions and policies would remain the same. Al1 1,200 Rochester employees of
the store would retain their jobs. Local patrons, as well, were reassured that they would
not see major changes at their beloved store. Although Associated was a national
company, it allowed its stores a hi& level of independence in their operations. John R.
Sibley, son of the store's founder, explained to the Rochester Times-Union why he had
given his personal seal of approval to the deal.
One of the many things 1like about Associated is the strict homemanagement aspect of its operation. The corporation calls it 'autonomy.' 1
prefer to look on it as home-management. Associated is a huge
organization which, with the Sibley business, will do about 250 million
dollars worth of business a year, yet in its headquarters on Madison
Avenue, New York, it employs a staffof only 15 people That's an
indication of how thoroughly autonomous its various store operations are.2

'RD&C, 21 August, 1957. Folder " l%Os," Sibley Collection, RHS. The paper
reported that approximately 220,000 shares were held by descendants of the store's
founders or of early investors, with only 33,000 shares held by the public. There were
400 stockholders in the company. Associateci's offer was $40 per share, totalhg over
$10 million.
2

~

2 1 A~u ~ u ,s ~1957,
,
Folder " 1950s," Sibley Collection, RHS.
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Sibley argued that he had long obsenied Associated's operations in other cities, and

.

dthough he had received many offers for the store over the years, he settied on the
company because he "wanted to !ive to see that d l that my father and his partners built
should corne into the best possible hands."'
Robert J. McKim, president of Associated Dry Goods, stressed that Sibley's
wouId not becorne a chain store because of the sale. Describing his organizattion as "a
group of stores, rather than a chain," M c K h emphasized "our stores have strong
individual personalities reflecting their many years of operation in their own
~ornmunities."~
Aithough the company's overall managment was cenaalized, many
aspects of store operations remained under local control. Buying was not done through a
cenaal office but by the stores themselves. The company encourageci stores to assert
their individuaIity in terms of display and merchandising. The main function of the head
office in Manhattan was to analyze and disseminate information on sales, costs, h c e ,

and administrative techniques. Sibley's board of directors underscored that in joining
Associated, the store would operate as an autonomous division, while enjoying the
the store
competitive benefits of being part of a much Iarger organization. Above d,
would retain its local character. A statement released to the public asserteci, "It will be a
store managed and operated by Rochesterians, who know Rochester and its people."5
31bid.
4~~~

10 September, 1957, Folder " l95Os," Sibley Collection, RHS.

'RD&C, 2 1 August, 1957. Folder " 1%Os," Sibley Collection, RHS.

As this dissertation has demonstrated, Sibley's assertion that the store was
maintaining its proud local traditions even as it joined a new type of business
organization was nothing new. Sibley's was not even the fint Western New York store to
join Associated Dry Goods, as J.N. Adam's and Hengerer's of Buffalo had long been part
of the organization. Other area stores had been part of buying groups, which combined
the power to bargain for low prices fiom suppliers with the ability to assert "independent"
s a s . What is clear fi-om the statements by both store officiais and Associated
spokespeople is that it remained very important to Sibley's public image to be perceived

as a "local"institution, with a proper appreciation for Rochester's particular history and
tastes6 The sense that the store served Rochestenans in a way that other "interlopers"
could not survived weIl into the postwar period.
During the 1920s and l93Os, retailers in both Rochester and Buffalo asserted their
position in the cornmunities they served. They were active in civic life, providing a range
of services and ente-ents

which went beyond the simple sale of goods. The interwar

period in some ways witnessed significant changes in the business of selling. As Buffalo
and Rochester stores became more integrated into national networks, they risked losing

6 ~ist beyond the scope of this conclusion to trace the complete history of al1 retailers
in Buffalo and Rochester to the present day. A brief sketch of the history of Sibley's is
illuminative of larger trends in suburbanization and corporate consolidation which
characterized deparmient stores in the latter half of the twentieth century. Sibley's was
the largest deparmient store in Western New York, and continued to operate its
downtown flagship store as it opened branches in the suburban malls ringing Rochester.
Ln 1986, Associated Dry Goods was itself acquired by the May Company. The May Co.
closed the downtown store, and consolidated al1 remaining Sibley's with Kauhann's of
Pittsburgh.
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what had made them distinct. The sale of stores to Associated h y Goods, the joining of
group buying associations by other independent stores, even the very success of Buffalo
and Rochester merchants in "bringing the world" to Western New York, were al1
developments which had both positive and negative implications. Retailers who changed
how they did business, even in the interest of bringing more selection or better prices to
local markets, risked diluthg whatever "local" identity there was le& in these institutions.
Close examination of retailing, marketing and conniming in Western New York
during the 1920s and 1930s reveals, however, that the local remained important in the
way consumers experienced the market. Residents of Buffalo and Rochester took pride

in howing about the latest fashions, or in being able to purchase the same massproduced item advertised in national magazines. Yet they also responded to retailers'
appeals to local loyalty. Consumers flocked to exhibits of "city-made" goods and
celebrated the opening of new stores or irnproved facilities as symbolic of the growth of
their communities. During hard times, they attended special promotions which promised
to help area businesses, or they pledged to spend more money locally.
For their part, retailers were happy to cultivate the notion that they had played a
prominent role in the evolution of Buffalo and Rochester. Merchants were visible
business leaders, active in local Chambers of Commerce and tireless in their boosting. In
their advertising they trumpeted the advances not only of their stores but of their cities.

In the 1920s they navigated new foms of cornpetition by asserting their local roots on the
one hand, while simultaneously keeping an eye on developments in the rest of the nation
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and the world. Retailers in Western New York used new innovations in communication
to keep abreast of trends arowd the globe. They assured patrons that they could provide
the best of Parisian fashion, or the same items advertised in the Ladies' Home Journal.

They argued that local customers did not have to travel to New York City for better
selection. M e n chain stores appeared to threaten their position, Buffalo and Rochester
retailers adopted strategies like group buying yet never conceded the moral superiority of
"independent" status. Chain stores, as well, leamed to cultivate local goodwill by
emphasizing how they recniited area personnel and stocked locally produced goods.
As economic conditions worsened, retailers used the same emphasis on "home
buying" to encourage patrons to spend money in their own cities. Retailers devoted
columns of their advertising space to expianations of the "chainof distribution" and the
need for increased consumer spending. They blamed hoarding and "selfishthrift" for
creating unemployment, and f o d a t e d different strategies to engage the public.
Merchants in Buffalo organized a special day of sales which was hoped to restore
consumer confidence and provide a boost to the local economy. Rochester's "Pledge for
Prosperity" campaign was premised on a similar understanding of private spending as the
key to solving the Depression. Even after the failure of such initiatives, retailers
remained active in their communities and devoted considerable resources to store
improvements throughout the late 1930s. We must always keep in mind that the retailers
who made local appeals were not purely altniistic. By appealing to local sentiment,
retailers hoped to gain a cornpetitive edge over newly amved chab store branches or
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stores in nearby cities. Yet at the same tune, merchants took their role in civic affairs
seriously. They were active in promoting local causes, helping charities, and fmding
solutions to area problems.

In his study of Buffalo's automobile clubs, Emest Grogan Brown argues that
trends in mass leisure cannot be understood without p a y e close attention to local
particularities. He notes, "Despite fears of local institutions being unable to resist the
hegernonic pressures of mass society, many have flourished, given a local character to
mass phenornena, and acted as mediators or agents between mass society and the
individual."' Brown's observations about car culture can be broadened to include larger
developments in leisure and consumption. Buffalo and Rochester consumers experienced
the mass market through the filter of local institutions. Retailers in Western New York
ofien assumed the role of cultural mediatiors, bringing not only specific types of goods
but even celebrities, entertainments, and exhibits to Rochester and Buffdo for the
edification and amusement of local patrons.

This dissertation has argued that medium-sized cities are important to fully
comprehend the history of American consumerism. Much of the scholarship on
consumption, advertking, and cultural change during first few decades of the twentieth
century has assumed a national perspective. More specifically, many historians have
looked to developments in larger cities like New York or Chicago as emblematic of
7

Ernest Grogan Brown, "The Automobile and Leisure in Buffalo, New York During
the 1920s: Local Institutions Shaping Mass Leisure," (Ph.D. diss., State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1995), 295.
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national cultural changes. This dissertation has worked fkom the premise that New York
was not America, and that there is much to be leamed f?om examining the experiences of
retailers and consumers who lived outside of the metropolis.
And while cities like Buffalo and Rochester are crucial to a full understanding of

the history of consumption, retailers are key to a nuanced view of the life of these centres.

Examining the consumption patterns of the city cm provide new insights into civic life
duMg the 1920s and 1930s. Stores, paaicularly the major retailers clustered on the Main

Streets of Buffalo and Rochester, were central to the cultural life of these cities. T a h g a
closer look at retailing in Western New York allows us to beaer understand how
Americans in different regions and different sized communities interacted with the mass
market, and f o n d their own ways to "consume Iocally."

MAJOR DOWNTOWN RETAILERS, 1920 - 1940

Location

Buffalo
J.N. Adam & Co.
Adam, Meldrum & Anderson Co.
E.W. Edwards
Davis Brothers
Flint & Kent
William Hengerer Co.
Hens & Kelly Co.
W.T. Grant Co.
Jahraus-Braun Co.
Oppenheim, Collins & Co.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.

383-393 Main St.
396-408 Main St.
460-470 Main St.
West Ferry and Grant
554-562 Main St.
457-471 Main St.
478-488 Main St.
546-552 Main St.
977-979 Broadway
Main and Huron
1095 Main (at Jefferson)

Rochester

DufSl-Powers
E.W. Edwards
B,Forman
McCurdy & Company
National Clothuig Company
Neisner Brothers
Sibley, Lindsay & C m Co.
W. T.Grant

Main St, at Fitzhugh
1 10 & 144-158 Main St. E.
46 Clinton Avenue S.
2 19-274 Main St. E. (at EIm)
159 Main St. E.
200 Main E.(main branch)
228-280 Main St. E. (at Clinton)
293 Main St. E.

APPENDIX 2
NET SALES, GROSS EARNINGS AND NET EARNINGS,
SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR., 1920 - 1940
Year
1920

Net Sales
10,680,726

Gross Earnings
970,260

Income Tax
345,256

Net Earnings
625,004

1921

11,094,573

1,438,940

136,974

1,301,966

1922

11,522.685

1,557,505

408,180

1,149,325

1923

12,684,4 11

2,009,6 16

187,950

l,82 1,666

1924

12,668,293

1,4l6,83 1

213,280

1,203,551

1925

12,623,774

1,323,711

161,385

1,162,326

1926

13,504,706

1,024,489

148,024

876,456

1927

13,107,305

l,346,59 1

123,358

1,223,233

1928

12,816,108

1,O55,96 1

127,766

928,195

1929

12,606,898

936,199

115,157

821,042

1930

11,504,72 1

584,865

143,126

441,739

1931

10,248,562

302,3 19

30,000

272,3 19

1932

7,994,247

19,986

5,000

14,986

1933

7,710,850

98,802

11,000

87,802

1934

8,382,970

188,838

25,000

163,838

1935

8,382,970

22 1,004

26,000

105,004

13 mos. ending
Jan 3 1, 1937 9,923,347

49,500

257,078

Fiscal yr ending
Jan 31,1938 9,911,941

l8,OOO

33,912

1938

9,248,762

24,000

128,435

1939

9,693,219

52,000

366,074

1940

10,197,678

68,000
426,150
Source: "Homer Hoyt Market Survey & Appraisal, March 1953," Table XW. in carton
marked "AnnualReports," Sibley Collection, Strong Museum.

BUFFALO BUSINESS INDICES,1928-1936 (1933=100%)

Motion Picture
Receipts

1928

NIA

1929

NIA

1930

NIA

193 1

N/A

Bank
Debits

Department
Store Sales

Source: Statistical Survey, Supplement, May, 1937, p. 3

Factory
Payrolls
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APPENDIX 4

INDEX OF SALES OF BUFFALO DEPARTMENT STORES, 1925-1935,
BY MONTH
(Unadjusted for seasonal variation and the number of days in the month)

1925-1926-1927= 100%
1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931

1932 1933

Jan

82.2

83.1

75.2

74.5

79.6

70.6

65.6

54.7 39.3

Feb

80.1

77.9

74.4

74.9

73.7

66.4

60.4

54.3

37.7

Mar

91.3

82.0

81.6

84.3

89.0

81.6

75.6

59.3

42.4

Apr

113.8 101.1 109.9 96.8

95.4

100.8 98.1

71.8

63.4

May

107.1 104.8 103.6 102.2 107.2 97.4

76.4

55.7

59.9

June

102.8 96.6

95.4

91.4

92.9

84.7

80.8

58.7 54.9

July

75.9

72.1

70.3

68.3

70.3

63.3

56.2

38.8

41.2

Aug

73.9

76.8

82.3

70.1

72.8

64.5

60.8

45.0

54.0

Sept

98.3

97.8

96.7

101.9 99.1

100.2 79.6

65.0

58.6

Oct

134.1 114.5 120.0 119.2 115.3 95.4

82.6

62.9

65.6

Nov

102.4 104.3 101.4 100.4 97.8

71.7

59.0

56.2

Dec

173.6 169.8 172.0 171.8

86.5

158.1 149.1 126.4 96.8

103.3

Source: BBSR, Data for Statistical Surveys, Box 2 "Sales",Folder "Department Store
Saies," UBA.
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APPENDIX 5

INDEX OF SALES OF BUFFALO DEPARTMENT STORES,1928-937,
BY YEAR
(Unadjusted for seasonal variation and the number of days in the month)
1925-1926- 1927 = 100%
Year

Monthly Average

1928

96-3

1929

96.0

1930

88.4

1931

77.9

1932

60.2

1933

56.4

1934

6 1.1

1935

65.0

1936

73.7

1937

78 -2

Source: "Buffalo Business Indices," BBSR, Box 2 "Sales,"FoIder "Department Stores,"
UBA.
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